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Chapter I

INTRODU CTION

Crises stand at the threshold between war and peace. The ‘Basic
Principles ’ of detente enumerated in 1972, recognized that both nations
must strive to better understand the dynamics of crises and to act both
individually and jointly to quickly contain and manage crises in such
a manner as to prevent the outbrea k of war. Early recognition of a
crisis coupled with quick dipl omatic and military action can hel p to
moderate hostilities and avoid unnecessary conflict.

But what is meant by crisis management? How can one actually
manage a crisis? This has been one of those intellectual footballs
that has been bounced around for sometime now.2 In general , there
are two schools of thought about what it means to manage crises.
The first school equates management with the decision-maker ’s ability
to avoid war -- pure and simple. This is a risk averse definition
which requires decision makers to evaluate the effect of action in
terms of the resulting likel i hood of war. The decision rule is clear
enough: choose the action least likely to create war. Since it
assumes that the opponent’ s response is important in the calculations ,
this perspective emphasizes the common interests of participants.

1 ”The USA and the USSR attach major importance to preventing the
devel oping of situations capable of causing a dangerous exacerbation
of their relations. Therefore, they will do their utmost to avoid
military confrontations and to preven t the outbreak of nuclear war.
They will always exercise restraint in their mutual relations , and
will be prepared to negotiate and settle differences by peaceful
means. Discussions and negotiations on outstanding issues will be
conducted in a spirit of rec i procity , mutual accommodation and mutual
benefit. ” (Surviva l, 1972, pp. 191-192)

2See Young (1968), Williams (1976) and Snyder (1972) for attempts
to define these terms.
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The second school of thought lies at the opposite end of the spectrum.
Winning is now the sole objecti ve and war is simply one of many strategies
open to nations. In this school crises are good things because they
define the limi ts of an opponent ’s commi tments and spel l out the freedom
o~ operation open to a skilled player.

In order to understand crisis management in today ’s world , we must
seek a marriage of both ; winning is the objective , but within very tight
bounds. These boundaries totally elimi nate the desirability of nuclear
war. While this desirability can be eliminated , the accidental , tragic
occurrence cannot be as readily prevented. Crisis management is
essentiall y an attempt to balance this contradiction. It is intended
to be a set of procedures which seeks a mutually advantageous (positive
sum) solution wi thout going to nuclear war.

The national decision process in response to crisis is generally the
same whether the time requirement for decisions is a matter of hours , days ,
or months. The President and his principa l national security advisors

seek information , in tel l ig ence , and policy recommendations from as many
command and staff l evels as time permits . There is an automatic chain
reacti on thro u ghout the var ious  channels  and levels  of the several
departments and agencies as they are queried by those above them .
Information on each potential crisis situation is shared with the staffs
and departments responsible for col l ecting and distributing information.
Plans for coping with the crisis are formulated by policy elements in
the several departments and agencies. Various level s of government
are included in the decision processes so as to coordinate both
functional tasking and the collection of information through successive
levels of the decision hierarchy .

In the Department of Defense, for instance, there are seven functions
in crisis management:

(1) Indications Monitoring

provides the means for continuous appraisal of the
current world situation by regular staffs during normal

I
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working hours and by operations center watch personnel
at all other times . Incoming information is examined
for events and trends which differ from the norma l
state-of-affairs , resulting in notif ication to higher
authority of a possible crisis situation.

(2)  I n i t i a l  C r i s i s  As sessment
is initiated by notification of a si gnificant change

from the norm. The result of this activity is deter-
mination of whether or not a crisis exists. If one
exists , it is evidenced by intensified monitoring and
analysis , and the initiation of response planning. In
making  th is  i n i t i a l  c r i s i s  assessment , in terac t ion  may
take place between th i s  func t i on  and the threat  assessment
funct ion and/ or the damage assessment func t ion , as
appropriate to the s i t ua t ion .

(3) Threat Assessment
.includes evaluation of all possible consequences of the

crisis situation. Potential enemy objectives , intentions ,
status of forces, and capabilities are assessed . If we
have suffered damage , the implications of the losses on
our economic , po l i t i c a l , and m i l i t a r y  posture are
evaluated... (T)these activities may require the retrieval
of pre-stored data or the acquisition of new information
in li ght of changed conditions. Finally, this function
involves communication of the overall threa t assessment
to those engaged in response option planning and other
concerned (agenc ies ) .

(4)  Damag e Assessment
.consists of the ac t iv i ty  which  spans the durat i on from

the time of f i r s t  receipt of reports of damage sus ta ined
to Uni ted  States and/or its allies ’ resources , until after
communica t ion  r ega r d ing the extent and specifi cs to those
who are , or may become , concerned wi th  the effects of the
damage. It involves inspection , transmission , and receipt
of damage reports , determination of the cause and perpetrator ,
and the numbers and kinds of things lost or degraded. It
also Involves determination of who can best provide infor-
mation and who should receive what portions of the assess-
men t.

(5) Resource Analysis

involves responding to requests for information generated
by the (response) planners as to what resources are or can
be made available for use or expenditure in executing
potential response options.
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(6) Response Selection/Execution
is the process of decidin q to execute one or more

recommended response options~ including military,
L economic , and d ip lomat ic  or a combinat ion of the three

typ es , or reject ing a l l , and di rect ing a d d i t i o n a l
pla n n i n g ,  possibly wi th  new p l a n n i n g  factors or
obj ect ives . .  .Resp onse Execut ion is the t ransmiss ion
of orders as to what actions are to be taken and
t he car ry ing out of the ac t ions  ordered .

(7) Crisis Monitoring
.is initiated simultaneousl y with the Execution

phas e of the Response Se lec t ion / Execut ion  f u n c t i o n ;
i t  pr ovides feedback to Response P l a n n i n g  and inputs
to the Damage and Threat Assessment and Resource
Analysis functions. Crisis Monitoring differs from
Ind ica t ion  Moni to r ing ;  i t  concentrates on the
evolution of events generated by Response Execution
with regard to this situation only, whereas Indication
moni tor ing  cont inues evq lua t ion  of a l l  other incoming
day-to-day informat ion.  ( P h i l l i p s , 1977 , pp. 8-12)

An important factor to keep in mind is that functiona l relationships
exist at every level (Washington , unified commands , and actual on the
scene commands) of the organizationa l structure to be supported by a
crisis management system. Activities related to crises will necessitate
interactions and communicatior~between levels as well as functions.
Identical functional organizations at multiple levels in the crisis manage-
ment system may all be involved in a single activity either independently
or jointly. The flow of information within each level is depicted in
Figure 1.1.

In part this flow is the assignment prerogative of the President. The
day-to-day functions of indi catio n onitorin (1) provide the means for
continuous appraisal of the current situation by regular staff during normal
working hours and by operations watch personnel at all other times.

‘These functions are official crisi s functions not a prescrip tion
for good crisis managm ent (see Phillips , 1977, pp. 8—12).

I
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• The initial crisis assessment function (2) is initiated by no t i f i c a t i on
of a signifi cant change from the norm. The result of this activity is a
determi nation of whether or not a crisis exists . If one exists , it is
followed by intensifi ed monitoring and analysis and initiation of response

- planning . In making this initial crisis assessment, interaction may take
place between this function and the threat  assessment funct ion or the damage
assessment funct ion , as app ropr ia te  to the s i t u a t i o n .

The damage assessment (3 ) ,  threa t assessment (4 ) ,  and re source ana lys i s  (5)
funct ions are performed in support of the response p lann ing  func t i on  ( 6 ) .  The
outputs of response planning are recomended response options together with
estimated costs and risks.

The response selection /execution function (7) is the process of deciding
to execute one or more recommended response options incl uding military ,
econom i c, and d ip lomat ic  and/ or a combinat ion of the three types , or rejecting
all and directing additional planning, possibly with new planning factors or
objectives. All the functions previously mentioned support the response
selection/execution function . Once the decision-maker has made his decision
as to what acti on (response option) to execute , the execution phase comes
into play. Response execution is the transmission and execution of orders
or comman ds.

The crisis monitoring function (8) is initiated simultaneously with the
execution phase of the response selection/execution function; it provides
feedback to response planning and inputs to the damage and threat assessment
and resource analysis functions. Cri sis monitoring differs from indication
monitoring in that it concentrates on the evolution of events generated by
response execution with regard to this situation only, whereas indication
monitoring continues to evaluate all other incoming day-to-day information.

After a crisis situation is recognized (initial crisis assessment), the
situation is continually assessed by the response planning function and the
response selection function. The control functions (planning, selection/
execution , and monitoring) are iterated until the crisis terminates either
autonomously or following negotiations and execution of a termination plan.
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• In a very real sense, this configuration of crisis functions is an ideal

type and does not quite fit the actual configuration in any single crisis.

This is true because each crisis is unique both in terms of the problems

it presents and the particu lar state of the administrat ion it meets.

Phil Williams sums up the concern which must remain in crisis management.

it seems almost inevitable that any attempt at the
management of super power confrontations will prove
troublesome . In one sense , therefore, the notion of
crisis management is almost a contradictory one. It
is an attempt to manage what may be unmanageable , to
control the uncontrollable. Manipulating and infl uencing
the opponent while simultaneously controlling events and
avoiding war is a daunting task. But it is a task that
must be carried out , since the only alternatives in ~hecontemporary world may be annihilation or surrender.

There is a real need to deal with the control problems abundant in an
unfolding crisis. Approaches for simplifying the command structure need to
be developed to ensure that national command authorities can become involved
in crises while the daily operations of monitoring and responding to the
internationa l environment are maintained . DOD Directive 5100.30 creating
the World Wide Military Command and Control System (WWMCCS) was a move in
this direction . The WWMCCS improves communications and proposes a computer
internetting (using common software programs in sharing data bases). A
major objective of WWMCCS is to simplify the decision process. Not only do
we need solu tions l i ke WWMCCS , but we also need new procedures and better
analysis of the impact of information for responding to crises. The problems
center on assurinj an appropriate mixture of the fl ow of information , intel-
ligence , and policy actions. Genera l Ralph highlights the diffi culties in
applying control networks such as WWMCCS:

Implementation Problem --
Past command , control , and communication networks have been
unable to meet adequately the information needs of the
tactical comander. Vast amounts of data were generated
at the execution end of the chain of command , but strategically
sensitive details were often buried in a mass of ‘noise. ’
That fundamenta l problem is still with us. Advances in
selec ted communi ca ti ons tec hnolo gy have occurre d so rapidly that

W i l l i ams , Crisis Management (John Wiley and Sons , 1976), pp. 30—31 .
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information is assembled at rates beyond the current ability
to transmi t, process , or use. Software capabil ities
are inadequate to evaluate the data against criteria of
immedi ate concern to the comma n der , nor can i nformat ion be
reprocessed and displayed in a manner consistent with battle
dynamics . I

In cr i ses , decision makers are short on knowledge , time , and other
resources , and they must contend with competing interests . The danger of
war is ever present~ It stems from three separate aspects of crisis
behavior. The fi rst of these dangers rests in deficienci es or defects in
the decision making mechanics of participant states. In addition , there
are certa i n ~angers intrinsic to a system when it shifts into crisis which
are uncontrol la b le by member states . F i na l ly, there are risks inherent in
the environment in which nations must operate . This book is addressed to
each of these three problems .

The Problems of Perceptions

To a large degree what happens in crises is simply an accentuation of
problems inherent in the decision making process at all times . Facts have
to be translated into data relevant to decision making. This process is a
complex and difficult administra tive process which includes selection and
interpretation at a number of levels in the decision hierarchy. There are,
however , certain characteristics of this process which are peculiar to crises.

In crisis , and despite increased attention given to the
prob lem , m i spercept ions are greater , perceptions become
more stereotyped , every action of the enemy is interpreted
to substantiate the theory that aggression was always the
intent of the enemy , belief systems become closed and
al ternative policies unrealistic , the administrative
processes by which facts are examined are by-passed to secure
quick decisions , facts that do not support polici es are
disregarded and their purveyors treated as hostile agents ,
advisors are those who give the advice that is wanted ,
priorities lead to the neglect of matters not related to the
crisis , power becomes centralized and intimidation of parties
with opposing views increases.2

1Brigadier General John E. Ralph , “Tactica l Air Systems and the New
Technolo gi es ” in G. Kemp et al op cit, pp. 29—30 .

( 2,~ w~ Bur ton , Systems States Diploma cy and Rules (Cambridge Un i versity
Press , 1968), p. 77.
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The standard routine for dealing with problems in any foreign policy

bureaucracy is to select a policy mix or set of actions , given a set of

goals. But in crises such procedures are impossible. The command authority

is short on knowledge, time, and other resources and is faced with competing

needs. Making decisions is dif ficult for severa l reasons:
-- objectives are not always clear -cut;
— -  i t is u s u a l l y  the case that  several a l t e r n a t i v e

methods for a t t a i n i n g  a given set of objectives
are possible ;

—— uncertainties seem abundant and pervasive particularly
in those cases where lead time is expansive .

In order to perform e f f i c i e n t l y ,  dec i s ion  mak ers must be able  to ca l l  for
information from the environment and from history .

The Pueblo incident is an example of the problems a crisis can pose to the
national decision making process. It dramatized the problems presented to a
decision maker who, under severe time constraints must formulate a plan ,

l ocate resources and initiate action all under considerably less than optimum
certainty of controlling events.

There had been no properly coordinated contingency plan
due to the walls between the Services , and between the
intelligence community and the Services. It took too
long for the news to traverse the PINNACLE/CRITIC chain
(c lass i f i ed  systems for e lectr i cal  communicat ions )  to th e
White House and , when it did , the information was garblec .
The lack of rapid , reliable, secure conferencing (on al~levels) was a constant handicap here , as in many other
crises . The White House lacked the realtime information
it should have had or been able to get. The Enterprise ’s
lack of response also could have been rectified by rapid
access to dati . Fi ra lly , the ‘people ,’ especially the
offi cers and crew of the r’ueblo , could have been selected ,
trained , and exercised with better judgment ~nd attentionto the crisis-potentialities of the mission.~

But what lessons from ~istory are to help us interpret current information
even when it is available? An analyst , assigned to monitoring developments
in a particular region of the globe , brings to that task certain preconceived
images of how events are to be interpreted in that part of the world. In the

1 H . Ware , “New Tools for Crisis Management, ” U.S. Naval Institute
Proceedings (August 1974), pp. 19-24.
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foreign policy bureaucracy , these images are developed in large part by the

agency experience of the analyst. 1 It is clear today that the three major

agencies involved in crises management (State, Defense , and CIA) are very
different organizations. But what is the impact of these differences on
very different organizations? And , what is the impact of these differences
on crisis management? We know that the effects come from the processes

i n which:

-- information is received , processed , and presented to
decision makers

—— situations get recognized as having certain implications
imperative for US action .

We know from recent experiences that a number of problems exist with
the transmission and interpretation of information about the likelihood of
a conflict leading to a crisis. Certainly crises can arise wi th such
speed that we do not recognize early signals of an impending clash. But
all too frequently communication , early analysis , and action have been
faulty . Messages have been sent to the wrong location as in the Liberty
incident in the Middle -East .2 There has been a failure to integrate

information received at various points in the system (Pearl Harbor) and
the perceptions and interpretations of various analysis groups have
differed widely as to the meaning of developments . These differences
have been due to different information received (the assassination of
Nhu), to different agency interpretations (Bay of Pigs) or to a simpl e
inability to follow what was developing in the field and in the di plomatic
arena at the same time (Santo Domingo).

The problems seem to suggest that we need to look carefully at the manner
in which signals get received at each of the agencies involved in warning, and
at the role agency perspectives play in the process. If noticeable differences
exist , as we fully expect , what are the dangers and opportunities available?

In order to study these aspects of the warning process , our concerns must
shift from modeling the external activities of the outer environment to modeli nr
the structure of information processing within crisis warning systems . Usefu ,

models of governments must go beyond preserving the input-output relationships

I —_ _

1Axelrod (1976).
2War e (1 974) .
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to also characterizing the manner in which information is transformed into
interpretations o-f the outer environment and then into reaction . Consider the
watch officer in State, Defense, or CIA. His job is to monitor incoming
messages in order to recognize impending crises or other threats to US
involvement. In the Defense Department, this watch activity takes place
within the National Military Intelligence Center (NMIC) under the auspices
of the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA). The State Department maintains its
watch activity within its Operations Center , and a similar activity occurs

in the CIA’ s Operations Center. It is i mportant to recognize that each agency

goes about its task in a slightly different fashion. Each warning office has

its own unique mode of operating and its own peculiar positions to protect and
project into the decision process.’ For instance a reading of several of the
popular accounts of agency perspectives suggests that the military senses most
readily ,crises as imminent threats to American military activity or sovereignty

which can be countered by immediate limited US military actions . The State Depart-

ment sees threats to U.~ commitments and/or past precedents and which would involve
unilateral or multilateral diplomatic initiatives. The CIA is sensititized
by-potential forces wh ich mi ght endanger the status quo at some future event
in time for which preventive action is necessary now .2 Since most crises
involve political , military and intelligence components , it is important that
the national security process integrate , in some fashion , information and
interpretation from a wide variety of sources. This is necessary for early
evaluation of the downstream impacts of activities taken in the warning phases
of any crisis.

In normal pre—c risis periods , each of the watch officers will receive -—
through their individual warning system -- large quantities of information
and judgmental data , directly or indirectly applicable to a potential situation
being assessed. If the sources of the information are different , divergent
interpretations or assessments may easily be made because some essential elements
of the situation may not exist at one watch or may be neglected in the data
from wh i ch assessments are L,eing made by that component. The action planning
groups at each agency will need to coordinate , compare and interrelate their
assessments in order to provide a firm basis for action , to avoid conflicting
ac tions , and to achieve maximum effectiveness.

1See Lloyd Etheridge ’s (1978) Ph.D. dissertation for relevant data
on these assumptions.

2See Pentagon Papers (1976), Marchet t i  and Marks  (1976) or most con-
gressional hearings on crises.
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So now the question becomes how are differences in agency perspective ,

in baseline information against which current information is evaluated , in
information sources, and in the ordering sequence of information received ,

likely to effect the warning process? In order to understand the impact
of variations , on reorganizational efforts like WWMCCS , we need more detailed
understanding of the structure of the process envisioned in Figure 1.1 than
we currently possess. But while the process must provide for more detail in
the delineation of structure, it must also abstract more of the process itself
in order to maintain a manageable analysis perspective.

The Shi f t  from Day-to-Day
Routine to Crisis Behavior

Consider a hypothetical sequence of events in the CIA watch officer ’s
duty. He comes to work early on a Tuesday night (2 a.m .) and begins reading
cabl e traffic coming in from the Uorth-South Korean border. There is a
report alleging that North Korean soldiers violated the DMZ between North
and South Korea , fel l ed trees, started forest fires , and herded apparently
disesased cattle into South Korea before fleeing across the DMZ. He calls
a conference of other watch officers immediately to see if they have corrobor-
ating evidence. His counterpart in Defense points out that South Korean
troops have been ordered to fol l ow the raiders back across the DMZ and
retaliate. They left two hours ago but no one has heard from them for over
an hour. The State Department office points out tha t there has been a series
of high level dipl omatic meetings between the North Korean and the Chinese
and Russians. He says tha t the Russians have apparently remained in Pyongyang,
the North Korean capital , but the Chinese went home after less than a day ’s
meeting .

While the three watch officers are discussing whether others should be
notified , the military officer says he just received information that the
South Korean patrol has been repulsed by a much larger North Korean force
coming down through the DMZ. At this point all three officers brea k up
the conference and make reports to superiors including estimates of the
threa t, decision time , and uncertainty .

The imediate response to such a report is a shift in the operating procedures
for dealing with a sequence of events. Analysts will be dispatched to assist
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wa tch officers , thereby developing Crisis Alert Teams (CATS), the Secretaries
will set up briefings on a regular basis in their situation rooms and the
President will be notified. If the action continues and escalates , the
threat of a commitment of US forces may be envisioned and the initiation
of a conference among the secretaries and the President will be called. 1

Several points are worth abstracting from this scenario. The shift
from noncrisis reporting to a crisis mode of behavior exhibits several
intriguing forms of behavior. One inherent characteristic of this shift is
that sudden changes are observable from pre-crisis , standard operating procedures
to the particular form of crisis response chosen for this situation. The
pattern of sudden change is difficult to forecast in that small changes in the
exterior state of world affairs occasionally create dramatic shifts in the
behavior exhibited in response. For sometime now students of crisis have
recognized this point. McClel land (1968) defi ned crisis as “in some way ,
a change of state in the flow of international political actions. (p. 160).
Hermann has included in his definition of crisis the concept of surprise. In
order for a crisis to occur , argues Hermann (1969) the bureaucracy must be
surprised.

(Herr nann , 1969, p. 411) .. .A crisis is a situation which
disrupts the system or some part of the system (that is , a
subsystem such as an alliance or individual actor). More
specifically, crisis is a situation that creates an abrupt
or sudden change in one or more of the basic systemic variables .

(Scott, 1967, p. 216) A system faced with a crisis may
shift from its normal mode of functioning into a crisis mode
of functioning. As part of this change , the tempo of inter-
action among system components may increase , communication
patterns may be altered , and the decision making processes
may be modified . Under normal conditions one component mi ght
be dominant , but under crises conditions another mi ght become
dominant.

Edward Azar has pursued this notion of shift further by developing the
concept of the normal range of behavi or (1972). He argues that a set pattern
or a normal range of behavior in the exchange between two nations is
relatively easy to discern . For Azar, a nation becomes involved in crisis
only when it passes a critical threshold point in behavior sent and received.

1The Wash i ngton Special Action Group (WSAG) is the current name of the
executive committee to advise the President in crises.
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These ideas of crossing threshold points and concomitant shifts in behavior
will be an important part of our development of a model of crisis response.1

These special situations are not amenable to standard statistical description
because such descri ptions are not adequate for describing sudden transition
and divergence as is commonplace in the shift from standard operating procedures
to crisis operating procedures. Thus previous approaches to stimulus response
explanation in international relations cannot help us develop the concept of
response to crises. Severa l simple behavior benets behavior ” model s have been
developed in the literature at this point in time . Phillips (1977) has
attempted to explain the response of one nation to another as a simple input-
output model mediated by domestic action , uncertainty in the signal and the
actions of third parties in the process. Holsti , North and Brody (1968)
have suggested that the matching of input and Output jS controlled by perceptual
variables of hostility and friendship. A problem inherent in both approaches
was the assumed structural stability of the explanations linking behavior
received and sent. Unfortunately, we know only too well that the receipt of
a gi ven signal is not responded to similarly across all situations. But to
capture this contextuality is to identify the alternative structures for
matching input to output and the algorithm for change of internal states of
the system.

Philosophically we want to argue that it is the concept of structural
stability that lies at the heart of science. The experimental method is an
attempt at defining the elements of a recognizable system (one that is
structurally stabic) and then manipulating a set of control variables to
i denti fy what combination of inputs will alter the structure of the system
under exami nation . But it is the manipulation of these control variables
which can (we argue ought to) alter the structural stability of the system.

(Ashby , 1966, p. 11) In any state determined system, the
behavior of a variable at any instant depends on the values
which the variable and the others have at that instant. If
one of the va l ues behaves as a step function the rule still

1 (Mayer, l972~ p. 125) “The underlying axiom of systems analysis
(sometimes made explicit while other times left implicit) is that if stress
caused by inputs from the environment pass a certain threshold level , the
system will break down .”

•  _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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applies : whether the variable remains constant or undergoes
a change is determined by the value of the variable and by
the values of the other variables . So, given a state
determined system with a step mechanism at a particular
value , all the states wi th the step mechanism at that value
can be divided into two classes: those whose occurrence
does an d those whose occurrence does no t lead to a chan ge in
the step mechanism value. The former are its critical states:
shoul d one of them occur , the step function will change value .

The experimenter ’s goals are to fi nd the i mportant variables and their trigger
points in order to fully understand the make up of the system under study.

The study of crises is therefore best understood as the study of a natural
experiment. It is the job of the researcher to define the i mportant control
variables of the national system and then through historical eva l uation find
the trigger points of these variables which alter the system and thereby create
a crisis. Once the tri gger points are known , we can ask a series of questions
concerning the impact of changing the structure of the warning process on earlier
triggering and on more reliable triggering of the crisis management system.

One important by-product of this mode of conceptualizing structura l

stability in one ’s models is its similarity with a tropistic perspective. The
dynamics of the system are visualized as dependent upon some bombardment of
stimuli , generally beyond the control of the system itself. This , we argue ,
is an excellent analogy for the warning system in crisis.

Environmental Constraints

We have emphasized internal constraints on crisis management up to this
point , but we have not yet dealt with environmental or historical constraints.
Today, by most accounts , we appear on the threshold of a new, perhaps recurrent,

era. We are witnessing a lesson of the ideologica l conflict that has governed
international politics in the 60 years since the Russian Revolution in 1917.
The world has reacted against this form of perpetua l instability . The rise
of the philosophy of national self-determination justifies the existence of
states wi th their own political form, peaceful coexistence and the very tenuous
power balance of detente.

Now that East-West confrontation is no longer the raison d’etre for statesmen ,
what will take its place? The answer seems clear , economics and natural
resources. The North—South dialogue , the oil crisis , the Middle East question
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are all covered by the new framework. But the new framework is not new at

a1l~ The basic evolving issue is, as it was in the eighteenth century , the
requi rement of raw materials. The raw materials lists are different but
the existence of the lists energizes international power struggles today as
it did then.

This implies that the post-World War II era or system with its big power

confrontation and its power distance between the big powers and the Third World
died with the victory of local imperialism over distant imperialism on the
Indochina peninsula and in the topsy turvy short term success of the oil embargo.
The apparent cataclysmi c destruction of post-war images was probably long in
coming and rooted elsewhere in the dynami cs of the system, but it does give
one pause to recons ider .

The change in environment probably reflects the softening of ideological
antagonism between East and West more than it does the results of conflicts
in Vietnam. But it also signals a challenge to those who would maintain this
apparent but emphenieral stability . Be careful: very careful. The new
concern , perhaps best recognized by Henry Kissinger is that the working out
of relations between the Third World and the major powers might present the
major nations wi th the possibility of being drawn into conflict and major war
over competition for resources in far off areas.

From a confl i ct management perspective , it appears clear that future
conflicts are likely to take on a new configuration. Our polycentric world
will be facing further fragmentation . Old quarrels over territory , seas and

stra its , and control of populations will be augmented by conflicts arising from
economi c warfare. Many of these conflicts will occur in remote l and and sea
areas but many have spillover implications for Europe and other developed areas.
This means that the challenge~is to understand how incidents are likely to
lead to crises in this new system. The challenge is immense. If we do not
avoid , minimize or quickly terminate confl i cts, we are likely to be involved
in a dynami c situation no leader wanted but whose outcomes are as inevitable
as those following from the death of Archduke Ferdir,and in 1914.

Crises are the manifestations of conflicts originating from opposing
policies pursued by nations. Several academi cs have suggested that crises
are a product of competing exchanges between nations. Burton (1968) asserts
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that the progression toward war depends upon the equal contributions from

both sides , each being governed by perceptions of threat. North and his

collea gues (1968) assert that war may occur in a number of ways, but the
changes of its occurrence are increased by the hostility in a crisis atmosphere
generated by the joint exchanges of parties involved. Zinnes (1968) has been
concerned both wi th the expression of hostility , and its perception and the
ensuing responses. These authors will emphasize the process of exchange that
underscores the synretric importance of both participants and actions. Thus ,

the flow of foreign policy exchanges between nations has certainly been a topic
of discussion , debate, and analysis. But which characteristics of this flow
are important for dealing with crises in an efficient manner is not wel l known.
Indeed , we believe that what characterizes crisis behavior has been different
over time. The 1948-1955 era with its ‘pure ’ cold war rhetoric , the 1955-1972
era , and finally the post-1972 era have all presented different conditions for
crisis decision makers as the participants changed their perspectives and the
nature of the game changed . Lessons from these dynamics ought to provide
valuable insights into the future world as we see it taking shape today .

How has the international environment changed in the period since 1945?
We want to argue that the most important change has been in the normal
characterization of the day-to-day state of the international environment.

Fluc tua ti on in the sense of threa t, the need for speedy action , and the degree
of certainty in anticipation of the future action have occurred in this period.
These fluctuations have exhibited rather definite patterns and these patterns
have strong implications for the type of scenerio which leads to crisis. In
particular , we feel that the reduction in the systemic threat of the day-to-day
relations between nations since the Cold War era has si gnificantly changed the
way nations enter crises. We intend to investigate these hunches further.

Concl us ion

These then are the dangers of crises:

1) Dangers inherent in the decision-making system itself.
2) Dangers from the very nature of a shift in structure from

day-to-day routines to crisi ,s management.
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3) Dangers inherent in the environment or shifts in that environment
in which nations must act.

This book is dedicated to a better understand ing of these dangers and to the

L reconmiendation of procedures which may minimi ze their negative impacts .

I

(
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Chapter II

THE RESEARCH STRATEGY

Crisis Warninq
The international env i ronment of the 1980’ s presents the United States

with a new set of i ssues , al beit a var iant upon old themes. The Amer ican
experience in Vie tnam has gone a long way toward ra i s ing the threshol d of
endangered objectives above which events must move before extended US
military involvement is likely. At the same time voices are being raised
in support of the need for more variety in the forms of coercive diplomacy
available to defend US interests in the world. For the first time in
recent US history the hegemony of power we have become accustomed to has
largely evaporated . Thus , we are now faced with a very different set
of prospects for dealing with crises in the l98Os.

Future crises are not likely to be of the nature that defense guidance
planners are currently preparing for. Their preference seems to be for
con ti ngenc ies to handle confl icts i n the Central Euro pean and Med i terranean
areas. There is no ques tion that cr i ses i n these areas pose ser ious
threats to US interests and commitments. Planners are correc t i n des ig n i ng
contingencies for them. Nonetheless , it has become increasingly clear that
crises in these areas do not represent the largest challenge tn crisis
mana gemen t, today.

What of the crises in the th’rd and fourth worlds? Are we prepared to
react quickly in far off parts of the world to protect US interests? Moreover,
when we must opera te in these areas w ill we have guarantees that we w ill have
all ies , bas ing agreements or overfli ght rights that were in existence during
prev ious cr ises in that area ? In an era i n wh ich cooperation is contingent
upon the dynamics of eac h ind ividual s ituation, we are going to have to signal
much more clearly both the degree of our concern and the unmi staka b le intent
to protect our interests. In addition , we will have to do this frequently
w i thout the actual use of military intervention. US dec i s ion makers w ill
have to have a number of alternative action sequences available to them and the

discipline to pause after signalling long enough for others to respond.1 The

1See George, et al (1971) and Bobrow (1976) for an extended discussion
of these points.

19
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skills necessary to win this game of military chess envisioned for the future
will be quite dependent upon the warning process in the bureaucracy charged
with national securi ty affairs. The lead time provided by this warning process
has got to be lon g enou gh to a l low for il lum inat ion of the l ikel y con sequences
of alternative actions. We must be able to maneuver the pieces of the American
foreign policy - establishment in such a way as to make the most of available time.

• An extensive effort has been initiated in the last several years to

facilitate the centralized control which is necessary to ensure such discipline.
This effort has enhanced the physical apparatus for command , con trol an d com-
mun i cat ions (C 3) during crises. At the heart of this de~e1opment is the Worl d-
Wide Military Conii~and and Control System (WWMCCS), a multi -b illion dollar
attempt to link a series of computers together in such a way as to provide
vo ice, data , and graphic interconnectivity between all nodes in the command
hierarchy throughout the world. Essentially this is a communications , stora ge
and display system with analysis capability far beyond the telephone . The
technical capacities , as they exist today in this system, have mass ively
boosted transmi ss ion volume . But, thi s volume has place d requ i remen ts upon
comma nders and created depen denc ies on their  par t for commun i ca ti on whi ch far
out distances their current ability to cope. The problem is one of digestion
or of pattern recognition . Current lack of concern for the problem has led
to chroni c overes timati on of the commander ’ s capability to deal with this
information at all leve l s in the command hierarchy.

The current organ i zati on~1 decisions about C3 system characteristics like
rationality models are based upon assumptions of rationa l choice among
alternatives as if perfect information were present. Unfortunately, the
development of any new organization or system components such as WWMCCS must
proceed in the face of:

1) incomplete definition of goals and purposes
2) incomplete determination of the conditions under

which it must operate
3) a very large (practically infin it~) number of possibilities .

We now have the ex per ience with the WWMCCS and other C3 systems to know tha t
somethi ng is ami ss in our organ izati ona l p lanning. For thi s system to ass i st
decision makers and commanders to do a better job, we need to upgrade the
processes at each node in the hierarchy whereby:
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- information is received , processed , an d presen ted to
• decision makers.

— situations get recognized as having certain imperatives
for US action.

In part, the problem is an image problem. Therefore, researc h wor k on
individual countries is important as it helps us to see how these countries
view crises and how they would respond to US signalling, initiatives or
attempts at coercion.1 But current difficulties are also in part due to
structural problems which require that we carefully rethink our under-
standing of the American decision process of crisis warning.

What we do know from recent experiences is that there are a number of
problems with the transmission and interpretation of information about the
likel i hood of a conflict leading to a crisis. Certainly crises can appear
so sudden ly that we do not recognize their early signals. But all too
frequen tly commun ica ti on , early analysis , and action have been faulty .
Messages have been sent to the wrong l ocation (USS Liberty). Information
received at various points in the system (Pearl Harbor) has not been
integrated and the perceptions and interpretations of various analysis
groups have differed widely as to the meaning of developments . These
differences have been due to different information received (the assassination
of Nhu), to different agency institutions (Bay of Pigs) or to a simple
inability to follow what was developing in the field and in the diplomatic
arena at the same time (Santo Domingo).

The problems seem to suggest that we need to look carefully into the
manner In which agencies involved in Waring receive signals and the role
agency pers pec ti ves p lay in the process. The intellec tual quest ions whi ch
dri ve th is line of researc h concern struct ural changes in the fl ow of
information , organizational responsibilities , and hor izonta l contac ts in
analysis which affect the warning process and outcome. If noticeable
differences exist , as we fully expect, what are the dangers and opportunities
Involved?

In order to study these aspects of the warning process, our con cerns must
shift to modeling the internal structure of information processing in crisis

1Such work as the processing rule models at Ohio State (Thorson, et al ,
1975), and the Chinese Analysis at Maryland (Bobrow , 1977) are excellent
beginnings in this area.

.1- -
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warning. Useful models of governments must go beyond preserving the input-
output relationships to also characterizing the manner in which input information
is transformed into interpretation of the outer environment and then into outputs .
This exercise in evaluating American warning procedures implies three tasks:

L 
1 ) a structural analys i s of the warn ing process
2) a formal discussion of the relationship between

recognition and action
3) the development of even more detailed and exact

models of the functions being performed.

The Warn ing Process
Belden argues:

The primary objective of intelligence is to acquire
info rmation which contributes to warning. However,
the warning process goes beyond the sphere of
Intelligence to impact on the area of decisions and
actions. Consequently, warning and crisis operati ons
have a broader series of objectives than often is
thought to be the case. These are:

1) Avoid or head off a potential crisis
situation (crisis avoidance).

2) If (1) fails , manage the crisis so as to
satisfy national policy objectives without
resorting to milita ry force.

3) If (2) fails , use conventional military
force and diplomatic efforts to avoid long
or severe confl i c t, convent iona l or nuclear .

4) If (3) fails , end the conflict on terms as
favorable to our interests as possible before
Arma geddon.

While the above steps appear to be obvious , it is not
clear tha t our na tional ‘nervous system ’ is designed
for the interactions which must take place among our
bureaucracies In order to operate effectively in crisis
warn ing situations (Belden , 1977, p. 1). ’

Warning implies decisions to take actions. It is thus more than an
estimate or forecast of events . It comprises three separable tasks; analysis ,
decision , and action. Figure 2.1 demarcates this process. Consider the watch

officer In State, CIA , or Defense. His job is to monitor incoming messages
In order to recognize impending crises or other threats to US involvement. In

1Bel den Is a member of the Intelligence Community Staff whose principal
function Is to assist the Director of Central Intelligence . He is personally,
deeply involved in the organizational issues of warning and crisis management.
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CONTEXTUAL IMAGE OF REALITY

FIGURE 2.1
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the Defense Department, this watch activity takes place within the National

Military Intelligence Center (NMIC) under the auspices of the Defense Intel-

l i gence Agency (DIA). The State Department maintains its watch acti vity
within its Operations Center, and a s imi lar act i vity occurs In the CIA ’ s
Operations Center. It is important to recognize that each agency goes about
its task in slightly different fashion Each warning office has dominant
modes of operating and peculiar positions to protect and project into the
decision process. For instance , in several of the action reports

1 it

appears to be the case that the military senses most readily crises as imminent
threats to American military activity or sovereignty which can be countered by
immediate limi ted US military actions , the State Department sees threats to US
commitments or past precedence and compels unilateral or multilateral diplomatic
in i t iat ives , and the CIA is sensitized by potential forces which might endanger
the status quo at some future event in time for which preventative action is

necessary now. Since most crises involve political , mil itary and intell igence
components , it is important that the national securi ty process integrate , in

some fash ion , information and interpreta tion from a wide var iety of sources .
This is necessary for early evaluation of the downstream impacts of activities

taken in the warning phase of any crisis.

In norma l pre-crisis periods each of the watch offices will receive, through

their Individual warning system, large quantities of information and judgmental
data , directly or indirectly appli cable to a potential situation being assessed.
If the sources of the information are different, divergent interpretations or
assessments may easily be made because some essential elements of the situation
may not ex ist at one wa tch or may be neg lec ted in the data from whi ch assess men ts
are being made by that component. The act ion plann i ng groups at each agency
will need to coordinate , compare and interrelate their assessments in order to
provi de a firm basis for action , to avoid conflicting actions , and to ach ieve
maximum effectiveness.

Several influences operate on the watch officers in such a manner to present
problems for analys i s. Candela (1974 , pp. 22-27) suggests three major problems .
One Infl uence is the negative psychological environment in which the watch

1See Pentagon Papers (1976) , Marchetti and Marks (1976) or most con-
gressional hearings on crises .
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officer works. He is to blame if he fails to call an alert when a crisis
is imminent, but usually gets no credit if an early alert gives top l evel

dec i s ion makers lead time to avo id cr i s i s . A second influence on watc h
off icers is the pressure for consensus within the agency. There i s an
unwr itten pressure for consensus which effectively prevents minority

opinions wi th in  an agency from being expressed. This  tendency fosters
the development of an agency image of the outer environment.

The final damaging problem is the base line upon which information is
interpreted . As Candela points out

It is considered tha t good warning analysis should be
the product of a detailed and cont inuing review in
depth of all information going back for weeks and
months which may be relevant to the current situation ,
and a sound basic understanding of the potential
adversary objectives , doctrines, practices and
organizations. In fact, it may be the case that
the latest information , despite the necessity of
examining it, will often nQt be the most useful or
pertinent to the warning assessment. (1974, p. 27)

So now the questi on becomes how are differences in agency perspective ,
in baseline information against which current information is evaluated , in

information sources , and in the ordering sequence of informat ion  received ,
likely to effect the warning process? In order to understand the impact
of var ia t ions ,  on reorganizat iona l efforts l ike  WWMCCS, we need a more
detailed understanding of the structure of the process envisioned in
Figure 2.1 than we currently posses. But while the process must provide
for more detail in the delineation of structure, it must also abstract
more of the process itself in order to maintain a manageable analysis
perspective.

We shall argue that whatever else analysts do in crisis management , they
are charged with one major task. They must digest all that they feel is
relevant from reported events and map this pattern onto three perceptual
variables;  the amount of threat to US interests , the time ava i lab le  for
decision and the uncertainty they have about the interpretation of the situation.
These indices triggei others in the crisis management system to interpret
the appropriate levels of commitment of US resources and organ izat ional
preparedness needed to bring these indicators wi thin acceptable limits or
below thres holds . Dec i s ions to commit resources and organ i za tional sk i lls
to a problem are made on a regular basis as needed in non-crisis and in

____  —k.-.-
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crisis periods. But the shift in commitment between pre-crisis and crisis

is a very definite change of structure about which we know little. Studies
have shown that the shift occurs with cons iderable irregular ity even when
ex pected (Lentner , 1972; Phillips and Lorimor , 1974; McCle llan d , 1968).

But we do not, as yet, have a clear understanding of the nature of this
shift or the role of information in triggering the shift . We argue that
organizations like those involved in the national security process have
observation interfaces with the outer environment. 1 These interfaces are
the translators of events into indices , meaningful for the current decision

algorithm of the system. We recorinize that the organizational responsi-
bilities for these two tasks tend to rest wi th separate groups of
individuals at most levels of the command hierarchy . Nevertheless ,

the operations/intelligence interface made here is an essential aspect
of the crisis warning process.

The three perceptual indices of threat , decision time and uncertainty
associated wi th the watch officer ’s task are not new to the crisis literature.
The typology was designed for the situational analysis of actions , with the
behavior of the actor being a function of the situation he faces (Robinson ,

1962; Hermann , 1969). For Hermann it is the analyst’ s perception of events

in terms of the three dimensions: surprise , threat , and time that distinguish ~~
•

crises from non-crises situations . We have adjusted this tri l ogy to sub-
stitute uncertainty for surprise in an attempt , to more closely represent
what we feel are the basic situational indices relevant to the warning
process in crisis management. Figure 2.2 is the format for a warning
estimate currently employed in the watch offices of the national security
bureaucracy. While the format is strictly written in subject (3), verb (6),
object (9) and time (11) sequence. It seems clear that the analyzed message
seeks to provide threat; (1-4 , 6, 7-10), time (5 and 11), and uncerta inty
(“% probability that” column ) information to superiors. Conceptually we
argue that there is a difference between threat and both decision time
and uncertainty . It is threat which creates the crisis system. While

‘Terminol ogy developed in Simon (1969), Holt (1976) and Thorson and
Phillips (1975).
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FIGURE 2 .2
(Security Classification )

WARNING ESTIMATE

Informa tion as of:

Time of Releese:

Identification No.:

FROM:

TO:

THERE ISA % PROBABILITY THA T:

1. HOW MANY:

2. (OF) WHOSE:

3. WHAT/WHO:

4. WHER E:

5. WHEN:

6. (V ERB PHRASE):

7. HOW MANY:

8. (OF) WHOSE:

9. WHAT/WHOM

10. WHERE :

11 . WHEN:

12. HOW.~L. CONJUNCT ION:

13. SOURCE(S):

14. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION :

16 COORDINAT ION COMMENTS:

16. PREPA RED BY: Phone No:

(Security Classification )

SOURCE: Belden (1977).

- — a -  - -
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uncertainty and decision time are critical in signalling the type of
response , threat s ignals  whether or not a crisis response is mandatory.
This dis t inct ion wi l l  become more important in developing a model of
crisis  decision making .

The behavioral variables also seem straightforward . The f i rs t  is
the comitment of US resources. This ranges from verba l resources a l l
the way through total commitment of military power reserves. The other
var iab le, nat iona l comand respons e, fits well into our scheme of linking
aspects of the decision system wi th its behavioral characteristics.
Whi le resource commi tment acts as a measure of the influence of the
system on i ts outer env i ronment, opera ting procedures act as a measure
of changes in the inner environment to meet the threat. (Belden , 1977)
has developed the concept of a stairway to introduce the process of
increasing organizational preparedness to face attack (Figure 2.3). The
stairway is shown as roughly equal step jumps , but in each crisis the
jumps are specific to that crisis.

In order to put this process together, we argue that the decision
process is s imi la r  in each agency. The impact of perceptual imagery
and the predilection of certain interpretations of events over others
does , however , vary from agency to agency. We take the perspective
that it  is In these interfaces wi th the outer environment that both the
decision maker ’ s understanding of a situation and his decisions to take
certain actions take shape . We argue that there are a number of image
variat ions which wi l l  effect this  warn ing  system . To develop these
points we need to presen t a dec i s ion model and a set of procedures for
mapping events to perceptions.

The Dec i s ion Model
As can be seen in our hypothetical exampl e on the North-South Korean

border Incident discussed in chapter I, the internal organi za tion of the
foreign policy process undergoes some structural changes in the shift to crisis.
Our perspective divides the international system into two components. These
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I
FIGURE 2.3

BELDEN ’ s STAIRCAS E OF OPERATIONAL CHANGE

100% I(X ECUTIO N
T (Porn —51.1)

COMMANDS (Nil)

‘ CONTINGENCY ORDERS (Ml)

PROBABILITY
OF WAR OPERATIONS PLANS (Nil)

CONTINGENCY PLANS (N~I—PoI iI)

CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS (P out— M u )

POLICY OPTIONS (Pa l? )

CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT (N,l—PoI,I)

TIME —.

SOURCE: Belden (1977), p. 185.
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components are the inner and outer env i ronment. The inner env i ronment
is composed of the three foreign policy agencies and their  funct i onal
components . The outer environment is composed of the movement of
other international actors.

Decision making is composed of a series of processes . The classical
demarcation of each of these steps can be found in Snyder et al (1962).
The example in chapter I, however , focuses only on a few of these elements.
That is, there is emphasis on information gathering, information sorting ,
and on changes in the structure of the decision process.

It is important to emphasize a number of points regarding this process.
F i rst , information gathering and sorting is primarily a function of the
image held by the components of the inner env i ronment. Th i s image i s
essentially a screening device which allow s each agency to grasp the
‘important’ stimuli in the outer environment and ignore irrelevant
data. Images are organization specific. Each of the three major
foreign policy organizations have slightly different images and therefore
respond to different stimuli.

While the agencies have distinct images , it should be noted that
there are some important common elements. These common elements a l low
for the testing of inner-agency reliability on movement in the outer
environment. Agreement between the agencies undoubtedly is related to
the degree of threat.

These images not only act as a filtering device. When stimuli
is filtered through the image, it may provide a change in the way
further messa ges are processe d. Thi s a lso has implica tions for changes
in the pol i cy making and execution process. In other words movement
In  the ou ter env i ronmen t, when viewed as threatening through the image ,
may force a change in how future decisions are made.

This type of perspective follows those earlier definitions of crisis
that emphasize the sudden change aspect of crisis. This change aspect
Is combIned with the idea of threshold points which clearly demarcate
the degree of threat and other images that would “equire sudden change
in the inner environment.
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This type of perspective incorporates structural  change with the
Idea of a nor ma l range of behavior.  If the s t imul i  from the outer
environment is f i l tered through an agency image and has a ‘value beyond
some recognIzed level ’ i t  w i l l  lead to a change in the processing
performed by the inner environment.  This chang e in processing is then

a function of both the stimul i and the image. Furthermore, this change

is at the heart of what is recognized as a crisis in the operations of
the decision making system.

Recently, catastrophe theory has been developed by Rene Thom (1975)
and E. C. Zeeman (1976) to describe things that change suddenly, by fits

and startr which have long resisted mathematical analysis. The potential
advantages of this perspective and its application to crises is that by
considering decision time, threat, and uncertainty about the outer environ-
ment, and by looking at the continuum of military responses from complete
passivism through war on one continuum and at the staging of command and

control procedures in response to crisis from attention directed elsewhere
to a full enactment of the Emergency Operating Procedure System on the
other con tl nuu m ,one oujht to be able to identify the shift points from
non—crisis in terms of the characteristics of the outer environment which
trigger them.1 Here emphasis will be on typologizing crises by the
characteristics of the outer environment and on attempting to account for
the apparent stress responses of the system to specific pre-crisis attributes.

Catastrophe theory is a qualitative mathematical model that helps in
the description of systems which are characterized by sudden large
changes in behavior. Rene Thom, the inventor of the method , views these
sudden changes as morphogenical changes from a structurally stable
position in the behavior field of a system. This idea is closely related
to Ashby ’s idea of a step function (1966).

11n Emergency Operating Procedures Systems is a multistaged preplanned
set of procedures for staffing and operating the National Security actions
in crises. It is administered by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and details
the order of reporting and coordinating procedures at the crisis area and
In Washington as well as the military responsibilities in response to
various presidential requests for action during a crisis.
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There are important differences between the Ashby conceptualization
of a step function and the Thom conceptualization of catastrophe. Ashby ’s
step function does not spec i f ica l ly  deal wi th  a stable equilibrium point.
If a step funct ion occurs in the system , a new level of behavior becomes

I.-
normal. The Thom models posits a stable equilibrium point wh i ch the system
may L~r may not7 return to. The return is dependent on the conflict between
behavioral attractors of the system. The Thom tropistic maintains
that behavioral movement is dependent on forces while Ashby is arguing
that behavior is dependent on goal attainment. But , the i mportant point is
that both perspectives are dealing with that important aspect of international
behavior -- instantaneous/crisis action of an actor.

Thom ’s conflict models or elementary catastrophes are built around the
i dea that a system is controlled by a behavioral attractor. Since the system
can be defined in terms of differential equations , these attractors are
equivalent to local minima in the behavior field. If the system is under
the infl uence of a single attractor , it is structurally stable. When there
is more than one attractor , there is the potential for conflict arid change in
the system. Under the infl uence of more than one attractor, the behavior
of an attribute may take on sudden shifts in direction and appear to be
disjointed in its time path . This conflict area -- where control of behavior
is likely to shift from one attractor to another ~~

- is defi ned in the bifurcation
field of the system. The stress involved in this conflict area is relieved
when the system meets a critical point. The critical point is that point which
provides the instantaneous jump in the behavior of the system. Thom ’s
argument is that through the descri ption of the attractors , the control
variables and the critical points we can understand the system better. The
resolution of conf l ic t  among the attractors is done by the dynami c of the
system . A glimpse at the nature of the dynamics of such a system is the
potential contribution of Thom ’s model.

We shall leave the mathematical development of catastrophe theory to other
chapters. It is enough here to consider Figure 2.4, the by now famous cusp
model of catastrophe theory. rn this simplified example we are concerned with
Input values of the variables , decision time and threat which would cause the
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behavior of the system to transcend the fold in the behavior surface. We
are also concerned with the circumstances which keep the behavior of the
system on the top or bottom surface of the fold as well as the circumstances
under which it moves from one surface to the other. Thom has developed
the mathematics to understand this shifting in behavior to meet apparently
sl ight changes in the outer environment. But there are problems with his
approach wh ich must be resolved before we can implement the app roach .

The most important problem is finding a way to test a highly qualitative
model . Kupperman and Smith (1976) have argued that due to the qual i tative
nature of the model , all that one can hope for is testing to see if variables
move in the same direction the model postulates . While this seems reasonable,
E. C. Zeema n (1972) has attempted to test the catastrophe model by forcing it
into a more analytical perspective. Zeeman argues that the catastrophe model
posits a structure for a dynami c flow of a system. He argues both that this

structure can be theoretically developed and that the dynamics of the system

can be found.
Zeema n ’s approach argues that the behavior of a dynamic system can be

viewed as consisting of fast and slow forces. (It is interesting to note
that it is the idea of ‘forces’ that moves the behavior of the system.

Again , we see the infl uence of the tropistic perspective.) These fast
and slow forces can be v iewed as vector f iel ds wh i ch affect the behav ior
path of the system. One mi ght visualize a marble on the behavior surface

-- the fast and slow forces would be those that determine the marble ’s

direction. In this example the marble ’s vert ical movement might be a resu lt
of the ‘force’ of gravi ty. The horizontal movement of the marble might have
been the result of the ‘force ’ of the wind . (This perspective of force
fields Is not new to Zeeman; it is a traditional way to explain behavior of
dynamic systems. For example , see Hi rsc h and Smalle , 1974.)

A system is structurally stable in two situations. These occur
whenever either the fast or the slow forces are equal to zero. When the
fast forces are equa l to zero there is absolutely no dramatic change in
behavior which by definition means the system is structurally stable.
When the slow forces are equal to zero the behavior of the system can
not move out of the influence of the existing attractor. That Is, no
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horizontal movement implie s the system can not reach a cri t ical  point
and no change can occur.

L Structural ins tab i l i ty  -- a crisis  -- can occur only when there i s some
interaction between the two forces. Thus in a potential situation , crisis
wi l l  only occur if both of these forces interact and br ing the system to some
crit ical  point.

Zeeman has hypothesized in h is  treatment of these two forces that it is
the fast force which creates the dramatic shift of behavior in the system and
it is the slow force that eventually completes the circle and brings the
system back to the original equilibrium point. It is the combination of
these two forces that provides the jump arid the return to normalcy .

Having equated threat with the shift variable , a, and a decision time
wi th th~ slow force , b, in Figure 2. 5, we can demonstrate the impact of assuming
equations for both forces. The equations for both forces represented in
three dimensional space of Figure 2.4 are given by Zeeman (1972, p. 38) as:1

e~~~~~~— (X 3 +a X + b)

6 = X — Xa
The behavior (X) of the system under a given amount of threat a1 is given
by taking the section a = a1. Suppose that decision time takes values of b0
in normal t imes and b1 in crises . Then b = b0 is the equilibrium point of
the system and the tri ggeri ng of the crisis system moves b from b0 to a
max imum at b1. We assume that b0 > 0 > b1. Under a given threat a1 the
behavior of the system X as will be given by

X~ + aX a + b0 
= 0.

To explain the variety of crisis management phenomena , we can draw four sections
in Figure 2.5 for four values of a 1 a2 > a 3 > a4 corres pon di ng to four
hypothetical levels of threat. Notice that in all four cases there appears
to be a shift in the perception of the amount of decision time available and

1These are equations Zeeman (1972) has developed in his article.
Rationale for the slow equation is provided In the Zeeman article.
These equations will not be used in the treatment of the catastrophe
model in later chapters.
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FIGURE 2.5

DYNAMICS OF BE HAVIOR IN THE
CRISIS CUSP MODEL

a 1 : No cr is is;  small a 2 : Crisis ;  smal l
gradual shif t  shift  in
of behavior behavior

decision
ptime

behavior behavior -

decision __________ _________ _________ ______________

I )  
__

a 3: Crisis ;  large sh i f t  a4 : No cr is is ;  lack of
in behavior meeting trigger

point

= slow force
= fast force

SOURCE: Adapted from Zeeman (1972).
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and an eventual return to normal. In situat ions where there i s apparently
high threat in the system , there appears to be a threshold over whi ch behavior
falls before it returns to normal. If threat remains zero, or significantly
close , no shift in behavior is likely (Figure 2.5a1 ). Simi l arly if decision
t ime never reac hes b1, the trigger point , there is no shift in behavior.
Instead the system returns to normal without exhibiting crisis like actions.
Of course variations in the equations and in the assumption b0 > 0 >

will result in a number of very interesting implicati ons for activation of
emergency operat ing procedures . For in stance , the return to normalc y
since it is controlled by a slow force is a gradual behavioral shift rather
than a catastrophe. This provides us with a useful starting point. It
allows for non-crisis movement in the system. This is defined when the
fast force is equal to zero. Second , the mathematics of the model argues
that all the variabl es interacting together are necessary for a crisis to
occur. Threat may be the var iab le that p laces one in the fold in the
beriavior surface but , its relationship to decision time determines if a
Jump actually takes place. Thirdly, this perspective allows us to gain
a testab le model from the catas trophe pers pect ive.

Zeeman (1972) suggests empirical procedures which should provide
empirical reference for the model. We fit the data to this canonical
surface by juggling the position of the equilibrium point and the
functional relations between threat, time , uncertainty , resource com-
mi tments and C3 procedures on the one hand and the empi rical references
of these variables on the other. From here we need to construct an
al gebraic equat ion for threat ( the fast equat ion) to f i t the data and to
use our theoretical equation for the slow forces of decision time and
uncertainty . The procedure guarantees neither a precise fit nor a
unique solution but it does provide usable algebraic equations and
considerable insight into the underlying dynamics of the crisis manage-
ment system In the US.
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Crisis Reco gnition
Hav ing linked the sh ift in behav ior of the National System to meet

crisis to the perception of the outer environment , we now have to develo p
a methodology for capturing the richness of the contextuality in which
events are interpreted by analysts and in which orders are implemented in
response to decisions. The methodology envisioned is essentially a
series of mapping exercises whereby agencies map events and event
sequences onto the three perceptual variables of threat , decision time
and uncertainty .

In developing processing rules for the recognition side of our
model , four sets of actions can be taken given a report on events . First,
watch officers can ignore the message as not signalling any threat. Second,
they may wish to wait for more information before alerting superiors.
Third , they may confer wi th others in the watch system to see if they
have the necessary information to trigger a CAT. Fourth , they may
immediately report changes in threat , decision time and uncertainty.

The development of realistic mappings of each agency is a rigorous and
time consuming task . Our first effort was to get a feel for how each of the
agencies views the outer environment and what prescriptions for action
they prefer. This effort entailed reading congressional minutes ,
autobiographies, and case histories . Fortunately, this material exists
today and is relatively easy to obtain. The next step was the dimen-
s ional ization of the three control var iab les and the two behav ior
variables. Then comes the arduous task of developing the separate
production systems themselves. While this ought to be an interactive
process as envisioned in McCormick (1976), it does require a good deal
of subjective familiarity with the structure of early warning indicator
systems and their translat ion into es timates of the na ture of potential
threats.

The way we have developed this mapping from reports of happenings
in the outer env i ronment to differential interpretations of their meaning
in terms of threat, time, and uncerta inty is to rely on a varian t of the
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events data approach to international behavior. It is our contention

that nation/state systems are event processors. They are bombarded by

events , respond the them and even relate time to the passage of events more
rea di ly then they do to normal clock time systems . Chan ges i n the
nature or level of events reported are recogni zed and responded to
by the crisis warning system. Miller and Thorson argue:

The time schedule governments operate on is
generally event-based (that is , governments respond
to events in the external environment). These
events may have associated with these particular
probability distributions. Thus , the notion of
time employed in the model should include ‘even t
time ,’ that is, the ‘time fl ow’ against which the
system states are plotted should be event based .
(1977 , p. 62) .

The events approach is consistent wi th our tropistic view of the
systems being bombarded by the environment. But in order to translate
this view into an operating warning system, we have avo ided curren t
index systems such as McClellancP s (1969) EFI and ROZ or Andriole and
Young ’s (1977) uncertainty and abnormali ty  indices .  We have done th is
because we feel that warning is more contextually based than current
indices seem able to capture . McC lelland (1968), for instance was
unable to find a predominant pattern to his indices in comparing crises.
We believe that these barometer systems will be quite beneficial once
they become part of hi gher order estimating procedures such as suggested
by Martin (1976) or as employed by Stewart et al (1977). To get around
th is problem, we believe what is needed is a richer reporting instrument
for recording the context in which situations develop in the outer
environment. Indeed , th is  corresponds wi th  current  ind ica tor
reporting systems in military intelligence. The major constraint ,

however , is that too little of the political situation is reported upon .
We have developed a code sheet (Figure 2.6) and a self-anchoring scale
for analysts which lets him report changes in the level of activity
along any of the event indicators.  We believe that such a code system
could be tIed directly (functionally) to any number of event data
systems currently available.
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FIGURE 2.6

A CODING SHEET USED IN DESCRIBING THE OUTER ENVIRONMENT
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Whether the code system is empirically based or subjective , the
major concern Is with moving from field reports concerning which events are

taking place to interpretations of their importance , in terms of threat ,
time and surprise. It is here that differences in sensi t iv i ty  to the
imedlacy of the threat and hidden agendas as to organizational pre-
ferences for alternative strategies of action play an important part
in orchestrating the warning process.

For us the warning problem is a classical problem in inductive

inference. Here the problem is structured in such a way that the
target variable hypotheses about threat time and uncertainty are
logically quite distant from the observable events (the data of Figure
2.6). In this case it is usually possible to proceed to link the
two by resorting to intermediate assumptions. Thus , it will often
be possible to assess the likelihood of the observed data given an
intermediate hypothesis , and the likelihood of that hypothesis given
another intervening variable and so on until the desired target is

reached . 1 Such techniques are called hierarchical cascaded or multi-
staged inferences and are app roac hable from Bayes ian i nference (Kel ly
and Barclay, 1973), game theory (Brock, 1971), or production rules
(Waterman, 1970). We develop the procedures in a later chapter .
For now it is necessary only to see that we have approached the con-
textual question so important to analysts who attempt to glean meaning
from events in the env ironment as one of maki ng conditi onal hunches
about their meaning and of putting these hunches together in a
probabi list ic and hierarch ical manner whi ch leads to estimates of the
threat, decision time, and uncertainty open to cr i s i s management .
Di fferences In the sequences of reporting, the sensitivity to the
indicators and the nature of intermediate hypothesis effects the
eventual interpretation of events.

Once the two separate models (situation recognition and catastrophe)
are devel oped , we are in a position to integrate their products and

1Kel ly and Barclay (1973).
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develop a series of computer s imula t ions  of the impact of d i f ferent
structural changes in the system . We intend to leave the dec i s ion
mec han i sms from catas trophe theory alone and to concen trate on the
information fl ow and behav ioral reac tion in the warn ing phase of
crisis management. The effects to be dealt with here are straight-
forward.

I. How do agencies differ in their evaluation of the outer
environncen t? ..

We bel ieve tha t the mer e increase in volume han d l i ng
capability envfsished in computer networks such as WWMCCS
are an overall detriment to interpretation because they
make interpretation more difficult not less difficult.
We are certain that the answer is not to avoid WWMCCS
but to selectively affect the amount and type of infor-
mation that reaches each node. In order to be in a
po siti on to do th i s  e f fec t ive ly ,  we must know how each
agency perceives the world. What are the differences
in the way each agency anticipates threat? Are these
dangers or advantages in the current  images? How can
the early recognition of threat be facilitated ?

II. How does the shift of a crisis operation mode affect
cris is  management?

The speed wi th which agencies recognize crises and
the type of cr is is  they envis ion affect the procedures
they inst igate in the management of crises. The sh i f t
to crisis  in the response to perception of decision
t ime, uncertainty and threat. The magnitude of the
sh i f t  is a funct ion of complex interrelationships
between these variables and the degree of agreement
between agencies on the need for action.

III. What could be the affect of changing the procedures in
the watch offices?

An attempt to ident i fy  the trade-offs between
duplication versus coordination of tasks will be made.
We are concerned with the appropriate mix of time frame
and substantive focus. For instance, i s a Pres ident
but served by current procedures and assignments or
should he seek a new mix?

The procedures to implement thi s system are as follows:

I. Develop mappings of context onto the model.
a) Dimens iona li ze the fi ve varia bles of threat ,

decision time , uncertainty , resource com-
mitment, organ i zat ion prepara tions.
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b) Identi fy the crisis indicator nodes for crisis
warning .

c) Produce agency specif ic  mappings of events onto
perceptual var iables .

I I .  Develop a model of cr isis  warning decision making  from
catastrophe theory . This imp l i es :

a) Identify the applicability of catastrophe theory.
b) Develop the formal relationship between inter-

pretation of events and behavioral response.
c) Empirically parameterize the model .

I I I .  Develop and exercise the model.
a) Provide for an interactive capability to change

the inputs and the mappings envisioned above.
b) Run through a set of exercises to address eac h

of the problems delineated above.



Chapter . III
THE VARIABLES OF CRISES MANAGEMENT

Introduction
The objective of this chapter is to describe in common language form the

variables u t i l i zed  in our attempt to come to grips wi th  the problems in c r i s i s
management. The general tone of th is  chapter is somewhat tentative in its
mathematical and empirical precision. Its objectives may be viewed as two-
fold: first it is designed as an exploratory essay to lay the ground work
for providing the necessary information to operationalize the model in its
formali zed state; and , secondly, it is designed as an exploratory “bridge 0

between one substantive concern and the operationa l model of the crisis process,

by creating a “ real world” nexus as a guidel ine  to aid  in the development of
a set of decision rules by which the model may be constructed.

There is a need to underscore the guideline aspect of the variable
descriptions contained herein. The task is to take each variable separately
and to identify and define major classes of behaviors by their characteristics.
The effort contained on these pages is to provide a measurement model for the
theoretical and empir ical  fl ow of later chapters . In short, our i nterests
at this  stage are purely descriptive and should be viewed as merely the i n i t i a l
exp lorat ions into the substantive nature of the var iables .

Before discussing the variables individually, some general comments on the
processes involved in crises should prove helpful. Crises all tend to involve
drastic , if only temporary, chan ges i n pr ior i t ies an d perce pti ons an d a con-
siderable increase in comunications. A vast growth in demands is made upon
the principal participants in foreign policy decision making of the countries
involved. Thi s crea tes the stress es of cr i s i s mana gement. The threat of a
loss of values imposes pressures to act quickly in light of the newly evolving

ci rcums tances .

There seems to be agreement on the substantive definition of crises .
Consider the following three attempts:

An international crisis is a confrontation of two or
rI~ore states , usually occupying a short time period ,

- In which the probability of an outbreak of war between
the participants Is perceived to increase significantly
(Will iams , 1976, p. 25).

44
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A crisis  in internat ional  pol i t ics  is a process of inter-
action occurring at higher levels of perceived intensity
than the ordinary flow of events and characterized by:
a sharp break from the ordi nary flow of pol iti cs , shortness
of duration; a rise in the perceived prospects that
viol ence will break out; and significant implications for
the stability of some system (or pattern of relationships)
in international politics . (Young , 1968, p. 15)
Specifically, a crisis is a situation that (1) threatens
high—priority goals of the decision-making unit , (2)
restricts the amount of time available for response before
the decision is transformed , and (3) surprises the members
of the decision-making un i t  by its occurrence. (Hermann ,
1969 , p. 414)

We i dentify , in this  l i tera ture , three d i s t inc t  dimensions to crises:
the time ava i l ab l e  for making decisions , the degree of uncertainty about
environmental dynamics and the threat inherent in the situation.

In our conception of crises these are the three variables which help
us characteri ze the outer environment.  It is our belief that these are
the input  variables in a system model which  when combined wi th  output
variables w i l l  enable us to describe in some detail , the shift from day-
to-day modes of operation to a crisis mode. But before we go further
we must delineate the underlying scale for each of these dimensions.

First , l i k e  al l  attempts at identifying the range of a variable ,

we intend to develop a set of contiuums that satisfy the requirements
of total inclus iveness and mutual exc lus i veness . All cases of ac ti ons
and perceptions need be included in the scale , and each must be assignable
to a s ingle  class or category. However , the classes of events that are
characterized as “c r i s i s ” consistently demonstrate h igh  degrees of
uniqueness.  They inc l ude the acts of God as well as the acts of madmen
and appear with such variability that no general pattern seems viable at
f i rs t  glance.  To accommodate th is  variety in the phenomena , events are
labeled and Ident i f ied in the most generic terms . (Indeed , in the
operationalization phase we need to pay close attention to assure our-
selves that such zealous devotion does not reduce the salience of some
events or perceptions.)  However , the dimensions developed below are present
in each crisis s i tuat ion at one level or another and may be decipherable
either directly or indirectly from available data. Abstraction to the generic
level provides the means for opera tional i zatlon among the many “unique ” cases .
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The second point  worth emp has i z ing  is tha t as far as the independent

variables  are concerned , that  is decis ion time , uncer ta inty  and threat ,
no point on the continuum represents the point at which a crisis situation

exists.  No single variabl c is a trigger per Se. Crises

L resul t from spec ifi c va lue  comb in ati ons of a l l  three , and are ident i f ied
by the catastrophe model in Chapter V I I .  In this connection our
intent here is in translating the triggering mechanisms into real world
terms (objective 1), and to provide the basis for decision rules based
on the combinations and other va r i a t ions  to simulate the decision process
( obj ective 2) .

Third , crises inevi tably  are composed of a number of sequent
events. The impact of events on the independent variables (perceptions
of decision time , uncertainty , and threat) is such that movement along
the scales w i l l  most l i k e l y  occur throughout the crisis period as
events unfo ld .  Thus , a c r i s i s  s i t ua t ion  in total may reveal a number
of quite varied perceptions on each dimension , an d dec i si on rules --
triggers -- must be expected to accommodate compilations of specific
(or identified ) events rather than single events .

Fourth , even though the scales apply to various levels of the
involve d bu reaucra ti c un it s, watch officers , president , etc., we assume
that the structure is ident ical  throughout , a l though the interests and
experiences at each bureau and level is expected to be d i f fe ren t .  Thus ,
though the scales are intended to identify the entire range of possibl e
perceptions for each concept , we expect some v a r i a b i l i t y  among the
various subjects. While we seek to identify the differences as a major
goal of this portion of the project, we expect the scales are applicable
to all bureaucracies .

Threat

The perceived threat emanating from events occurring in the inter-
national system may be defined in terms of its disruption to the interests
of the state, that is to its policy goals , either stated or implied .
Towards defining a high threat situation Hermann notes:
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high threat is defined as a potential hindrance
or obstruction to soi~ie object or state of affairsthat decision making units are motivated to achieve.
For threa t to occur , the dec i s ion makers must
recognize that achievement Of their goals or
objectives can be impeded or entirely obstructed.
(1974).

While his definition explicitly defines ~~~ threat, we may extend it to
cover a more inclusive continuum by recognizing that goals are to a degree
structured in priority , and that the salience of each goal , or set of
goals , will vary. Hence the perceived threat from an event is , at least
in part a function of the salience of the “goal” or “object” it disrupts .
The lower the priority of the national interests involved in the situation
the lower the perceived threat, and vice versa.1

Unfortunately, na tions can not, or do not for a number of reasons li st
their goal prior ities in such a convenient fash ion as to allow us to
establish immediately the priority of particular goal(s) disrupted by the
events of concern. Moreover, the contextual nature of the event may be
such that “quick and easy” identification may not be always possible.
Nevertheless , hierarchies of threat intensities in terms of their impact
on goa l priorities may be identified to approximate the threat perceived
in a given situation. The following seven-point scale is introduced to
identify some of the characteristics tha t describe the threat perceived
at various l evels of intensity based on the salience of the interests the
cris i s si tuat ion most closel y effects.
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1lhese assumptions parallel many of the assumptions made by rationa l
theorists. See Frohlich and Oppenheimer (1978) or Riker and Ordershook
(1973) .
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No Threat
The lowest limi t and hence a boundary of the scale, of the threat h ierarchy

are those events or situations in which no US interests are perceived as
threatened, and any disruptions that may be apparent may be attributed to goal

- 

objectives of other actors besides the US. These events may be viewed as
routine and are filtered through the various agencies ’ crisis warning facilities
and evaluated for their information value. Because the class of
events in this group marks a limit to the range of the threat scale , they have
no real importance in the model , other than for the information value they hold
in forming the various components (decision makers, desk off icers , etc. ) v iews
of the content of the outer environment.

An example of events in thi s ca tegory might be the enactment of a cul tural
exchange agreement between two nations viewed as friendly and having no impact
on US economi c goals that migh t have negati ve resul ts or connotations . In
general , the acts would be of such a nature that no strategic , economi c , or
political (diplomatic) goals are viewed as affected.

Threats to Image
The second hierarchy of the threat continuum contains those events that

are perceived as having no particular strategic importance in a military sense
but in a very limited fashion may threaten some political or economic goals.
In generic terms we may view this group as threats to the national image.
While no actual military implications are present, and while the salience
of the pol itical and economi c Importance is reduced , some threa t may be p lace d
on the perce i ved roles of the US held by the leaders hip . Such roles or
images may take the form of benevol ent protector , moral leader, great power,
and so forth. The threat raised from potential image disruptions is perhaps
analogous to wounds to one ’s pride or to the potential conditions of “saving
face ” In light of an embarrassing , widely adverse event. However , to the extent
that interactions are guided by various self-image perceptions , the role of
threat at this level may be of importance in the crisis management process.
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Some examples of events that elicit threat perceptions at the image
level may be severe natural catastrophes which occur outs ide US boundar ies,
or natural or economi c catastrophes w i thin territorial boundar ies , suc h as
crop losses , b lackouts , limi ted flood ing, etc. They may also represent
polit ical acts , ei ther di rected at the US or others , which are void of
strategic importance , but which again disrupt the images of the nation that
the l eadership holds. Diplomatic protests concerning air space violations
by rout ine commercial traffic car ri ers , or the peaceful election of a
regime less than friendly to the US in a country with which we have limi ted
interaction and little interest in , explicit or otherwise , may be viewed as
image threats.

Threats to Implicit Interests
The third point on the hierarcy identifies threats from those actions

and events that disrupt our tacit interests as perceived by the leadership.
In this category, while no demonstrati ve or over t ev idence of national
i nterest has been ex pressed or no ted , the overall strategi c posture of
the US suggests some level of impl i ed interest. Therefore, threats
approaching this point will be characterized as of some minimal strategic
importance along with carrying some degree of economic or political
i mportance , in either case, largely dependent on the contextual setting
of the crisis situation. We would expect the economi c or political
importance of the threat to be somewhat greater than the previous level
(threat to image) suggested , simply because the threat at this l evel does

attach some strategic concern. Therefore, the key identification factors
are (a) the minima l strategic concerns of the government , and (b) the
Implic it nature of the interes t invol ved or threatened. For instance , the

conclusion of a trade agreement or technical aid arrangement between the
Peoples Republi c of China (PRC) and Liberia could be viewed as a threat
to US regional Interes ts in Africa and at the same time be characterize d
as implic it. In thi s case , threat exists because of the political and
strategic interests the US has in both the regiona l politics of Western
Africa , and In the PRC ’s overall role in world politics (or at least in
certain phases of that role). Thus , while a lack of stated or otherwise
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ev idenced interest i s present concern ing PRC/Liberan relat i ons , a degree
of strategic importance may be attached to Chinese attempts to gain inroads

with a friendly, but not overly supporti ve nat ion, and to es tabl i sh relat ions
w i th a notable , but not strategi call y cr i t ical area .

Of course , contextual implications in any such situation may require
functiona l judgments . Salient aspects of an event fitting the definition
may be of much greater or lesser importance in terms of threat perception

than the category is intended to indicate . Also , some cons idera ti on mus t
be given to the dynamic nature of national priorities. Perhaps some
recognized but nonetheless “obsole te” interests , such as certain SEATO com-
mi tments may technically be identified either historically or for diplomatic
reasons as ex pli cit interes t, but for practical puroses be considered as
equal to or synonomous with implicit interests .

Threats to Explic i t Interests
The next level of threat perception identifies those threats that are

viewed as disruptive to explicit US interest, but fall short of the areas
of concern for the immediate viability of the US security system (which
will be dealt with shortly). In these cases of threat perception , specific

occurrences in the world are viewed as having considerable strategic
importance and/or great dipl omatic and economic importance , but fall short
of affecting the most imediate priorities in the nation ’s goal structure.
That Is , while the negative effects of the action or event are perceived
as of some importance , the expected effect (impact) may be viewed as
somewhat “long run.: (This is not meant to imply that the situation
automatically attaches a long decision time; that of course remains inde-
pendent. Decision time is not necessarily equal to the period between the
act and its impact , and in this area of threat perception is most likely
not to.) Thus , for example, should Malaysia effectively close the Straits
of Malacca to al l  vessels , warship and merchant , the impact , wh i le not
directly threatening to our immediate and more integral interests would
smack at our explicit and overall strategically important goal of main-
taining open sea l anes. An OPEC oil embargo at a time when there exists
exists a relatively high reserve pool may also fit this category. While
there is no Immediate threat in terms of either economic impact and our
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strateg ic posture , a concern for lon g-range goals and planning in both areas
coul d cause cons id erab le threat perce pti on. Also in thi s ca tegory are those
threats, mili tary and otherw i se that emanate from actions wh ich effect
traditional and/or stated commi tments (treaties) but which may be viewed

- as relati vely remote in terms of their strategic proximity . Thus, i f as
in a previous example, the PRC concluded or attempted to conclude an extensive
technical assistance agreement with , say , Gua temala , the threat would be
viewed In terms of our explicit not implicit interest in avoiding hegemony
in the hemisphere, at least by others. Yet, because the strategic importance
of the impact of such an event is somewhat reduced , it is unlikely that the
threat will elicit a strong feeling of immediacy among the leadership. It
is true of course that all threats of greater intensity than those arising
from implicit interests will have a stated or explicit interest origin.
However , threats at this level will not hold the strong and immediate
strategic concerns notable at the higher levels.

Immediate Viability
Threats appropriate to this level , as opposed to the previous , are in

part characterized by their “short term” nature , that is , their immediacy in
terms of impact , and in part their relatively high intensities. Because
of this , these threats are perceived to be of great strategic importance.
Therefore , an action or set of actions that is (are) perceived as reducing
the US’s defense posture below an acceptable level by the nature of the
act ion or act ions alone i s relevant to thi s level of threat. In general
threat to our immediate viability is attributed to a belief that a set of
actions and events has transpired that jeopardizes the ability to maintain
national security although no direct violation of the geographical integrity
has actually occurred or appears imminent. Thus , in most cases , we mi ght
expect the military dimension to have greater salience than either the
political or economic, although actions relevant to the latter two could
cause threat perceptions at this l evel . Indeed , as in terdependences grow
i n a worl d of scarce resources , we mi ght expect the latter consti tute a
greater portion of these types of threats . On the military or direct
security side the Cuban missile crisis might serve as an example of threat
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percept ions at thi s level , whi le a comp lete o i l embargo in the face of low
reserves might constitute an example of economi c or political events
inducing threat perceptions at this level . War or severe hostile actions
that threatens a viable and perhaps necessary alliance structure (NATO,
for example) that is perceived as an integral part of our defense structure
coul d also be classe d in th is region of the con ti nuum . Suc h an even t
disrupts salient and immediate security goals because of both its destabi-
li z ing force , and to a lesser extent because of the perceived historic and
traditiona l value of such alliances (European/North Atlantic).

Threats to Physical Integrity
The last two l evels identified may be grouped together because in a

large sense they represent varying degrees of a single class of events,
those that directly and intensely threaten the physical i ntegrity of the
nation. They inc l ude the threat of invasion in the conventional sense
and strategic nuclear attack. In reality , of course , our ma in concern
lies wi th the nuclear attack threats rather than wi th the advent of a con-
ventional invasion since the latter , by itself at least , seems a rather
remote possibility . The continuum is split in this way to recognize the
concept that not all targeting strateg i es even those of nuc l ear war fare are
aimed at destruction of the state, but rather that any number of strategies
could be employed for a “lesser ” goal.

For instance a limi ted strike could be utiliz ed to reduce perceived
capabilities. It might have as a strategic purpose the modification of
the US’s goal structure or specific elements of it. Such strategic
concepts as “maximum acceptable losses ,” “reduced second strike capability ”
and “logistic impairment” all denote strategic interests wi thin the state ’s
integra l boundaries without implying destruction of the state. On the
other hand , and at the highest level of threat, the perce i ved (and actual )
purpose of a nuclear attack could be the destruction of the state including
both civil and military authority , the means of economic production and the
greater segment of the populat ion .
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We should also note that threats to the structural integrity and
especially threats to the survival of the state do not necessaril y imply

an attack from an external force and indeed may include threats to the
state, as a governing institution , that emanate from internal s ituati ons .
Open and intense rebellion , coups or insurgencies are such classes of
events. Thus , threats to the government’ s ability to maintain and
assert authority are also included in this segment of the continuum ,
as with any other case , of course , specific contextual knowledge is
necessary to evaluate the actual perceived intensity of an internal
threat and thus its relative position on the threat scale.

Dec i s ion T ime
Our task in describing the decision time variable is in some respects

easier than the threat variable , in that in all cases we are simply
dealing wi th the standard units of seconds , minutes , hours , etc. Thus
generic identification is somewhat automatic. What remains is to
define the concept in terms of the crisis management process and intro-
duce a method to actually scale the continuum.

Decision time in terms of the crisis management model is defined
as the rela ti ve amount of time ava i la b le for choos ing alterna ti ve
behavior . In terms of the functional crisis management process , it
is the time span between the “initial crisis assessment,” in which the
various monitoring components in some degree of concern give notification
of a s ignif icant dev iat ion from the norma l or routine flow of worl d
even t, to the selection and execution of a decided response (including
non-response). In short, it is the period from when the crisis event
or events is recognized , unti l an executive order is issued to direct
a p lanned (to some degree) res ponse.

Because of the perceptua l nature of the variable , it is safe to
assume that the selection and execution of the response to the crisis
situation will not be made until it is believed necessary . So long as the

decision makers believe that time exists to continue gathering information
and considering and reconsidering alternative behavior in response they
w ill do so , much like a family mi ght consider and debate alternate
vacation spots up until the point is reached where it is believed
reservations at a resort must be made.

— __._l. - -- -
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For our purpose in defining the decision time in a given situation , there

is also a need to recognize that decision time will not only vary between
cris i s si tuat ions , but also between the government agencies most closely
involved in the crisis management process, the Central Intelligence Agency, the
Defense IntellIgence Agency , and Intell i gence and Research Agency. By-and-large ,
these latter differences are due to somewhat different particular interests
and different capability assessments held by each of the component agencies.
In some cases what the CIA , for ins tan ce, views as a disruption or perhaps
potential disruption to the flow of international events is not what either
of the other agencies views as a disruption , or at least differing estimates
of the magnitude may be observed. In short because of different self-interests ,

purposes and perceptual orientation , each of the involved components will
approach the monitoring process with a separate attitude which may result
in some differences in the perceived decision time for a given situation.
While such a separation need not affect the decision time continuum per se,

the condition must be recognized to accomplish total inclusiveness and , of
course, discerning the individual perceptions is a major research issue in
future work. The better we can account for the phenomena at this stage, the
easier the task in actual operational ization.

Therefore , the more accepted or traditional treatment of the time variable
as beginning wi th the actua l crisis alert memo, and as an action in concert by
the various component watch officers is somewhat inadequate for our purposes.
It does not allow us to Identify and measure the particular sa li ence of events ,
in terms of this decision time factor, in the eye of the several agencies
charged wi th monitoring operations. Rather decision time should be treated
for the most part as unique in each event to separa te agenc ies base d on varying
sensitivity to specific events in the world. This does not necessarily impl y
that each of the three monitoring stations is in competition wi th the others to
be the first to “di scover ” a crisis situation , nor does it imply that vastly
different outlooks on world events are held by each agency. It is simply an
attempt to recognize and relate somewhat subtl e differences that exist between
the Interests and priorities of the various crisis management components and
their effects on the perception of the decision time element. For example ,
we migh t expect an initial crisis assessment for, say , a coup In a Latin Amer ican
country to take place within the CIA monitoring process before such perception
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i s made in DIA or INR, because of the former ’s greater sensitivity to small

scale military troop movements , officer assignments , staff meetings , propaganda
broadcasts and the like, which cause concern at the CIA desk , while the latter

agencies ’ desk will simply fi l ter such reports. At the same time INR may be
more sensitive to some forms of diplomatic exchanges which to their perception
Indicate a crisis afoot in the system, and the military more closely aligned to
wea pons tests , troop manuever , naval movements and the like. In all cases
an awareness to the actions is likely in all three agencies , while interpretation

in terms of importance may vary , triggering an earlier crisis assessment.

Uncertainty

In previous crisis studies the general trend in defining the crisis situation
has invol ved the emp loyment of a “sur pr i se ” element (see Hermann , for example).
However , as Phillips (1977b) has pointed out , surprise is not a necessary trait
of a crisis situation , that is , it is not always present. Indeed as computers
and other sophisticated communication and monitoring systems are introduced into
the intelligence monitoring and gathering process , we might expect the occurrence
of surprise to be less and less of a feature of the crisis profile as tine goes

by. Moreover , in terms of variability its usefulness to the model is limited

because of its binary nature; the system is either surprised or it isn ’t.

The use of uncertainty on the other hand provides a wide range of

variability and consistently relates to the decision process throughout

the crisis period , rather than only to the initial phase (see chapter
V II) . Conceptually, uncertainty is a two-fold phenomena; in
one circumstance it measures the perceptual reliability associated with
the information received concerning the events in the environment; and in
the second , it measures the anxiety accompanying the decision process In 

-

selecting and implementing the reaction sequence. In the first consideration
such factors as completeness of reporting, accuracy of Intelliger~ce , and
relia bility of sources come into pl ay. Knowledge based on reports and
assessments from intelligent networks with previously poor “track records” or
reports base d on remote sources , for instance, may be perceived as highly
uncerta in , while hi ghly regarded and closely controlled sources may strive to
reduce uncertainty . In this connection we might suggest that the greater
control the organization exercises over the sources of intelligence the less 

- ---- —k-
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uncertainty the process will attach to the assessment. For example , note the
US’s reluctance to rely on Cuban underground reports during the mi ssile cr i s i s
due to attached reliability problems connected wi th an inability to infl uence
the un dergroun d opera ti ons , but at the same time to place great confidence on
the U-2 and other covert sources under direct control . However, great uncertainty
may of course prevail despite any ability to control the sources since obstacles
to di rect and comprehensive examination of the activities exist. Only in the
mos t uncommon ci rcums tances w i ll  the cr isis man agemen t process percei ve “zero ”

uncertainty concerning their knowledge of the situation.

In i ts second role, uncertainty is an inverse measurement of decision
makers ’ perceived ability to infl uence the environment. In the crisis
management situation this entails the probability that alternate actions in
response will result in the desi red environmental augmentation , i.e.
satisfactorily resolve the crisis issue . Again to use the Cuban missile
crisis , it is the uncertainty held that the blockade would resul t in the
missile removal or that the action would result in some other alternate
scenar io, equally satisfactory to US objectives . As with information
type uncertainty , policy or response related uncertainty reaches “zero”

only in the most imaginative or unusual situations.

In the operational system, two alternatives exist for dealing with
uncertainty values . In one operation the subjective or contextual uncertainty
of a crisis situation as a probability function could be ascertained and scaled
for each dimension separately and then combined mathematically. Or, al ternately,
in recognizing the contextual subjectivity and variability of the component, a
single value could be assigned to a given crisis situation which simply accounts
for the two separate facets that form the variable. Because the subjectivity
can not be removed in either method , the latter seems preferable from a simplicity
standpoint. In any case, the proposed scale for uncertainty is a probability
range from zero to unity , with , of cou rse , zero represen ting the lowes t level
of uncertainty and unity representing complete or the highest uncertainty .

Having def ined our input di mens ions , we can now def ine cr i ses in terms of
these di mens ions , and we can specify what impact variations in these variables
have upon cr isis mana gement. The prob lem fac ing DOD planners and dec i s ion
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makers is the necessity to make sense out of the multitude of signals they
receive from their listening posts spread out around the world. Officers
in indications monitoring are tasked wi th reading the daily flow of events
and interpreting them in terms of situations that appear to threaten US
interests or that portend the emergence of a crisis. Thus there appears to
be a need to classify or type situations which mi ght confront DOD personnel
in terms of those characteristics which produce different requirements for
cr is is management.

One Imaginative way to type crises has grown out of the decision making
approach. Robinson (1962) suggested that the characteristics of the decision
situation in a crisis form a typology. This typology includes the i denti-
fication of the origin of the event (external or internal to the political unit),
the decision time available to the decision maker (short, intermediate , or lon g),
and the importance of the values at stake to the participants (high or low).
Hermann (1969) rearranged this typology to incl ude three dimensions : surprise
(the amount of prior awareness of the situation), the amount of decision time
available (short or long), and the threat present to the decision maker (high
or low). This typology was designed for the situational analysis of actions ,
with the behavior of the actor being a function of the situation he faces
(Herm ann ,l969, p. 409). As such , the main concern in delineating situation types
is the Investigation of that act , or event, wh i ch pl aces the dec is ion maker
in a particular type of situation. That is , it is the decision maker ’s percep ti on
of this event in terms of the three dimensions of surprise , decision time ,
and threat that distinguishes one situation type from another. Hermann repre-
sents these three dimensions in a crisis cube (Figure 3.1). He argues that it
is only situations in which there is a high threat , low decision time and
surprise that can be termed cri ses.

From a policy analysis view point, however , we find that crisis situations
are more dynami c than this and that crises can take on meaning in other regions
of the space. The four high-threat situations (A, B , E, F) have crisis
Implications as does situation D. In situation D, however , watch officers
are dealing wi th a situation that is both a surprise and the decision time is
very short. The problem that analysts and watch officers must immediately
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face is whether there i s a high threat to US interes ts (situa ti on A) or not
(situation D). Indeed this is a most taxing intelligence responsibility ,

as we shall see shortly.

Increas ing the government’s abi l ity to han d le cr i ses throu gh suc h com-
mun ications technology as envisioned in the World -Wide Mflitary Command and
Control System (WWMCCS) is , of course , a way to increase its overall problem -
solving capacity . The word crisis simply denotes a very important subclass
of problems faced by any government. Thus , to design better ways of dea l ing
wi th crises is to design better ways to solve a whole class of problems .

Policy analysts recognize crises as a subclass of problems to be solved
that require non-routine strategies . Howard Lentner (1972), in a survey of
situation watch officers in the State Department , found that most officers
agreed that a change in routine occurred during a crisis.

Even more impressive in this regard was the virtually
unanimous response by the watch officers to the question ,
‘How does one know when a crisis is over?’ That response
was, ‘a return to rou ti ne.’ Without specification of
p rec i se di vergences from routi ne in a cr i s i s , the response
can tell us only that the Operations Center watch officers
clearly and almost unambiguously regard crisis as embodying
unusual organizational behavior. It does not suggest that ,
in spite of denials of the utility of the concept of crisis ,
they do recognize that things go differently on occasion .
One may draw the conclu sion that there are per iods when
departure from routine is suffi ciently great to be apparent
to all  part icipants . This does not close the question of
whether every departure from routine should be called a
crisis (pp. 1 20—121).

Discontinuity such as suggested in the quote is determined by the observer;
i t  I s based on the ins t rumenta t ion  and methods of inves t iga t ion .  If one has
the proper tools and the proper data resource , it is possible to define
discont inui ty  in one ’ s variables dur ing crises . For example , one example of
a structure that clearl y experiences change in a cr is is  s i tua t ion  is the State
Depa r tment ’s watch officer.  In a normal period the State Department will
route its cable t raf f ic  to a desk off icer  who in i t ia tes  standard d iscont inu i ty
in this  operational procedure . During the cr is is  the cables are routed to a
crisis s i tuat ion room where special teams of anal ysts are brou ght together to
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deal with the messages. There are, of course , several bureaucratic shifts in
behavior noticeable in crises. The operations staff (J-3) for the Joint
Chiefs of Staff has a set of procedures which sh i f t  at the outset of a crisis .
The set of instructions for completing this shift requires two very large
3-ring binders to hold them together. The magnitude of the message traffic
shows a considerable jump from a non—crisis to crisis periods. Statistics on
crises exercises suggest the jump is on the order of 300 times.

Thus , it is our contention that a crisis in international relations is
equivalent to this shift in behavior. It is this discontinuity in behavior
that operationally defines a crisis for policy makers. To capture this
discontinuity one needs to ident i fy  variables which indeed show shifts in
behavior at the outset of a crisis. Crisis behavior variables are those
which can graphically be described as any of the following four relationships
(Figure 3.2). There are two characteristics of these relationships that are
important. First, all of the relationships show abrupt changes . There are
no smooth transitions , no slowness in the change of behavior. Once the
change begins , it is done. Second , a crisis can be described as a change
in behavior in either direction . Those relationships showing a decrease in
the level of behavior may be as important and as stressful as discontinuities
in the positive direction. Still another point that might be made about the
rela ti ons hip concerns the abnormal l eve l s of behav ior in the system as expressed
in the last two relationships. The second discontinuity seen in these
relationships probably should not be considered crises; rather they should be
considered transition phases because they are a return to normal cy. Several
empirical studies bear out these assertions. McClelland and his associates
find crises characterized by shifts in both the quantity and variety of
actions exchanged between nations (1965, 1968).

Lentner (1972) again argues that surprise is not a characteristic of most
crises for bureaucrats . Indeed most analysts argue that it is rare that a
crises has not been foreseen. It is even rarer, however , that a crisis
foreseen ac tually occurs. The argument here i s not s imply because the decis i on
making system has an indication monitoring functi on that it can not be surprised.
Ra ther , due to the ind i cation monitoring function it is not always surprised .
If one defines the crisis situation solely in terms of events with surprise,
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one eliminates a great deal of important events and situations that have the
potential of being described as crises . Some analysis has shown that what
appears to be crisis situations have occurred in times of low as well as high
surprise (Phillips and Hainline , 1972).

Replacing the surprise variable with degree of uncertainty makes a good
deal of mathematical sense as well. One replaces what could best be described
as a binary variable -- you are either surprised or you are not surprised; with
a variable that allows for the measurement of reliability of the situation .
That is , uncertainty acts as a measure of how much information is necessary or
how reliable an action is in a particular situation . Uncertainty can be
thought of as a function of both the input and the output of the system. In
terms of input , uncertainty measures the degree of reliability of information
as well as its truthfulness. Here the reference is to the indications
monitoring initial crisis assessment and threat assessment functions. In
terms of out~~.t uncertainty can measure how certain decision makers are that
a particu1a~ action will limit the threat. Here the major functions in crisis
decision making appear to be threat assessment and response sel ection.

The surprise characteristic of Hermann ’s situati on deals only with the
initial assessment of a situation , as time progresses the decision making
structure can not be surprised. The uncertainty variables on the other hard
covers the whole crisis period.

Dependent Variables

The model recognizes two dependent or “behav ior ” variables : 1) behaviors
considered as alternatives to meet the crisis situation , and 2) behavior in
terms of movement along the decision path towards the execution of a particular
alternative , or option . In essence one is a “noss ib le act ion var iab le ” and
the other is an “implementa tion variable ,” and as such maintain independence
from each other although possibly certain pairwise , but non-related comparisons
can be made between the two. As with the independent variables each of the
dependent variables will be discussed individually. However , the distinction
between the two should be clarified. In the first variable our interest is
in  what can or should be done in terms of possible US actions to meet a cr is is

I
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situation: intelligence , economic , military or political behaviors
that may be brought to bear to influence , favorably, the crisis situation.
In the second dependent variable , our in terest is in measur i ng the lev el
of activity taken to implement the response.

Response Behavior (Y 1 )
Al though the view of decision makers as completely autonomous entities

commanding a nearly i n f i n i t e  range of a lte rna t ive  in the pursui t  of ra t ional  interest
has almost completely vanished from the literature of crisis management , it

is f a i r ly  obvious that in any cr is is  s i tua t ion  the three independent var iables
in concert with a nat ion ’ s capacity to respond to a given s i tua t ion , and
perhaps its former crisis behavior , combine to present the decision maker

with a finite and discernable range (or number) of alternative behaviors for
response. Because the influences of capacity and past decisions change
very slowly over time or remain more or less fixed , they may be treated here as
constants in the long term memory , i .e .  as parameters of the model that shape
the decision maker ’ s views of the world .

The behavior that results from influences of the three independent variables
may be ordered on a continuum that may be interpreted in terms of the severity of
the response action , both to the degree of US involvement and the intended impact

or force of the action on the target actor. In this perspective the input into
the decision process from each of the three crisis monitoring agencies and the
course of action prescribed in the actual response will be perceived as
sufficient to accomplish the desired outcome , but not significantly beyond
that which is believed necessary for the specific accomplishment of US objectives.
Thus , while we mi ght expect some separation between the inputs of CIA , State , and
Defense, as to the appropriate action responses or available alternatives , it
mi ght also be expected that the inputs from each will in fact cluster toaether
to some degree based on the shared belief in the necessary and sufficient
i ntensity of the proposed alternatives . For example , it is unlikely that
in the heat of the Cuban missile crisis the State Department would propose
a mild diplomatic protest to the Soviets as a necessary and sufficient response
to the situation , but at the same time it is unlikely that they would be
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supportive of a strong military action such as an invasion of Cuba , that might
be posited by the Defense Department as necessary and sufficient to accomplish
removal of the missiles. Neither the State Department’s perspective of the
“real worl d” nor their own particular interests dictated a supportive position
of such a Defense Department proposal , whi l e  at the same time , their  view of
a suf f ic ient  response ranged beyond d ip lomat i c  means , leading to the support
of a less drastic and in their  eyes less dangerous mi l i t a ry  action then
Invasion (a l though some dissension has been noted).  Thus w h i l e  the par t ic ipants
may cluster on a mi l i t a ry  response in some form , separation also exists con-
cerning the intensity .

We should also note a particular problem in relating a nation ’s role in a
crisis situation , that is , the involvement is either direct or indirect. In
short , even though the cont inuum of responses is c lass i f ied  along a s ing le
continuum based on intensity it should be kept in mind that the crisis situation
may place the US in either a direct or third party role and thus there is a
need to consider both roles in de f in ing  the range of po ssible behaviors .
However, as w i ll  be seen below , intensity above a specified level implies
direct involvement while at lower l evels it may imply either a direct or
third party involvement. This is because as the range of inten si ty reaches
the higher  levels of economi c and mi l i t a ry  response , a l ternat ive  direct
involvement becomes necessary. The US is no longer a third party , for instance ,
once troops are committed in response. However , direct involvement may also
be implied at the l ower levels of diplom atic (political ) and economic responses
as well .

The following nine-point continuum of action response has been developed
to describe the fi rst dependent var iable .  A brief summa ry of each i dentif ied
level follows in the discussion .

__________________________________________________________________________ ,.•- •
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No Action. The l ower boundary l evel is defi ned to account for those responses
to a crisis situation that may be characterized as “non-behaviors .” These are

situations where perceived goals or interests may be accomplished by doing “nothing ”
or where the infl uences of time and uncertainty drastically reduce the number of
alternatives . In terms of description , the behavior is completely obvious ,
simply no action is forthcoming, although a discontinuation of the monitoring
and information gathering process is not impl ied. Inaction may be associated
with situations where the US is directly involved or where it plays a third
actor (non-dyadic) role.

Multi -lateral_ D ip]~~atic_Action (Political). The types of behavior indicated
at this level of action are for the greater part limi ted to behaviors channeled
through or related to 160’s, regional associations, or formal alliances (such as
NATO , SEATO). They represent such actions as resolutions and protests supported
or introduced in the General Assembly (or any other appropriate form) in response
to a particular crisis event or set of events and are characterized in a general
tone that is absent of threat, or material involvement , expressing instead such
sentiments as “disappointment ,” “ appall ,” “ou tra geousness ,” etc. targeted at
either all or specific antagonists (participants) to the crisis events . The
action may reflect (1) direct US involvement (as in , say, protest over the
nationalization of small , economically important US business interests),
(2) indirect involvement , wi th support of a particular “side ” (as i n, say, voting
against a resolution condemning some Israeli action), or (3) indirect involveme nt

(
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with no concern for the particular issue at hand (as in the introduction of a
resolution condemning all antagonists to a conflict event not involving the
US). Al though , as always contextual considerations remain important , the
dominant characteristics are the multi -lateral (non-specific) channels of
the response, and the lack of substantially threatening or counter-threatening
action .

Unilateral Diplomati c Protest (Political) . This level bears close
resemblance to multi -lateral diplomatic protest , except the action is
speci fically directed towards the involved actors through any number of formal
diplomatic channels. The unilateral nature of the action is viewed as
signifying a higher level of involvement (intensity) , either directly or
indirectly , on the part of the US than in the previous level . Some examples
mi ght be diplomatic protest over the closing of an international strait, a
diplomat ic  note condemning host i le  behavior by one or a l l  parties to a conf l ic t
situation or protests over nationalization of substantial US foreign holdings .
As wi th multi —late ral actions of this nature the action will be marked by a lack
of specifi c threat to the intended target or targets .

Mediation. Behavior at this level of response indicates a willingness on
the part of the US to assume a substantial third party role in a crisis situation.
Although the variety of format for mediati on is considerable , its most prevai~nt
forms suggest similarity to “good offices” types of diplomacy in historic
exampl es , where the third party role in a crisis situation is by and large
limi ted to activities of peaceful settlement through formal or semi-formal
procedures of negotiation . Again the action is free of threats or offers to
the direct antagonist , although some inducement , coerc i ve or otherw ise may be
employed to initiate and sustain the mediati on process.

Economi c Aid. This level of behavior generally implies a third party
role for the US, although the economic aid contemplated or actually transferred
may be to a nation that the US shares a direct interest role wi thin the crisis
situation. Because the aid is directly aimed at specifi c participan ts and
most likely carries significant importance to the recipients , this l evel of
behavior can (and often will) represent a desire for a specific outcome on the
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part of the US decision makers . At the same time i t  reflects an u n w i l l i n g n e s s ,
for whatever reason (most l i k e l y  p o l i t i c a l )  to play a more vigorous role in the
crisis situation . Of course, economic aid may take a number of forms , such as
capital  transfers , foreign aid , food s tuffs , medical suppl ies , etc. ,  but w i l l
not for these purposes reflect any military material or manpower. Technology
transfers at this  level w i l l  a lso refl ect a non-mi l i t a ry  capacity a l though it
is possible that mi l i t a ry  personnel may be required in a manning capacity .
Fo r ex ample , US medical aid in forei gn natural disasters , such as the Nicaraguan
earthquake . It is often accomplished by US Army surgical  teams and mobi le
field hospitals. In short, most forms of behavior short of direct military
and political intimidation and greater then some form of purely verbal performance
fal l  on or near th is  level of behavior (purely verbal in the sense that the threat
or promise of a more manifest  behavior is about).

Mil i t a ry  Aid and Direct Arms Transfers.  As the l a b e l i n a  expresses , thi s
level of behavior is fa i r ly  s t raightforward , designed to ident i fy  those levels
of behaviors where the US appears w i l l i n g  to play an act ive yet somewhat indi rec t
role in inf l uencing a pa r t i cu la r  cr is is  s i t ua t ion .  Nonetheless,  the m i l i t a r y
comi tment at this level is void of manpower requirements , except where
technical advisements is necessary , as in the case of many sophisticated weapon
systems , tanks , aircraf t , SAM ’s, etc. Those providing the assistance are
expected to ma in t a in  a non-combatant role. Mi l i t a ry  mater ial  is defined here
as any systems and equipments or the means of production thereof that are
specifi cally intended for direct support in armed conf l i c t .  In teres t i n
this instance means a specific intent  of design and intent  of usa ge , by both
the supplier and the recipient (consumer). Thus , tractors or other farm
impl ements , for example , or the capital goods (plant and equipment) that might
be supplied for their production , would not qualify as arms transfers even though
they might have a military capacity if so desired.

Protection of US Nationals. At this level the intent is to identify a set of

behaviors that invol ve an extremely l imi t ed  set of obj ectives , but is thought
to be important for bas ica l ly  three related reasons. First , the obj ective of
orotecting US nationals seems to be an important and consistent concern of
policy makers in foreign cr is is  perception. Particularly in situations of high
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threat, the priority placed on insuring the safety and well being of US

cit izens near or at the geographic center of the cr is is  or cr is is  s i tua t ion
Is of major importance. Secondly, it  is fel t  that close attention to such
concerns in future research may provide clues to more covert motives for
such behaviors , which from a policy standpoint might be more salient. For
instance, the protection of US citizens in the Santo Domingo intervent ion of
1963 may have been secondary to US concerns over another Marxis t  state in
Central America . Thirdly ,  and mos t important -to our immediate objectives
in  this  paper , h i s to r ica l ly  such actions mark the l owest level of direct US
mil i t a ry  manpower appl ica t ions , outside of advisory roles . By l owest level
we mean both in terms of actual troop commi tment (strength) and the saliences
of the objectives . Thus,  for purposes of de f in i t i on , actions at or near
this  level of behavior are marked by US troop commitments , for a s ignu la r
objective , and by the immediate withdrawal  of forces upon completion of the
task. In most cases the planning phase of the operation will hold concerns
for withdrawal of troops (and c i v i l i a n s )  as wel l as concerns for the other
precedent phases of the operation .

Limi ted Objective Warfare. Behaviors at this level are characterized
as direct mi l i t a ry  involvement , most l i ke ly  wi th conventional  forces wi th
specific and defini t ive goals and objectives c lear ly  in evidence. In this
case, as opposed to the previous level , however, the goals relate than
simply protecting US c i t izens on property . In short , i t  represents a
behavior to effect or attempt to effect a specif ic  outcome in a cr isis , ~ut
is l imi ted  in objectives to those purposes . Troop occupation beyond that
necessary for goal accomplishment or for such purposes as annexat ion , or
destruction of the state (vis  a vis the regime) is contrary to the purposes
of this  level of behavior.  Thus should , for example , the US commit troops
to either disengage antagonists or aid one side or the other in a Middle-East
confl ic t , the action might  be characterist ic of this  l evel of behavior , so
long as either the objects stayed w i t h i n  the areas of disengagement , or aid
to one side was p r imar i ly  a defensive action . The Guatemala crisis of
1954 , the Korean War (at  least at the early stages),  and perhaps Br i ta in
and France in Suez , 1957 , might  be an example of behavior at or near thi s
level.
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Nuclear Warfare. This , the highest  level of behavior on the cont inuum ,
is , of course , characterized by the rather loud noise , large mushroom
shaped cloud , and the complete absence of whatever was there before. In
a more serious vein , the use of nuclea r weapons as a behavior response
is represented here as the extreme of the cont inuu m , and includes a l l
types of warheads and del i vering systems . Small tactical systems and

warheads are included even though conventiona l systems may be more destruc-
t ive , or the idea that the use of any nuclear system regardless of strength
w i l l  be perceived world-wide as an extreme act and that the likelihood of
reactive response from other nuclear  powers is very h igh .

In the case of the second dependent var iab le  the emphasis shi f ts
from the possible act ions the US may take in a cr is is  s i tua t ion  ( i . e .
response behaviors) to the behav iors that  relate to carry
out a response or set of response or reactions ( i . e .  implementation
behavior) .  The theoretical dr ive of the var iable  is accounted for by
the observation that in a cr is is  s i tua t ion  gears are in motion , so to
speak , to carry out a set of procedures , many of which are specifi cally

detailed in Standard Operating Procedures (SOP),  which may (or may not)
ultimately result in response execution. The extent to which the
impl ementation process -is carried forward is a function of the crisis
perception and hence related to threat , decision time and uncertainty ,
and of course changes that occur in those independent variables. Because
the variable ’s highest value is the execution of a particular response
(the first dependent variable), its inclusive values may be viewed in
terms of p lanning  actions , wi th each identified value representing a
s ign i f i can t  step towards a behavioral  response , and as fo l lowing a path
delineated by SOP ’ s. Because of the nature of the US c r i s i s  man agemen t
process , each level or step w i l l  a lso  contain some identifiable mix of
pol i t ica l and m i l i t a r y  involvement as p lann ing  carries forward.

Thoma s G. Belden in  h is  a r t i c le , “Indicators , Warning and Cr is is
Operatives ” (1977) ,  discusses a number of steps that a country considering
a maj or mi l i t a ry  action may undertake leading to the actual attack.
Figure 2.3 presents h is  staircase for decisions.  Although his  interest
l i e  more spec i f i ca l ly  wi th  improving our monitoring and warning
processes , we believe the same or at least a s imi la r  p lann ing
conti nuum may be directly applied to the nations in the above discussion.
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A nation w i l l  plan its response to a perceived c r i s i s  much the
same as it would plan any other military operation , even though the crisis
response may not include direct US mi l i ta ry  par t ic ipat ion .  This is , of
course , logical ly correct , al though specif ic  at tention should be paid to the
i dea that since the continuum is d i s t inc t  its appl i cation is to ta l ly
contained wi th in  or l imi ted to the crisis  s i tuat ion and thus i t  is directly
in f l uenced only by the independent variables  previously i dentif i ed .

In ou t l i n ing  an eight  step stairway to execution Belden observes :
First  the nat ional  decision maker must be aware once he
feels threatened by a nat ion , he must determine his  policy
options (what he mi ght do i f . . . ) .  He must then examine
contingency options and plans , and , if the threat
continues , move up the decision stairway with operational
plans , orders , commands and finally the command of
execu tion (Be lden,l977, p. 184-185).

At any time Bel den notes the ascendency up the staircase ’ may be stopped
or reversed by a perception of behavior on the part of the antagonist that in
effect s ignals  a “backing off , ” interpretable as a reduction in threat.
Likewise , the nat ion ’ s movement and pos i t ion  on the stairway may also be
easi ly seen as affected by changes in the time and uncertainty factors
associated with the si tuat ion , having  both posit ive and negative inf luences
that cause movements up or down the stairway or inf l uence no movement at a l l .

Drawing the assumption that crisis  response actions are simply specific
cases of poli t ical  or mi l i t a ry  actions in general (and more closely attuned to
the latter) then the decision staircase as a continuum may be represented as
the following:
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Since each step represents a spec i f ic  geometric distance from the ac tual
execution stage , they may be valued as probab i l i t ies  of the execution occurring ;
the higher the movement on the scale the higher  the probabi l i ty  of execution .
Or stated in s l i g h t l y  d i f fe ren t  terms the farther down the planning
path the process moves , the greater its chances of ac tua l l y  complet ing the
operation become . However , we shou ld  note that the “ go no-go ” threshold is
only at execution No point of the continuum marks a point of i rreversi-
b i i i  ty.

Let us now briefly discuss the points or stages identified keeping in
mi nd once again the tentative nature of the var iab le  at th is  stage .

The f i r s t  p l a n n i n g  step , capab i l i ty  assessment , is nearly self-explanatory .
Once a cr is is  s i tua t ion  is perceived , an i mmediate appraisal  of our c a p a b i l i t i e s ,
speci f ic  to the s i tua t ion  w i l l  be made. At the outbreak of h o s t i l i t i e s
between Israel and Egypt , for example , an i mmediate determination of the position
and status of the Sixth fleet and its component forces, carrier divisions ,
cruiser-destroyer flotillas , sub-forces , etc will be made , along with CINCEUR
ground and a i r  power status and posi t ion reports . These updated force status
reports , along wi th any other per t inen t  p o l i t i ca l  and m i l i t a r y  informat ion w i l l
consti tute the capabi l i ty  assessment for that s i tua t ion , at least in part .

The second step on the decision path represents an assessment of sorts ,

or a review of the policy options ava i l ab l e  that are pert inent  to the perceived
situation. In many ways this step is analogous to an attitude appraisal. In
some cases , of course , previous commi tments and policy statements w i l l  l i m i t
the f ie ld  of options , wh i l e  in other s i tua t ions  a lack of commi tment may
provide a much wider range . However , contextual conditions could also result
in a rapid change and even a reversal in  pr evious policy positions. Thus ,
again using a hypothetical Midd le -Eas t  scenario , a policy option might  inc lude
support for either side , a call for immediate succession of hostilities , a
desire to avoid any form of intervention or perhaps a poli cy to thwart  other
party involv ement such as the USSR. Bec ause of a r e l a t i ve ly  h i g h l y  developed pol icy
for the area , we might expect a somewhat restricted range of options for most
c r i s i s  s i tua t ions  in the region. As a f i nal note, we should point out that
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that th is  stage of the decision process may often be u t i l i z ed  by decision makers
as a point for s i g n a l l i n g  a new policy orientat ion towards the matters at issue.

The third level , contingency options , represents a fi rst order appraisal
of possible US actions in  a l te rna t ive  scenarios relevant to the cr is is  s i tua t ion
but speci f i ca l ly  lacks any decisions on actual actions to be taken . Thus in
viewing a situation , planners mi ght say for instance if X does , or continues to
do , action “ a ” we may respond with actions “ x ,” “y , ” or “ Z . ” Obviousl y,  the
nature of the perceived action and the contingency responses developed may
take numerous forms but in all  cases the obj ective remains the same , to develop
develop su i tab le  ( v i a b l e )  a l t e rna t ive  purposes to a dynamic c r i s i s
s i tua t ion .  In th is  l i gh t , contingenc y options may be based on alternate US
responses as well  as events emanat ing from the environment. Using the previous
example , the US planners may perceive such contingency option a v a i l a b l e  as
direct m i l i t a r y  intervention to ai d  ei ther side , stop the hos t i l i t ies
or to protest and evacuate US na t iona l s , or they may perceive such options as

dip lomat ic  and/or economi c pressure appl ied  to achieve a given outcome , or
some combination , perhaps based on the probability of failure for one or the
other in sequential operations.

The fourth step, contingency planning, represents the develo pment of
actual planned responses based on the perceived contingent a l ternat ives  developed
at the previous level . In a sense i t  is a “ f i r s t  comm i tment ” or decision to
fol l ow specifi c options based on the development of events related to the
cris is  s i tuat ion . Thus , the emphasis sh i f t s  from a “we can ” frame of mind to
a “we w i l l ”  a t t i tude at this  level , al though no specifi c course of action is
i mpl i ed , except of course if the range of options is l imi ted to one a l ternat ive ,
as mi ght be the case in a nuclear attack. Thus in the Middle -East situation ,
contingency plans may be developed to evacuate US c i t izens near the batt le l ines ,
resupply Israeli  Air  Force un i ts , attempt a mediat ion role to end the confl ic t
or cut off aid to a l l  or specifi c parties to the crisis , or to respond in some
combination . As wi th  “ contingency options ” the “ i f .  . . then . . . ” consideration
play a major role , al though p lann ing  remains the dominant  feature of th is  step.

The next step, “operation plans , ” represents a sh i f t  from cr is is  strategies
to crisis  tactics , that is from what w i l l  be done given possible or per ceived
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al ternat ive devel opments to how it  w i l l  be done . P lann ing  at th is  stage w i l l
incl ude the various level f ie ld  conii~anders and d iplomat ic  officers most directly
involved , to settle questions and formulate working plans , so to speak , on the
contingency plans developed at the previous level . Thus , if evacuation of US
ci t izens remains among the contingency plans , operation plans specifi c to that
objective might incl ude embarking a marine ba t ta l ion  on a Sixth f leet  carrier
d iv i s ion  at Corfu (Athens) ,  p l ann ing  the division ’s deployment to the Eastern
Mediterranean and a rendezvous wi th  necessary naval gunfi re support , etc .

At the next stage the operation plans developed are converted into con-
tingency orders, representing the highest l evel of readiness to enact or
carry out a response action or actions to a crisis. In symbolic terms this
stage represents a willingness on the part of the US to carry out contingency
plans to effect or attempt to effect a specifi c outcome. In terms of actual
enactment , it  is the issuance of a set of orders to tne appropriate military
or diplomatic units  to carry out specif ic  actions upon command or to proceed
with  preparations enabling command execution . For example , our UN
ambassador might be told to arrange for an emergency session of the Securi ty
Council or to obtain floor time in the Genera l Assembly, US ambass adors to
relevant countries mi ght be told to prepare to deliver a diplomatic note or
fleet uni ts  might  be directed to specifi c waters in  preparati on for possible
actions. In our scenario contingency orders for personnel evacuat ion mi ght
include an order ( in  contrast to a p l an )  to sail  from Corfu to a sta ti on , say,
off the coas t of Israel or Lebanon to awa it an order to p roceed w ith the
evacuation. In all cases no direct actions are implied other than those
that may be viewed as preparatory .

The f ina l  level before the actual  response ac tion i s the exe cuti ve order
stage in which orders are gi ven at the national command level to enact specific
contingency orders . W h i l e  the executive order does not consti tute the action
i tse l f , it  is evident that the probability of an action consistent wi th the
order occurring is quite high. Thus in our scenario should personnel

0,
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evacuation be among the selected actions in crisis response, an executive
order would be issued at th is  level for its enactment , most l i ke ly  wi th i n
a specific time frame (e.g.  “ commence evacuation of US personnel at 0600
hours ” ) .

Al though the decision path as presented here has most strongly
emphasized the military aspects of the process , it is important to bear
in mind that an equa l fit of the sequence may be given to political responses
as wel l .  Also , it is re-emphasized that though the path is sequential ,
automatism is not implied . The accompl i shment of one l evel does not
necessarily imply upward movement to the next.
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Chapter IV

CR I SIS PERCE PTION MODEL

The objectives of this chapter are twofold. First , to sketch out
the coding models , and sec ondly,  to report on the procedures employed in
developing agency images for crisis management. In simpl e language we
are attempting to replicate the pattern recognition processes of three
of the agencies charged wi th monitoring and reporting on the status of
events ~tround the world: the Centra l Intelligence Agency , Defense
Department and State Department. In operation this translates into a
computer mapping operation in which the perceptual impact of events on
crisis salient variables are scored in probablistic values for various

interpretations and into relative values for the models three dependent
variables , threat, uncertainty and decision time. Thus the user may
code a crisis , either real or hypothe ti cal to ga in info rmat ion concern inç :
1) the l ike l ihood  of each agency forming specific images of the nature of
the situation (i.e. the pattern recognition processes) or, 2) concerning
the perception of threat , uncertainty a nd reaction time available to deal

with the imagined situation.

One of the basic concerns of the effort is the process of pattern
recognition wi thin the agencies. In the context of the simulation , the
formulation of meaningful images of what’ s going on “out there” as raw
intelligence reports (cable traffi c, wire service reports, contact reports,

etc.)  is reviewed at each of the three monitor ing stations. Two points
are germane to th is  pattern formation.  Firs t , “mean i ngful ” implies  an
i nterpretation of the raw data in terms of a set of p o l i t i c a l l y ,  economi cal ly
or m i l i t a r i l y  relevant variables from the standpoint of US interests or
pol icy goal s.  Thus , f or instance a report of a coup is “mean ingfu l”  by
the change i t may imply for pol i t ica l  relat ions between the US and the
country where the action took place , or for that country ’s relations with
any of the other Super Powers (at this stage in the simulation ’s development
defined as the USSR and PRC). This project conceives raw information as
being constantly reported in terms of a change in relations.
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The second point in our development of a model , is that each of the
agencies is likely to form somewhat separate (although possibly parallel )
images. This is so, even though the raw intelligence received and initial
processing mechanisms may be either very similar or identica L 1 Con-
sistency in interpretation between the three agencies (the CIA , State
Department and Defense Department) is not perfect and indeed may vary
considerably. In some instances agencies vary as to the interpretation
which “fits ” the pattern of events while in other instances the threat
one agency estimates , may not be as serious as the other agencies ’
estimates . For whatever reason , i t is clear that the agencies involved
in cr is is  management vary as to their  actual interpretation of events :
each frequently reaches a different  set of conclusions.  In s imp l i f i ed
form the process is represented in Figure  4.1.

As events in the environment are reported through cable traffic or
other sources, the desk officers or monitoring station personnel form
strategies of recognition that help them interpret the raw in te l l igence .
It is these recognized patterns or interpretations that form the basis for
an evaluat ion of the threat , uncertainty and reaction time associated with
unfold ing  events . The basis of th is  evaluat ion  process is the perce ivers ’
pr evious image of the environment.  All  analysts have a “feel” for what
is going on out there . The watch officer has some understanding or idea
of the conditions and relations that exist in the pre-crisis period. This
feel or image helps them to interpret reports . Also implicit in our
argument is the position that perceptual evaluations are associated with
separate and d i s t ingu i shab le  agenci es. The agency environment of the
watch officer w i l l  greatly affect his  evaluat ions  -- and interpretat ions
formed. An analyst  views an event as important (or not important) because
of the change i t  brings (or doesn ’t br ing)  to variables that form the basis
of his monitoring of the environment.

These evaluat ions of change (and their signifi cance) are assessed or
‘ totaled” so to speak by the analys t to produce an interpretation or a set

1For the purpose of our an alys is ,  it w i l l  remain ident ical .  In the
world of cr is is  watch officers , it differs from agency to agency but it
does contain significant overlaps.
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of probable interpretations of “what i t  a l l  means ” or what i t  is l i ke ly
to mean in the future. This stage basical ly  represents the formation
of a set of images of unequal probab il i ty that f i t  the dictates of the
event stream. In the actual cr is is  warnin g system such scenarios are
often couched in term s as “ i t  is h igh l y  probable tha t . . . ” or “ i t  is less
l ike ly  tha t . .  .“ In our analys is  th is  process of interpretations dealt
wi th analyt ica l ly  and scored with probabi l i ty  (0-10) over a set of
previously entered interpretations for each agency.

F ina l ly ,  these interpretations form the basis for eva lua t ing  the
threat , uncertainty and reaction time associated with  the unfolding s i tua t ion .
The model conce ptual izes threat as the cumula ti ve chan ges percei ved as
negative to the interest of the us (or an agency); uncertainty from the
lack of clarity or meaning in an interpretation ; and an assessment of
reaction time from the relat ive speed wi th which the crisis relevant
variables change . Thus , if an analyst perceives an event as infl uencing
only minor change in a few rel evan t var i abl es , the probability of uncovering
a discernable pattern is weak , his  pe rception of threat—low , and his feelings
of uncertainty about the environment -high. If some times passes before
another relevant event is reported, his feelings for the need to react
quickly are likely to remain quite low. Conversely, if the events implicate
rather drastic negative change for several or all of the US interest
variables , high threat is likely, and a pattern is more likely to be
recognized , thus reducing uncertainty . If relevan t even ts also fl ow
rapdi ly in such a ci rcums tance , reaction time will be perceived to drop
as a need for countering action is increas ingly  felt. It should be noted
howeve r, that threat and uncertainty are independent. Thus , drastic
changes result ing in pattern recognition need not imply a clear perception
as to the amount of threat.  Nor , for that matter does the s imula t ion
require extreme change in the relevant variables for a pattern to emerge.
However , the model does posit that the greater the change the greater the
probabil i ty of specific patterns recognition.  This last point substantively
means the greater the perceived change in the env i ronment the more l i kel y
the event sequence w i l l  be recognized .
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To simulate pattern recognition and to produce values for the three
independent variables  the model ut i l i zes  three basic components , a coding
matrix for reporting changes among the crisis relevant variables; an inter-
pretation matrix containing relevant recognition patterns ; and a weighted
interfacing matrix to assess the relative importance of variable changes
towards influencing an agency interpretation. We shall now deal wi th these
components in some de ta i l .

Coding Matrix
As no ted, this component of the simulation is designed to report or

code changes that may or may not occur to a set of crisis relevant
var i ab les as a resul t of an even t som ew here in the env i ronmen t. Figu re
2.6 is the coding sheet developed to construct the matrix currently in
use in the model . As Phillips and Rimkunas (1978) report , its format is
simi l ar to the reporting forms currently used by military intelligence
(J-2) analysts , except that the format has been expanded to include a
greater number of political and economic variables. Its function is
to ca ptur e the importan ce of an even t or more l i kel y a ser ies of even ts
in the outer environment. It assumes the mi nd set of agency
analysts in evaluating incoming traffic , i.e., an event is important or
relevan t because ...” (it betters the Soviets relation with X , it damages
the status of pro—US groups , and so forth). Because changes are scaled
and self anchor ing,  it evaluates changes hierarchically (and from one event
to the next) .  For exam pl e, an event may greatly better Soviet relations
with X by a movement from -1 to 4 while mildl y decreasing the domestic
stability with a movement from +1 to 0. In this case, the anal ys i s may
show a net Soviet gain in its political relations as a result of the event.

To utilize the coding sheet the analyst reviews and records the events
stream in the pre—crisis period to form a set of initial values for each of
the 32 variables on the list using whatever data set or method (empirical
or subjective ) he chooses. He then makes an event by event analysis of the
crisis and post—cris is  period s assessing chang es to the variables that
occur wi th each report. He a lso  records the data on which the event occurs. 

-~~~-~~~~~—— - -~~~~ —- —.— - ~~~~~~~—— - - . -.
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The product of this labor is a chronology and mapping of the crisis as
recorded in the source ( in  our case the New York Times) onto the var iables
of the coding sheet. Of course , not a l l  variables are l ike ly  to change
wi th each event , and indeed some or several may not cha nge at a l l  during
the crisis  period.

An advantage of the coding sheet is its adaptability to a number of
data sources. In developing the simulation we have utilized both events
data (WEIS Tapes) and case studies for coding with equal ease and success.
The sheet format is also easily transferred to the computer simulation
since the 32 value character (÷4 to -4) simply forms a l ine  in the 32 X N
(days or events ) mat r ix  that represents th is  component. Thus a coded
cr is is  might  look something like the coding in Figure 4.2. By simply
matching the values of the f i r s t  l in e  to the coding sheet (F igure  2 .6 ) ,
one wi l l  obtain the var iab le ’ s status or values on May 21 and li kew i se on
May 24 , 26 and so on. By beginn ing the coding period prior to the crisis
the analyst is able to establish an indication of the relationships prior
to the crisis. In this way, he is able to anchor the simulations output
in the normal environmental setting rather than having to deal with
arbitrary values.  Changes in the var iab le  values are th en ma de or anc hored
on an event basis. Casual examination of the example wi l l  indicate how
change is reported . If the reader counts in eight  d ig i t s  from the l eft
for each l ine  he should find the following values:

O May 21
-l May 24
-l May 26
-3 June 8

Since col umn 8 correspond s with “PRC mil i t a ry  r elat ions with X” in Figure
2.6, we can see that this variable has shifted from an “0” on May 21 to a
minus 3 by June 8, indicat ing a continued worsening of relations at each
event except between the 2nd and 3rd , which had no effect on the variable.
If we assume that May 21 in the example is an initial pre—crisis value , we
may observe that the re la t ionsh ip  pri or to the crisis was not particularly
strong (good ) or weak ( bad ) rather perhaps s imply cordial .
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The co de sheet i s desi gned as a tool to re pl i ca te an anal ys ts ’ evalua ti n g
process as he reviews the event stream. The selective function ; that is the
process for pi ck i ng events for anal ys i s i s ful fi l l ed by the co der rev iew i ng
the data in much the same fashion as the agency desk officer reviews cable
t raff ic .  The model s ’ user must f i rs t  decide which events are sa l ien t

- and then record “why” according to the vari ables on the coding sheet. This
process represents quite clearly the actual process. A watch offi cer reads
cable traffic as it arrives at his station . He must form impressions of
what is “ctually happening and he reports on sequences of events that implies
ac ti ons relevan t to US interes ts . These re por ts are of the form re presen ted i n
Fi gure 2.2. They are probabilistic and represent an analysts ’ best
guess . These ‘estimates of warning ’ are translated routinely into threat,
uncertainty, and decision time .

In operating the simulation the user may exercise considerable
flexibility wi th the coding component. In its current form the model
will accommodate up to 40 variables which the user himself may select
in order to accomodate his specific research interests. The list
developed here is meant to parallel evaluative techniques currently
utilized in the intelligence community. Therefore, it should serve
as a guide to further applications of the model .

Inter pretation
As the desk and watch officers of the three agencies charged with crisis

warning functions view the stream of cable traffic and other incoming infor-
mation , various mental images of what is going on “out there” are forme d .
These Interpretations are based on the relative significance that individuals
in a monitoring capacity place on specifi c events or clusters of perceptually
related events. In many respects it is like listening at a door and forming
an i dea of what’s happening on the other side . While the model recognizes
that a nunter of influences may interact in the formation of these images or
interpretations , including the clarity of signals , “no i se ” levels and the
l i ke , experience remains a major factor in their formation. Experience is
understood as the by-product of the training , indoctrination and work assign-
ments the various officers have had within their respective organization.
It also stems from the operational directi ves and SOP ’s foun d w i th i n each
agency that are germane to its operations . Thus , the image process in large
measure Is a product of the specific and general interests and goals of the
wa tch and desk of ficers ’ own organization.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ‘ - -4—
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At the same time, though these agency oriented interests are to
some degree parallel and per haps even controlle d by the adm in istra ti on ’ s
overall goal s, they are still idiosyncratic to each agency. That is ,
each of the three mon i tor ing agenc ies i s taske d se parate to the others in
terms of i ts pr imary funct ions an d therefore to a degree hol ds a spec ifi c
set of interests relative to those tasks or purposes. Of course, it is
obvious that some overlap will occur and drawing distinct lines of interest
separation remains difficult , if not impossible. Dipl omatic endeavors
often require military consideration or involvements . Military planning
and operations require diplomatic coordination and both hold strong
interests in the intelligence information gathering process. Yet the
particular interest, assets and objectives of each agency will lead to
some perceptua l difference in the state of the outer env ironment at any
given time.

These perceptua l differences are more likely a matter of degree of
interpretation rather than of specific issue or item disagreement.
When , for instance , an agency perceives threat in an area or event there
is a strong likel i hood that the other two agencies will also perceive
the same threat. However , it is unlikely that all agencies will agree on
the magnitude of threat. More importantly, the agencies will probably
offer divergent interpretations of the nature of the event or issue. The
research objective of ths segment of the model is to devel op a set of
interpretations for each agency tha t substantively reflect the “kinds ” of
interpretations each agency is likely to develop or hold as its watch and
desk officers rev i ew the stream of reported world events.

To accomplish this goal , a two—stage research effort was initially
undertaken . In the first stage, nu merous sourc es were rev iewed an d a
set of statements by upper and middle level agency officials reflecting
perceptions of threat, uncertainty and/or the time factor involved in
var ious worl d s ituat ions (cr i s i s or otherw i se) wer e ex trac ted. The
second stage Involved reviewing the extracted statements for specific
statements of interpretation that have rel evance to a crisis situation.
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As incorporated in the model , these statements represent likely interpre-
tati ons each agency woul d gi ve to a turn of even ts in the ou ter env i ronmen t
based upon agency experiences , goals  and interests. Although the inclusion

- process is largely subjective , it is believed that the simulation gains
substant ive v a l i d i t y  since the method followed rel ies direct ly upon
perceptual statements of actual key individuals within the three organi-
zations. While the interpretations utilized for each agency are obviously
not exhaust i ve , their direct attribution to specific agency personnel with
some recurrency renders the l i s t  i nd i ca t ive  of the kinds of interpretation
each agency is likely to draw.

Appendix A contains the statement set utilized in this procedure
and Table 4.1 l i s t s  the derived set of interpretations used in the model
to this  stage. It is important to point out that as far as the simulation
is concerned the method used to develop interpretati ons is of littl e
consequence. The simulation program allows the user considerable
flexibility concerning the number of interpretations used for each
agency, currently allowing up to 147 interpretations per agency . Should
an analyst decide that all or some of the current interpretations are
inappropriate to his specific research interest , he may either eliminate
any he choses and/or supply any of his own through the program ’s
relatively simple change route.

As noted , the substantive interpretation currently used in the model
were devel oped from a number of sources. The basic criteria borne in
mind in the col l ective process was the decision to utilize sources
containing either direct  quotes of u pper or m idd le  eche l on agency personn el
or basically reliable paraphrases. To obtain this “closeness ” a num ber
of source types proved useful including : presidential biographies and
autobiographies , the memoirs of key statesmen or agency personnel , direct
congressional testimony, case studies (either agency or crisis related),
and ‘insider ” accounts into agency operations , goals and interest. By
utilizing the attributable quotes and statements for the greater part of
the data set, author bias and other reliability problem s are reduced
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considerably, al though , as with any data set some probl ems still remain.
Appendix B lists those sources utilized to develop the existing quote
set.

Reviewing the sources for data was carried out using an informa l
key word method . The researchers simply scanned the litera ture for
perceptually relevant statements concerning threat, uncertainty and
decision time , marking the passages for transcription with appropriate
ci ta t ion.  Finally, at various points in the process the collected
statements were reviewed to assure approximately equal treatment of each
of the three agencies as far as the number and substantive content of
statements was concerned .

The final or tentative product of this stage of the substantive
research was some 55 pages of statements concerning general perceptions
of the world environment , agency sel f-perception and rolls , real and
potential crisis situation concerns and perceptions , and perceptions of

feasible US actions and responses to a variety of crisis and non-crisis
situations. It is important to note that attention to non-crisis as
well as crisis perceptions were given during the collective process,
thus a l lowing for a wider scope of perceptua l imagery . Indeed , at
this stage the criterion for inclusion is purposely defined as floos ely
as possible. In short , the goal is simply to develop a low cost synopsis
of individual human perceptions attributed to responsible personnel of
each of the three agencies. How those individuals conceptualize various
situations , the relative importance they place on “situations vis a vis
other situations ” and the importance of their respective organizations
in dealing with a particular situation are among the types-of perceptual
imagery we are attempting to capture at this stage.

The next stage in the research was to “boil down ” so to speak the
raw perception statements into a set of logical statements we have
referred to above as the “interpretations. ” At this stage the perception
statements were careful ly  sorted into themes of interests applicable to
one (or more) of the agencies. As noted , the list is not intended to
be exhaustive , but rather to simply express the interest orientations
of the three agencies. Previous research indicates that they are
Interpretations agencies have drawn and are likely to draw in the
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future. Examination of the lists by agency reveals both parallels
in interpretations and some skewness. Par t icular  sets of perceptions
based on agency interests may also be observed . For instance State
interpretations seem to reflect a fairly consistent concern for tra-
ditional and somewhat legalist concepts including regional and world
destabilizing influences , unsettling infl uences or alliance related
matters and politically volatile issues requiring great diplomatic
manipulation and consideration. CIA interpretations reflect less
concern for regional balances , remaining largely concerned with a
coun try ’s specific issues or interpretation. There is also evidence
of a more long run interest in world events , with a sort of balance
sheet approach to US interests as the CIA defines them. That is , they
seem to anticipate events and/or situations as either plus or minus to
overall US interests in a sort of strategic (political ) chess match.
Finally, CIA seems to share a concern with State for monitoring the
status quo , that is a positive orientati on towards maintaining the
political map. Defense interpretations reflect a general concern for
the US strategic posture , tending to interpret events as directly
affect ing US interests and integri ty . A large part of these concerns
centers on the far flung dispersion of US military personnel , material
interests and/or concomitments , and concern for our ability or inability
to protect these “assets .” In another sense there is a greater concern
for the materials versus the intrinsic that is found in CIA or State
interpretations. For example , conflict is more likely viewed as
threatening to US owned or control l ed assets than as destabilizing to
a region or potentially threatening to friendly leadership elite.

At the same time , there is a significant parallel between the inter-
pretation of the various agencies such that all events of major magnitude
would trigger’ some interpretative response in each agency. That is , it
is unlikely for Defense to perceive threa t without State and CIA also
perceiving threat.
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The reliability and validity problems associated wi th both quantitative
and qualitative content analysis are well documented (Merritt, 1966). No
s in gle , absol utely satisfactory solution seems to exist. However , as far
as this research is concerned several points are germane. First , individual
perceptions and i deas are of secondary importance. In the analysis stage
greater attention was paid to statements refl ecting an individual ’s agency role
and his performance in that role , rather than those statements of retrospect
which are potentially loaded wi th personal bias. For example , an advisor ’ s
actual statements or conversations with the President in the heat of the
Berlin crisis would receive far greater attention then would his memoirs
written some time after the fact. Likewise , Congressional testimony of
“belief” would take precedence over testimony of “opinion, ” although
obviously the distinction may be nebulous and judgmenta l - Secondly, a wide
sample of individuals was includ ed for each agency whi ch was representative
of various organizationa l strata . In short, we relied on a variety
of statements from individuals made within the boundaries of their profes-
sional capacities. Sources beyond these requirements were included
only when additional supporting documentation was found . Third , the
requirements of rigor are more or less limited to the objecti ves of the
researchers and indeed may rest solely on the logic of the interpretation
statemen ts, regardless of the source .

The third segment of the simulation is the weighting matrix through
which the event indicators are linked to the perceptual interpretation .
Its purpose is to map specific event variables (Figure 4.1) to the various
agency interpretations of the crisis simulation. It does so probabi listically.
In other words , it provides the format for deciding or determining what changes
in the event coding schema are likely to cause what interpretations to be
made at the crisis warning level . It indicates the impact of events on the
perception of the agency watch officers . In forming interpretations or
mental images two points should be obvious : 1) not all changes in the reporting
variables are likely to influence a single interpretation and , 2) the variables
used to determine an interpretation are likely to vary in importance among
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themsel ves. Therefore, the mapp ing mechanism must be able to discriminate
between the importance of the variables in determining the interpretation.

To accomplish these requirements three matri ces, one per agency were
created to map and weigh the events variable to the interpretation.

Fi gures 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 are examples used i n the models development.
The column represents the interpretation with each value
representi ng the weighted importance of the correspondi ng event variable .
The scale values utilized in this example range from 0 to 9, with 0
indicating no impact on the interpretation matrix at all , and 9 indicating

the greatest importance in the interpretative formation. It should be

noted that both the columns and the variable values are independent.
Therefore, the columns need not sum to an equal value al though , of course ,
the weight assignments are relative for each interpretation.

Col umn 3 of the State Department mapping (Figure 4.3) reveals
which varia ble changes are infl uenc i al i n determi n i ng the i nterpretation
“Situation in ‘X ’ is creating hostages.” In this column it can be seen
that the first twelve variables are irrelevant by the values of “0” in the

column . Var i able 20, “Status of US citizen in ‘X ’” has the greatest
va lue , indicating its highest importance in the formation of the inter-
pretation in this example , followed i n im portance by var iables 1 3, 14
and 15, all indicati ve ~‘f the internal situation in ‘X’ , and so on, down
to the value of 1 for vari able 22, “the Status of US Property in ‘X ’ .”

The objecti ve of the matrix then , is to dupl i cate the process of pattern
recognition : “I see or think I see th is and that event occurri ng~’ which
means -- is probably occurr i ng . In another sense i t is a duplicat ion of
the conversion of raw data into intelligence material , that is , processed
information or a meaning sumary of an event or events ’ importance. Of
course, the value or importance of the event and the interpretation as far
as threat is concerned can vary considerably.

Like the values reported on the event coding sheet, the va l ues included
in the weighting matrix may be suppl ied by the user and determined through

any techn iq ue deemed useful . The matrix curren tly used i n the model was
first simply created by a graduate student, relying heavily on the collected
perceptual statements . This initial matrix was then reviewed and modifi ed
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FIGURE 4.3: THE WEIGHTING MATRIX: ASSIGNING RELATIVE WEIGHTS TO INDICATORS
IN THE PROCESSES OF FORMING STATE INTERPRETATIONS.
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FIGURE 4.4:THE WEIGHTING MATRIX: ASSIGNING RELATIVE WEIGHTS TO INDICATORS

IN THE PROCESSES OF FORMING CIA INTERPRETATION S.
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FIGURE 4.5: THE WEIGHTING MATRIX: ASSIGNING RELATIVE WEIGHTS TO INDICATORS

IN THE PROCESSES OF FORMING DEFENSE INTERPRETATIONS.
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by a panel of the project ’s researchers. Final ly, it was tested agai nst
a series of actual crises and adjusted further to ensure concurrence with
known interpretation in the real world setting. While this careful

analys is has lead us to place considerable confidence in the matrix , its
values remai n an option of the user, and may be modified wi th ease in the
simulation program since the matrix (actually three matri ces stacked
together) is simply a computer file.

Essentiall y, we are saying that a contextual interpretation is defined

as activity in the variables which determine it. With this definition we
can formulate a measure for each interpretation called the relative activity
score or:

N
Relative W .~ I.~1
Activity 1=1
Score for an N
Interpretation W.

i= l 1

where: N is the number of indi cators in the data set
is the weight for the ith indicator
is the score of the ith indicator

The numerator of the fraction represents the sum of the weight amount

of activity on the subset of indicators defining the interpretation. The
denomi nator simply adjusts this score so that the measure will be comparable
to other interpretations wi th differing weights and possibly a larger or
smaller subset. This calculation is performed for each interpretation
forming the relative strength vectors for each of the agencies . The
residual for each interpretation (1-RAS ) is also computed . For each
agency these residual scores are averaged producing an estimation that
nothing is happening. For each agency this will form a vector wi th a
score for each contextual interpretation or the relative activity vector.
The number of entries in each vector is allowed to vary.

The relative activity vector is noriDalized to a unit length and the
subsequent values are obtained under the title probability vectors. Pro-
duction of this vector allows us to define the first output matrix i tem;
uncertainty . An agency ’s uncertainty is defined as a function of the
variance of Its probability vector. The variance measure is modified
somewhat so that It will be zero when the maximum variance Is present
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(all Interpretations score th& mean). In this situation all interpre-

tations are equally likely, and the agency ’s uncertainty is at a maximum.

The output measure varies as a function of (~2) from zero to one.

Decision time is defined as the absolute change in uncertainty . If
there is no change in the level of uncerta inty, decision time is thought
to be high. So that decision time:

DTt = 1 — U~—U~~1

where OTt is Decision Time at time t.

Ut is Uncertainty at time t.

Once a cer ta in level of uncerta i nty is reache d , it will decrease
normally rather than being replaced by values of zero. While no change

from the previous day would reduce a given day ’s decision time value to

zero , it is thought that the concept is more stable in real world

situati ons. -

The threat that any interpretation represented is defined as the sum
of the negative scores of the subset which defines it. In order to make
th i s reasona ble , the values of some indi ca tors are reverse d. For examp le ,

a positi ve value of the indicator political relationships between PRC and X ,

mi ght be thought of as an act threatening to the US. The reversal of the
indicators score accounts for this. The threat calculation is also
adjusted for weights of the variables and standardized
by the sum of the weights . For each agency the threat of each interpre-
tation is discounted by its value in the probability vector. The sum of
these discounted values is reported as the threat value in the output matrix.

One three by three output matrix is produced for each day . This
matr i x has the form:

Output Matrix for 12/12/65
Uncertainty Dec i s i on T ime Threa t

CIA .993908 .681875 .900713

Sta te .993216 .714916 1.151652
Defense .985644 .649610 1.445038

TABLE 4. 2
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Production of the output matrix allows us to sumarize the model
from an overall perspective. First, the data matrix represents the
codified environment which is presented to the agencies’ moni tor ing
personnel . The agenc ies then make interpretations on these data , trying

to extract patterns. The patterns are a function of both experience ,

and the agenc ies ’ goals and interests. To the degree that several

patterns dominate a particular event stream , an agency feels “certa i n ”

about the implication of those events.

Should the l evel of certainty/uncertainty remain fairly static ,

the perception is that there is a high amount of decision time. However ,

should the level of certainty/uncertainty show fluctuation , the

‘perception is that the decision time is short.

- 
Al so , it is the threat that the particular contextual interpretations

present that is of importance. Thus , we have measured the th ree concepts
of uncer ta inty, threat , and decision time not as indicators (measured

directly) but as variables which are complex functions of a set of
indicators.

The Input Data

The Crisis Warning and Management Project is primarily concerned
wi th demarcating those situations which have been classified as crises.
It fel t that the best way to get at this demarcation process was to

look at the perceptions of organizationa l actors. The actors chosen
were the three primarily foreign policy actors -- the State Department,
the Central Intelligence Agency, the Defense Depar tment .

The agencies are viewed as receptors of stimuli from an outer
environment. It is through their screening devices, based on an
internalized image or important situations that these agencies glean
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some knowl edge about what is going on globally. A data set which reflects
movement in the outer env i ronment was develo ped .

This data set has to meet a number of requirements . First it

must provide information on a small time frame. Aggregation of the
data might then provide information about long-term trends which lead to
a crisis. But it would not provide the type of i nformation necessary
for an investigation into the short—term dynamics that underlie crisis
situations.

Second , given the time frame for our study the data set should
provide information on super power interest in at least three distinct
areas -- military , economic , and political. It is assumed that at the

heart of most conceptualizations of threat , there exists a goal structure.
For a nation to be threatened , there must be an opportunity for a rival
to obtain an advantage over the nation in limiting one of its goals
(see Hermann , 1969).

Third , the data set should provide information on US actions as
wel l as other major power actions. This would allow a feedback

component in the data set. It would allow the US to judge whether
a recent act helped or hurt l ong-term goals in a particular situation.

These types of requirements pointed us in the direction of events

data . The analytic decks of event data , however , seemed to be too
general. The anal yti c data sets did not prov id e enough informat i on
on the context of a situation. While the events data format seemed
to provide son:e help in developing generalizations about foreign policy ,
we needed a finer screening devices. It was felt that the context of
actions by nations played as important a role in the perceptions of
crises as the actions themselves. It was felt that dyadic relations
beteen a target and actor nation should be also included in the code
sheet.

_________ ___________________________________________________________________________________________________ _.... — - -
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The range of the code sheet is from -4 to +4. Negative scores

comply wi th adverse actions toward US interests) wh i le posi ti ve scores
comply with opportunities for the US to increase its interest. 1

This code sheet allowe d us to meet our second two cr iter ia . In
order to employ it , we had to define a data source that used small
aggregations . For this , we chose the WEIS descriptive deck. Since
the descriptive deck uses news headlines , we would be able to get a
strong inkling of what was go ing on in the outer env i ronment. Th i s
descriptive deck combined with the coding sheet would provid the
information which met our criteria and would seem to have face validity
in showing movements in the outer environment.

Codi ng the Data

In order to get a fair assessment of how an internationa l crisis
got started , we did the followi ng. We went to three sources, which
had compiled a list of crises in which the US was invol ved during the
post-war era.2 Ther was no attempt to determine the degree of
definitional reliability among these sources at this stage. It was
felt that the reliability question would best be answered when the

analysis dealt with the actual question of what a crisis is. That is ,

do all the crises taken from each of the lists show a common perceptual
charac ter ist ic , or are each of the lists distinct in some way . The

lists were used as starting points for the compilation of raw data ,

because the data was not transforme d by the program. It was felt
that comparisons were not necessary at this stage.

After the list was compiled each crisis was assigned a start date.
The descripti ve deck was then run for three months prior to this data as
well as three months after this data . This would yield information about
movement of perceptions into a crisis situation . A list of the crises
with the length of the descriptive deck is provided in Table 4.3.

~For some of the indicators , a sign reversal was employed .
2The three sources used in the compilation of the list were: Moore

(1975), ‘Crisis Inventory’: Blechman and Kaplan (1976), “Use of Armed
Forces as a Pol i tical Institute ’ ; and CACI (1976), “Plann ing Problems
in Crisis Management.”
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TABLE 4.3

LIST OF CRISES

crt~s Duration of Descriptive Deck

An gola 8-10-75/4-30-76
Arab-Israeli 2-13-67/9-10-67
Bangladesh 8-25—71/3-14-72
CambodIa 75 1-14— 75/ 9- 11-75
CambodIa 73—74 10-1-73/5-29-74

Cambodia 5-2—73/1-31—74
CambodIa 74 1-2-74/8-31-74
Cuba 11— 1-71/6—30—72
Cyprus 8-15-67/3-3-68
Cyprus 1 4- 16-74/ 12-18-74
Dominican Republic-United Stdtes 12-24-69/6-26-70
Greece 1-2-67/6-15-67
Haiti 1-2-70/8—31-70
Hong Kong 3-27-67/3-1-68
India-Pakistan 2-4-72/10-6-72
Israel-Jordan 1 9-1-66/4-30-67
Israel-Jordan 10-2-67/6-29-68
Israel-Lebanon 1 9-4-68/5-4-69
Israel-United Arab Republic 7-1-67/2-29-68
Jordan 6-1-70/12-23-70
Jordan-Syria 9-1-66/3-23-67
Korea 9-5-68/4-30-69
North Korea-United States 1-4-69/8—4-69
Laos 1 1-1-72/5—4—73
Mi deast 7-1-73/1—5—74
OPEC 7-1-73L2-28-7,4
Portugal 1 1-25—74/11-11—74
Pueblo 10-23-67/5-27-68
Rhodesia 1-5-66/7-28—66
Rhodesia-Zambia 10-13-72/5-2-73
Saudi—PLO 1 12—3—72/7-3—73
Sino-Soviet 10-11-66/5-14-67
TrIn idad 1-2-70/8-31-70
Turkey-United States 12-4-70/7-8-71

Uganda-Tan 6-17-72/1-2-73
Vietnam 1-11-75/8-14-75
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In order to reduce the l ength of the descriptive deck for these time

periods, events were l imi ted. A program was developed to sort out those
events over the time period that dealt wi th a target nation (the nation in

which the crisis occurred) as an actor or object with any other nation as
wel l as all super power activity (US - PRC , PRC - USSR , USSR - USA). This
reduced the international environment into a much more manageable one.
(Figure 4.6)

Wh i le this scheme reduces our abi l ity to talk about the amoun t of
information that occurs i n the total system dur in g a cr is is , it was felt
it provides an accurate estimate of the information presented to a watch
officer. Notice that the amount of information considered by a coder
is signifi cantly greater than the more normal crisis dyad of two countries .

Our sortinqs reduced the descriptive deck to reflect actual information
sent to a watch officer. Yet, even this format seemed to provide us wi th
a plethora of i rrelevant data (see Table 4.4). There was a
tremendous amount of redundant information. There was also a lot of
i nformation which was not directly codable. Both points reflect quite
accurately the prob lems faced i n every watch offi ce. Every day watch
officers must separate the shaft from the wheat. They must carefully weigh
cable traffic. But they are overloaded with material coming in from
mult iple sources around the world. We quic kly found that many days
had large quantities of i nformation , none of which suggested a change
in our basic code sheet.

In order to resolve this issue , the program used in the coding process
provided an option that would fill the days when no information was
ava i lable. These days with no i nformation were assumed to be equ i valen t
to the last day information was available. This assumption allows for us
to talk in real time , rather than some arbitrary aggregation. This
procedure Is based on the assumpti on that no information impl ies no change.
It may be the case that no information in fact means a lessening of action .
This situation was resolved by the inclusion of a decay function in the
program which transforms the data into agency knowledge.
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FIGURE 4.6

THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM AS DEFINED
— BY DESCRIPTiVE DECK

- - actors in international crisis

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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_4_- _ _ _ __  -
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TABLE 4.4

AN EXAMPLE OF THE WEIS DESCRIPTIVE DECK USED IN THE
CODING OF EVENT STREAMS OCCURRING IN THE OUTER ENVIRONMENT

11 ,27,67 UAR SAID IT WOULD NOT PERMIT USR TO ESTABLISH MILITARY
BASES ON UAR SOIL

11 ,27,67 FRN PRS RESTATED PROFOUND DISPLEASURE WITH ISR FOR
REFUSING TO LISTEN TO VOICE OF ERN

11 ,27,67 ISR PM SAID EMIGRATION OF USR JEWS TO ISR CUT OFF
AS RESULT OF JUNE WAR

11 ,27 ,67 ISR SAID ARA B RECOGNITION OF ISR NOT ABSOLUTE PRE-
REQUISITE FOR PEACE TALKS

11 ,28,67 ISR PM REGARDED GENERAL RECOGNITION OF ISR RIGHT TO
EXIST AS MOST IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENT PROMPTED BY ME WAR

12,1,67 ISR PLANE WAS DOWNED BY UAR ANTI-AIRCRAFT FIRE
12,1,67 UAR ANNOUNCED THAT IT SHOT DOWN 3 TSR JETS
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We chose the day as our temporal domain for coding. This allowed
as minute a temporal span as possible. There is no way in dealing

with the temporal order of events within a day. Events reported on the
same day, are recorded from the New York Times. There is no provision
for sequential ordering by the Times and this is carried over into the
WEIS coding . Only when we start speaking of daily aggregation can we
begin to employ some sequence to the events that are part of a crisis
situation.

The day was chosen as our temporal measure due to the short dura tion
of crises. Larger aggregation would mask changes occurring in the data .
Using larger aggregations we might miss the important aspect that context
plays. For example , if in a situation on day one a nation offers a
cease fire on a border village, the d if ferent aggregations would affec t
our interpretation of the situation. Using daily aggregations , it is
clear that the si tuation i s gettin g better. Usin g weekly or larger
aggregation , the pi cture becomes blurred. Thi s is because the coder
would have to code the ceasefire offer and the border clash as part of
the same actions. Any coding technique employed wi th this l arger
aggregation would only cloud any interpretation of the situation.

Likewise, it was fe lt that each of the agencies woul d receive
Information on a daily basis rather than on some larger aggregation.
The larger aggregations would incorporate an air of inauthenticity into
the simulation.

Each coder was advised to go over the WEIS descriptive deck. He
was told only the target and actor nations involved in a crisis. The
coder made the decision whether an event should or should not be coded .
As was previously mentioned , a large percentage of events were ignored.
Most of these events related to super power activitie s in other arenas.
It was rarely the case that a target or acting nation were involved in
an action which was not recorded . Unfortunately, these actions made
up a very small percentage of lines in the descriptive deck.
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For practical purposes , the coders were requ i red to have a consid erable
knowledge of international relations. All the coders had at least an MA
in International Relations. The flexibility allowed the coders meant
that this data set must be classified as “soft” data . Even wi th this
degree of flexibility, there seems to be a consistency in coding events
that leads up to and is part of an international crisis.

The Crisis Perception Computer Model
In order to use the Crisis Perception Model (CPM) type:

@ ADD SIM*SIMCLIST.CPM

The model will type a sign-on identification line . It will then ask
you if you want to alter the default parameters . This refers to the
number of variables in the data set (default = 29), and the num ber of
contextual in terpretations per agency (defaul ts: CIA = 8, DEFENSE = 11 ,
STATE = 1 2). If you wish to change any of these, merely respond ‘YES’
or ‘V.’ If you do not a ‘NO ,’ ‘N’ or carr iage return w i l l
suffice. If you change parameters the model will prompt you for each
value.

Next the model wi ll ask you if you are going to provide your own
weight matrix. This is a matrix which contains the relative weights for
each agency ’s contextual i nterpretati on. Those variables wh i ch do not
affect an interpretation are weighted at zero. If you answer ‘NO ,’ the
weight matrix designated by the model will be used . This matrix
appears in Figure 4.5, 4.6, 4.7.

If you answer ‘YES’ or ‘V , the model wi ll ask for the name of the
file which contains the weights . There are two procedures which can be
used at this point. If you want to build a matrix using the interactive
con~nands below , respond with ‘ZEROS .’ This response will cause the model
to fill all of the weight matrices wi th zeros. You can then add weights
using the ‘AWN’ comand.
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If you have already built a matrix using the UOM editor feature, you
can direct the model to it by typing the name the matrix was catalogued
under (see below). Remember that  the model wi ll expect a
matrix of m X N where m = the number of variables (default = 29).

N = the sum of the interpretations (default;
8 + 11 + 12 = 31).

Next the model will ask for the name of a data set. You can give it
the name of any of the library sets , or one that you have created using the
data program. If you respond by typing ‘LIST ’ it will tel l you the names
of the files in the data library .

At this point you have provided the model with the basic information
it needs. There are several options or commands which are available to
you. These commands are sumarized in Table 4.5.

In each case the model will execute the command and return to command
level .

The ‘AWN ’ Command
The ‘ AWM ’ or ‘Alter Weight Matrix ’ comand changes the weights in the

weight matrix. Each agency has such a matrix. Its dimensions are
determined by the number of contextual interpretations allowable for the
agency and the number of variables in the data set .

The command is issued by typing ‘AWM ’ a coma and the agency name
for example:

AWN , CIA

This comand would tell the model that you wish to alter the CIA ’ s
weight matrix. The model will respond wi th the question ‘WHICH INTER-
PRETATION .’ The weights for the designated interpretation will be
displayed . Following the display the prompt ‘alter?’ wi ll appear.
The ‘NO ’ response will direct the model to return to comand level . A
‘YES’ response or a return will cause the prompt ‘Enter Indicators and
Weights as Indicator , Wei ght, Indicator 2, Weight 2, Ind icator 3, Wei ght 3’

to appear.
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COMMAND FUNCTION
AWM Changes entries to the weight matrix.

L CALCULATE Tells the model to begin calculat i on on the current data set.

DAM Displays the active weights for any agency . (For each
interpretation , the non-zero variables are listed.)

DWM Display any row from the weight matrix. (It would take
a tremendous amount of time and paper to display the entire
matrix.)

SET PVPR Reverses the condition of the punt flag for the probability
vectors . Unless this comand is issued , the model will not
print the probability vectors .

SET TRPR Reverses the condition of the print fl ag for the output matrix.
Unless this coniriand is issued , the model will not print the
probabi l ity matrix.

STOP This stops execution of the model. When encountered , the
model will print summary statistics and then move to the
plot routine if desired.
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After accepting the response line , the model will display the weights
again and ask for alterations. You may continue to alter the matrix.
When you respond ‘NO ’ to the alter prompt , you will return to comand level .

The Calculate Command
This command will direct the program to the calculation cycle. One

set of probability vectors and one output mat~- i x i s calc u la ted for eac h
data entry . After the calculate command is issued , the program wil l
ask , ‘ HOW MANY. ’ You may calculate as few as one data item or the enti re
data set. If you wish to calculate values for the entire data set , you
can respond with a number much larger than the number of lines in the data
set.

After the model has performed the mandated number of calculations ,
it will return to the command level . Consequently, i t  is poss ible  to

calculate output values over some subset of the data , provide for
changes in the interpretations and calculate values for the remaining
data . Should the program encounter an end of data , i t  w i l l  stop

and return to the comand level . (Usually the ‘ STOP’ comand would
fol low.)

The ‘ DAM’ Comand
The ‘DAM ’ or display active matrix command wil l display the non-zero

va lues  for any agency ’ s weight matrix. This is the only command which will
display an entire weight matrix. It is impossible to display the actual
values for the weight matrix within size limi tations. It is possible to
fo l l ow  a ‘DAM’ command wi th a ‘ DWM ’ or ‘ AWM ’ command , either of these
display actual weight values for any row of an agency ’ s matrix.

The command is issued in the form:
DAM, CIA

DAM , STATE -

DAM , DEFENSE

The ‘DWM ’ Command
The ‘ DWM ’ or display weight matrix command will display any row of any

agency ’ s weight matrix. It operates in the same manner as the ‘AWN ’
command.

_____  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - —--—-  __1 - -..-. -
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The ‘SET PVPR’ Command
This comand controls the output of the probability vectors. It can

either cause them to be printed, or cause them not to be printed. Each
time i t  is issued , it changes or reverses the current status.

The model always begins with the assumption that you do not want
these vectors printed. The fi rst time the command is issued , it will
cause the printing to start. The second time would cause it to stop.
It is possible to use this comand for selective printing of the probability
vectors . If , for example , you are interested only in the vectors during
the ‘ crisis period ’ of your data set , you could calculate the output matrix
va lues for the enti re pre-crisis period before Issuing the command. This
would effectively skip the pre-crisis as far as the output of the vectors
is concerned .

The ‘SET TRPR’ Comand
This command operates like the ‘SET PVPR ’ comand above , only i t

controls the printing of the output matrix. it is also set to begin in
the ‘no print’ state. As wi th the ‘SET PVPR’ command , thi s comma nd can

be used for selective printi ng.

The ‘STOP’ Command

This  command will terminate the model ’s compilation after stopping the
model. You will receive summary statistics for the run. The program will
give you the opportunity to plot any of the information compiled during the

run . This is not the only way to stop the model , however. If you attempt
to calculate output matrices for more data frames than there are in your
data set , the program wi l l  assume a ‘ STOP ’ after it processes the last data
line. Since you will most often want to calculate matrices for the entire
data set , you can use this feature to your advantage. It is possible to
answer the ‘ HOW MANY ’ prompt of the calculate command with a very large
number. This will calculate matrices for all data entries and then imply
a ‘STOP. ’ This implication wil l leave you in the same relative location
that a normal stop would (i.e. the summary statistics and plots will be
available).
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The Coder

As previously mentioned , it is possible to use the model wi th already
existing data . However , sometimes you may want to code your own data set.
The coder program has been designed to hel p you in this effort .

The Interactive Coder
One way to use the coder program is interactively. This means that

you will enter the variable values directly into the coder program. In
order to use it , you need only have a copy of the events you want to code .
Usually, this will be some subset of the WEIS data set.

To access the model after the normal sign on procedure type:
@ADD SIMCLIST .CODER

The coder will begin by typing a sign on line. It will then ask if input
is to come from the terminal or disc. For interactive use , the proper
response Is ‘TERM. ’ The coder wil l ask if you want to use initial
values or last values for replacement. Thi s refers to the rules i t will
use to ‘Fill in ’ your missing va l ues (this won ’t ma ke sense yet, but
read on ). The program will then ask for an initial vector. This
vector represents the state of affairs prior to the first event you intend
to code. You must enter one value for each variable. (To make things
simple , the example will have only five variables.) The values are
separated by comas as follows :

-l ,O,l ,2,3
The values should range from +4 to -4 and always be a whole number.
The model is now ready for data.

To start the process , look at the fi rst event to be coded , and decide

which of the variables such an event would affect. Type the variable
number and new value , separated by a coma . Repeat this process for as
many variables as are affected . Each new entry is also separated by
comas as:

V a r i a b l e  #, new va lue , variable #2 , new value #2.
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After completing this , enter the date of the coded event. The enti re

l ine shoul d resemble :
2,—2 ,5,—l ,05/23/5l.

The coder now has enough i nformation to determine the fi rst day of data.
initial vector — l 0 1 2 3
changes 2,-2 5,-i 05/23/51
result —l -2 1 2 -l
output line -l —2 1 2 -l 05/23/51

Notice that the variables which did not change retained the same values .

The second event to be coded is entered in the same way :
1 ,2,4,3,5,1 ,05/26/51

The last value or initial value option i s resurrected here (you had almos t
forgotten , hadn ’t you?). It affects the process as shown below.

initial values — l 0 1 2 3
first day -l -2 1 2 -l
changes 1 ,2 4,3 5,1 05/26/51
initial option 2 0 1 3 1

last option 2 -2 1 3
output line initial : 2 0 1 3 1 05/26/51
output line last: 2 -2 1 3 1 05/26/51

Notice that variable number two has a different value under the replacement
options.

In order to simulate a day-by-day data base , the coder fills in the days
between the changed dates . Consequently, our actual data set now looks like:

(using the last value null)
-1 0 1 2 3
-l -2 1 2 — l 05/23/51
-l 

- 

-2 1 2 -l 05/24 /51
-l -2 1 2 — l 05/25/51

2 -2 1 3 1

The above procedure is followed for all the events you want to code.
In order to stop the process , type ‘ END.’ The coder will mark the end of
your data .
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To access the editor , you fi rst must think of a name for the place you
intend to put your responses . Once again this must be less than twelve
characters . Once you have done this, type :

@ED YOURNAME
Notice there is NO period at the end of the name .

There are two modes in the editor. One is for input and one edit
(change or review text). The program always lets you know which mode
it is in. A blank line will always cause it to change modes. As you
enter for the first time , the machine will type ‘ INPUT . ’ At this point
type all the responses as you would for the interac ti ve coder, starting
wi th the first line of numeric doe (initial values). Continue this process
until you ’ve coded all your events or you are too tired to go on .

Type a blank l i ne. The machi ne wi ll respond with ‘EDIT. ’ Then type
the word ‘Top. ’ The mach ine will respond wi th an asterisk. Then type
‘NP * •

‘ This will tel l the editor to list your input along with line

numbers. Look over the output for mi stakes i f you spot one, type in the
l ine number. The machine will respond by typing that line of text. Then
type ‘DELETE. ’ Type only the word delete. DO NOT TYPE THE LINE NUMBER.

The machine will respond wi th an asterisk. Then ‘i nsert 4,3,2,1/05/23/51 ’
where 4,3,2,1 ,05/23/51 is the correct line. When you have corrected all
your errors, type the word ‘EXIT .’ This will end the editor procedure.

Should you need to save this file overnight , you need only type:
@SAVE YOURNAME

In order to add to a saved file type:
@LOAD VOURNAME

This will reload the file. Then type:
@ED YOURNAME

To find out where you are type:
PRINT LAST

This will print the last line. A blank line will put you into the ‘ INPUT ’
mode. You can now finish your entry.
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No doubt , after all this hard work you will want to save the data
for future use wi th the model . The coder must have a name to attach to
your data. It will ask you for a name by typing:

ENTER THE NAME FOR THE FILE

The name you decide upon must be twelve letters (12) or less. You may
include dashes or minus signs (-)  in the name . The coder will then save
your data and enter the name in the data library .

Use of the UOM Editor
There are two major drawbacks in using the interactive coder. The

fi rst is that all events must be coded at the same sitting. If this is
a long time , you incur the risk of the computer ‘ going down .’ Should
this unfortunate calami ty transpire , rest assured that all of your work
will be lost. Also , af te r  several hours in  a cha i r  any rearrangement of

ones torso provides little relief.

The second major drawback is that mistakes are virtually non-correctable
in the interactive coder. Suppose in line 57 you meant to type that variable #2
changes to a value of 3, not variable #3 changing to a 2. Now you are at
line 59 and you see the mistake . What can you do? Nothing~ The coder
has permanently changed the value of variable #3.

All of this can be avoided by using the UOM Editor. This device will
allow you to work in several sittings . It will also let you make and
correct thousands of mistakes . Such luxury does not come cheaply, however.
It will mean that you will learn additional procedures . As always, the
more complex the procedure used , the more l ikely the novice is to make
unspeakable errors.

What using the editor means is that you will store your responses in
the computer , and have the coder read them all at once. The editor is a
program which has been written to facilitate the input of information in
the computer. Basicall y, it allows you to input text, look at that text
and modify the text In any way. The editor has many features and commands.
Yet with knowing just a few you can get by.
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In order to use this file with the coder , access it the same way you
did in the interactive case. Fol low those instructions until the time
when you would type the initial values . Substitute typing:

@ADD YOURNAME

The machine will read Y0(JRNAME just as if you we re typing the lines
interacti vely. Remember after it reads the file , you must still type
‘END. ’ -



APPENDIX A

QUOTE S ON CRI SES

CRISIS ON CYPRUS: 1974 (GPO ) , p. 45
Notes on US Policy

“On its face , the Secretary ’ s statement was well-rounded in generally
defining the immediate issues and possible American contributions toward
a resolution of the Cyprus cr isis. Notably missing, however , was , among
other things, any acknowl edgement that the territorial integrity and
independence of Cyprus had been violated , and any evidence of regret or
concern over the Turkish invasion of the island , the continuing and
blatant ‘salami tactics ’ of the Turkish occupation army, or the important
fact that nearly half of the island ’ s people were becoming refugees or
virtual hostages as a result of advancing Turkish forces. ”

p. 46
“And , during an August 18 interview over CBS , Secretary of Defense

James R. Schlesinger expressed little concern over the reality of 40,000
Turk i sh occupati on troops on Cyprus , but he did say that “we ’ve understood
the desire of the Turks to protect the minority Turkish problem , but the
Turkish moves at this point have gone beyond what any of its friends or
sympathizers would have accepted...

pp. 50—51
“As indicated earlier , i n res pons e to th i s k i nd of conclus i on , all

quarters in the Administration flatly deny any ‘ t i lt’ toward the Turkish
position In American policy toward Cyprus. Officials in the Department
of State and elsewhere suggest instead that the United States is fol lowing
a policy of ‘neutrality ’ in the Cyprus problem. These officials assert
that, initially, nothing short of sending in the Marines or using the
Si xth Fleet would have ker.tAnkara from carrying out its plans for Cyprus;
for we had no other leverage . And because we are not the world’ s
pol i cema n , our only al ternati ve was wha t these offici als call ‘neutrality .’

“These same officials now argue , however, that the United States
should not tamper wi th or cut off milita ry aid to Turkey , because that
would reduce new found ‘ leverage ’ wi th the Turkish government , and would
not be ‘helpful ’ to our objective of seeking a negotiated settlement on
Cyprus . Furthermore, it would destroy our ‘neutrality ’. But the admini-
stration ’s record on Cyprus confirms that such a pol i cy of ‘neutrality ’,
in the face of aggression against an independent country , not only tolerates
but Implicitly aids and abets that aggression , and does, in fact, constitute
a ‘ tilt ’ . And this stance by our government -- in the face of the huma n
and political tragedy of Cyprus , and in the face of the dismemberment of
a small and defenseless nation -- should be rejected by all Americans who
care deeply about our country ’s rol e in the worl d and our nati onal efforts
to help build a meaningful structure of peace.”

113
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CRISIS ON CYPRUS : 1974 (GPO), p. 78
Secre tary K i ss i nger ’s News Conference on Aug 19, 1974.

“First, the United States shall insist on the strict maintenance of
the cease-fire on Cyprus.

“Second , the imperative and urgent need is to begin negotiations.
“Third , we will continue to support efforts to bring the parties to

the negotiating table.
“Four th , the United States will play any role requested by the parties.

We are also prepared to support the able efforts of the British Foreign
Secretary, LJame~/ Callaghan , in this regard .

“Fifth , in these negotiations , we believe it will be necessary for
Turkey, as the stronger power on the ground , to display flexibility and
a concern for Greek sensitivities, both in terms of territory and the size
of military forces on the island . I have made this point directly this
morning to the Prime Minister of Turkey. I have been assured that the
Turkish Government considers the demarcati on line negotiable and that it
will carry out the provisions of the Geneva agreement calling for phased
reductions of troops on Cyprus.

“Sixth, the United States greatly values the traditional friendship
of Greece. It has the highest regard for Prime Minister Karamanlis and
wishes every success to his democratic government. We will use our
infl uence in any negotiation to take into full account Greek honor and
national dignity . At the same time , we assume that all of our allies ,
including Greece, join in collective defense in their own interests .
We are willing to strengthen these comon alliance ties and to help the
Greek Government in any way possible. We will not be pressured by
threat of withdrawal from the LNAT~/ alliance, or anti-American demon-
strations, which in any event are totally unjustified by our record .”

“The United States did not threaten the cutoff of ~iilitary aid to
Turke y, for these reasons : First , it was cons idered tha t such an action
would be ineffective and would not prevent the threatening eventuality ;
secondly as was pointed out in this statement , we are giving economic and
military aid as a reflection of our common interest in the defense of the
eastern Mediterranean. Once such a decision is taken , it will have the
most drastic consequences and not just over a period of time covering a
few days but over an extended period of time .”

pp. 80-81
“QUESTION . Mr. Secretary, in view of the crisis in Cyprus , can you

assess , or cou ld you reassess , the capability of t~e United States to stopor limi t local wars between smaller states?
“SECRETARY KISSINGER . Well , the United States has never claimed ,

and could not accept the proposition , that it must stop every local war
between smaller states wherever they occur.

“Secondly, it is also clear that the United States cannot be asked to
redress any upset in any balance, regardless of how it has occurred and
where it has occurred , by its own military forces.

“We are disappointed by the outcome, by the actions of various of the
parties at various time s on Cyprus .

“We chose -- in order not to internationalize the issues too much --
to support Britain , which had a legal position as a guaranteeing power in
its mediating effort. We are prepared to continue to do this , and we are
prepared also to make other efforts.

“I do not think it is fair to generalize from this one event, which had
a long and complicated history , on a global basis.”
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CRISIS ON CYPRUS : 1974 (GPO), p. 81
Secretary K iss i nger ’s News Conference on Aug 19, 1974.

“QUESTION . . . .But on the other hand , you gave us two very good reasons
why the cutoff of military aid would not be effective anyway. Why can you
not rule it out?

“SECRETARY KISSINGER. The cutoff of military aid was judged not to
be effective in the circumstances existing last week. It is a step we
would take only in very extreme circumstances which , I repeat, have not
ar i sen , and which I do not foresee. We cannot rule it out for all time ,
but we do not foresee it , and we are not threatening with it now.”

“SECRETARY KISSINGER. I think that as a genera l practice a foreign
government must not expect that every time there is a crisis the Secretary
of State will come rusining into the area and spend all of his time settling
that particular crisis. On that basis we could never conduct a consistent
American foreign policy . And it cannot become the rule that every issue
is settled by the personal shuttle diploma cy of the Secretary of State.”

THE MISSILE CRISIS by Elie Abel (Lippincott , 1966), p. 153
“That afternoon came the first glimm er of hope that Khrushchev might

not , after all , challenge the blockade. A dozen of the twenty-five ships ,
it began to appear , had changed course or stopped . Dean Rusk , sitting at
the President ’s ri ght hand , nudged McGeorge Bundy and said softly: ‘We ’re
eyeball to eyeball and I think the other fellow just blinked. ’ It was
hard to know what the blink meant. At the Pentagon the reaction was
unexpectedly somber. Far from assuming that the worst might be over, the
military chiefs speculated that the twelve ships might have altered course
for a sinister purpose: perhaps they were going to rendezvous with Soviet
su bmar i nes , six of which had been reported in the area , and would then try
to force their way through the line of American ships. ”

p. 189
“There was general agreement that no matter how little the Turkish

missiles might be worth , in the military sense, to tra de them of f now
wou ld be to undermine the faith of the whole alliance i n Amer i ca ’s pledged
word .”

HEARIN G BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ARMS CONTROL , INTERNATIONAL LAW AND
ORGANIZATION OF THE COMMITTEE ON FORE IGN RELATIONS UNITED STATES SENATE
(3rd Congress , 2nd session) (GPO, 1975), p. 4.
“LSupplied by Department of State/ f

A View of the Need for FlexTbility . Senate Preparedness Investigating
Subcommi ttee Report, September 1 968: ‘--Unl ikely, but possible , is a
limi ted and controlled Soviet attack on our nuclear offensive force and
other military targets which avoids our cities. ’

“‘We feel that it is necessary for our nuclear strike forces to have
the capability and flexibility to respond so that no matter how the war is
initiated , we will be in a positi on to assure the termination of hostilities
under conditi ons which are rela ti vely favorable to us. ’”
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CIA FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC ACTIVITIES , Hearing Before the Committee on Foreign
Rel ations , United States Senate , Ninety—Fourth Congress , First Session , p. 12 ,
Senator Church.

“The CIA was not involved in any direct way wi th the copy; they had
been warned that it was coming, once a week for several months. There was
money being circulated but not in the dimension as before, because after
the ITT hearings everybody learned a lot of lessons. The commi tment was
on a very modest scale, which was to keep opposition voices alive through
newspapers or radio stations or individuals who were doing this sort of
thing . But at no time was money given to the truckers ’ strike. ”

THE CIA AND THE CULT OF INTELLI GENCE , Part III , ch 9, p. 298
“The net result of this change has been that long-term estimates on

broad subjects (e.g., the Outlook on Latin America over the Next Decade,
Soviet Strategic Strike Capabilities for the Next Five Years , etc.) have
given way to short-term predictions which are little more than extensions
of current intelligence analysis. But the intelligence system is the
servant of the policy-maker and must meet his needs and demands. ”

Part III , ch 11 , p. 350
“The CIA is not defending our national security . It seeks rather

to main ta in  the status quo , to hol d back the cultural clock , in areas that
are of little or no significance to the American people. These efforts
are often doomed to failure . In fact , at least si nce 1961 , the CIA has
lost many more battles than it has won , even by its own standards. ”

A THOUSAND DAYS by Arthur M. Schlesinger (Houghton Mifflin , 1965), p. 249.
“Dulles and Bi ssell , conv inced that if the Cubans were ever to be sent

against Castro they had to go now , sure that the Brigade could accomplish
its mission and nagged by the disposal problem , now redoubled their efforts
at persuasion. Dulles told Kennedy that he felt much more confident about
success than he had ever been in the case of Guatemala. CIA concentrated
particularly in the meetings ‘on trying to show that, even if the expedition
failed , the cost woul d not be excessi ve. Obv iously no one coul d bel ieve
any longer that the adventure would not be attributed to the United States
-- news stories described the recruitment effort in Miami every day -- but
somehow the idea took hold around the cabinet table that this would not
much matter so l ong as United States so ld ie rs  d id  not take part in  the
actua l fighting. If the operation were truly ‘Cubanized,’ it would hope-
fully appear as part of the traditional ebb ~nd flow of revolu tion an d
counterrevolution in the Caribbean. ”

p. 247
“And it was much later that All en Dulles wrote: ‘Much of the Amer i can

press assumed at the time that this action WdS predicated on a mistaken
intelligence estimate to the effect that a landing would touch off a
widespread and successful popular revol t i n Cuba... .1 know of no estimate that
a spontaneous upr i sin g of the unarmed populat ion of Cuba woul d be touched
off by the landing. ’* (Allen W. Dulles , THE CRAFT OF INTELLIGENCE (New York ,
1963), 169). This statement plainly reflected the CIA notion that the
invasion would win by attrition rather than by rebellion. ”

“But the invasion plan , as understood by the President and the Joint
C h i e f s , did assume tha t the successf ul occupation of an enlarged beachhead
area would rather soon incite organized uprisings by armed members of the
Cuba n resistance.”
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THE CIA AND THE CULT OF INTELLI GENCE by Marchetti and Marks (Dell , 1976),
PART I, Ch 1 , pp. 34, 35

“The CIA ’s Clan desti ne Serv i ces ha ve fared better i n the area of
counter-espionage than in classical espionage . But here, too, the gains
have been largely fortuitous. Most of the successes were not scored by
spies , but secured through the good offices of defectors who , i n return for
safety, provided whatever information they possessed. And one must subtract
from even these limi ted achievements the misinformation passed on by
“decepti ons ” -- double agents sent out or “surfaced” by the opposition to
defect to, an d con fuse , the CIA. ”

“Clearly the CIA played a key role in keeping Western Europe free of
comunism in the early Cold War period , although it sadly erred in its
attempts to roll back the Iron and Bamboo curtains in the late l 940s and
in the l95Os. And it did perform successfully, if questionably, in the
effort to contain the spread of commun i sm elsewhere i n the worl d. Some
of its ‘victories ,’ however, have since come back to haunt the U.S. govern-
ment.”

PART I, Ch 2, p. 43
“For the CIA is not an i ndependent agency i n the braod sense of the term ,

nor is it a governmen tal agency out of control . Despite occasi onal dreams
of gran deur on the par t of some of its clan desti ne opera tors , the CIA does
not on its own choose to overthrow di stasteful governments or determine wh i ch
dictatorial regimes to support. Just as the State Department might seek ,
at the President’s request, to discourage international aid institutions from
offering loans to ‘ unfriendly ’ governments , so does the CIA act primarily
when called upon by the Executive . The agency ’s methods an d assets are a
resource that come wi th the office of the Presidency. ”

PART I, Ch 2, p. 45
“We must deal with the problem of conflicting i deolog ies as democracy

faces commun i sm, not only in the relations between Soviet Russia and the
countries of the west but in the internal political conflicts wi th the
countr ies of Europe, As ia, and South America .” It was Dulles -- to become
CIA director six years later -- who contributed to the eventual law the
clause ena bl i ng the agency to carry ou t “ such other funct ions and duties
rela ted to intel l ig ence as the Na ti onal Secur i ty Counc i l may from time to
time direct. It was the fulcrum of the CIA’ s power.”

PART I, Ch 2, p. 47
“Increasin gly, the CIA turned to mach i nes to perform its espiona ge

mission. By the end of the decade , the agency had developed the U-2 spy
plane. This high -altitude aircraft , loaded wi th cameras and electron i c
listening devices , brought back a wealth of information about Soviet defenses
and weapons.”
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THE CIA AND THE CULT OF INTELLIGENCE , PART I , Ch 2, p. 49
“Where there begins to be evidence that a country is slipping and

Communist takeover is threatened.. .we can ’t wait for an engraved invitation
to come and give aid. ”

PART I , Ch 2, p. 58
“Covert action(s) attempting to influence the internal affairs of

other nations -- sometimes called ‘intervention ’ -- by covert means.
“ . ..the technique is essentially that of ‘penetration ,’ including

‘penetra tions ’ of the sort which horrify classicists of covert operations ,
with a disregard for the ‘standards ’ and ‘ agent recruitment rules. ’ Many
of the ‘penetrations ’ don ’t take the form of ‘hiring ’ but of establishing
a close or friendly relationship (which may or may not be furthered by
the provision of money from time to time).

PART I, Ch 2, p. 72
“As poi nted out earl ier, one of the advantages a secret agency like the

CIA provides to a President is the unique pretext of being able to disclaim
responsibility for its actions. Thus , a President can direct or approve
high—risk clandestine operations such as a manned overflight of the Soviet
Union on the eve of a summit conference , a Bay of Pigs invasion , penetration
and manipulation of private youth , labor , or cultural organizations ,
paramilita ry adventures in Southeast Asia , or intervention in the domestic
politics of Chile wi thout openly accepting the consequences of these decisions. ”

A THOUSAND DAYS by Schlesi nger, pp. 242-243
“The determination to keep the scheme alive sprang in part, I believe ,

from the embarrassments of calling it off. As Dulles said at the 11 March
meeting, ‘Don ’t forget that we have a disposal problem. If we have to take
these men out of Guatemala , we will have to transfer them to the United
States, an d we can ’t have them wandering around the country telling everyone
what they have been doing .’”

“Thi s coul d onl y resul t, Dulles kept emphasizing, in discrediting
Wash i ngton , disheartening Latin American opponents of Castro and encouraging
the Fidelistas in their attack on democratic regimes , l i ke that of Betancourt
in Venezuela. Disbandment might thus produce pro-Castro revolutions all
around the Caribbean. For all these reasons , CIA argued , instead of
turn i ng the Cubans loose, we must find some means for putting them back into
Cuba ‘on their own .’”

“The contingency had thus become a reality : having created the Brigade
as an opti on , the CIA now presented its use against Cuba as a necessity .”

“Then he tried to turn the meeting toward a consideration of how this
could be done with the least political risk. The first step was to form a
more liberal and representative exile organization , and this the President
directed should be done as soon as possible. ”

“Thomas Mann seconded these points, stressing the probability of anti-
American reactions in Latin America and the United Nations if the American
hand were not wel l concealed . He was especially worried that the air
strikes would give the show away unless they could seem plausibly to come
from bases on Cuban soil; and the Trinidad airstrip could not take B-26s.”

“The President concluded the meeting by defining the Issue wi th his
usual crispness. The trouble wi th the operation , he said , was that the
smalle r the political risk , the greater the military risk , and vice versa .
The problem was to see whether the two risks could be brought into reasonable
balance.”
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THE CIA AND THE CULT OF INTELLIGEN CE , PART I , Ch 3, pp. 61 , 62, 63, 64, 65
“In fact, once the CIA’ s case officers have built up their assets ,

whether or not the United States will intervene at all will be based in
large part on a judgment of the potential effectiveness , i mportance , and
trustworthiness of the CIA ’ s agents or , in Bissell’ s word , ‘all ies .’ Yet
only case officers on the scene and , to a lesser extent, their imediate
superiors in the United States are in a position to make this judgment ,
since only the CIA knows the identity of its agents .

“Even if the CIA ’ s reputation for honesty and accurate assessment were
unassailable (which it is not), there would still be a built -in conflict of
interest in the system: the CIA drw s up the intervention plans; the CIA
is the only agency with the - specifi c knowledge to evaluate the merits and
the feasibility of those plans; and the CIA is the action arm which carries
out the plans once they are approved. When the CIA has its assets in
place , the inclination wi thin the agency is to recommend their use; the
form of intervention recommended will reflect the type of assets which have
been earlier recruited... .To these officials , including the President , covert
intervention may seem to be an easier solution to a particular problem than
to allow events to fol l ow their natural course or to seek a tortuous
diplomatic settlement.

“The operators usually decide which operations to undertake without
consulting the analysts. Even when pertinent intelligence studies and
es tima tes are rea di ly ava i la ble , they are as often as not ignored , unless
they tend to support the particular covert-action cause espoused by the
operators . Since the days of the OSS, clandestine operators -- especially
in the field -- have distrusted the detached viewpoint of analysts not
di rectly i nvolve d i n covert action .

“(1) politica l advice and counsel ; (2) subsidies to an individual ;
(3) financial support and ‘technical assistance ’ to political parties; (4)
operati ves, etc; (5) covert propaganda; (6) ‘private ’ training of individuals
and exchange of persons ; (7) economic operations; and (8) paramilitary Lori
political action operations designed to overthrow or to support a regime
(like the Bay of Pigs and the program in Laos). These operations can be
classified in various ways: by the degree and type of secrecy required by
their legality , and , perhaps , by their beni gn or hostile character.

“But Bissell mentioned cases in which the CIA ’s relationship wi th
the local head of state was so special that the American ambassador was
not informed of any of the details , because either the Secretary of State
or the head of the host government preferred that the ambassador be kept
ignorant of the relationship s .”

PART I , Ch 3, p. 103
ostensibly to support their tactical responsibilities and to

mai ntai n an enemy ‘order of battle. ’ Each serv ice collec ted i ts own
information and quite often was less than forthcoming to the others.”

PART I , Ch 3, p. 112
“Helms was always a realist about power wi thin the government , an d he

recognized that, except in a rare case li ke that of the MOL , he simply did
not have the clou t to prevent the introduction of most new technical
collect ion systems. He also understood that the full force of the Pentagon
was behind these projects -- as redundant or superfl uous as they often were
-- and that if he concentra ted his efforts on trying to eliminate or even
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THE CIA AND THE CULT OF INTELLIGENCE , PART I , Ch 3, p. 112 (continued)
reduce unproductive and outdated systems , he was making enemies who could
undercut his own pet clandestine projects overseas. But even the few
efforts he did bring against these obviously wasteful systems failed (save
that against the MOL), demonstrating vividly that the true power over
budgets in the intelligence community lies with the Pentagon , not the
Director of Central Intell ig ence.’

PART II, Ch 4, p. 124
“Large-scale paramilitary operations also necessitated special training

bases for the mercenaries. For the 1954 Guatemalan invasion , the CIA
built installations in Nicaragua and Honduras. For the 1961 attack at
the Bay of Pigs , sites were established again in Nicaragua and this time
also i n Gua temala , which had become available to the CIA as a result of
its success there seven years earlie r (DELETED).”

PART II, Ch 4, p. 127
“The agency , in pursuit of ‘ s t a b i l i t y ’ and ‘ orderly change ,’ increasingly

associated itself with protecting vested interests . In the view of much
of the worl d , it had become a symbol of repression rather than freedom.
While the CIA paramilitary activities were at times successful , many of the
victories won took on a Pyrrhic quality . They always seemed to work
against legitima te social and political change —— for which the U.S. govern-
ment would in later years be held accountable by the peoples of these
coun tr ies .”

PART II , Ch 5, p. 163
“The Clandes tine Services man poi nted out that over the years there had

been other develo pments i n Lati n Amer i ca -— in coun tries such as Guatemala
and the Domin ican  R e p u b l i c  -- where the agency had been called on by the
White House to take action against existing poli tical trends; that the CIA ’s
Director had a responsibility to prepare estimates for the White House as
accuratel y as possible; but that the Director (and the Clandestine Services
and Doole) also had a responsibili ty to be ready for the worst possible
contingencies .

“In working to strengthen Southern Air Transport and his other
proprietaries , Doole and the Clandestine Services were following one of
the basic maxims of covert acti on : Bu i ld assets now for future contin-
gencies. ” 

-

PART III , Ch 9, p. 297
“Estimates of future enemy forces and hardware are by nature of

intent -— not just capability . The old arguments about ‘capability versus
intent’ are heard less now i n DOD. It remains true that intell igence
shoul d emphasize capability in descriptions of current and near-future
enemy forces. But the minute you tackle the usual problem of estimating
enemy forces (or hardware) a year or so into the future, you have entered
the realm of intent. For examp1e~, since World War II the Soviets havenever to our knowledge deployed forces of fielded hardware as fast as their
total capability permitted . To estimate that they would do so wi th regard
to some weapon system or type of force in the future would make little
sense... .It Is remarkable how iong it has taken some of our military users
to wise up to it.”
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THE CIA AND THE CULT OF INTELLIGEN CE , PART III , Ch 9, p. 297
“As a result of the military ’s propensity to overestimate , the CIA

(usually supported by the State Department) is almost always suspicious
of Pentagon positions. Thus , the agency tends to resist and counter
military judgments , wh i ch in turn has led to CIA underestimation. ”

TO MOVE A NATION , PART I I I , Ch 7, p. 78
“In the future , CIA would continue to have responsibility for the

kind of ‘covert political action ’ that would, for example , head off a
Communist attempt to gain control of a foreign labor union. But
responsibility for pa ramilitary operations would be assigned to a Special
Warfare section of the Pentagon .”

PART IV , Ch 10, p. 115
“The CIA ’s bas ic assum pti on seemed to be tha t Lao s was soon er or la ter

to become a major battleground in a military sense between the East and the
Wes t, and the programs they conceived and pushed through in Washington were
based on this assumption. But it is one thing, for example , to train , arm ,
and direct the fighting of Kachin tribesmen in Burma , as the American OSS
did in 1942—44, and quite another to arm and fig ht Meo tribesmen in Laos in
1960. The Kachins were armed in the midst of a world war in which American
troops were fighting on a dozen fronts. In Laos , the United States was
not directly engaged in fighting and mi ght never be. The job of arming
and training the Meo was wel l and efficiently done . The Meo were
undoubtedly troublesome to the Communist Pathet Lao and their North
Vie tnamese cadre. And it shoul d also be said that there were occasions
of tension in 1962 and 1963 when it was useful to have the Meo blow up a
bridge or occupy a mountaintop as a move in the deadly game of ‘ signaling ’
that the United States had to play to deter the Communists from adventuring
wi th the Geneva accords. But arming the tribesmen engendered an obligation
not only to feed them when they were driven from their traditional homelands
but also to protect them from vengeance. This was an obl igation that in
some circumstances could never really be discharged , and an obligation that
might come to be a hindrance to implementing the Geneva accords and
achi ev i ng a trul y neutral Laos, whi ch was i n the lon ger ran ge interes ts of
everyone concerned. Arm i ng tribesmen sounds l i ke a tough and reali stic
policy , even a generous one of helping brave fi ghters defend themselves .
But it might in fact be not only unwise but unfair to the tribesmen
themselves , those to whom it was seemingly designed to help. ”

CIA FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC ACTIVITIES , Hearing Before the Committee on Fore ign
Relations , United Sta tes Senate , Ninety -Fourth Congress , Firs t  Session ,
Mr. Helm’s Februar y 1, 1973 , testimony concerning Ch i le , p. 6

“Now the money, as I unders tan d it , tha t went into the Chile operation
went into civic action groups , supporting newspapers , radios , an d so for th ,
in order to keep al ive the (deleted ) and sort of Nationalist side of the
Chilean spectrum , social spectrum , I did not realize that went into political
parties , I did not think tha t it had, at least it was my understanding at the
time . If somebody has said someth ing else I am prepared to stand corrected .

“I want to be very responsive to Senator Case because I do not want
ther to be any question here any longer.”
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CIA FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC ACTIVITIE S, Hearing Before the Committee on
Foreign Re la t ions , United States Senate , Ninety-Fourth Congress , Fi r s t
Session , Harrington Letter ’ s Al legat ions Concerning CIA Activity , p. 8,
Senator Church.

“In general , the letter all eges that the Nixon administration authorized
more than $8 million for covert activities by the CIA in Chile between 1970
and 1973. The purpose of these covert activities was said to be an effort
to make it impossible for President Salva dor Allen de Gossens to govern; and
second, that all of these activities were specifically authorized by the
Forty Commi ttee, chaire d by Secretary of State K iss inger , which authorizes
such clandestine activities .

“Again , according to the letter the goal of these activities was to
destabili ze, which is the term that the letter uses , the Al l ende  government;
and further , it was considered a test of using heavy cash payments to bring
down the government , viewed as antagonistic to the United States.

“Specifically, the Forty Committee , chaired by Kissinger , is charged
with having authorized the following CIA activities and expenditures .

“First. In 1969, $500,000 was expended to fund individuals who could
be nurtured to keep the anti-Allende forces active and intact.

“Second . During the 1970 election, $500 ,000 was given to opposition
party personnel , and , third , that after the September 4 , 1970 popular
election , $350 ,000 was aut hor i zed to brib e the Ch ilean Congress as par t
of a scheme to overturn the resul ts  of the elec tion in wh i ch Allen de ga ined
a plurality, although that p lan was later evalua ted as unworka b le. ”

THE MISSILE CRISIS by Elie Abel (Lippincott , 1966), pp. 59, 60, 61
“That morning , the I n t e l l i g e n c e  Board produced its first estimate based

on the intensified U-2 overfl i ght discoveries . Overnight , out of scarred
earth of San Cristobal and Guanajay had sprouted mobile launchers . Twenty-
eight launch pads appeared to be in various stages of construction and , for
the first time , missiles were visible. In PSALM , at leas t, there was no
debate about the maning of these facts and figures. Two kinds of missiles
were going into p lace : one a 1 ,000—mile medium -range ballistic missile ,
a mobile field weapon that could be installed in just a few hours , then
shifted el sewhere; the other a 2 ,200-mile intermediate-range m iss i le , wh i ch
had to be fired from a fixe d position. Both were what the sol di ery and the
megaton technicians would call ‘first-strike ’ weapons , useful in a surprise
attack but incapable  of s u r v i v i n g  a counter-blow . The quick reckoning of
the intelligence community was that , w i t h  both types of operation , the Soviet
Union would be able to deliver an initial salvo of something like 40 nuclear
warheads on targets in the United States as far west as Wyoming and Montana .
This mi ght not be sufficient megatonnage to tilt the strategic balance in
Russ ia ’s favor , but some felt it might be enough to give Khrushchev powerful
new leverage in his dealing s with Kennedy . Peering down from an altitude
of thirteen miles the U-2 planes could not have been expected to capture
on film glimpses of unusual buildings wi th curved roofs . Some of these , as
the construction went forward , were to be covered w ith earth , presumably for
cushioning the blast of missiles on lift-off. The intelligence men guessed

_~1
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THE MISSILE CRISIS by Abel , pp. 59, 60, 61 (continued )
that these bu ildings were designed for warhead storage. They agreed that
It made no military sense for the Russians to put ballistic missiles into
Cuba without also providing nuclear tips .

“Acheson recalls that there was considerable dispute within the
Executive Commi ttee that Wednesday over the degree of increased danger to
the Uni ted  States from miss i les based n inety mi les offshore , as against
the Soviet ICBMs across the ocean . McNamara stuck to hi s ‘a missile is a
miss i le ’ ar gumen t. There was , however , no dispute over the tremendous
challenge to American prestige that they represented . Even Ad lai Stevenson ,
supposedly the soft liner , said: ‘No politician could have missed the
significance of Russian missiles in Cuba . We just had to get them out of
there. This was the first time that the Latin Americans were also directly
involved or threatened . I felt this was extremely important. They were
one with us. They could not consider this a remote quarrel between the
United States and Russia , as some perhaps were tempted to do earlier. ’

“The overhanging question , still unanswered , was how to get the missiles
out of Cuba wi thout war. In the course of that day ’ s d i scuss ions , s i x
al ternatives , or separate tracks , were reviewed.

“Track A called for doing nothing immediately. Andrei Gromyko , the
Soviet Foreign Minister , had an appointmen t to see the President on the
following day . Some sentiment developed for having the President confront
Gromyko with the photographic evidence; then demand tha t the Soviet Union
remove its missiles from Cuba . This was rejected. The majority felt
that it would be a mistake to give the Russians advance warning so long as
armed action remained an open possibility .

“Track B was to send an emissary to Khrushchev , tel l him pri vately that
the United States knew the missiles were there, and insist that he remove
them. The hazar d of thi s cours e, quickly perceived was that Khrushchev
might seize the diplomatic initiative , mobilizing certain of the nonaligned
countries and left—wing opinion in the West to push the United States toward
a conference no less disastrous than Munich , in  which  the Pres ident  wou ld
fi nd himself under the heaviest kind of pressure to trade off NATO bases in
Europe for Russian missile bases in Cuba .

“Trac k C, arraigning the Soviet Union and Cuba before the United Nations
Secur ity Counc i l , hel d litt le promi se for two reasons : The Russian veto and
the fact that Valerian Zorin of the Soviet Union happened to be chairman of
the Council for October .

“Each of these alternatives met the specifications of the diplomatic
approach favored initially by McGeorge Bundy and Stevenson . In addition
there was some talk of sending an emissary to Castro . Thoma s C. Mann , then
United States Ambassador to Mexico , happened to be in Washington that week.
He was asked to stand by, though he was not told of the proposed secret mission
to Havana . Mann did not , in fact, learn about the crisis unti l the fol lowing
Sunday , after he had returned to Mexico . Another suggestion , also discarded ,
was to treat the whole thing as a regrettable mistake which the Soviet Union
should be asked to put right , wi thout a great public uproar. This recalle d
Khrushchev ’ s will ingness to treat the first U—2 incident on May 1, 1960 --
when Franc : Gary Powers was shot down over Soviet territory -- as a blunder
committed by subordinate officials without the knowledge or approval of
President Eisenhower. The remaining three tracks called for military action ,
in one degree or another . It was on these three that the discussion
finally centered .

- -
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THE MISSILE CRISI S by Abel , p. 61
“Track D was an embargo on all military shipments to Cuba , to be

enforced by a naval blockade . It came to be know n wi thin the Executive
Commi ttee as ‘ the slow track. ’ This meant confronti ng the Russ i ans
directly, not Fidel Castro, because it was Russ ian ship s (or foreign ship s
under Soviet charter) that were carrying military supplies to Castro
across the wide Atlantic. The embargo had several advantages : it could
be graduated in severity to excl ude offensive weapons alone , or a l l
armaments , or all strategic goods including petroleum; it meant an exercise
of American sea power in waters already controlled by the United States
Navy; moreover, it was less provocati ve , conse quen tly less dan gerous , than
a direct attack on Cuba by air or sea. On the negative side , a blockade
mi ght be repugnant to Britain and other maritime nations of the Western
a l l i a n c e  which  traded wi th  Cuba and were highly sensitive to any apparent
infringement of the freedom-of-the-seas principle. Moreover, it was
conTnonly regarded as an act of war. Vice President Johnson -- no lawyer
himself -- had said as much just a few days earlier in denouncing Sena tor
Keating ’s demand for a Cuban embargo. Although some regretted the Vice
President’ s pronouncement, verbal consistency seemed far less important to
the men assemb led in George Ball’ s conference room than finding the right
l ever that could dislodge the missiles from Cuba.

“Track E called for a surprise attack to eliminate the missile
installati ons by pinpoint bombing. This came to be known as the ‘fast
track. ’ It meant using jet bombers with the precision of a highly skilled
surgeon , who cuts away diseased tissue , leaving the healthy tissue intact.
The chief argument of the ‘fast track’ proponents was that the evidence
so far uncovered left no room for doubt that the Russians were building a
major strategic base in the Caribbean, designed not so much to defend
Castro as to initimidate the United States. They estimated that at leas t
16, perhaps 32, missiles would be ready for firing wi thin one week. A
surprise attack woul d, of course, k i l l  Russ i ans mann i ng the m i ss il e sites
in addition to some Cubans living near by. This would put Khrushchev
under strong pressure to retaliate -- against the United States if his
m i s s i l e s  were ready, perhaps elsewhere if they were not -- apart  from
raising a great outcry of protest against the President as a murderous bully.
There was the added danger , bombers being rather less prec ise than sur geon ’s
k n i v e s , that not all the missile bases would in fact be elimi nated , perhaps
provoking a Soviet officer to fire the surviving missiles and obliterate an
American city .

“Trac k F , not seriously considered that day because it would take too
long to mount , was an invasion of Cuba. The Pentagon had kept its
contingency plans up to date, ever since the fiasco at the Bay of Pigs .
But a military assault of sufficient power to capture the island , subdue the
Russian troops stationed there and overthrow the Castro dictatorship, woul d
demand preparations that could hardly be concealed for more than a few hours .
For all these reasons , Track F was put aside , to be re-examined later.

“George Ball was the fi rst to argue vigorously against the air strike
i dea. He felt it was an i rreversible step. Every nation ought to act in
accordance wi th its own traditions , Ball argued . If the United States were
to launch a surprise attack it would be violating its own best traditions
and doing i tself i rreparable harm, regardless of the mi l itary outcome.”
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THE MISSILE CRI SIS by Abel , p. 79
“The Executive Commi ttee members found a consensus developing against an

air strike . They had divided into two groups , George Ball head ing the
blockade team, and McGeorge Bundy the air-stri ke team. They had been split
almost evenly at the start: McCone, D i l l o n , Taylor , Acheson , Ni tze, and
eventually Bundy on the side of using American air power to ‘take out’ the
Russian missile sites; McNamara , Gilpatric , Robert Kennedy, Thompson , Ball ,
and now a l so  Lovett for a nava l  blockade. (Adlai Stevenson had returned
to New York for the conclus ion of the general debate in the United Nations
Genera l Assembly.) Each team put its case as forcefully as it could in an
exercise of comparative persuasiveness , similar to the war games played at
military schools. At one stage the air-strike team suggested asking the
Swiss Governmen t, which looks after American interests in Cuba , to warn
Castro in advance of the projected air attack , parallel wi th a warning to
the Russians that they should evacuate their people from the missile sites .
Tommy Thompson dealt wi th that suggestion. He argued that not much was to
be gained by dealing with Castro, through the Swiss or otherwise. This
was a major departure from Soviet policy and must have been fully considered
in the Kremlin. Hence the Russians alone could take them out.

“The air—stri ke team countered with the argument that a naval  b lockade
coul d prove more dangerous than an air attack. The Russians , for exam pl e,
might retaliate for the sinking of one of their ships by calling on their
submarines in the area to sink an American ship. Then , inescapably, it
would be up the ladder of escalating war, rung by rung. ”

p. 93
“The die was cast when the President met wi th his Executive Commi ttee

in the Oval Room at 2:30 p.m. It was a long and -- toward the end -- an
unexpectedly bitter session. The choices put before Kennedy that afternoon
were two: begin wi th the naval blockade and , if need be, move up the la dder
of m i l i t a r y  responses , rung by rung; or begin with an air strike , then move
almost certainly to a full-scale invasion of Cuba . Dean Rusk had prepared
a two-page summary in his own handwriting, careful ly marked TOP SECRET. He
read it to the assembled group, then handed the papers to the President ,
who handed them back. Rusk kept the document in his files . It recommended
that the President choose the blockade track, while warn i ng that thi s course
would be neither safe nor comfortable, carrying with it the risks of rapid
escalation. The Rusk document listed seven reasons for choosing blockade
instead of the air strike he had argued for earlier. Of these , the mos t
cogent was that the air strike would be an irreversible step . The blockade,
by contrast, promised to keep other avenues open while providing time and
opportunity for the Russians to reconsider carefully the dangers of their
chosen course. McNamara also argued for blockade , saying that while either
choice was risky, blockade appeared the more likel y to achieve the removal
of Soviet missiles from Cuba wi th the least risk.”
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THE MISSILE CRISIS by Abel , pp. 69-70
“In Rusk’s conference room at the State Department that morning, the

discussion had to do chiefly with tactics : whether the President should tell
the world about the missiles in Cuba before acting to remove them. Dean Rusk
had been careful not to identify himself wi th one school or the other --
hawks or doves , as they later came to be known . He felt it was important
to reserve his own position. When the final recommendation was ready he
would have to urge it on the President , whichever way the decision went.
That morning , however , Rusk spoke out against a surprise attack. Quite
apart from the risk of provoking a spasm reaction in the Kremlin , he felt
it would be costly in terms of political support. If the President acted
without fi rst consulting the Organization of American States , or the United
Na ti ons , or wi thout any prior effort to approach the Russians , he woul d
fo r fe i t  support round the world. It later developed that the Secretary of
State was not so much recommend i ng prior consultation as thinking aloud. In
the afternoon session he seemed to turn the proposition around. Starting
from the assumption that the United States could not tolerate the continued
presence of Russian missiles in Cuba , he suggested Tuesday, October 23, as
the deadline. If by that date the missile sites were still under con-
struction , the United States should then inform its chief allies -- he
mentioned Britain , France , West Germany, Italy and Turkey -- that  i t  would
use force to remove them. About Wednesday , October 24, the United States
Air Force would strike the missile bases, the attack to be simultaneous
with a public statement and a message to Khrushchev , warning him in plain
l anguage that Sov iet counteract ion would mean war . Tak ing the mi ss i les
out would not be the end of the matter, Rusk predicted. ‘If we don ’t do
this ,’ he said , ‘we go down with a whimper. Maybe it’ s better to go down
with a bang. ’”

p. 77
“When Gromyko left to dress for dinner at the State Department , the

President turned to Rusk and Thompson with a question : perhaps it was a
mistake not to have told Gromyko that the Americans knew the truth about
those missiles? (This was a point raised afterward by some critics of
American policy , who wondered why the Pres ident had not confronted Gromyko
w i t h  the evidence -- and thus offered the Russ ians a los t chance to draw
back.) Both Rusk and Thompson assured Kennedy that he had done the right
thing. They pointed out that until the Pres ident had determ i ned what
steps he would take to dislodge the missiles , premature di sclosure woul d
have given the Russ i ans  a tactical advantage .U* (McGeorge Bundy recalls:
‘It made all the difference -- I felt then and have felt since -- that the
Russians were caught pretending, in a clumsy way, that they had not done
what it was clear to the whole world they had in. fact done.)”
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THE PENT ~~-~.I~ PAPERS , “George Ball Memo for Johnson on ‘ A Compromi se Solu ti on ’”
#103, pp. 451-452. (Memo, “A Compromi se Soluti on i n South V ietnam ,” from
Under Secretary of State George W. Ball for Presid ent Johnson , 1 July 1965).

“6) With these considerations in mind , I strongly urge the fol l owing
program:

a) Military Program
(1) Complete all deployments already announced -- 15 battalions

-- but decide not to go beyond a total of 72,000 men represented by this
figure.

(2) Restrict the combat role of the American forces to the
June 19 announcement , making it clear to Genera l Westmoreland that this
announcement is to be strictly construed .

(3) Continue bombing in the North but avoid the Hanoi-Haiphong
area and any targets nearer to the Chinese border than those already struck.

b) Politica l Program
(1) In any political approaches so far, we have been the

prisoners of whatever South Vietnamese government that was momentarily in
power. If we are ever to move toward a settlement, it will probably be
because the South V i etnamese governmen t pul ls the rug out from under us
and makes its own deal or because we go forward quietly without advance
prearrangement with Saigon .

(2) So far we have not given the other side a reason to
believe there is any flexibility in our negotiating approach. And the
other side has been unwilling to accept what in their terms is complete
capitulation.

(3) Now is the time to start some serious diplomatic feelers
looking towards a solution based on some appli cation of a self-determination
principle.

(4) I would recommend approaching Hanoi rather than any of
the other probable parties , the NLF -- or Peiping. Hanoi is the only one
that has given any signs of interest in discussion . Peiping has been
rigidly opposed . Moscow has recommended that we negotiate wi th Hanoi. The
NLF has been silent.

(5) There are severa l channels to the North Vietnamese but
I think the best one is through their representati ve in Paris , Mai Van Bo.
Initial feelers of Bo should be directed toward a discussion both of the
four points we have put forward and the four points put forward by Hanoi as
a basis for negotiation. We can accept all but one of Hanoi ’ s four poi nts,
and hopefully we should be able to agree on some groun d rules for serious
negotiation -- including no preconditions.

(6) If the initial feelers lead to further secret, ex p l ora tory
t a l k s , we can inject the concept of self -determination that would permit the
Viet Cong some hope of achieving some of their poi~tical objectives through
local elec ti ons or some other dev ice.

(7) The contact on our side should be handled through a non-
governmental cut-out (possibly a reliabl e newspaper man who can be repudiated).

(8) If progress can be made at this level a basis can be laid
for a mul tinati onal conference. At some point, obviously, the government
of South Vietnam will have to be brought on board , but I would postpone this
step until after a substantial feeling out of Hanoi .
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THE PENTAGON PAPERS , “George Ball Memo for President Johnson ” pp. 451-452.
“7) Before moving to any forma l conference we should be prepared to

agree once the conference is started :
a) The US will stand down its bombing of the North.
b) The South Vietnamese will initiate no offensive operations

in the South , and
c) The DRV will stop terrorism and other aggressive action

against the South.
“8) The negotiations at the conference should aim at incorporating our

understanding with Hanoi in the form of a multinationa l agreement guaranteed
by the U.S., the Soviet Union and possibly other parties , and providing for
an international mechanism to supervise its execution.

TO MOVE A NATION , PART IV , Ch 12 , p. 147
“The ‘ political ’ view began with the proposition that for internationa l

political reasons any use of force had to be tailored to our goal of a
neutra l Laos achieved through negotiations and a government of nationa l union .
If we were to have international support for our move , the intervention had
to be to restore the cease-fire line and not encroach on the territory held
by the Communists.

“The cease-fire line , as it happened , divided the country at the
foothills. The Communists held the mountains , and the Royal Lao Government
held the Mekong lowlands. Thus , the ‘political’ pro posal came down to
occupying the Mekong lowlands. ”

PART IV , Ch 12 , p. 149
“Thus the ‘political’ argument , to sum up, was that for the United States

the strategic objective was to deny the Mekong lowlands and the north-south
road to the Communists , not to have it for ourselves . The least costly way
of achieving this goal seemed to be a ‘political’ solution achieved by
‘political’ means -— a neutra l Laos through a government of nati ona l un ion .

“But none of this was disputed . The argument was about strategy only
in the political sense of that word . The ‘military ’ approach started wi th
grave doubts that Laos could be successfully neutralized through a government
of national union and negotiations with the Communists . But what the
advocates of the ‘ military ’ approach reall y objected to was any course of action
that might lead them to a limited war or a defensive position -- no matter how
good it was.”

PART V , Cli 15 , p. 195
“There were four major kinds of action the United States might take, eac h

with severa l variants.
“One was simply to do nothing. It was toward this alternative that

McNamara ’s Initial assessment would l ead. If the missiles in Cuba made no
real difference to the strategic balance and the world political stability
resting on it , there would be no sense in running the risk of getting them
out.

“A second alternative was politica l and diplomatic action -- to protest
to Khrushchev , to go to t~-~ United Nations , to enlist the support of the
Organ ization of Ameri can States, and so on.
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TO MOVE A NATION , PART V , Ch 15 , p. 195 (continued )
“A third alternative was to take out the missiles in a quick military

move , with or without advance warning. Selective air strikes could be used
to destroy the missile installations; parachute troops could be used to
seize them in a coup de main; or the United States could launch a full-scale
i n v a s i o n  by a i r , sea , and land .

“The fourth alternative was blockade. And this , too, had sever al
graduations. A blockade could apply to offensive weapons only, or to all
armaments , or to all strategic goods , including POL -- the petroleum , o i l ,
and lubricants on which the Cuban economy was so dependent. Or the
blockad’~ could be total , denying the Cubans food and even medicine.“Var ious combi nat ions of the la tter three bas i c al terna tiv es were
also possible -— a partial blockade could be imposed , for example, tha t woul d
gradually increase in scope, eventually to be followed by either an air
stri ke or a full—scale invasion if the Soviets did not reverse their course.”

REPORT OF SECRETARY OF STATE KISSINGER ON HIS VISITS TO LATIN AMERICA ,
WESTERN EUROPE , AND AFRICA . Hearing Before the Committee on International
Rela tio ns House of Representati ves, N inety—Fourth Congress , Second Session ,
p. 8

“In the hope of halting a dangerously escalating situation in Angola ,
we undertook -- until halted by the impact of our domestic debate -- a wide
range of diplomatic and other activity pointing toward a cessation of foreign
i ntervent ion and a negoti ated Afri can solut ion.”

p. 9
“My trip addressed the three major issues facing Africa:

Whether the urgent problems of southern Africa will be solved
by negotiation or by war;

Whether Africa ’s economic development wi ll take place on the
basis of self-respect and open opportunity , or through perpetual relief ,
or the radical regimentation of societies; and

Whether the course of African unity and self-determination will
once again be distorted by massive extra-continental interference. ”

p. 23
“Our big concern in Lebanon has been to prevent that situation from

escalating to a point where all of the countries i n the area woul d be drawn
in. And one of our big concerns was that if a war would develop between
Israel and any of its nei ghbors , the other Arab nei ghbors would be drawn
into it by the logic of the emotions in the area.”

SEIZURE OF THE MAYAGUEZ , PART IV , Reports of the Comptroller General of the
Un ited States, submitted to the Subcommittee on International Political and
Mi l i tary Affairs , Comm i ttee on International Relations , 1 975 , p. 69

“Li ttle weight appears to have been given to a report almost 14 hours
before the Mari ne assaul t, from a U.S. Embassy in a Middl e Eastern country
that a third-country official had learned from a senior (security deletion)
di plomat that his government was using its influence wi th Cambodia and
expected the Mayaguez to be released soon. The report indicated that this
(security deletion ) source knew that an officer from the (security deletion)
had called on the (security deletion) Ministry of Foreign Affairs the
preceding day . The Department of State commented that this was an
uneva l uated report of questionable validi ty and that it contradicted the
(secur ity deletion) refusal in Washing ton to relay a message from the U.S.
Government to the Cambodians. We found no evidence that the Departmentattempted to verify this report.”
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SEIZURE OF THE MAYAGUEZ , PART IV , p. 100
“Second , the role of the Department of State during the Mayaguez incident

appears to have been limi ted essentially to the del i very of U.S. messages in
Washington , Peking , and New York. ”

p. 67
“Administration officials have stated that the diplomatic messages

intended for the Cambodians did not include a time deadline but did denote
an immediate time frame for the release of the shi p and its crew. We were
unable to confirm that the diplomatic messages to the Cambodians did not
include a deadline because the Department of State refuse d to release these
documents. Regardless of whether the United States communicated a specific
time deadline. U.S. decision makers judged that the Cambodians had
received the U.S. messages and had had sufficient time to respond before
the orders were issued to begin the Marine assault and mainland bombing. ”

p. 68
“Administration officials stated tha t the United States took the most

effective means of communicating -- through the People ’s Republic of China
and directly with the Cambodians in Peking . According to the Secretary
of State, the absence of any commun ica tions from the Cambo di ans or any
other source precluded a dip l omati c solu tion.”

p. 100
“Finally, State cited a number of actions, which are also discussed in

parts of the report , as evidence of a greater role. In our opinion , the
report’ s discuss ion of Department of State activities before and during the
incident is factual and is not intended to diminish the importance of State ’s
role. Rather , it brings into focus the uncertainty of conditions in
Cambodia at the time, the difficulties of the diplomatic initiatives
attempted , and the rapid movement of the U .S. res ponse from a dip loma ti c
to a military phase.

“Finally, assembling under severe time constraints the various military
assets scattered throughout the Pacific area was generally accomplished in
an efficient and effective manner. Command and con trol of , an d commun i ca ti ons
between , multiservice assets was established expeditiously. ”

A THOUSAND DAYS by Schlesinger , p. 272
“Rusk , remorseful at the position into which State had thrust its UN

ambassador , now resolved that the Cuban adventure shoul d not be permitted
further to jeopardize the larger interests of United States foreign policy .”
p. 300

“The other school was led by Ad lai Stevenson and included Averell
Harr ima n , George Kennan , Chester Bowles , Thomas K. Finletter , Mennen
Will iams , J. K. Galbralth and Ben Cohen as wel l as Senators like J. Wi ll iam
Fulbright and Mike Mansfield. These men bel ieved that the world had
indeed changed since 1950, that the mi l *tary threat to western Europe had
receded , that the underdeveloped worl d was the new battleground and that
military measures had to be suppl emented if not superseded by vigorous
politica l and economic programs . In short ,the policy of 1949—52 , however
sound at the time , was no lon ger a dequate; a changing world called for
flexibility and initiative.”
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A THOUSAND DAYS by Schl esinger , p. 389
“When the Nationa l Secur ity Counc i l met on Berli n on Jul y 13, Rus k

reaffirmed the Acheson argument that we should not negotiate until the crisis
became more acute. And Acheson hi msel f, supported by Lyndon Johnson , now
argued strongly for a proclamation of national emergency. This declaration
became the symbol of the drastic reaction to the crisis. It implied an
immediate expansion of the armed forces, an increase in the defense budget
of perhaps $5 billion , stand-by price and wage control s and new taxation.
Though the proclamation would l egall y facilitate the calling up of reserves ,
its essential purpose was psychological. Only a response of this order ,
Acheson argued , could deter Khrushchev from irretrievable steps and make
the American people understand the full gravity of the crisis. ”

p. 780
“With the United State government , deLesseps Morrison , our ambassador

to the OAS, urged economic and diplomatic sanctions even at the risk of
splitting the OAS . He argued tha t, if we brought enough pressure on the
Latin-American countries , they would come along anyway, no ma tter how
unwillingly. ”

SEIZURE OF RHE MAYAGUEZ , PART IV , Reports of the Comptroller General of the
United States, submitted to the Subcommittee on Internationa l Political and
Military Affairs, Committee on Internationa l Relations , 1965, p. 76

“We have seen no evidence i ndic ati ng that any of the crewmen were sti ll
aboard the Mayaguez. The available information -- both visual and other --
seemed to indicate that the crew had probably been moved elsewhere. In
add i t i on , the stack temperature of the Mayaguez had been steadily decreasing
since the sh ip  was first reported dead in the water at Koh Tang. An
increasing stack temperature might indicate preparation to move the ship
and such movement would probably require the presence of crew members . From
the time the fish i ng vessel carrying possib le caucasians reached Kompong
Som un til the commencement of U.S. military operations to recover the crew,
there were no reports of people boarding or leaving the Mayaguez.

“Numerous Defense officials told us that the weight of the evidence
suggested that a large portion of the crew was on Koh Tang Island . GAO
believes that there is no logi cal reason for attachi ng more rel i abi l i ty to
a v i sual report of possib le caucas ions bein g transferred to Koh Tang than
to a similar report of 30 to 40 people thought to be possible caucasions
being taken to the mainland. ”

PART IV , p. 96
“Responding to a question about the use of air power, the President is

quoted by news sources as saying ‘I am not going to risk the life of one
Marine. I’d never forgive myself if we didn ’t do this and 2,400 Cambodians
attacked the Marines .’ Secretary Schlesinger has termed the bombings as a
very prudent , limited use of force, clearly motivated by a desire to protect
the Mar ines on the island.”
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A THOUSAND DAYS by Schlesinger , p. 548
“General Paul Har ki ns , as the new Amer i can commander in Saigon , and

Ambassador Nolting worked closely together. Both saw Diem as the key to
success, and both were convinced that attempts to bring pressure on him
would be self-defeating . The proper policy in their view was to win Diem ’s
confidence by assuring him unswerving support and then try to steer him
gently and gradually toward reform; if Diem felt this backing to be anyting
less than whole-hearted , the pol i cy woul d not work . Thi s became kno wn , in
the phrase of Homer Bigart of the New York Time s, as the period of ‘sink
or swim wi th Ngo Dinh Diem. ’”

THE PENTAGON PAPERS , “The Buildup: July 1965-September 1966” by Fox
Butterfield. Ch 8, p. 475.

“The Joint Chiefs of Staff pressed throughout the autumn and winter
of 1965-66 for permission to expand the bombing virtually into a program of
strate gi c bombi ng a imed at a l l  industrial an d econom i c resources as well as
at all interdiction targets .

“The Chiefs did so, it may be added , desp ite the steady stream of
memoranda from the intelligence community consistently expressing skepticism
that bombing of any conceivable sort (that is , any except bombing aimed
primarily at the destruction of North Vietnam ’s population) could either
persuade Hano i to negotiate a settlement on U.S./GVN terms or effectively
limi t Hanoi’ s ability to infiltrate men and supplies into the South.”

THE PENTAGON PAPERS , “Secre tary McNam ara ’s Disenchantment: October 1966—
May 1967” by Hedrick Smith. Ch 9, p. 514.

“President Johnson , the study recoun ts, preferred the middle ground of
piecemeal escalation -- what the study calls ‘the slow squeeze ’ -- to either
the ‘sharp knock’ advocated by the Joint Chiefs of Staff or the shift toward
political and military accommodation favored by Mr. McNamara .”

THE PENTAGON PAPERS , “Joint Chiefs ’ Memo Disputing McNamara View on Bombing ,”
#11 9. (Excerpts from Joint Chiefs of Staff memorandum , signed by General
Earle G. Wheeler , Cha i rma n , to Secretary of Defense McNamara , October 14,
1966, as provided in the body of the Pentagon Study.) p. 552.

“The Joint Chiefs of Staff do not concur in your recommendation that
there should be no increase in level of bombing effort and no modification in
areas and targets subject to air attack. They believe our air campaign
against NVN to be an integra l and indispensable part of over all war effort.
To be effecti ve , the air campaign should be conducted wi th onl y those minimum
constraints necessary to avoid indiscriminate killing of population... ”

SEIZURE OF THE MAYAGUEZ , Reports of the Comptroller General of the United
States, submitted to the Subcommittee on International Political and Military
Affairs , Committee on Internationa l Relations , PART IV , Appendix 5, p. 111 .

“Certainly, delay would have made it possible to bring more force to
bear but this decision would have given the Cambodians more time to act. As
with all milita ry operations , it was necessary to balance competing and
incompatible demands and in the context of the crisis surprise was gauged to
be more important than overwhelming force. Therefore, we bel ieve tha t the
tactical judgments that were made , based on information available at the time ,
were both reasonable and justified from a military point of view. ”

I—
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SEIZURE OF THE MAYAGUEZ , PART IV , Appendix 5, p. 111.
“The intent of the mainland air strikes was to deny Cambodia the

capability to interfere either by sea or by air. The fact that in
retrospect the specific bombing strikes had little infl uence on the
Cambodians ’ decision to release the Mayaguez crew is not dis puted.
However, the presence of U.S. combat aircraft on the scene prior to the
air strikes and before the release of the Mayaguez crew as indicated in
Captain Miller ’s testimony , did weigh heavily in the Cambodian decision.
Additionally, the fact that the Cambodians did not reinforce or interfere
with our operation on Koh Tang from the mainland cannot be disputed . This
lack of reinforcement or interference can be attributed , in part at least ,
to the successful mainland air strikes . The facilities were approved
military targets and in light of the information at the time, were appropriate ,
based on the limited objectives for which the air strikes were desi gned .”

A THOUSAND DAYS by Schles i nger, p. 487.
“One defense official made an impassioned case for the presumption of

atmospheric testing in order to prevent the world from bel ieving that the
Communists were gaining so commanding a l ead that there was no point in
resisting them further.”

pp. 539-540.
“American assistance to Diem in the fifties averaged about $300 million

a year. This was mostly economic aid , wh i ch South V ietnam , unl i ke Laos ,
put to fairly good use, though only a fraction got to the countryside where
most of the South Vietnamese lived. On the military side , our adv isers , many
of them veterans of the Korean War , conceived their mission as that of
training a conventiona l army designed , not to fight guerrillas , but to repel
a Korean-style invasion from the north. They accompanied this by a
systematic barrage of self-serving reports -- all too reminiscent of the
French mi li tary a few years before -- about the commendable efficiency of this
army and its capacity to control any situation . Cheered by such belletins ,
a Senate Commi ttee concluded in 1960, ‘on the basis of the assurance of the
head of the military aid mission in Vietnam , that the U.S. Military Assistance
Advisory Group (MAAG) can be phased out of Vietnam in the forseeable future.’”

“Some officers , l ike Brigadier General Edward Lansdale , who had fought
the Hukbalahaps in the Philippines and whose report on Vietnam Walt Rostow
handed Kennedy shortly after the i nauguration , dissented wi th vigor from both
MAAG ’s strategy and its complacency . Lansdale thought that it was essentially
a guerrilla war and that it was going very badly. For a long time this was
a heretical view . But by the end of 1960 even the professiona l optimists
found it hard to wave aside the Lansdale points . The guerrilla attacks
were increasing in audacity and scope; the success of the Pathet Lao had
opened up the corridor of assistance from North Vietnam to South Vietnam
through Laos; there were now perhaps 15 ,000 Viet Cong in South Vietnam , and
they were overrunning half the country , and more by night.”
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A THOUSAND DAYS by Schlesinger , p. 541.
“Moreover, it could not be won by military means alone. Guerrilla

warfare was essenti all y pol iti cal war. Effective counteri nsurgency acti on ,
for example , depended on swift and sure intelligence from the countryside .
The V iet Cong could never be defeated unless the Saigon regime coul d enl i st
the support of the peasants . Maysaysay ’s campaign against the Hukbalahaps
in the Philippines provided a model : tough counter-guerrilla action ,
generous provisions for amnesty, real and sweeping political and economic
reforms.

“Middle -level officials in State and Defense had already reached this
conclus ion , and Rostow gave their effort new sharpness and support. A
counterinsurgency plan for Vietnam , prepared in the winter of 1960 and
approved by Kennedy ~n early 1961 , proposed an extensive program of military
and social reforms; if these recommendations were carried out , the report
said , the war could be won in eighteen months. A Vietnam Task Force, set
up in  Apr i l , reduced the report to forty points ; Frederick Nolting , a
Foreign Service officer who had been consul genera l in Paris , was sent to
Saigon as ambassador , his predecessor being accounted too anti-Diem; and
in May the Vice-President visited in Saigon as part of a general tour of
Southeast As ia.”

THE MISSILE CRISIS by Abel , p. 114.
“That morning in Washington , the Joint Chiefs of Staff issued a blockade—

planning directive to the Atlantic Fleet. Air Force missile crews both at
home and overseas got their ‘Max imum alert’ orders. Men assigned to inter-
conti nental ball i sti c m issi le sites i n the Western states, capable of launching
a devastati ng counterstri ke agai nst Russ i a, went on a 70-hour workweek. As of
October 22, 156 ICMs were ready to be fired . At noon, from h is un dergroun d
headquarters at Offutt Air Force Base, near Omaha , General Thomas S. Power of
the Strategic Air Command started dispersing his B-47 bombers to 40 civilian
airports in various parts of the country . General Power was taking no
chances with a possible Soviet missile attack on his permanent bases. All
bomb-bay doors were shut , signif ying that each plane carried its assigned
load of nuclear bombs . The same day the SAC commander ordered his B-52 bomber
force into the air. For thirty days and nights to follow , part of the B-52
force was in the air at all times. It was the bigg est airborne alert i n
SAC ’s history. As one B-52 landed , another would take its place in the sky .
Every plane on the ground carried its full load of fuel and bombs , ready to
take off on fi fteen minutes ’ warn ing . Five Army divisions , not count ing the
1st Armored (already on its way to Fort Stewart, Georgia), were on alert
orders. The Navy had deployed 180 ships in the Caribbean , including the
special blockade task force of destroyers , backed by cruisers. It was the
wsi f test , smoothest military build -up in the history of the United States,
with every major unit in position before the President addressed the country
and the world. ”

p. 141 .
“At ten o’clock , the bl ockade line was drawn . Nineteen ships of the

United States Second Fleet under its new comander , Vice  Admi ral Al fred
Gustave Ward, took up stations in a great arc extending 500 miles out to
sea from Cape Maysi , Cuba ’s easternmost tip. The line had been drawn four
days earlier with a pair of d viders on a chart of the Caribbean selling at
the Navy Hydrographic Office for $1.20. In setting the radius at 500 miles,
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THE MISSILE  CRISIS , p. 141 (continued).
the Navy planners had two purposes in mind. First , that the line of ships
should be beyond the operating range of MIG fighters based in Cuba . Second ,
that its distance from Cuban ports would allow plenty of time for Washington
to decide whether any particular ship should be boarded and searched .”

p. 153.
“‘The greatest danger of war as we saw it then ,’ Paul Nitze recalls , ‘was

that we would sink a Russian ship trying to run the blockade. If that
happened , it seemed highly doubtful that Khrushchev would hold still without
further action .

p. 154 .
“McNamara spotted a marker showing an American ship off by itsel f on the

vast ocean , far  away from the interception area . ‘What’ s it doing there?’ he
asked. Anderson did not answer directly because -- as he la ter ex p la ined --
too many others were listening. Eventually he drew McNamara aside and
explained that the lone ship was sitting on top of a Soviet submarine.* (*At
a Navy League banquet in New Yor k on November 9, 1962, Anderson said: ‘The
presence of many Russ ian submar ines i n Car ibb ean and Atlan ti c wa ters prov ided
perhaps the finest opportunity since World War II for U.S. Naval antisubmarine
warfare forces to exercise at their trade, to perfect their skills and to
manifest their capability to detect and follow submarines of another nation. ’
He migh t have added that the Navy harr ied them merc i lessl y. Each of the s i x
submarines was forced to surface. At no time were wea pons f i red.” McNamara
asked about the first interception: exactly what would the Navy do?
Anderson replied there was no need to discuss the issue; the Navy had known
all there was to know about running a b locka de s i nce the days of John Paul
Jones. But McNamara was not to be put off. ‘We must discuss it ,’ he said;
then carefully explained:

“‘The object of the operation was not to shoot Russians but to
comunicate a political message from President Kennedy to Chairman
Khrushchev. The President wanted to avoid pushing Khrushchev to
extremes. The blockade must be so conducted as to avoid humi litating
the Russians; otherwise Khrushchev might react in a nuclear spasm.
By the conventional rules , blockade was an act of war and the first
Soviet ship that refused to submit to boarding and search risked
being sent to the bottom. But this was a military action with a
political objective. Khrus hchev mus t somehow be persua ded to pull
back , rather than be goaded into retaliation. ’”

HEARING BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ARMS CONTROL , INTERNATIONAL LAW AND
ORGANIZATION OF THE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS UNITED STATES SENATE
(93rd Congress , 2nd sessIon) (GPO , 1975), p. 5.

“Excerpts from the Report by the Prepardness Investigating Subcommittee
of the Senate Armed Services Comittee”

“It is hard to conceive of any circumstances under which the United
States woul d launch a first or preemptive strike against any actual or
potential rational enemy . As a matter of fact, i t woul d appear that
neither side presently has a rational first strike option. Neither could
destroy enough of the strategic nuclear forces of the ot her to preclude
the retaliatory destruction of his own urban-industrial resources and
society.”
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HEARING BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ARMS CONTROL , p. 5 (continued).
“Unlikely, but possible , is a limi ted and control led Soviet attack on

our nuclear offensive force and other military targets which avoids our
citi es. Under such a scenario, offensive damage-limited forces might
permi t a response in ki nd. - This woul d require retention of hard target
ki llers in our inventory; otherwise, wi th no U.S. option except to retaliate
against the Soviet urban-industrial complexes , an all-ou t exchange could not
be avoided. ”

“We feel that it is necessary to our nuclear strike forces to have the
capab i l i t y  and f l e x i b i l i t y  to respond so that no matter how the war is
initiated we will be in a position to assure the termination of hostilities
under conditions which are relatively favorable to us. This is why we
believe that we must have a mixed and balanced force of land- and sea-based
ballistic missiles and long-range manned bombers . In addition to Poseidon ,
which has already been approved , we feel that the prompt development and
deployment of a new long-range advanced manned strategi~ bomber is  essent ia l
to assure that we retain this flexibility into the late 1970’s and 1980’s
when the aging B-52 ’s and interim FB— ll l’ s may be incapable of coping with
the sophisticated defense environment which is expected during that time
period . Furthermore , research and development must be accelerated to keep
open the option for deploying an advanced ICBM wi th sufficient throw weight
to give it a real hard target kill capabili ty , as well as the capability
to penetrate enemy defenses.”

“Should either the Soviets or the United States attain a true first
strike capability , it would have a destabilizing effect. We are not seeking
forces. However , the continued buildup of Soviet forces and their emphasis
on both offensive and defensive weapons suggests that they may be striving for
a first strike capability . Within the limits of the resources that we are
willing and able to comi t for the purpose , we must select , develop, and
deploy offensive and defensi ve weapons which will guard against this
possibility .”

p. 35.
“Senator Muskie. I have always had mixed feelings about the credibility

of those tactical Llactical Nuclear Force/.
“Secretary Sch les i nger . Once aga i n , you are thinking of circumstances

in which they would be employed with hi gh confidence. Looking at it from
the Soviet perspective , any possibility of their employment , whether i t  is
3, 4, 5 percent as a deterrent effect. We do not have to have a 100 percent
confidence on our part that we would actually employ them. As long as our
opponents perceive there is some likelihood , even a low likelihood of employment ,
that wil l have a restraining influence. ”

p. 37.
“We can give no assurance that a small exchange would not escalate to

a higher leve l. We simply are stating that because there is a possibility
of a small exchange escalating to the top, that is no reason why we must
make it a certainty by going all the way to the top ourselves. Just because
you reach that pessimistic conclusion at the outset does not mean that you
must go and bash up the urban i ndustr i al base of your opponent , knowing full
well that he will do the same thing to you. That is making a certainty of
what would otherwise be an uncertainty.”
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HEARING BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ARMS CONTROL , p. 40.
“So the strategic initiatives, wh ich you correctly stated might lead

the Soviets to perceive a risk to their force structure , are something that
can be separated from the change in targeting doctrine. ”

p. 27.
“Secretary Schlesinger. With regard to their planning of their options ,

our ability to respond in kind , if they were contemplat ing such a li mi ted
strike , would tend to deter it. If the only option we had under the
ci rcumstances were a massi ve urban strike against the Soviet Un i on , they
mi ght feel that because of the hundred million fatalities involved on our
side , that we would be self-deterred and that they could obtain political
benefi t political -military benefi t by either threatening or conceivably
employing such a limited strike against the United States.

“Senator Muskie. What that line of argument implies is that there
can be several exchanges between the two adversaries , using limi ted
responses , on the assumption that one or both sides would go massively ,
and that the limited exchange could escalate to all-out strikr~ . We have
continually underscored that- possibility.

“What we are saying here is that although we can give no assurance
that one can avoid escalating to all-out exhanges , there is a possibility
that one can avoid such escalation. With the hundreds of millions of
fatalities involved in an all-out nuc l ear exc han ge, both sides have a very
powerful incentive to avoid escalation if a nuclear exchange should ever
start. ”

pp. 34-35.
“Secretary Schlesinger. The advantage of going in this direction is

that you close off any kind of ambition that you can specu late on on the part
of the Soviet leadership. You are deterring across the entire spectrum of
risk. If they regard the United States as prepared to go for a massive
strike in retaliation, our ability to retaliate more selective does not
weaken that deterrent. If they consider the United States as prepared to
contemplate selective strikes in retaliation, once again they seek r i sks
that affect their judgments. The whole purpose here is to create the
uncertainties that we can wi th high confidence assume will continue to deter
them.”

p. 19. 
-

“Higher Likelihood of Nuclear Exchange Starting with Selective Strike.
“Secretary Schlesinger. Because a strike at the urban industrial

centers of the United States would result in fatalities of 95 or 100 million
people , possibly higher. Under those circumstances where would be no reason
for the United States , in any Soviet cal cula tion , to restrai n itself from
responding to such an attack in kind , thus destroying most of the urba n
industrial base of the Soviet Un i on. They themselves woul d lose the
equivalent population of approximately 100 million people.

“Secretary Schlesinger. Reasonabl y you have a curve wh i ch i ndi cates
the population at risk and if they were to strike at our urban industrial
base they would be moving up to the knee of the curve . I find it difficult
to conceive of the circumstances under which any rational leader woul d
consider such a strike to be to the advantage of his nation , given all
that the attacker would have at risk under those circumstan ces.”
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HEARING BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ARMS CONTROL , p. 21.
“There is a slightly higher vulnerability for the United States because

our popula tion is more urban i zed than the Sov iet populat ion. That circums tance
is to some extent offset by the fact that in the United States the concen-
tration of populations in the urban areas themselves is lower than in
comparable Soviet cities. ”

p. 22.
“Senator Pearson . To refresh my memory , what is the time frame between

knowledge of a launch against the United States and impact or reentry?
“Secretary Schlesinger. About 30 m inutes for ICBM ’s. Five to ten

minutes , depending on the trajectory for SLBM ’s LSubmarine Launched Ballistic
M i ss i le~J deployed close tQ the American shore. About 10 to 15 minutes
for SLBM ’s from the current Soviet SSBN deployment areas.”

p. 23.
“As you know , there has been a great deal of worry about Minuteman

vulnerability over the past few years. The concern that has been expressed
is ahout crisis stability and the arranging of circumstances so that neither
side has a strong incentive to strike first in a counterforce mode in such
cri si s. The worst set of circumstances arises where both sid es are
relati vely vulnera ble to such strik es since that pl aces a high premi um on
a first strike and that, i n turn , drives both sides in the direction of
preparing for a first strike. We have attempted to resist this tendency
over the years by devel oping a high degree of invulnerability in our forces
and so has the Soviet Union . Now a drawback , it is feared , of fixed l and
based systems is that an accuracy improves and reliability improves , one
side or the other mi ght be tempted in a crisis to attempt to reduce the
wei ght of the potential attack of the other side by a major preemptive
stri ke against these relatively vulnerable systems .

“We attempt to avoid that situation by reducing vulnerabilities , by
avoiding crises , and by maintaining stability in a strategic balance between
the United States and the U.S.S.R. But those are the circumstances which
could give rise to a Soviet counterforce attack on the United States in a
crisis.

“If you had , for example, an invasion of Western Europe and the Soviet
Union under those circumstances is informed by the American Government that
we are prepared to use our nuclear capabilities unless it desists , the
Soviet Union  a t  that  ti me may conclude tha t  the option for i t to pursue woul d
be to wipe out as much of America ’s nuclear retalia tory forces as it can and
degrade its command control system. In effect, the Soviet Union would be
sending a message to the United States that it had badly cri ppled our military
strength and that we had better desist from the war -- that the Soviet Union
has won its objectives . Those are the kinds of circumstances that one could
hypothesize .”

pp. 24-25.
“Present U.S. Capacity to Respond to Attack on U.S. Missile Force.
“Senator Case. What wou ld we be able to do now with our present

capacity and targeting ability agai nst such an attack? Coul d we make a
counterattack against their weapons?
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HEARIN G BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ARMS CONTROL , pp. 24-25 (continued).
“Secretary Schlesinger. The answer is that we could make such a

counterattack, but not very effecti vel y. However, such an exchan ge at
the present time is unlikely to take pl ace for two reasons. First , the
Soviets just do not have the required force structure at the present time .
We would hope that they will stay in that position and not acquire the kind
of force -structure needed to make this kind of attack effectively.

“Second , although the United States has the number weapons. we do
not have the accuracy and hi gh confidence hard target kill capability to
initiate such an attack ourselves. That happens to be a very, very
reassuring situation. ”

p. 14.
“Slide basically has only one purpose , to demonstrate that significant

variations in most of the parameters associated with such a s t r i ke  on
Mi nu teman woul d resul t in relat ively modest changes in the number of
casualties or fatalities, with the major exception being whether a burst is
on the surface or in the air. If the Soviets chose to surface burst their
weapons rather than airburst their weapons , it would drive the number of
fatalities or casualties to a significantly higher l evel , something on the
order of 3 million.

“If the Soviets were contemplating such a strike , it is assumed that
they would avoid surface bursting their weapons. But , if one assumes that
they did not avoid surface bursts , then , of course , the casualty levels
would be much higher. ”

pp. 18-19.
“The Soviets have a capability to conduct limi ted nuclear strikes on

U.S. military targets. Nth country attacks will by their nature be
l i m i t e d  in  the foreseea b le fu ture . -

“Although the probability of nuclear war is extremely remote, a limited
s t r i ke  scenario -- as contrasted wi th a full scale exchange scenario wi th
the Soviet Union -- may be the more likely way a nuclear war coul d start.

“By: Developing pre-planned options for less than SlOP-level strikes .
Investing in C3 and retargeting flexibility to provide improved ad hoc
response capabi lity.

“We can contribute to deterrence of such attacks by improving our
capability to to deny the hypothetical attacker his objectives.

“To do otherwise would result in unacceptable alternatives in the
face of such an attack -- no response or hol ocaust.

“The likelihood of l imited nucl ear attacks cannot be chal l enged on the
assumption that massive civil ian fatalities and inuries would result.

“Secretary Schles i nger. Then we can answer these questions. The
Soviets have a capability , which will increase as they deploy MIRV missiles,
to conduct selective and limi ted strikes against the United States. To the
extent that they improve their accuracies and lower their yields , of course,
the fatalities associated wi th large yield weapons would diminish.

“I regard the likelihood of a nuclear war getting started between the
Un i ted States and the Soviet Union as very low . I find it difficult to
conceive of the circumstances under which either side would attack the urban
industrial base of the other out of the blue. It j ust does not make sense ,
unless a government has gone made. So we would say that the likelihood of
a nuclear exchange starting with a selective strike , however low , is sti ll
h igher than the l ikel i hoo d of suc h an exc han ge start in g w i th a str ike at the
urban industrial centers of the United States.”

-J
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HEARING BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ARMS CONTROL , pp. 5-6.
“The Basis for Flexibility.
“Secretary Schlesinger . Here is an excerpt from President Nixon ’s

1970 Foreign Pol i cy Report whi ch I thi nk reflects the continu ing v iews of
Dr. Kissinger . The point is made that a President of the United States,
in the k inds of circums tances hypothes ized , should not be in a position in
which he would have to respond massively against Soviet cities in the event
of a more l imited nuclear stri ke agai nst the Un i ted States. Later the
President said we must insure that we have the forces and procedures that
provide us with alternatives appropriate to the nature and level of the
provocation , namely plans and command and control capabilities necessary
for selective response.”

pp. 6-7.
“National Pol icy -- The Basis.for Flexibility .
“So I would emphasize , Senator Case , that what we are trying to do

here is to achieve fl exibility and that fl exibility is broader than counter-
force strikes. ” -

“Purpose of Changing Targeting Doctrine.
“First , the purpose of our changing our targeting doctrine has been

to enhance deterrence. We are dealing wi th very low probability events ,
in my judgment , and in the judgment of other people. By enhancing deterrence
we reduce further the already low probability of others being tempted to
tak e actions which are devastating to the major interests of the United States ,
inc luding an attack on American soil of the sort that has been hypothesized .”

“Change in Targeting Doctrine ’ s Role in Deterrence.
“The question of the role that this change in targeting doctrine plays

in deterrence is associated with the question that frequent ly arises -- w ill
this change in doctrine lower the nuclear threshold?

“I would submit that It would not. In my judgment , the way to keep
the nuclear threshold h igh  is by the ma in tenance of a stalwar t conven tiona l
defense establishment. Lowering the level of our general purpose forces
is which reduces the nuclear threshold. It drives us to early recourse,
either through threat or actual empl oyment of nuclear weapons, be they
tactical or strategic. In order to hold up that threshold , in our judgment,
we must have ample conventional capability .”

SEIZURE OF THE MAYAGUEZ , PART IV , Appendix 3, p. 109 .
“The report acknowl edges but does not take into account in its conclusion

the fact that  we faced , at the time , the likelihood that the Cambodian
authorities , whose hostility toward the U.S. had been so clearly demonstrated,
might remove the members of the crew to the mainland where their recovery
would have been virtually impossible until and unless the Cambodians decided
to release them -- after who know s how many months and how much agony and
humiliation.”

PART IV , Appendix 5, p. 110.
“Second , the report charges that the timing of the operation was

unnecessar i ly  hurr ied , r equ i r ing  commanders to act w i t h  inadequate  force and
intelligence. Again this criticism must be viewed in the context of the
time and the events . The United States was attempting to secure the release
of the Mayaguez crew before anything happened to them or they were transferred
to the less accessible Interior of the mainland .
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SEIZURE OF THE MAYAGUEZ , PART IV , Appendix 5, p. 110 (continued).
“From a military standpoint , it is a wel l known and proven principle

that to move first and earliest yields a commander great advantage over an
opponent by denying him the time or the opportunity to improve his position. ”

PART IV, pp. 71-72.
“U.S. mi l itary strategy was to:

1. locate the Mayaguez,
2. prevent further movement of the ship,
3. isolate Koh Tang to prevent movement of the crew

or reinforcement of the island , and
4. retake the Mayaguez and rescue the crew believed to be

on Koh Tang (targets on the mainlan d were bombed to
protect U.S. Forces).

“The military actions discussed in this chapter were implemented under
a perceived need for quick action. One Defense official told us that
Cambod ia was bel i eved to be acting to embarrass the United States and its
prime motive was to gain control of American prisoners of war to use for
various purposes. The United States had to respond quickly to recover the
crew because it was believed that once they were moved to the Cambodian
mainland their recovery by force would be extremely difficult. Another
Defense official told us that if the crew had reached the Cambodian mainland ,
a di plomati c sol ution -- simi lar to the negoti ations to secure the release
of the Pueblo crew -- would have been about the only alternative. The
Pueblo negotiations are widely considered a humiliating experience for the
Un ited States.”

A THOUSAND DAYS by Schlesinger, p. 803.
“They had , It was estimated, about ten days before the missiles would

be on pads ready for firing. The deadline defined the strategy. It meant
that the response coul d not, for exam ple , be confided to the United Nations ,
where the Soviet delegate would have ample opportunity to stall action unti l
the nuclear weapons were in place and on target. It meant that we could
not even ris k the delay invol ved i n consul ti ng our all i es. It meant that
the total responsibility had to fall on the United States and its President.”

p. 852.
“The Berlin crisis of the summer of 1961 revealed some of the difficulties

of the European reaction. McNamara , despite heroic efforts, could not bring
the Pentagon and the NATO command to consensus on the western milita ry esponse.
Wh ile everyone agreed that a Soviet blockade of West Berlin would have to be
countered first by a western thrust along the Autobahn , there was disagreement
between those, l ike  Gene ral Norsta d, who wanted the probe in order to create
a situation where the west could use nuclear weapons and those, like Kennedy
and McNama ra, who wanted the probe in order to postpone that situation . And ,
wh ile everyone agreed that we might eventually have to go on to nuclear war ,
there was disagreement between those who favored a single defini tive salvo
against the Soviet Union and those who favored careful and discriminate attack.”
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THE CIA AND THE CULT OF INTELLIGENCE , PART III , Ch 9, p. 299.
“The CIA and the State Department, on the other han d , uid not see the

Soviet ABM construction to be such a large threat to the United States .”

p. 300.
“Both the civilian and the military analysts agreed that the Soviets

were constructing some sort of new defense system at Leningrad , and something
else at Moscow. Most of the civilians believed tha t the Leningrad system
was aimed against Amer ican bombers, and that the Moscow system was probabl y
an ABM defense still undergoing research and development. The military
cla imed that the Leningrad si te was actuall y an ABM , and that research had
been completed for a more advanced ABM system which would be constructed
around Moscow.”

p. 299.
“Thus, the Pen tagon reasoned , the United States woul d no longer have

the power to stop the Soviets from taking bold initiatives in Western Europe
and the Third World , and the security of the United States itself would be
threatened .”

THE MISSILE CRISIS by Abel , p. 52.
“Among those who disagreed was Paul Nitze , once head of the State

Department policy planning staff and at the time one of McNamara ’s assistant
secretaries. Nitze had joined the discussions after the opening session
with the President. He felt that the presence of missiles in Cuba exposed
a large part of the Ameri can strategic bomber force, based in the Southeastern
states, to sudden attack on the ground. The warn ing time woul d be cut from
fifteen mi nutes to two or three mi nutes.”

p. 51.
“McNamara , at the outset and for at least two days afterward , dissented

from the view that the Russians were trying to force an abrupt change in the
strategi c balance between East and West. ‘A missile is a missile ,’ he said.
‘It makes no great difference whether you are killed by a missile fired from
the Soviet Union or from Cuba .’

“The Secretary of Defense argued that the Soviet Union already possessed
intercontinental ballistic missiles capable of hitting the United States from
Russ ia i tself , and would go on buil ding more of them , whatever happened in
Cuba. As he saw it , the only military effect would be to reduce America ’s
warn ing time in the event of war by just a few minutes. He came to concede,
however, that even if the effect on the strategi c balanc e was rel ati vely small ,
the political effect in Latin America and elsewhere would be large.
McNamara seemingly Ignored the possibility that Russia ’s interconti nental
missiles may have been less numerous , also less accura te, than American
intelligence assumed them to be. Thus he dismissed the possibility that the
Russ ians might have sneaked comparatively short—range missiles into Cuba
because they were look i n g for a qu i ck, rela ti vely cheap way of ri ghtin g the
balance temporarily.” -
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THE MISSILE CRISIS by Abel , pp. 71-72.
“At the morning session wi th the President on Thursday , the Intell igence

Board reported that the first Soviet medium-range missile in Cuba could be
ready for launch i ng i n eighteen hours . The Joi nt Ch iefs of Staff had
started ordering precautionary troop movements . It began to appear that the
decision-making machinery was racing the clock. There were now two
elements of urgency: first, the danger that more missi les woul d soon be
opera tional ; secon d , the possibility that in spite of all the elaborate
security measures , a lea k mig ht aler t the Kremlin to the pre para tions un der
way in Washington . It was at least conceivable that if Khrushchev discovered
what was goi ng on , he would seize the in i tiative by servi ng an ult imatum
before Kennedy was ready to serve his own.”

pp. 34-35.
“All th is was so, Martin conceded , but the Administration saw no threat

from Cu ba . ‘This military build -up is basically defensive in character,’
Marti- said , ‘and would not add more than a few hours to the time required
to invade Cuba successfully should that become necessary . Of course, any
individual weapon is offensive if you are on the other end of it; but ,
taken together, the present military capabilities in Cuba would not materially
increase the Cuban ability to undertake offensive action outside the island .’”

pp. 32-33.
“‘We discussed the alternatives quietly, so the Germans would not hear ,’

Nitze recalls. ‘The President had already said we would not tolerate the
installation of offensive missiles in Cuba . We both knew that the Pentagon
had prepared contingency plans for an invasion or an air strike. Suddenly
the contingency had become a fact. We both felt that either plan , in
E.xecution , woul d have grave and perhaps unpredictable consequences round the
world. We coudl expect the British to take a different view . The Allies
generally had failed to appreciate why the presence of missiles in Cuba --
if it came to that -- would be intolerable to the United States. We found
it hard to imagine that the Russians would not respond by moving against
Iran or Berl in , even V ietnam. We , therefore, agreed that the United
States must move with del i verati on , not merely proceed with existing
contingency plans.

SEIZURE OF THE MAYA GUEZ , PART IV , Appendix 3, p. 108.
“The fact is that the United States Government was attempting to secLre

the release of an American ship and an American crew seized by Cambodia
in blatant viola tion of i nternationa l law . The report’s conclus ions largely
Ignore the fact that we were reacting to a Cambodian provocation , and that
we had a responsibility to protect the lives of American citizens. ”

p. 101 .
“Defense agreed with our assessment that the Marine assault and bombing

of the mainland did not influence the Cambodian decision to release the crew.
However, it stated that the decision to assault Koh Tang was reasonable
given the information at the time , and that the ma i nlan d was bombed si nce
Cambodi a had the capabi l ity to in terfere with the operation. Our report
points out that informati on reachi ng deci sion makers was incomple te and i n
one importance instance was inaccurate. With respect to the combing,
although we agree that Cambodian intentions could not be definitively
known , no Cambodian military movement was noted.”

- - - -.-- -‘  -
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SEIZURE OF THE MAYAGUEZ , PART IV , p. 72.
“Defense has stated that, as soon as the report of the seizure was

received , the requirement to locate the vessel was immediately recognized
and the process started. The Thailand-based P-3, was not kept on alert ,
so i t had to be readied , the crew briefed , the mission planned , and all other
pretakeoff activities completed. Given the situation , Defense said that the
aircraft was launche d i n remarkable time.”

p. 75.
“Defense indicated that turning back the boat that had possible

caucasians aboard was the paramount task , not identifying the passengers .
It believed the crew would be lost once they entered the harbor . However ,
isolating Koh Tang would have little meaning if the crew had been trans-
ferred to the mainland .”

A THOUSAND DAYS by Schles i nger, p. 332.
“Joint Chiefs opposed the sending of ground forces to the mainland of

Asia, drawing a lurid picture of an all-out communist response , wi th thousands
of Viet Minh pouring into Laos and the ultimat e possibility of war with
Chi na . Their recommendation was all or noth ing; either go i n on a large
scale , with 60,000 soldiers , air cover and even nuclear weapons or stay out.”

HEARIN GS ON MILITARY POSTURE AND HR 3689 (GPO), p. 129.
“The reason for our military posture in Asia relates to our politica l

posture lies at the confluence of interests of four great powers: the Soviet
Union , the PRC , Japan , and the Uni ted States. Our presence i n Korea hel ps
to preserve the pol i ti cal balance i n that part of the world. I th i nk one
has to shift away from the intelligence estimates and the military balances
between North Korea and South Korea to appreciate the rationale for our
posture in Korea at the present time .”

THE PENTAGON PAPERS , “The Covert War and Tonkin Gulf: February—August , 1964”
by Nei l Sheehan , Ch 5, pp. 234, 244. (This article , the first in the series
as pub l i shed by the TIMES , appears here i n chronolo gi cal order , with the
In i tia l paragraphs revi sed.)

“This plan , which Mr. Lodge had been proposing since the previous October ,
involved sending a secret non-American envoy to Hanoi with an offer of
economic aid , such as food imports to reli eve the rice shortages in North
V ietnam , in return for calling off the Vietcong. If the North Vietnamese
did not respond favorably, the stick -- unpublicized and unacknowledged air
stri kes, apparently with unmarked planes -- would be appl i ed until they did. ”

( 

_~~_ ._ - _ -  -
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THE PENTAGON PAPERS . “The Consensus to Bomb North Vietnam: August , 1964-
February, 1965” by Neil Sheehan, Ch. 6, pp. 312, 322, 323-325, 330, 332.

“The bombing should be undertaken under either of two courses of action ,
the Ambassador said. The first course would entail using the promise of
the air attacks as an inducement to persude the regime of General Nguyen
Khanh to achieve some political stability and get on seriously with the
pacifi cation program. Under the second course, the United States would
bomb the North , regardless of whatever progress General Khanh made, to
prevent ‘a collapse of national moral ’ i n Saigon.

“The President is clearly thinking in terms of maximum use of a Gulf of
Tonki n rationale , ei ther for an acti on that woul d show toughness and hol d
the line till we can decide the big issue , or as a basis for starting a clear
course of action under the broad opti ons.

.extreme wi thdrawal option...
“meant holding the line...

.undertake some spectacular , highly visibile supporting action like
a limi ted-duration selective bombing campaign as a last effort to save the
South ...

- “ ...U.S. reprisal air strikes...
“. . . ‘a fast/full squeeze
“slow squeeze” ...
“The J.C.S. differs from this view on the grounds that if we were really

interested in affecting Hanoi ’s w i l l , we would have to hit hard at its
capabilities ,’ the account says. The Joint Chiefs wanted the United States
to demonstrate a willingness to apply unlimi ted force.

“As in the case of earlier intellig ence findings that contradicted
policy intentions , the study indicates no effort on the part of the President
or his most trusted advisers to reshape their policy along the lines of this
analysi s.”

THE PENTAGON PAPERS. #19 “1961 Memo from the Joint Chiefs on Commitment of
U.S. Forces.” (Memorandum on “U.S. Forces in South Vietnam ” from the Jo in t
Chiefs of Staff to Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara , May 10, 1961.),
pp. 125-126.

“2. In view of the foregoing, the Joi nt Ch i efs of Staff recommend that
the decision be made now to deploy suitable U.S. forces to South Vietnam.
Sufficient forces should be deployed to accomplish the following purposes :

a. Provide a visible deterrent to potential North Vietnam and/or
Chinese Communist action ;

b. Release Vietnamese forces from advanced and static defense
positions to permi t their fuller commi tment to counter-
insurgency actions;

c. Assist in training the Vietnamese forces to the maximum extent
possible consistent with their mission;

d. Provide a nucleus for the support of any additional U.S. or
SEATO military operation in Southeast Asia; and

3. IndIcate the firmness of our intent to all As ian nations.
“3. In order to maint ain U.S. flexibility in the Pacifi c, it is

envisioned that some or all of the forces deployed to South Vietnam would
come from the Uni ted States. The movement of these troops could be
accomplished in an administrative manner and thus not tax the limi ted lift
capabilities of CINCPAC . 

-

———— - - -——.— ——. .- . _ .&
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THE PENTAGON PAPERS . #19 (pp. 125-216 continued).
“4. In order to accompl i sh the foregoi ng, the Joint Chiefs of Staff

recommend that:
a. President Diem be encouraged to request that the United States

fulfill its SEATO obligation , in view of the new threat now
posed by the Laotian situation , by the immediate deployment
of appropriate U.S. forces to South V ietnam;

b. Upon receipt of this request, suitable forces coul d be
immediately deployed to South Vietnam in order to accomplish
the above-mentioned purposes. Details of size and composition
of these forces mu~t include the views of both CINCPAC andCHMAA G which are not yet available. ”

THE PENTAGON PAPERS . #20 “U.S. Approval , in 1961 , of Steps to Strengthen South
V ietnam.” (National Security Action Memorandum 52, signed by McGeorge Bundy ,
Presidential Adviser on National Securi ty, May 11 , 1961.), pp. 126-127.

“1. The U.S. objective and concept of operations stated in report are
approved : to prevent Communist domination of South Vietnam; to create in
that country a viable and increasingly democratic society, and to initiate ,
on an accelerated basi s, a series of mutually supporting actions of a militar y ,
political , economic, psychological and covert character designed to achieve
this objective.

“2. The approval given for specific military actions by the President
at the National Security Council meeting on April 29, 1961 , is confirmed.

“3. Additional actions listed in pages 4 and 5 of the Task Force Report
are authorized, with the objective of meeting the increased security threat
resulting from the new situation along the frontier between Laos and
V ietnam. In particular , the Presid ent di rects an assessment of the mi l i tary
utility of a further increase in G.V.N. forces from 170,000 to 200,000,
together with an assessment of the parallel political and fiscal implications.

“4. The President directs full examination by the Defense Department
under the guidance of the Director of the continuing Task Force on Vietnam ,
of the size and composition of forces which would be desirable in the case
of a possible commi tment of U.S. forces in Vietnam. The diplomatic setting
within which this action might be taken should also be examined .

“5. The U .S. wi ll seek to increase the confidence of Presiden t Diem
and his Government in the United States by a series of actions and messages
relati ng to the trip of Vice Presi dent Johnson . The U.S. wi ll attempt to
strengthen President Diem ’s popular support wi thin Vietnam by reappraisal and
negotiation , under the direction of Ambassador Nolting . Ambassador Nolting
is also requested to recommend any necessary reorganization of the Country
Team for these purposes.

“6. The U.S. wi ll negotiate i n appropriate ways to improve V i etnam ’s
relationship wi th other countries, especially Cambodi a, and its standing in
world opinion.

“7. The Ambassador is authorized to begin negotiations looking toward
a new bilateral arrangement in Vietnam , but no firm commitment will be made
to such an arrangement without further review by the President.

“8. The U.S. will undertake economic progreams in Vietnam with a view
to both short-term imediate impact and a contribution to the longer-range
economic via bility of the country , and the specific actions proposed on
pages 12 and 13 of the Task Force Report are authorized.

“9. The U.S. wil l strengthen its efforts in the psychological field
as recouiinended on pages 14 and 15 of the Task Force Report.

a
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THE PENTAGON PAPERS , #20, pp. 126-1 27 (continued).
“10. The program for covert actions outlined on page 15 of the Task

Force Report Is approved.
“11. These decisions will be supported by appropriate budgetary action ,

but the President reserves judgment on the level s of funding proposed on
pages 15 and 16 of the Task Force Report and in the funding annex.

“12. Finally, the President approves the conti nuation of a special
Task Force on V ietnam , established in and directed by the Department of
State under Sterlin g J. Cottrel l as Director , and Chalmers B. Wood as
Executi ve Officer.”

THE PENTAGON PAPERS. “McCone Memo to Top Officials on Effectives of Air War,”
#97, p. 441. (Memorandum from John A. McCooe , Director of Central Intelligence ,
to Secretary Rusk , Secretary McNamara , McGeorge Bundy and Ambassador Taylor,
April 2, 1965, as provided in the body of the Pentagon ’ s study. Para gra phs
In italics are the study ’s paraphrase or explanation.) -

“On the other han d , we mus t look with care to our pos iti on un der a
program of slowly ascending tempo of air strikes . With the passage of each
day and each week, we can expect increasing pressure to stop the bombing .
This will come from various elements of the American public , from the press,
the United Nations and world opinion. Therefore time will run against us
in this operation and I think the North Vietnamese are counting on this.

“Therefore I think what we are doing is starting on a track which
involves ground force operations , which , in all probability , wi ll have
l imi ted effectiveness against guerrilla s , although admittedly will restrain
some VC advances. However, we can expect requirements for an ever-increasing
commitment of U.S. personnel wi thout materially improving the chances of
victory . I support and agree with this decision but I must point out that
in my judgment, forcing submission of the VC can only be brought about by a
decision in Hanoi . Since the contemplated actions against the North are
modest in scale, they will not impose unacceptabl e damage on it , nor w i l l
they threaten the DRV ’s vital interests. Hence, they will not present them
with a situati on with which they cannot live , though such actions will cause
the ORV pain and inconven ience.

“I believe our proposed track offers great danger of simply encouraging
Chinese Communists and Soviet support of the DRV and VC cause, if for no other
reason than the risk for both will be minimum. I envision that the reaction
of the NVN and Chinese Communists will be to deliberately, carefu l l y, and
probably gradually, build up the Viet Cong capabilities by covert infiltration
on North Vietnamese and , possibly, Chinese cadres and thus bring an ever-
increasing pressure on our forces. In effect, we will find ourselves mired
down In combat In the jungle in a milit ary effort that we cannot win , and
from which we will have extreme difficulty in extracting ourselves .

“Therefore it is my judgment that if we are to change the mission of the
ground forces, we must also change the ground rules of the strikes against
North V ietnam . We must hit them harder, more frequently, and infl ict
greater damage. Instead of avoiding the MIG’ s, we must go in and take them
out. A bridge here and there will not do the job. We must strike their
airfields , their petroleum resources, power stations and their military
compounds. This , in my opinion , must be done promptly and with minimum
restra int.”
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THE PENTAGON PAPERS. “31 , pp. 153-155 , “Memo from Joint Chiefs Urging a
Greater Role in South Vietnam. (Excerpts from memorandum from the Joint
Chiefs of Staff to Secretary of Defense McNamara , January 13 , 1962. On
January 27, 1962, Mr . McNamara sent the memorandum to Presid ent Kennedy
with a covering letter that said in part: “The Joint Chiefs of Staff have
asked that the attached memorandum. . . be brought to your attention. The
memorandum requires no action by you at thi s time. I am not prepared
to endorse the experience with our present program in South Vietnam. ”)

“14. The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommend that in any consideration
of further action which may be required because of possible unacceptable
resul ts obtained despite Diem ’s full cooperation and the effective employment
of South Vietnam armed forces, you again consider the recommendation provided
you by JCSM-32O-6l , dated 10 May 1961 , that a decision be made to deploy
suitable U.S. forces to South Vietnam sufficient to accomplish the following :

a. Provide a visible deterrent to potential North Vietnam
and/or Ch i nese Commun i st acti on;

b. Rel ease Vietnamese forces from advanced and static defense
positions to permit their future commitmen t to counter-
insurgency actions;

c. Assist in training the Vietnamese forces;
d. Provide a nucleus for the support of any additional U.S.

or SEATO m i l itary operati ons in Southeast As ia; and
e. Indi cate the firmness of our i ntent to all Asi an nations.”

THE PENTAGON PAPERS. #44, pp. 22-23, “Memo on Washington Meeting in Aftermath
of August Plot. ” (Memorandum by Maj. General Victor H. Krulak , special
assistant to the Joint Chiefs of Staff for counterinsurgency and special
activities on a meeting at the State Department August 31 , 1963.)

Id. The fourth point is the matter of U.S. and world opinion ,
Hilsma n stated that this problem was moving to a politi cal and diplomatic
plane. Part of the problem , he said , is the press , whi ch conclu des
incorrectly that we have the ability to change the things in Vietnam of
which they are critical. To this Mr. Murrow added that this problem of
press condemnation is now worldwide.

“11 . Secretary Rusk commented tha t Kattenburg ’ s recital was largely
speculative; that it would be far better for us to start on the firm basis
of two things -- that we wi ll not pull out of Vietnam un ti l the war is won ,
and that we will not run a coup. Mr. McNamara expressed agreement wi th
this view.”

THE PENTAGON PAPERS. Ch. 7, pp. 390, 406, 412, 413. “The Launching of the
Ground War: March-July, 1965” by Neil Sheehan.

“As several chapters of the Pentagon study show, a number of Adm i n i-
stration strategists -- particularly Walt W. Rostow, cha i rman of the Sta te
Department’s Pol i cy Plann i ng Counc i l -- had assumed for years that “ca lcu la ted
doses” of American air power would accomplish this end .

“Of the conferees, the study says, ‘by far the most dogged protagonist
of the enclave strategy was Ambassador Taylor. ’ It had already become
apparent, however , and was to become manifestly clear at Honolulu , that the
Ambassador was fighting a rear-guard action against both civilian and
mi l itary officials in the Pentagon who were bent on expansion of U.S.
forces in South Vietnam and an enlargement of their combat mission.
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THE PENTAGON PAPERS , Ch. 7, pp. 390, 406, 412, 413 (continued).
“Just as Ambassador Taylor had consistently resisted involvement of

United States forces, the study says, so General Westmorelan d had been
equally determined to get the troops into the war and have ‘a free hand ’ in
using them.

“Admi ral Sharp favored the request in a message to the Joint Chiefs
on June 7, saying , ‘We will lose by staying in enclaves defending coastal
areas.’”

THE PENTAGON PAPERS , #96, pp. 432, 434, 436. “McNau ghton Draft for McNamara
on ‘Proposed Course of Action. ’” (First draft of ‘Annex--Plan for Action
for South Vietnam ,’ appen ded to memoran dum from Jo hn T. McN au ghton ,
Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs , for
Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara , March 24, 1965.’)

“1. U.S. aims :
70% -- To avoid a humiliating U.S. defeat (to our reputation

as a guarantor).
20% -- To keep SVN (and the adjacent) territory from Chinese hands.
10% -- To permit the people of SVN to enjoy a better, freer way

of life .
ALSO -- To emerge from crisis without unacceptable taint from

methods used .
NOT -- to ‘help a friend ,’ although it would be hard to stay in

if asked out.
“Strikes on the North (Program of Progressive Military Pressure)

a. Purposes:
1) to reduce DRV/VC activities by affecting DRV will.
2) to improve the GVN/VC relative ‘balance of morale .’
3) to provide the U.S./GVN with a bargaining counter.
4) to reduce DRV infiltration of men and materiel .
5) to show the world the lengths to which U.S. will go

for a friend .
b. Program: Each week , 1 or 2 ‘mission days ’ with 100-plane

high—damage U.S.-VNAF strikes each ‘day ’ against important targets, plus
3 armed reconnaissance missions -- all moving upward in weight of effort,
value of target or proximity to Hanoi and China .

“Program of Large U.S. Ground Effort in SVN and SEA .
a. Purposes:

1) to defeat the VC on the ground .
2) to improve GVN /VC relati ve ‘morale balance. ’
3) to improve U.S./GVN bargaining position.
4) to show world lengths to which U.S. will go to fullfill

commitments.
b. Pro gram:

1) continue strike-North ‘crescen do ’ or ‘p la teau ’ (para 7 above).
2) Add any ‘combat support ’ personnel needed by MACV; and
3) deploy rema i nder of the III Marine Expeditionary FOrce to

Danang; and
4) deploy one U.S. (plus one Korean?) division to defeat VC

in Pleiku- -Kontum-Darlac area, and/or
5) deploy one U.S. (plus one Korean?) division to hold enclaves

(Bi en Hoa/Ton Son Nhut , Nha Trang, Qui Non , Ple i ku);
and/or

6) deploy 3-5 U.S. divisions (with ‘international ’ elements)
across Laos-SVN infiltration routes and at key SVN
population centers.”
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Chapter V

SEEING IS BELIEVING :
A STUDY IN CRISIS PERCEPTION

This chapter reports on a study of the early warning process in three

agencies of the US foreign policy bureaucracy: State Department, Defense
Department, and the Centra l Intelligence Agency. In each of these agencies ,

cris is management is a threefold operation:
1) Ind ications monitoring --  whereby analysts continually

appraise the current world situation. Incoming
information is examined for events and trends which
differ from the normal state-of affairs resulting in
the notification of higher authorities of a possible
crisis situation.

2) Initial crisis assessment -- where the goal is to deter-
mine whether or not a crisis exists , and if so what it
implies for US interests.

3) Threat assessment -- wherein the consequences of the crisis
situation are determined . Here analysts must attempt to
estimate the implica tion of potential losses upon US
economic , politi cal , and military posture.

The reader wil l note that this is a highly focused study of what is
termed early warning in the nationa l security bureaucracy. Thus the
results speak primarily to that process. But they are also generalizable
to the effort of forming a theoretical basis for early warning in a much

wider context. We will address that context after we develop an empirical
basis for such theorizing .

Perception and the Early Warning Process
We are making an important assumption in this study: National actors

do not simply respond to facts in their outer environment. In or~er for
a nationa l actor to in terpret and understand what is going on, there must
be a filtering mechanism that searches for some sort of pattern to events.
The kind of Information obtained from such a search is generally expressed
in factual terms even though the terms are infl uenced by the context in

which they are received and by the perspective of the observer. These
components of understanding come together in the pattern recognition routine
of national agencies charged wi th early warning.

152
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A rather mundane example of this form of pattern recognition is found in

those innumerable fictional encounters over the importance of some fact between

Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson . Given Holmes ’ self- image as a detective , he
may deduce from a footprint the height or weight of a potential perpetrator.
At the same time Watson either completely ignores the evidence or feels
it is an insignificant fact gi ven the numerous amount of footprints. It is
Holmes ’ sel f-image and ‘years of experience ’ wh i ch allows him to deduce the
importance of the evidence. Yet , at the same time Watson who is primarily
a chronicler ignores the important evidence.

Like thi s di fference between Holmes and Watson, i nterna ti onal actors also
place ‘facts ’ wi thin some context. In the past, this concern with a national
actor ’s image has been on either an individual level (Holsti , lg69) or on a
national level (Boulding, 1956). The research reported in this paper looks

at percepti ons at an agency level . It is assumed that each of the agencies
dealing with foreign policy in the United States -- the State Department, the
Defense Department, and the Central Intelli gence Agency provide the foreig n
policy communi ty wi th a perception of the environment. These perceptions
are based on the image the agency has of its outer environment. Fur ther ,
after these environmental disturbances are fi l tered through an agency ’s image ,

the agency gains some knowledge -- an interpretation of the dynamics of its
environment. These interpretations in turn are estimates of the degree of
stress in a situation -— threat, decision time , and uncertainty . A visual
interpretation of this perceptual framework is repeated in Figure 5.1.

The focus of this study , the agency image , is seen as being stable over

reasonable l engths of time . Each of the arrows in the framework is understood

to be a type of interpretation that will be portrayed in the model .

The in i ti al arrows address the codi ng of data about actions occurring in
the international environment. The second set of arrows defines the inter-
pretation of this original coding after it is filtered through an agency ’s
image . The final arrows depict the transformation of this knowledge into
perceptions of decision time , threat, and uncerta inty.
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At the heart of any early warn ing system is a process of pattern recognition

whereby agencies attempt to estimate what is going on in the outer environment

and what that activi ty implies for the future. As events in the environment
are reported upon through cable traffic or other sources , the desk of ficer or
other monitorin g station personnel form strategies of recognition that hel p
them interpret the raw i nformation. These recognized patterns form the basis
for an evaluat ion of threat , uncertainty and reaction time associated wi th the
unfoldin g events.1 At the core of this process is the perceiver ’s image of
the envi ronment. All analysts have a feel for what is going on in the world.
This image contains assumptions about the conditions and relations that exist
in the relevant environment. This feeling for reality or model of reality
plays an important part in the successes- and failures of early warning.

In an evaluat ion of the current foreign policy bureaucracy, Louis Halle
argues that the foreign policy of a nation addresses itself not to the externa l
world as i s commonly asserted, but to an image or images of the external world.
“In the degree that the image is false , actually and philosophically false , no
technicians , however perfect, can make the policy that is based on it sound .”2

It is the intent of our research to evaluate alternative images of reality
held by the major agencies in the United States early warning process.
Agencies have specific and different images 3 and these images are of

varyi ng degrees of relevance for today ’s worl d. The methodologi cal
perspective of this research is quite different from the normal empirical

research strategy in international relations. In most empir i cal analyses
today, analysts attempt to construct forecasts or explanations of aspects of
the environment. They search for the occurrence of patterns or the sequencing
of events. Thei r success or fai lure is dependent upon the closeness of fit
between one pattern and another.4 In contrast, we are attempti ng to understand

1These concepts are given meaning in Hermann , 1969.
2Halle (1960) pp. 316, 318.
3That these agencies have different images is not a new claim , see

Axelrod (1976), George (1969), Scott (1969), and Graham (1976).
4For an excellent description of this approach , see Singer (1972).
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how decision algorithms respond to or adapt to conditions in the env ironment.
We are not as interested in whether the env i ronmental conditi ons wi ll actuall y
occur at a particular point in time or in identifying a particular decision
al gorithm as we are in comparing algorithms .

To some extent the differences are merely over philosophical starting

points. We are concerned that the environmen ts studi ed are hi storical crises
and we have taken considerable effort to represent accurately the images of
the th ree agenc ies . Our po int of departure from more familiar forms ol
anal ysis is over what one does with the empirical evidence. What is a
“good exercise? In our perspective, it is less an analysis of the fit of
our interpretations to the “real” images of each agency than it is a comparison
of how these images deal with or handle specified problems : the 36 crises
of the 1966-75 period. The approach flows from an artificial systems per-
specti ve (Simon , 1969; Bennett and Al ker, 1977; Phillips and McCormick , 1977;
Thorson , 1972). It relies heavily on a cybernetic paradigm of politics
(Deutsch , 1953; Phillips and Thorson , 1975).

In order to study these aspects of the early warning process, our focus
must shift from studyi ng the outer env i ronment to model i ng the structure of
information processing within the agencies invol ved in early warning.
Useful models of this process must go beyond preserving the input-output
rela tionships of each agency to characterizing Lhe manner in which information
is transformed into interpretations of the outer environment .1

The Way Agencies Respond to Crises

In order to analyze differences in agency interpretation of critical
events in early warning , a simulation was developed and empl oyed. The
model takes daily observations of events in the internationa l arena places
them into the indicator system which in turn transforms the information into
the output measures described above . To accomplish the analysis , 36
cri ses which occurred over the period 1966-1975 were coded into indicator
data and then evaluated by the model .

1For a development of this terminology, see Thorson (1972).
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The list of crises use l was compi led from several sources i nvol ved
wi th the description of crises In the post-World War II period. 1 Table
5.1 presents the comp ilat i on of the sources and the ac tual cr i ses used.

- In order to exercise the model , a particular date was designated

as the crisis day. The time for the coded information was three months
prior to and three months after the “crisis day.” Each coded crisis ,

then , consists of an event stream six months long.

The most easi ly accessib le event stream used for codi ng i s the “WElS”
descriptive deck. This data set provides one or two sentence statements
about an occurrence in the i nternati ona l system. Wh ile the li abi l iti es
of this data set has been much discussed (Phillips , 1972; Azar , 1972), it
i s a reasona b le data source for our usa ge s ince we are pr imar i ly conce rned
with finding a reasonable calculus for the translation of an action into
the two types of perceptual outputs provided by the model . The WEIS

descriptive deck is employed as a facsimile of the “even t stream” that a

desk officer mig ht be l ooki ng over. -

The descriptive deck was coded on 26 indicators for each of the days
in the six-month period . Coders were told who the major actors were in

the crisis. This was necessary to focus the coding of events on those
pertinent to the crisis under study. Early warning watch officers know

over which countries they have responsibilities. Table 4.4 presented an
example of the data which would be used by one of the coders. Each crisis

file contained all exchanges in which the crisis nation was either an act
initiator or act recipient. In addition , all major power exchanges were
pursued.

After looking at a day ’s worth of events , the coder would then code
the ~ on an Indicator sheet. Daily aggregations were used since this
is the smalles t val id time frame in which the sequence of events is
maintained in the WEIS descriptive file.

1Moore (1975); CACI (1976); Blechma n and Kaplan (1976).
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TABLE 5.1 158

LI ST OF CRISES

crises Duration of Descriptive Deck
Angola 8-10-75/4-30-76
Arab -Israeli 2-13—67/9-10-67
Bangladesh 8-25—71/3-14-72
Cantodla 75 1-14-75/9—11-75
Canbodia 73-74 10—1-73/5-29-74
Cantodla 5-2—73/1—31—74
Cail~odia 74 1-2-74/8-31-74
Cuba 11—1-71/6—30—72
Cyprus 8-15-67/3-3-68
Cyprus 1 4-16-74/12-18-74
Dominican Republic -United States 12—24-69/6-26—70
Greece 1-2-67/6- 15-67
Haiti 1-2-70/8-31-70
Hong Kong 3-27-67 /3- 1-68
India -Pakistan 2-4-72/10-6-7 2
Israel-Jordan 1 9-1-66/4-30-67
Israel-Jordan 10-2-67/6-29 -68
Israel-Lebanon 1 

- 
9-4-68/5-4-69

Israel-United Arab Republic 7-1-67/2-29-68
Jordan 6-1-70/ 12-23-70
Jordan- Syri a 9- 1-66/3-23-67
Korea 9-5-68/ 4-30-69
North Korea-United States 1-4-69/8-4—69
Laos 11- 1-72/ 5—4—73
Mideast 7- 1—73/ 1- 5—74
OPEC 7-1-73/ 2—28—74
Portugal 1 1—25—74 / 11 -11—74
Pueblo 10-23-67/5-27-68
Rhodesia 1-5-66/7-28-66
Rhodesla-Zantla 10—13- 72/5-2-73
Saudi-PLO 1 12-3-72/7-3-73
SIno-Soviet 10-11-66/5-14-67
Trinidad 1-2-70/8-31-70
Turkey-United States 12-4-70 /7-8-71
Uganda-Tan 6-1 7-72 / 1-2-73

~ 

~~ 
.
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Once thi s data was collec ted , it would then be transformed by the
weighting matrix which provides each agency ’s image of its environment.
Thus , each agency in this run of the model is provided with identical

amounts of information. The difference in agency perception is determined
only by agency image. We fed the model indicators of each day on the six-
month period of all 36 crises. For many days indicators did not change.
When they did change , however, the models produced new interpretations and
new estimates of threat , decision time and uncertainty . The remainder of
this chapter reports these results .

Wh ich Indicators Were Employed
Before addressing individual agencies , a rev iew of the indi cator code

sheet is imperative. The use of indicators addresses the complexities of
a crisis. If a wide variety of indicators were used to describe a crisis ,
it might depict a situation that encompasses many issue areas as well as
many actors. If, however, use of indicators for a particular crisis is
limi ted, the indicators provide only a limi ted amount of information about
the crisis situation . Coding i n a s ing le i ssue area may reflec t dif ferent
degrees of agency involvement in perceiving the crisis. Those crises that
use only a small number of indi cators are not necessar i ly simpl e cri ses.
Rather , these crises are limited only in terms of alt~t’~tàtive interpretations.
Thus they represent “cut and dry” situations.

The range in employment of ind i cators to signal crises information is
from two to thirty (Table 5.2). In general , indicators of Chinese and
Soviet involvement in pre-crises activity seems minimal. The only significant
indicator of Soviet invol vement is its politi cal activities. It appears
that classic cold war confrontation rhetoric has had very little salience
to this era in US crisis diplomacy . This position is also supported by
the ranking of indicators signalling US direct military involvement in pre-
crises behavior. These Indi cators were more sal ient than Soviet or
Chinese indicators but they trailed far below the frequently employed
indicators .

TABLE 5.8 173
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1ABLE 5.2

RANK ORDER OF INDICATORS
BY FREQUENCY OF EMPLOYMENT IN CRI SES

Frequency

USA political relations with x 30

Politi cal relations x ~~~~~~ y 27

Current unit capability of x 26
Domestic stability in x 25
USR political relations with x 23

Military relations x 
~~

->  y 23

USA economi c relations with x 22
Current military readiness of x 21
Status of US economic property in x 21
Status of US diplomatic property/personnel in x 20
Status of hostile US groups in x 19
Status of pro-US groups in x 18
Status of US citizens in x 18

Economic relat i ons x ‘- ->  y 17

Status of US military in x 16
USA mi l itary presence 1 5
USA military relations wi th x 14
PRC political relations wi th x 11
CP pro-USR activity in x 10
USR economic relations with x 8
USR military relations with x 8
CP pro-PRC activity In x 7
USR military presence 5

PRC economi c relations with x 4
PRC military relations with x 3
PRC military presence 2
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The frequently employed ind icators tell an interesting story. The
1965-1975 perIod has seen a consider-thle number of crises from the perspective
of the United States . These crises appear to have been of two particular
forms . One type deals with US political or economic relations wi th a
particular host country. It usually happens wi thin the context of Soviet
political relations. It may also affect economic or diplomatic property
within that country. This form of crisis frequently centers around
domestic stability or shifts in the power position of groups friendly with
one of the super powers. The other major crisi s scenario involves conflict
erupting between two antagonists . These crises are signalled by political
or mil itary relations between country X and country Y taking a turn for the
worse. In these crisi s scenarios the security of US propert. - ritizens
i s frequently a source of concern .

The indicator system has a certain face validity . These mi s types
appear real i stic. We woul d not expect heavy US mi l itary involvment at the
Outset of crises with the major exception of Vietnam. Major power con-
frontations have also been minimal.1 In today’s crisis plannin g cycles
in the United States, strategists frequently make use of a series of ideal
type crises against which US military capability is eva l uated. This set
of potential crises usually contains an attack on the US, a war in Europe,
an Arab-Israeli confrontation , a war in Korea , and perhaps one other confron-
tation. Table 5.3 suggests strongly that such a list of crises is heavily
skewed in inappropriate directions if the US is to be prepared to recognize
crises In the future. In order to do a better job in early warning , a new
l ist of crises to prepare far is necessary. It should be skewed more
heav ily to early warning of political shifts In third world countries and
to the United States’ role as a thi rd party observer in many areas of the
world.

What this section explores is how the matrix has transformed movements
in the indicator set Into gener’lized interpretation about the foreign policy

1The sole exception is the Yom Kippur War espisode.
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process. Each agency has a set of alternative contextua l interpretations
for crises. These interpreta tions can shift from day-to—day in the early
warning process. Table 5.3 lists the modal interpretation of each crisis.

H When crises showed a significant shift in interpretation both modal
categories were included. The Centra l Intelligence Ageny seems concerned
over two potentialities in these crises. They frequently see it as likely
that the country being analyzed will become a battleground between super
powers and that there is a danger that leaders hostile to the US will take
over the government of the country . The State Department is sensitized
by some of the same concerns but it sees these issues In more general terms .
It is frequently concerned with issues of territorial sovereignty . This
latter Issue is similar to the Defense Department’ s concern over potential

attacks on individual countries by hostile forces. The Defense Department
demonstrates a much more radical position to crises , however. It sees them
as primarily a question of the US reserve to fight. This was a familiar
slogan of the period immediately preceding Vietnam. If our coding of
agency sensitivities is correct , it seriously influences early warning in
the Defense Department. The final Defense sensitivity is to the potential
defeat of forces supplied and trained by the United States.

Here we have confirmation of the classic differences in the three
agencies. Defense sees the world in terms of military forces and the will
to fight. State sees questions of sovereignty and the conflict potential
of current positions. The Central Intel ligence Agency looks at indicators
in terms of the game of future control of each country .

Yet another form of analysis on this data set leads to information as
to the dynamic nature of agency interpretations. To code shifts in inter-
pretation we coded for every day that there was a change in Indicators. On
days in which there were no changes in indicators , we did not have a shift.
Frequently, even wi th a change in indicators , no shift in model interpretations
occurred . Tables 5.4 -5.6 provide matrices of the frequency of shift. State
Department (Table 5.4) shows the most activity in reinterpreting a crisis;
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TABLE 5.4 FREQUENCY OF TRANSITION IN STATE DEPARTMENT INTERPRETATIONS .
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In this case shifts In concern over the traditional territorial integrity
Issue and the saliency of super power politics. While the latter inter-
pretati on was a clear preference of the Ki ssinger Sta te Department it
appears to be the same In the current administration. Thus , while oscil—
lating, concern Is likely to continue in dip lomatic early warning.

The Department of Defense (Table 5.5) was almost as volatile in
interpretations as the Sta te Department. Here , however , there is a

more complex dynamic. There is a three-step sequence in these interpre-
tations. Defense sees an issue in terms of the likelihood of an attack
on a third country (1), the defeat of forces friendly to the US (4), and
as a question of our wil l to fight (7). It appears to be the case that
one interpretation leads to another with an eventual osciallati on between
the latter two .

Finally, the CIA (Table 5.6) seems to be the most stable of the three
in interpretations of crises. Here the major cycle is that a potential
fall of friendly governments to hostile forces will create an arena for
US-Soviet confrontati on. There is also a minor cycle which feeds these
concerns. ~lere, the status quo in a country is threatened thereby throwing
the situation into a potential conflict wi th other major powers. There are
a number of crises (8) in which upsetting of the status quo is the only
perceived outcome of domestic instabilities. The agency is a clear
supporter of status quo politics when such a policy agrees with their
perception of US interests. ,~~~~~

How Much Threat Is There? 
-

The “Chicken Little” phenomena in early warning Is by now a familiar
occurrence. Just how much threat really exists ? How can we be sure of
its interpretation? These questions are beyond the scope of this paper.
Indeed they may not, In p r i n c i p l e , be able to be addressed . There are a
number of related questions which are worthy of considerable attention,
however. What is the degree of agreement between agencies as to the amount
of threat in a given context? Do the differences point to clear trends in
the perception of threat?
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TABLE 5.5: FREQUENCY OF TRANSITION IN DEFENSE DEPARTMENT INTERPRETATIONS.
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TABLE 5.6: FREQUENCY OF TRANSITION IN CIA INTERPRETATIONS.
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In order to compare agencies ’ interpretation of the amount of threat
in each situation under study , we identified the maximum amount of threat
assigned to each crisis situation. We then aggregated the crises by
reference to who saw the most threat. Table 5. 7 presents these rankings.
The State Department saw 27 of the 36 crises as more threatening then the
other agencies . In 5, Defense saw the most threat and in 4 , CIA was most
concerned . Most crises in which the US was an interested third party
place the State Department in the lead in seeing threat. These threats

are not to the US directly. Rather they were , as we have seen previously,

threats to diplomatic procedure and to peace. In 19 of the 27 the Defense
Department placed second In ranking threat. The differences between
Defense and CIA in ranking threat seems to involve the importance of
stability versus the threat to US persons , property , or weapons. When
there is a clear potential need to send in troops to protect US property
or personnel , the Defense Department sees a potential for threat.

The five crises highlighted by Defense estimates of threat invol ve
direct threats to military posture or to military units . The sensitivity
of DOD early warning routines to the Korean tree pruning episode. In
those situations in which the CIA leads in estimates of threat , shifts
in government or the fall of governments pl ays an important part. Vietnam
in this analysis focuses on the fall in 1975. The anomally is the Sino—
Soviet crisis of 1966-67.

To summarize these findings , it appears that crises have presented
a type of threat to US Interests most salient to the State Departments ’

concerns. In these crises there is frequently grounds for Defense concern
that it may be called upon to rescue or protect US citizens or property .
To the degree that instabilities affect the traditional status quo
supportive of the United States, the CIA is concerned . In those crises
which trigger extreme estimate s of threat by the Defense Department , they

are sometimes overly sensitized by small scale isolated military incidents.
If the future continues like the recent past , US early warning would be
well advised to focus more upon threats to the territorial integrity of
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TrinIdad 1-2-70/8-31-70
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others and to peace in the third world then to direct mi litary involvement
of US forces. Its concern for US property and citizenry suggests that
early moves to minimize their danger would minimize the pressures to
intervene militarily.

How Important are Time Constraints in Crises?
The pressures to act are great in a crisis. The initiative must be

selzed~ The longer we wait , the fewer options are left open to us These
and many other slogans are by now famous calls to action. But how do the
agencies differ in their desire to act quickly. Table 5.8 addresses this
issue. In order to achieve a more reasonable comparison , we moved to a
standard identification of the day in which the crisis was to have started
and asked how much decision time was seen by each agency for that period.

The results are unequivocal. It is the State Department which sees
the least amount of time to act. In 18 out of 26 crises , State sees the
greatest need to act quickly. They are not however the same crises in
which they saw threat~ While several crises calling for action by State
are seen as hi gh threat by them, the trespassing episode in North Korea ,
Vie tnam , Jordan , Laos , and Greece were all seen as crises in which quick
action was necessary . The CIA saw 12 crises in which quick action was
more desirable than dis State or Defense. This set of crises included
most of the minor Mid-East and several African crises . Defense saw only
six crises as most constrained by-time demands. These included Dominican
Republic and Cambodia; both crises in which they had to take significant
actions immediately.

The conclusions seem to be straightforward again. Those events
that galvanize the Defense Department into demands for quick action do not
occur very frequently. The outer environment has simply not been relevant
to Defense Department concerns . Fast action has been perceived as necessary
in response to diplomatic initiatives or to influence shifts in the status
quo , but these are concerns of the State Department or the CIA, It has
not frequently been the case that quick action to defend US military
capability has been deemed necessary .
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RANK BY AGENCY FOR DECISION TIME
ON INITIAL DAY OF CRISIS

CIA > Defense > State State > Defense > CIA

Bangladesh Rhodesia-Zambia
Cyp.~us 1974 Sino—Soviet
Haiti N = 2
North Korea-United States
Laos

Portugal Defense > State > CIA

Pueblo Cambodia

Rhodesia Cambodia 73-74

Saudi-PLO Angola

Trinidad Arab—Israe li

Uganda-Tanzania Cuba

N — 11 Hong Kong
Israel—Jordan 1
Israel -Jordan

Defense > CIA > State Lebanon- Israel
Greece Turkey -Uni ted States
India-Pakistan 

N = 10
Israel-United Arab Republic
Jordan

Korea

OPEC

Vietnam
N =  7

CIA > State > Defense

Cyprus 1967
Cambodia 1974
Jordan-Syri a
Middle East

N~~~4

State > CIA > Defense
Dominican Republic
Cambodia 1975

N = 2
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How Assured Are Agencies of Their Interpretations?

The final table (Table 5.9) addresses the issue of uncertainty .

This analysis hightlights differences in uncertainty over Interpretations
of the same set of ind icators. One interpretation of this table is
obvious . The Defense Department is —‘arely less certain of its indicators
than the other agencies . Only in the case of the Cuban situation of
1971-72 did the Defense exhibit more uncertainty than the other agencies .
The issue breaks down into two sets of crises; those in which the CIA saw
the s i t ua t ion  as most uncer ta in  and those in  which  the State Department

saw the situation as most uncertain. Here the differences seem directly
attributable to the importance of diplomacy and stability respectively.
In those issues in which the question of change in government was imminent ,
the uncertainty on the part of the CIA was highlighted. In those in
which diplomatic initiatives were obviously called for , State led the

three agencies in uncertainty.

Putting the Pieces Together
The research reported on in this chapter dealt with distinctions

between the manner in which models of the three agencies ’ early warn ing

systems responded to events , Our intention was to identify differences
in descriptions of the crisis and of interpretations of threat , decis ion

time , and uncertainty . Rather extensive differences were found. These
differences seem related to the rel evancy of particular agency images to
the current era of international crises. While we bel ieve we have tapped
accurately the three agency images , we are conscious of the potential for
disagreement. Since we are dealing with fl exible simulation models , we

can easily analyze alternative indicator systems , interpretations or
weighting matrices. We plan to do jus t that in the future . Assuming
for the present , that we have tapped the agency images we still would
sugges t that there i s cons id erab le room for improvement.

In short , these findings suggest that the State Department image of
the state of affairs in the international environment was instrumental in
terms of its sensitivity in interpretating events . This agency seemed
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TABLE 5.9

RANK BY ~GENCY FOR UNCERTAINTY
ON IN i TIAL DAY OF CRISIS

State > CIA > Defense CIA > State > Defense

Arab-Israel i Angol a

Bangladesh Cambodia 75
Cambodia 74 Cyprus 67

Cambodia Dominican-Republic

Cambodia 73_74 Haiti

Cyprus 74 Jordan

Greece Jordan-Syria

Korea Laos

Israel-Jordan Hong Kong

Israel-Jordan 67 North Korea-United States
Israel-Un ited Arab Republic OPEC
Lebanon-Israel Portugal

Mi ddle East Pueblo
Rhodesia Trinidad

Rhodesia-Zambia Turkey-United States

Saudi-PLO Sino—Soviet
Uganda—Tanzania India—Pakistan

V ietnam
N = 18 N = 17

Defense > CIA > Sta te

Cuba

N =  1

(
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to fluctuate most frequently to changes in indicators , to see more threat,
less certa inty, and more of a demand for action than either Defense or
CIA. Yet, is the State image of the world accurate? It is , if as we
believe the US is to be sensitive to the territorial integrity of others ,

- 
to threats to the peace, to security of sovereign states and concerned with
American citizens, property, and economic interests abroad.

But what of the other interpretations , how do they stack up in this
game of cards? Not so well we feel . If the United States’ position is
to be one of supporting the status quo , of being sensiti ve to quick action
today to avert shifts in alignment in the future , then the CIA image is

appropriate . It was indeed potentially relevant to many crises. To some
extent the CIA image is accurate. It is sensitive to stabiitty and to
the concomitant implications of this stability for US interests around the

world. Its willingness to equate these shifts to threat and to call for
action gives pause for concern , however,

Finally, the Defense Department image of the world seems simply
i rrelevant for today ’s world. It sees crisis in terms of major power
confrontation , direct military conflict and tests of US fighting will.
Since this is its image , it sees little threat , uncerta inty or need for
action. Perhaps it is appropriate to let the giant slee p. But we are
concerned in that this image calls for military acti on to protect US
citizens , property and economi c interests and as such seems to play the
swing position between the other two agencies in interpretations. Only
i n the case of uncer ta i nty was it clearl y las t. Thus we are concerne d
that if our interpretation of its image is correct and it is left alone ,
the final administration ’s interpretation can be affected by an image
which shows little relevance to today ’s worl d.



Chapter V I

THE ANALYSIS OF PERCEPTION

Introduction

lip until this point we have attempted to describe a sample of
United States crises . The output from the Crisis Perception Model
was treated as nominal or ord inal data . By doing this insights
regarding the pattern of perceptions across the set of crises were
gained.

The chapter looks at the information provided by the model in
more detail. The information provided will again be used as output
of the model , but when appropriate , it will be treated as interval
data. The data will be used to analyze two important issues in the
area of cris is demarcation. First , an agency’s perception in the
early warn ing processes will be scrutinized for definite patterns.
Second , the inter-relationship between agency perceptions wi thin a
s ingle cr i s is w ill be exam ined .

The analys is of early warn ing processes prov id es a dynami c v iew
of the onset of crises . In the early, pre-crisis periods of any
si tuation , the Interpretation of developments is heavily based upon
analysts ’ images of past behavior. As noted by Brady (1975, p. 1),
“si tuational qualities in crisis recognition are those dimensions of
other nat ion ’s past or future behav ior perce ived by pol i cy makers ,
which have the capacity to vary over the short-term , and present the
most temporally immediate external infl uences on foreign policy. ”

In this chapter we will investigate whether or not international
crises provide points on which agencies to coalesce. International
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crises are temporal periods in which governmental leaders are the

primary decision makers. But their decisions are only as good as
the information on which they are based . In the case of a govern-

mental leader it is important that he know the reasons for differences

of opinion . Does an international crisis imply that the perceptions

of each agency will be identical or conflicting? If there are con-
flIcting perspect i ves , are they benef i c ial or dangerous to the
management of crises?

The theoretical and analytical arguments are mixed on this topic.
Daniel Ellsberg for example (Papers on the War, 1972, p. 118) claims
that the President and his Secretaries of State and Defense had a
great deal of control over the types of information on the Vietnam war.
They were acce pt ing reports that supported a Pres ident ’s posi tion wh i le
rejecting the more pessimistic reports. While the Ellsberg argument

does not provide information on the nature of the mix of bureaucratic
perceptions , there i s a hint of the process. In thei r attempts to
please their superiors the agencies would likely provide information

which corroborates not only the President ’s positions but supports

the other agenc ies ’ evi dence as well.

The other perspective which suggests that there is a considerabl e
degree of mix in agency perceptions presented to the President is best
seen in Robert Kennedy ’s account of the Cuban Missile Crisis (1969).
In a chapter entitled “Some Things we Learned ,” Kennedy notes that
representat i ves of the Pentagon, CIA , and AID must have a sounding
board in addition to that provided by the State Department. These
other agencies were seen as providing information , intelligence , opinion
and judgments which were quite contrary to those offered by the State
Department (p. 93).
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We will want to see how the perceptual model s built in the computer

simulation fare in this debate. When the weighting matrices were
designed each agency was treated as a separate entity . Interpretations

— and weightings were devised for each agency wi thout consideration of

other agency codings. An examination of those aspects of the model
which are common to all three of the agenc ies -- threat , decision time ,
and uncertainty -- will determine how incrementa l developments in the

building of the simulation relate to the larger bureaucratic milieu.

The Data
To Inves tigate the early warn ing process and the perce ptual mi x,

we w ill concentra te on the threa t, decision time , and uncertainty outputs
for each agency, Threat, decision time , and uncertainty were chosen for
several reasons . Fi rst, this data can be treated as interval data.
The type of analysis planned in this paper -- an investi gat ion of cor-
relations -- calls for the use of interval data. More importantly,
these character i sti cs of the agencies are common to all three agenc ies .
These three ind icators w ill provide an opportunity to compare identical
as pects of perception. The compari son of interpretations between
agencies can only be done in a less rigorous manner , It appears to
be a fairly difficult task comparing a statement like ‘se i zure of
United States property ’ with ‘have opportunity in X to build future
assets .’ Unl i ke threa t, decision time, and uncertainty , the inter-
pretation aspect of the model has a built-in bias towards the perspective
that sees each agency offering its own and separate opinion.

Finally, threat , decision time , and uncertainty have been viewed by
a number of earl ier analysts who have i nves tigated cr isis s i tua tions.
Indeed , a major study was conducted for the purpose of designing sped -
fications for the World-Wide Military Command and Control System, These
three variables are used to compare the agencies ’ images . Investigation
of agency interpretations would be hard to generalize without a common
baseline. The triad of perceptions , however , since they appear to be
viewed as primary elements in defining international crisis would provide
an excellen t source for generalization.
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The data Investigated is the output phase of the Crisis Perception

Model. The process of analyzing our simulation results emphasizes one
of the most important characteristics of a computer simulation .
A simulation must be able to provide in-formation that is not apparent
upon Investigating singular components of the model . Analysis of the
output provides us with two types of information. First, we are ab le to
obtain a ‘gestalt’ of the crisis process. We will be able to see how

international crises affect the bureaucratic milieu. Secondly, it may
provide us with counter-intuitive findings. That is , when we combi ne
and compare the output of the model , we may f ind that the resul ts don ’t
appear to follow naturally from certai n assum ptions . Wor ki ng through
the model transforms our assumptions and propositions into results which
we could not have considered using less sophisticated methods.

Formulat ing a Research Des ig n
The logic of the analysis presented below borrows heavily from some

earlier research done in the soc ial sc iences . The analys i s deal ing w i th
bureaucratic politics or the organizational consistency approach is based
on Campbel l and Fi sks ‘multi -method ’ analysis (Psychological Bulletin ,
1959, pp. 81-105).

Accord ing to Campbell and Fi sk , any researcher must have both con-
vergent and discriminate validity in any indicator system. Convergent
validation is the confirmation of an indicator by independent procedures.
(Tha t Is , If you have two indicators that are supposed to be measuring
the same thing, they should correlate highly wi th each other.) Discriminate
val idation is the conf i rmation that different indicators measure different
things. (Therefore , there is a low correlation between different indicators.)

This type of comparison is at the heart of the disagreement over whether
agencies In the foreign policy community have similar or diverse perceptions
of the outer environmen t. The Campbe ll and Fi ske techn iq ue a l lows us to
look at the hetro/homo-geneity of our indicators between agencies and
across cr i ses .
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Campbell and Fiske argue that there is an easy way to look at these

types of validi ty. Given a matrix of correlations between each and
every Ind icator used in an analysis, di s tinct pat terns of relat ions emerge.
In our analysis this matri x of correlations deals ~:ith each of the
agencies three perceptions . Figure 6.1 provides an example of such a

matrix.

The bottom half of the matrix can be divided into three distinct
parts. Each of these parts will help make judgments about the homo/
hetro-geneity of each of the perceptions.

1. The diagonal lines between the dotted triangles represent
the validity diagonal (discrimi nant validity). These
diagonals provide measures of the inter-agency
correlations on the same type of perceptions .

2. Adjacent to each of the validity diagonals is the hetro-
trait hetro-perception triangles. This triangle
represents the relationships between different agencies
on different perceptions.

3. The solid triangles represent the hetro-trait mono-
perception triangles. In our case, these triangles
provide us wi th the relationship for each of the
variables within a sing le agency.

The decision to employ this type of technique in studying inter-agency

perception Is based on two rat ionales . Fi rst, thi s type of analys i s does
not require advanced understanding of statistics. Rather , the matri ces
provide an easy way “to eyeball” the kind of output the crisis
perception model is producing. Second , and more importantly,
the matrix provides some rather stringent guidelines in determining the
degree of Inter-agency hetro-geneity for each of the perceptions.

Some guidelines which could be empl oyed using the matrices to judge
the hetro-genelty of perceptions in crisis are:

1. The entries in the validity diagonal (inter-agency mono-
perception corre l ations ) shoul d be close to 0.0.

2. The entries in the hetro-agency, hetro-perception triangles
should also be close to zero.

3. The entries in the hetro-perception , mono-agency triangle
may not necessarily be close to 1.0, but these correlations
should be greater than those correlations found in
criteria #2.
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These three criteria provide rather stringent guidelines in deter-
mining the degree of interrelationship among the agencies. Criterion
#1 IndIcates that there Is a marked difference in the way each of the
agencies view their outer environment. Criterion #2 suggests that
there is no overla p of ef f e c t s .  I t  says that a genc ies are not l i nked
in a secondary way, such as CIA uncertainty correlating with State
Department threat. Finally, criterion #3 argues that an agency ’s
perceptions are homogeneous and that within an agency each of the
indicators affects one another.

It is apparent from this classification that there are two elements
to the relationship between agency perceptions. First , agency per-
ceptions correlate highly with each other. Second , there is no overlap
or connection between agencies. As was discussed in the previous chapter ,
each of the three agencies receive the same stimulus from the outer
environment. This is the coded data found on the indicator sheet.
These indicators are filtered through each agencies ’ weighting matrix
/Tmage7 to provide us with agency perceptions . Since the perceptions
come from the same stimulus we expect some inter-agency correlation
between the perceptions. The differences in the correlations is
related to the differences in each agency ’s image. Agency image pl ays
an important role by attaching differing degrees of importance to
various indicaters for each agency. This weighting process combined
with the different codings for each crisis yield a fairly dynamic model
of crisis perceptions.

But this model is tempered in another way. Each of the measures
of agency perceptions are defined by the same equations. While the
different weighting matrices provide a dynamic element to the model , the
use of the same equations provide a static element. Since these equations
differ only in the weighting components part of the equation for each
agency, relatively high correlations on the inter-agency, homo-perception
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di agonals are expected .1 Further , it is not clear that the intra-agency
perce ptions wi l l  be hig hl y correla ted . Thi s i s because none of the
measures of perception , except for decision time , are a funct ion of one
another. In the case of decision time , it is a function of the
difference between the present and past uncertainty measures. But ,
this measure is altered by a decaying function .2 Thus , the intra-agency
perception will not necessarily be highly correlated .

Further , the structure of the matrices is such that the intra-agency
hetro-perception triangles will be very similar to the inter-agency ,
hetro—perception triangles . Again , this is a result of the usage of
the same equation (with different weighti ,~g components for each of the
agencies).

Resul ts

I. The Inter-agency , Mono-
perception Diagonal

Most of the correlations between the agencies on this diagonal were
relatively high (see technical appendix of this chapter for actual matrices).
The correlations between the threat measures were consistently the high
correlations. This -is primarily a result of the coding process. Threat
is defined as the sum of the negative scores of the subset of weighted
indicators which define that interpretation. Threat for all interpre-
tations and perceptions is highly dependent on those indicators which
have been coded negatively. From these correlations an assumption of
the perceptual model can be made explicit. Agencies will have the same
sense of threat if their interpretation of the outer environment keep on
the same indi cators whi ch have ne ga ti ve scores .

There are only a few crises which do not follow the expectation
of high correlations between agencies on the perception of threat.
These are Jor dan (r thS th = .47671); N. Korea-U S (r

~hS~~I, 
= .03463).

Both of these crises fel l into the same categories in our preceding
analysis on the rank order of agencies for maximum threat as well as

1This point will be substantiated and refined below.
2See p. 94.
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uncertainty. In the threat typology , both crises fall i nto the ca tegory
of Defense > State > CIA while in the uncertainty typology , they fall into
the CIA > Sta te > Defense ca tegor y . Fur ther , the low corre la ti ons oc q tir
in both cases between the State Depar tment and the Defense Depar tmen t on
threat.

It is not apparent that the crises falling into the same categories for
agency ranking helps explain the low correlations. A number of crises other
than Jordan and N. Korea-US fel l into these two categories , yet they do

not have low correlations between the State and Defense Departments on
threat.

Since there appears to be no apparent perceptual network which is causing
this low correlation , we must drop back a step and investigate agency inter-
pretations for these two crises. Given the low correlation we would expect
the State Department and the Defense Department to key on different indicators .
The simplest way to find this out using our model is to look at the inter-
pretations which dominated each agency ’s image of these crises.

In the Jordan crisis the predominant interpretation employed by the State
Depar tmen t was “the territorial integrity of X violated .” This interpretation
heavily weighs indicators 10-12, 18, 19 and 26. The Defense Department
interpretation vacilates between ‘X is questioning our reserve to fight’ and
‘V is in a position to attack X’ . The first defense interpretation heavily
weighs indicators 10-12 while the second interpretation heavily weighs
indicators 18, 19, 24-26. From this comparison, we
get a hint of the distinction between the two agency perceptions. State was
continuously weighing six indicators heavily while Defense was only weighing
three at any single time . While this only gives us a sketch of
what is going on, it clearly shows the importance that the concept of image
plays in the Crisis Perception Model .

The North Korean—US crisis is very similar to the Jordan crisis in that
the two agencies are weighing different indicators . The Defense Department
weighs Indicator 15 as a result of employing the interpretation ‘forces
friendly to US being overrun. ’ State, on the other han d, Is heavily weighing

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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the same Indicators as in the Jordan crisis: 10-12, 18, 19, 26. Since
there Is no overlap between the two sets of i ndi ca tors , the perceptions
between the two agencies are not highly related . Image combined with
movement in the outer environment (which is reflected in the coding)
have forced the two agencies to be threatened by different stimuli.

The inter-agency correlations for decision time follow the same
pattern as the threat correlations. There is a high degree of agreement
among the agencies except for two cases. One of these cases is the same
as in the threat indicators -- US-North Korean (rDS DC = 0.10229 and
rDS DD = .09988). While the other crisis is the India-Pakistan crisis
(r DS DC = .28416 and rOS ~ 

= .34481). Unlike the cases involving threat,
there appears to be two different processes occurring since the correlations
are in opposite directions . What is similar about these two crises is
that both have low correlations between the State Department and the two
other agencies.

The only typology of agency ranking in which both of these crises
can be found in the same cell is the uncertainty typology. Both fall into
the category where the CIA has the highest amount of uncertainty fol lowed
by the State Department and the Defense Department. Since uncertainty
does play a part in describing decision time , this may have some importance
in defining the low relati onships. But again , the cell is filled wi th
other crises which also show the same ranking among agencies but do not
have low correl ati ons. I t seems sa fe to say from thi s secon d inc idence
that agency ranking has little or no affect on explaining deviant cases.

A tentative conclusion which migh t be drawn from this analysis is that
an agency domination of some perceptual measure does not help explain the
low inter-agency correlations on that same perception. In other words,
a comparison of the rankings and the correlations indicates that it is unlikely
that an agency ’s view would be so strong as to override another agency from
having the same view. In the majority of cases a dominant agency ’s perception
is highly correlated wi th similar perceptions by other agencies. In those
cases when there is low Inter-agency correlation , the dom i nance of an agency
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does not seem to be the discriminating reason for the low relationship. The
magnitude of a particular agencies ’ perception on similar indicators does not
rule out the other agencies from having similar perceptions just smaller in
magnitude.

The correlations on uncertainty do not fol low such a unimodal pattern
as the two earlier perceptions. For uncertainty , low correlations between
agencies are the rule rather than the exception. In only ten crises do the
correlations exceed .50 (see Table 6.1 ). Further , some of these crises
with high correlati on show negative relationships between some of the
perceptions. Uncertainty acts very differently than the preceding two
indicators .

Four of the crises show negative relati onships between uncertainty .
Two of these crises -- Cuba and Turkey-US -- show negative correlations
between the CIA and both of the other agencies . Both of these crises dea l
with the kidnapping or destruction of US citizens or property. The
protection of US nationals explain the negative relationships. Both the
State Department and Defense Department will see a need to openly act in
a situation of this type. Protection of nations is a highly observable
opera tion. Fur ther , the seizure of nationals or their property is a quick
and unexpected type of crisis. It does not follow a long term trend such

as those investigated in the works of Choucri and North (1975).

Sporadic disruption might lower expectations since it fits into an overall
scheme. While at the same time , State and Defense will be surprised and
unsure of what to expect from the other participants in the crisis.

The other crises which show high inter-agency agreement on uncertainty
occurred either In the Mideast or on the Afri can continent. While the
importance of this geographical distribution may be minima l , it is the only
obvious common characteristic of the crises . The reason that this geo-
graphical aspect should not be discounted is that 15 of the 36 crises occurred

in this geographical locale. Since this locale predominates our sample ,

extreme caution should be employed in using the locale as an explanation.
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TABLE 6.1

LIST OF CRISES
ON INTER-AGENCY RELATIONSHIP FOR UNCERTAINTY

Low Relationship* High Relationship
Between Agencies Between Agencies

PLO-l Cambodia + Cuba (CIA)
Saudi-PLO Israel-Jordan 1 + Cambodia 73-74 (Defense)
Korea Lebanon-Israel + Turkey-US (CIA)
Arab-Israeli Israel-UAR + Greece (State)
Mideast Cyprus 74 Angola
Cyrpus Jordan Israel -Jordan
Dom-Rep North Korea-US Rhodesia-Zambia
Sino-Soviet India-Paki stan Rhodesia
Portugal Hong Kong Jordan-Syria
Vietnam Bangladesh Uganda -Tanzani a
Cam bod i a 74
OPEC
Laos
Camb odi a 75

*Operatjonally defined as one of the three corelations between each
agency 0 > r > .5.

+ crises with some negative relationships (see text).

(
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II. Hetro-agency Hetro-
perce pt ion Tr iang l e

The relationsh ips between each of the agencies on different per-
ceptions must be examined . This type of investigation is one way to
discern the degree of conflict between each of the agencies . A priori
one would expect low correlations between the agencies on different
perceptions. Yet, the results provided by the model are more compl ex.
First, there does appear to be some relationships between the agencies
on different indicators. This is primarily a function of the weighting
schemes for each agency filtering the same data.

While the same stimuli plays an important role in the correlations
between these perceptions , the weighting matrices themselves are of
primary importance. This is the case, since high correlati ons between
the agencies in all crisis situations were not found . Rather , high
correlations occur on those crises in which there is a high degree of
interaction between the agency interpretations.

For example in a number of crises (see Appendix A) there is a
high correlation between the Defense uncertainty perception and the other
two agencies threat perceptions. Recalling the operational definitions
of these two measures , it is not difficult to see how the relati onship
has come about. Those indicators with the highest weight ings for the
Defense Department are the same indicators which received negative scores.
This also explains the high correlations between the Defense Department
perceptions of threat and uncertainty discussed in the earlier section.

In only one instance does a high correlation appear with two perceptual
variables in which uncertainty is not i nvolved . In the Mid-East crisis
there Is a pattern of high negative correlations between decision time and
threat for all of the dyadic relati onships between agencies. Decision
time is linked to the uncertainty perception. Again , it appears that
ind icators wi th the highest weightings for each of the agencies are the
same indicators which consistently have negative scores.
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Thus , in the cases under study here any linkage between perceptions that
have occurred has come throuah those indicators which show a negative value.

A tentative conclusion which might be drawn from this is that some
l inka ge occurs in situa tions wher e “bad things ” are beginning to happen .
Thus , when the situation takes a turn for the worse, there is a tendency
for the three agencies to coalesce in their interpretations. This has
several implications. A President can expect large differences of
opi n ion between agenc ies when cr ises are not so dang erous an d v ice versa.
These findings contain a warning: Watch carefully for divergencies
during periods of intense crises. While he must identify the reasons
for divergences during these periods quickly, a President may rarely
see such divergenc ies when he most needs them.

III. Hetro-Trait Mono-
agency Triangle

In most of the crises the CIA triangle shows one high correlation
between threat and uncertainty . In two cases a high negative cor-
relation occurs between decision time and uncertainty (Cyprus and
Greece). In the Angolian and Middle -East crisis , there is a high
negative correlation between threat and decision time. In a few
cr i ses , such as the Arab-Israeli crisis; Cambodia (5); India—Pakistan;
and OPEC , there are extremely low correlations between all three per-
cepti ons.

A similar pattern occurs in the State Department. In most crises ,
there is a high correlation between uncertainty and threat. In two
cr i ses , this high correlati on is combined with a hi gh correlation between
decision time and threat (Dominican-Republic and the Mid-East). In the
Portugese crisis the only high relationship is found between uncertainty
and decision time. In a number of crises there are low correlations
between the perceptions. These crises are: Jordan, Laos, Vietnam , and
the Arab-Israeli.

This pattern also holds for the Department of Defense. A clear
majority of crises show a high relationship between threat and uncertainty .
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The Mid-East and Bang l adesh crises also show a high negative correlation
between threat and decision time added to this pattern. In a number of
crises involving kidnap attempts or assault on US citizens, there is a
high negative correlation between uncertainty and threat (North Korea-
US and the Dominican Republic). Two other crises show a high positive
relationship between these two perceptions (Korea and Lebanon-Israel).
Low correlations occur in three crises : India-Pakistan , Israel-UAR ;
and Turkey-US. Cyprus and Vietnam show a high correlation between
decision time and threat.

No single characteristic of a crisis distinguishes itself as a
deviant case. Only two crises -- Arab-Israeli and India-Pakistan --
receive low mono-agency correlations in two different agencies. Both
of these crises can be described as border clashes. But one of the
cr i ses , the Arab-Israel i , receives low correlations for the CIA and
the State, while the other, India-Pakistan , rece i ve s the low correla ti ons
in the CIA and Defense Department. Perhaps the differences between the
two is found in US military preparedness for the Middle-Eastern crisis
while a lack of military preparedness exists in the Asian situation.

What does seem to occur in all the crises wi th low correlations is
that they all reflect the military dimension of a crisis. Only in OPEC
are troops not involved in the situation. All of the other crises can
be described as military rather than diplomatic or economic crises.

Conc l us ions
From our analysis important conclusions about the crisis perception

model can be drawn . F i rs t, the results reinforce the idea that it is
the combination of changes in the external environment along wi th an agency ’s
image that drives the model . This is seen in the different patterns of
relationships which have emerged over the set of crises. The lack of
agency images would have forced us into a chartist position with no clear
patterns emerging. A model wi th an over-emphasis on image would have l eft
us with no var iance across the set of cr ises.
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Even wi th this mix of external stimuli and image weighting some points
about agency interactions appear to be in order. Threat appears to be the
most agreed upon perception between agencies. The importance of this can
not be understated. As noted in a previous chapter, threa t has l acked an
important place in the theoretical perspective on conflict. This result
indicates two things. First, it is an important element in international
crises using a perceptual perspective. Second , the basis for seeing
threat differs from agency to agency.

The fact that high correlations do not occur on uncertainty also has
important Implications for the behavioral transformations. It seems to
indicate that the agencies may not perceive a crisis at similar times. It
al so indicates that new information has very different effects on each of
the agencies. A stimuli may force one agency ’s distribution of inter-
pretations into a uni-modal form while at the same time forcing another
agency ’s distribution into a multi -model perspective.

Finally, an important implicit assumption brought out in this analysis
is the linkage between the uncertainty and threat measures. While this
has some important implications for the catastrophe model (in particular ,
it seems to indicate that there is a movement in the direction hypothesized 1 ),
it has others as well. It suggests that the images described in our
research are predominantly weighted toward bad things (negative scores)
happening .2 The images may be applicabl e to crisis situations (especially
using a post-hoc perspective) but not the larger every day transactions that
occur on an ever yday bas i s. Thi s, however, is only a hunch , s ince we have
not in this analysis attempted to compare crisis situations wi th non-crisis
situations.

1lhis leads to some assumptions about the perceptua l field , which
be Investigated below . In particu lar , tha t the two measures are not
transformed in the analysis using the catastrophe model .

2lhat is, the more negative scores coded the more interpretations come
into importance , the greater the degree of uncertainty .

- -  Sr__
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Still , it seems important that the conceptualization underlying the
model seems to point to this linkage between uncertainty and threat. It
seems almost comonsensical that when we are not sure of a situation we
will feel anxiety and threatened . The model indicates that this threatening
feel ing might occur in two ways. First , if a particular agency is uncertain
about its interpretation of the unfolding events (mono-agency inter-
perception triangles), it may begin to feel threatened . Second , a rein-
forcement effect also occurs in the model. When another agency is also
uncertain about its outer environment , it may stimulate the first agency ’s
perceptions of threat.

From this we can conclude that a link exists between the perceptions
of each of the agencies. This linkage is primarily a reinforcement
process which occurs as a result of the mix of interpretations which each
of the agencies have in their image structure.



APPE NDIX A

MUTLI-AGENCY , MULTI-PERCEPTION MATRIX
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Chapter VI I
THE CONCEPT OF CRISIS IN INTERNATIONAL POLITICS

The Concept of Crisis
While the importance of crises in the international system is wel l

understood , a clear understanding of what causes situations to be seen
as crises has so far alluded students of the subject. One possible
reason for this conceptual inadquacy is the lack of analytic frameworks
in which to place the concept . To a large extent , the explanation for
this absence of theory rests with the confusion surrounding the use of
the term. In its ordinary use, crisis has been equated wi th an important
volatile situation , one which is violent or potentially violent , - It
has been used to refer to the period preceding war even if war is ulti-
mately averted , The tendency has been to extend its meaning to include
a wide range of situations , As a result , it has become difficult to
operationally distinguish crisis from non-crisis periods. This tendency
has not been conducive to the production of systematic knowledge about
international relations and it appears to represent a difficulty which
is comon to both the scholar and the practitioner .

Two approaches to a more systematic definition of crisis can be
found in the literature ; the substantive and the procedural approaches .

’1

With the first or substantive approach , the concept of crisis is under-
stood as something which is specific to the content of a particular

1Roblnson (1968) first suggested these differences in the definition
of crisis. He notes , however , that while such definitions have enhanced
the use of this term , their use has also revealed a_serious dilemma con-
fronting crisis investigations: “/D7efinititions Lof crisis/ are either
extra-ordinarily precise and specific and hence not widely appl i cable to
a variety of situations , organizations , and subjects, Or they are so
broadly inclusive and so unrestricted in meaning as to make it difficult
to distinguish crisis from non—c risis. Either so many values are given
to the variable that it cannot conveniently be hypothetically related to
variations In the values of other factors, or it is categorized as crisis
or non-crisis with the effect that analyses are gross and ind i scriminate .”
(p. 116)
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probl em or situation . Those using this definition have been concerned
primarily wi th the implications of a particular policy , problem , or
situation (Kahn , 1965; Triska , 1964; McClelland , et al., 1965; Bloomfield
and Beattie, 1971), On the other hand , those students of crisis , whose
aims are genera l theory, tend to use a more procedural definition of
cr isi s (We iner an d Kahn , 1962; North , et al., 1968; Robinson , 1962;
Hermann , 1969). These definitions focus on those characteristics generic
to any crisis situation wi thout regard to the subject or the substance of
the crisis ,

The theoretical explanations of the latter group can be divided into
two areas: 1) those who utilize a decision—making approach which deals
primarily with intro—un it situations and processes, and 2) those who
prefer to investigate inter—unit exchanges. Specifically, the decision -
making approach theorists have dealt with policy processes , perceptions ,
intentions , public opinion , and the psychol ogical management (C, Hermann,
1977; M. Hermann , 1965; Paige , 1968; Robinson , 1962; Snyder, Bruck and
Sapin , 1962; Hoisti , 1962), In contrast to this approach , the systemic
approach focuses on the exchange of actions and reaction s to cri sis
partici pants. The number and types of foreign policy outputs which a
nation produces is thus examined according to the volume of acts per time
span , the distribution of actions across a set of types, and the sequencing
of acts (McC l el l an d , 1965 and 1968; Sullivan , 1964),

Yet neither approach has been able to explain the differences in actions
chosen by decision makers in apparently similar situations. For example,
why did the United States intervene on behalf of the crew of the Mayaguez,
but not on behalf of the crew of the Pueblo? Dealing wi th each of the
crises as a case study might provide us with information on the reasons
for different responses by the system. It could help to identify the
contexts in which each decision was taken. Unfortunately, using a case
study perspective generally means losing the underpinnings of a more
general framework which allows for the comparison of event streams from
differing crises .
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Most substantive writers on crises agree that there are some intriguing
forms of behavior noticed when the national security bureaucracy shifts from
a routine to a crisis mode of operation, One Inherent characteristic of
this shift is that the behavior appears bimodal over part of its range.
Sudden changes are observed from one mode of behavior to another; from
the pre—cris is standard operating procedures to the particular form of
crisis response chosen for each particular crisis. This patter,i of sudden
change is very difficult to forecast: small perturbations in the exterior
state of world affairs, in accordance wi th the systems school approach ,
occasionally create large differences in the behavior exhibited on the part
of the actor. These spec ia l situa ti ons are not amena b le to the norma l
statistical descriptive procedures developed by the systems theorist to
“explain ” or understand the shifts , Standard statistical procedures are
not adequate for describing such bimodality , sudden transitioning , and
di vergence.

The Introduction of Catastrophe Theory
It is our contention from chapters II and IV that a crisis in inter-

nationa l relations is operationally defined as a discontinuity or jump
In behavior. To capture this discontinuity one needs to identify
variables which indeed show shifts in behavior at the outset of a crisis.
Both military behavior and emergency operating procedures shift noticably
at the outset of a crisis, If we accept McClelland ’s definition of
crisis: “A cr i sis is, in some way , a change of state in the flow of
international pol i tical actions;” (1968, p~ 160), we will be able to
employ a very powerful model for describing crisis behavior.

The dimension of crisis behavior that we are interested in studying
Is military action, The behavior lies on a continuum which goes from
complete passivism on the low end to nuclear attack on the high end .
Military operations against some entity begin at the zero point on the
continuum and build to nuclear war at the high end, The continuum is
presen ted In chapter II .

-- ~—- - -  . -~~~~ -.-~~~
: 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Thom (1968) notes in his earliest article on catastrophe theory
that all changes that occur within the system under study rely on
variables within the system itself. All change in this model is
created from the inner environment of the system rather than from any
direct external stimuli. Keeping within this restriction the two
control variables in this example will be perceived decision time and
perceived threat. Obviously the perceptions are a function of the
outer env i ronm en t, but not necessarily a one-to-one mapping .1

The control variables are taken from Hermann ’s analysis of cr1 sis
situations. Hermann (1969) rearranged in earlier crisis typol ogy of
scheme by Robinson (1962) to include three dimensions: sur,rise (the
amount of prior awareness of the situation), the decision time available
to the decision maker (short, intermediate , or long), and the threat
present as perceived by the decision maker (high or low). This typology
was designed for the situational analysis of actions (Hermann , 1969,
p. 409), It is important to note that explaining crises in terms of
catastrophe theory treats behavior as a function of the situation . For
Herrnann it is the decision maker ’s perception of events in terms of each
of the three dimensions -- surprise , threat, and decision time that
distinguish the crisis situation from the non-crisis situation. Hermann
represents these three dimensions in a crisis cube (Figure 3,1).

For Hermann one of the eight points in the crisis cube depicts a
crisis situati on. The crisis situation is described when there is a
high threat, short decision time , and surprise. This allows for easy
delineation of a crisis situati on from a non-crisis situation. If one
of the three characteristics of the Hermann definition is missing , a
crisis situation does not exist.

Hermann argues that the position defined as a crisis in his cube
should be viewed as an idea l point. In reality crisis situations do
not actually lie in the corner of the cube designated as crisis.
Rather empirical situations lie close to this point.

‘1
See Phillips and Rimkunas (1977) for a development of these mappings.
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In our example of crisis defined by the cusp model , we will use two
independent variables. Since the independent variables are situational
var iables , we will employ decision time and threat in the cusp model .

The decision time continuum measures the relative amount of time
available for choosing alternative behaviors. A zero point on the con-
tinuum represents normalcy. Normalcy is a measure of the average decision
time using everyday standard operating procedures. On the low end
decision time is a matter of minutes (or seconds) such as reacting to
a signal that a nuclear attack has begun. On the high end of the
continuum actions need not be taken for several days or weeks.

The continuum for perceived threat will go from US strategic dominance
on the low end to US strategic impotence on the high end, It should be
remembered tha t this is perceived threat,

Assume that these concepts have been fully conceptualized and
operationalized . What are their relationships to each other? This is
an important aspect of Thom ’s model and the point at which it can make a
p~~erfu I contribution. Each relati onship can be viewed as a “slice ” of
the three-dimensional graph found in Figure 7.0.

Lnt -1~~p~ Model of Crisis
The simplest model , the cusp model , is a three-dimensional model

which consists of two independent variables affecting a single dependent
va r i ab l e . The relationship between each of the variables is synthesized
onto a single three-dimensiona l graph , One of the real assets of Thom ’s
model is that It looks at the interaction between relationships as well as
between variables.

The cusp model ’s behavior and control space is defined by the function:
f(dt,th ,x ) = 1/4 X4 1/2 dt X2 + th X (1)

In terms of the behavior space:

R2 x R 1 -sR 3

t
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The coordinate system R is a three-d imensional system consisti ng of a
control space composed of two independent variables (dt and th) and a
behavior space composed of a single dependent variable (X).

Since we are concerned wi th crisis behavior we must look at that
surface of the control and behavior space that corresponds only to
behavior . This surface is defined by finding that partial derivative
of f for x (the behavior variable) and setting that derivative equal to
zero:

= x3 + d t x + t h = 0  (2)

Plotting this der ivative over a large number of values for each of
the var iables , the three-dimensional surface shown in Figure 8.1 of
chapter VII I is obtained .

The most important aspect of this behavior surface is th~ fol d
found on it. This fold defines the sudden transition in behavior. Recall
that it ~5 sudden transitions in behavior that are characteristic of crises.
The question expressed in catastrophe theory terms, becomes when does
behavior stay on the bottom and top surfaces of the fold. Since we are
dealing with a single dimension of,behavior, the behavior must be on either

the top or bottom surfaces.

To solve this problem we must determine the critical points on the
behavior surface. This is done with the hel p of the second partial
derivative of f for x:

f-~’ = 3x~ + dt (3)
x

Since it is necessary to determine the critical points on the behavior
surface , the use of a LaGrange multiplier yields:

x3 + d t x + t h + x ( 3x 2 + dt) = 0 (4)

Taking the partial derivative for each variable in equation 4 we

can determine the critical points:

(dt,th,x) = (-3x 2 ,2x 3,x).
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When behavior is in the fold area , it will be stable until it reaches
a critica l point. When it reaches the critical point it will change to
the other surface of the fold.

To determine the fold area on the control space, eliminate the
behavior variable from equaion 2:1

1x3 + t hx + dt 0

= 3x2 + th = 0

.
‘
. + th (“~i) +dt = 0

-3 -3

simplifying

-
~~~~

‘ (/-Ei~) + th (~/t’f~) + d t = 0
-

multiplying by -3

th (v’~
’) - 3th (~“~‘F~’) — 3dt = 0

-3 -3

simplify ing

- 2th (~‘th) - 3dt = 0
-3

or
- 2th (~‘~T) = 3dt

-3

squaring both sides of the equation

4th2 
~~~~ 

= 9dt 2
—3

multiplying by -3

4th2 (th) = -27dt2

or
4th3 + 27dt2 = 0
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4dt3 + 27th2 < 0 (5)

The equation is less than or equal to zero because we are concerned
with all of the area within the fold. But, these relationships can
be most readily interpreted in the control space of decision time and
threat. Figure 7.1 lays out the control space and the crisi s fold area
of that space. Values of decision time and threat inside the inverted V
at the bottom of the space in Figure 7.1 are within the fold area. It
is in this area that images of the environment are under pressure from
two forces. One force pushes toward norma l solutions to the probl em;
the other toward crisis behavior . When national perceptions of decision
time and threat cross both lines of the inverted V from left to right , a
shift in behavior occurs.

If we expand our graphic understanding of the model and treat
behavior as a hypothesized function of threat and/or decision time as
specified in the equations , certain conclusions about crisis can be derived .

By treating relationships as hypotheses we are emphasizing the fact that
we are dealing with qualitative statements rather than proven facts.

Hl: When decision time is norma l and threat increases , military
behavior is likely to increase . This hypothesis states a positive
relationship between threat and military behavior when decision time
is norma l. It is easy to define this relationship in mathematical
terms as wel l as in terms of the above coordinate system.

(Figure 7.2).

H2: When decision time is short , military behavior is still
positively related to threat. But a minima and maxima form on the
curve .

It is assumed that short decision time implies that it equals some

negative number (relatively defined this means that as the number becomes
smaller the distance between the maxima and minima increases). Like
the earlier hypothesis , this relationship can also be defined in
mathematical terms (Figure 7.3).

— - .~~~~~—~-—
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H3: When decision time is l ong , military behavior is still positively
rela ted to threat , bu t the rela tions hip has a lar ger slo pe than when
decision time does not enter the equation. (Figure 7.4)

If we fold these slices back together we develop the figure seen
in Figure 7.1.

Each of these hypotheses or “slices ” provides an important clue
about the three-dimensional relationship involved in the description of
crisis behavior . First , we learn that a fold does not occur on the
behavior surface until decision time is less than normal (zero). This
is important since it indicates that when nations perceive that th~y are
not forced to act quickly, their behavior patterns are quite stable.
Using this model , a crisis can not occur unless decision time is short.
Clearl y, this corresponds closely to the earlier Hermann definition of
crisis situations in respect to the decision time variable. Threat,
however , is allowed to take any value and a crisis or a shift in behavior
is possible. This is in contrast wi th the call for high threat on the
part of Hermann ’s crisis definition . On the other hand , the catastroDhe
definition of crises appears similar to what are defined as crises or
emergency situati ons in the National Security bureaucracy for most countries .

Figure 7.2 also provides another important aspect of the model .
A jump from the l ower behavior surface to the upper behavior surface will
be in a different place than a jump from the upper behavior surface to the
l ower behav ior sur face in the model .~ An example of this relationship using
some hypothetical values will help explain this aspect of the model
(Table 7.1)

At ta of Table 7.1 the system seeks the unique minii~um -2. As one
moves from ta to te a second minima is developing. It is only at t f l
when the first local minima disappears that behavior takes the catastrophic
jump to +1.

‘Since the behavior surfaces is defined by a differential, equation X
mus t follow thi s “delay ru le” (I snar d and Zeeman , 1972).

-- ~~~~~__—_ - -• -~~“ - -s~~~- - - - -  -
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TABLE 7. 1

MINIMA OF SYSTEM
L

t~: (dt, th, approximate local minima of x)

ta (—3 ,—2 ,—2) (— 3,—3 ,—2)

tb (—3,-2,—2) 
- - (-3 ,—2,-2) ***

t, (—3 ,— l ,—2) (-3,—l , 1)

td (~3, O,-2) (-3, 0, 1)

te (—3, l ,—2) + 
(—3, 1 , 1)

tf (-3, 2, 1) A (—3, 2, 1)

tg (-3, 3, 1) (—3, 3, 1)

(

L - _ _ _ _ _-- - - - - - -
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If one goes in the opposite direction tg to ta (this i~ the same
as saying the system is in a higher state of military activity) the
system stays In the local minima +1 until tb.

Translating this relationship into the crisis behavior mode; when
the system is not already involved in military action , it w i ll not chose
military action until ‘threat is extremely high (only empirical operationali-
zation can solve the actual range problem). If the system ‘is already
involved in military action , it will not cease this action until threat
is reduced to -2. This has important impl i cations for the understanding
of crisis behavior. It gives credence to earlier works that
have argued that the jump from a non-crisis system to a crisis system is
distinct from the jump from a crisis system to a non-crisis system
(McC l el lan d , 1968; Phillips and Lorimor . 1972). This divergence in
moving from the top surface to the bottom and from the bottom surface
to the top becomes larger as decision time becomes shorter.

Na tional secur ity bureaucra ci es are re l uc tan t to shift from norma l
operating procedures to a crisis mode of operation as it severely disrupts
normal routines . Once a crisis has been initiated and fighting has broken
out, however , there is an equally strong resistance to cessati on of conflict.
If these deductions hold true empirically, as we fear they do , the cessation
of conflict must overcome bureaucratic inertia against such activity .
While these arguments will have to be studied empirically, they suggest
important consequences for crisis operations planning and demonstrate the
potential of catastrophe theory.

The Elliptic Umbilic Extension
The cusp model provides an elementary understanding of the

application of catastrophe theory to the concept o-f crisis , but it does
not provide a full conceptualization of crises. We shall need to look
at the catastrophe model that Thom describes as the ellipti c umbilic as a
potential model for developing a typology of crises.

_ _ _ _  

~~11I~~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

-
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The elliptic umbilic consists of three control variables affecting
two behav ior var iables. Thom feel s it can be spa ti all y i nter preted as
analogous to a hair , spike , or a needle. The ellpitic umbi lic can be
termporarly interpreted in terms of drilling or filling (Thom, 1968,
p. 320). These interpretations make sense in terms of crisis and crisis
management. The most obvious example is the idea that a crisis is a
stop gap measure created by a degree of threat. That is , the decision
making system must fill the hole in their defense and put a quick end to
threat. Thom has argued that these intuitive ideas should provide the
insight necessary to conceptualize the social situation in terms of the
elliptic umbilic .1

If we accept Thom ’ s assertion then it becomes necessary to investigate
the properties of the elliptic umbilic model in the same way we did for
the above cusp model . The function which describes the elliptic umbilic
is:

f(a,b,c,x,y) = - 3xy2 + c(x 2 +y 2) -ax - by (9)

To determine the behavior surface of the model , it is necessary to set
the partial derivatives of f on both x and y equal to zero.

= 3x~ - 3y2 + 2cx -a = 0 (10)

= 6xy + 2cy - b = O  (11)

As explained previously the crisis milieu is defined in terms of the
fol lowing variables: threat (th), decision time (dt), uncertainty (un),
military behavior (x) and operating procedures (y). Plotting the critical
points of decision time , threat, and uncertainty provides us with a
bifurcation set in the three control dimensions (Figure 7.5). To transgress
into this subspace is to create a potential crisis. To move out of this
area is to create a shift in behavior space -- a crisis. The bifurcati on
set can be thought of as equivalent to the corner of the situation cube
Hermann has designated as a crisis situation. This is , however , only an

1Thom does this for a number of social structures in Chapter 13 of
Structura l Stability, 1975.
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analogy. There are important changes using the bifurcation set as a
definition of crisis situation. First , crisis situations in the catastrophe
models have variability . If the situation variables vary from normalcy,
there is a higher likel i hood that the system will be placed in a crisis
situation. The probability of a crisis situation is increased markedly
moving in either direction from normalcy on the threat continuum. 1 This
movement is to the left or right of the point in the center of Figure 7.6.

The model distinguishes between a crisis and a crisis situation. A
crisis is defined as an instantaneous change in behavior. The crisis
situation places the system in a state of “alert.” A crisis situation
l eads to a crises when the system takes a jump in behavior . This happens
when the pull between attractors causes the description of the situation
to leave (move out of) the bifurcation set. Keep in mind that this
bifurcation set, while defined in control space, is influenced by all
five variables. Thus crisis situations are purely perceptual affairs,
they occur in the control space. When these situations cross a threshold ,
the system shifts its behavior. This shift in behavior is the shift to
crises . It defines a crisis.

Unl ike the behav ioral space of the cus p model d i scussed ear li er , the
elliptic umbilic behavior space is a function of five variabl es. Due to
this , it is rather difficult to provide a Ceometric description of the
entire behavior space. We can, however, “slice ” up the model to get
some intuitive idea of what the behavior space looks like.

As i n the cus p model , it is possible to define the critical points
for the elliptic umbilic. Since this is a multiva riate model the
critica l points are defined by the interaction of a number of variables ,
however , instead of a single behavior variable.

dt = 3x2 -3y 2 +th x (12)
where x = military behavior.

‘
~These points emphasize the need to provide empirical reference for

the five variables. The authors are progressing in that direction now.
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Decision time and its critica l point are defined as a function of three
variables . The degree of militar y behavior plays an important role in
the equation . Equation 12 argues that decision time is positively related
to the amount of military behavior as wel l as the interaction of threat
with military behavior. The equation also asserts that the status of
operating procedures is inversely related to decision time . Thus military
actions taken early in a crisis provides time to figure out strategies which
are appropriate to the situation.

If one assumes that threat is equal to zero in this equation , decision
time is a function of the two behaviora l variables . If one eliminates
the threat dimension from the function dt takes on low (negative) values
when the variable “operating procedures” is larger than the conflict
action variable.

When threat remains in the equation the impact of military behavior
on decision time is multiplied by threat. Then under high stress periods
(high threat periods) decision time tends to increase unti l the emergency
operating procedures reach a point at which they can provide critical
information to key decision makers. These assertions appear acceptable.
In truly high threat situations the key decision makers might have just
been informed of incoming missiles . This threat would imediately set
off the Strategic Integrated Operational Plan (SlOP). At this point the
system would be in a state of readiness considerably higher than military
actions. Here decision time would be low ar~i ininediate acts would likel y
be ABM and counter strikes aimed at providing decision time .

Now consider a low level military crisis wi th little direct threat
such as a coup or revolution in another country which may affect US
citizens . In this instance the operating procedures are likely to be
low but military actions must be taken to retrieve endangered citizens
(evacua tion , marine support , etc.). The equation argues that decision
time woul d presumab ly be large due to a low leve l C3 problem but rather
obvious military activity .
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The critical point for uncertainty is defined in the follow i ng equation:

u n = - 6 x y + 2 t h y (13)

The first variable of the equation is an interaction variable dealing
with the two behavior variables. When the two behavior variables are in
opposition (that is they have different signs) uncertainty is going to
grow. The second variable is an interaction variable also. The second
variable states that the interaction between threat and operating procedures
is in a positive relationship wi th uncertainty . Thus it appears that the
preparedness of comand and control procedures operates interactively with
military behavior to reduce uncertainty and with threat to increase it.
Herein may lie the dilemma found in most attempts to prescribe better pro-
cedures for dealing wi th crises . It is the nature of procedures that they
are combined with action in ways which can provide the nationa l corm-iand
authorities with more i nformation and less uncertainty about the unfolding
crises. In this way they combine wi th threat to create tension , and the
perception of a need to know even more about a situation; in other words ,
a perception of uncertainty .

Removing the status of operational procedures (y) from equation 13
we find that as military action increases , uncertainty reduces while threat
has the opposite effect. Thus , when threat exceeds military response by
the appropriate ratios (2/6), uncertainty will rise. Military action
appears designed to reduce threat and uncertainty of the outcome.

The final critical point which is of concern is threat. Unlike the
other two control variables , threat is a function of a single behaviora l
variable -- military behavior .

th = + 3x (14)

Intuitively this function is easily acceptable. The important aspect
is that the military behavior variable can be in either a positive or
negative relationship with threat.

— — - — - - - -- — - .— — - fl ~~~’a - p
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There is good substantive reason for both the negative and positive
relationship. In terms of the negative relationship the use of force
usually occurs when threat is high. In terms of the positive relationship,
the use of military behavior can relieve the threat from the international
system. That is, the ability of the system to produce some type of
military output in a situation will create an ffect which lessens that
threat. It also begs the question , whose ox Is getting goared when a
nati on employs military action . In one sense it ought to drive down
threat but it also frequently coniiiits troops to distant places which are
hard to resupply, defend , or control from the national command authority .
Thus , whether the commitment of troops lessens or exacerbate the threat
is highlighted by the acceptability of both signs in equation 14.

The behavior surface is described when = 
~~

-
~~

- = 0. Treating the
elliptic umbilic as a description of crisis , the behavior surface is
defined as:

3x2 - 3y2 + 2th x - dt + 6xy - 2 th y + un = 0 (15)

If it is assumed that all of the control variables are equal to
zero , then the behavior surface can be defined as:

3x2 -3y 2 + 6 x y = O  (16)

This relationship is described in Figure 7.8.

Thom has noted that the point dt = un = th = 0 is the only stable point
around the origin. If threat varies in either direction , there is the
potential for catastrophe (1975, p. 78).

The threat variable then is a necessary element in any crisis. If
threat Is lacking, there is no stress and the system can not enter into
a crisis situation. There are two points which fol l ow from the
importance of threat. First , threat is a necessary but not a sufficient
cause for crisis. (It is a sufficient cause for a crisis situation.)
Crisis can only occur when there is that sudden shift in behavior. Therefore,
some existing level of action , decision time or uncertainty must also be
considered in describing a crisis. Second , as i n the cus p model , regarding the
magnitude of threat, the spl i tting factor will determine the severity

4 - - - . -
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of the behavior change) The greater the magnitude of threat the greater
the magnitude of the potential shift in behavior.

We can add the threat (th) dimension to the model and thereby move
from a two to three dimensional model .2 If it is assumed that both
uncertainty and decision tir,~e are equal to zero, then the equation defining
the behavior space becomes:

3x2 - 3y2 + 2th x - 2 th y + 6xy = 0 (17)

or th - 3x2 - 3y2 + 6xy
(2y - 2x)

Threat is an important variable in the elliptic umbilic since it is
the only control variable which creates an interactive component ir, the
equation of the behavior surface L+2 th x or -2 th yj. What this means
is that it is the amount and direction of threat which determines how big
the jump will be in the behavior surface.

One needs only read the newspaper accounts of what occurs in the
situation rooms of the Wh i te House or Pentagon to realize the importance
given to threat and threat projections. Indeed threat is an integral part
of the planning process in developing continguency plans for dealing with
crises. The defense conditions , frequently referred to as DEFCONS , are
defined in terms of perceived threat. Thus , military preparedness is
usually envisioned as a function of perceived threat.

Figure 7.7 is important in interpreting the relationship between
threat and military operating procedures. The relationship defined in
Figure 7.7 divides the behavior surface into four quadrants . The
boundaries for these four quadrants are defined by equation 9. In the
quadrants defined as A 1 an d A2 in the figure , threat takes on positive
va l ues. In the quadrants defined by B1 an d B2, threat takes on negative
values. This provides the fol lowi ng hypotheses:

Assuming un = 0, dt = 0
HA: When threat is below normal , the magnitude of military activity

is greater than operational preparedness.

1See Isnard and Zeeman for an explanation of normal and spl i tting
factors in the cusp model (1972).

2We will follow the prc,cedure here of increasing the complexity of
our model systematically by adding control variables one at a time .
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HB: When dec i sion time i s low , military behavior and operating
procedures are abnorma l in opposite directions. (i.e., if
x = + and y = - then dt = - OR if x =  - and y = + then dt

Operational preparedness is meant to support policy in time of crises.
Thus , a smooth running system consists of an appropriate degree of organi-
zational support for the requisite behavior options considered . Significant
shifts in behavior or preparedness are usually spasmodic shifts designed to
infl uence the future policy options open to the President and his national
security advisors . Such shifts are designed to provide time for action
or to allow action in light of a lack of time . The hypotheses asserts
that regarding military behavior , cor nand and control go hand in hand when
decision time is plentiful . But when the need to act quickly is acute ,
there is a growing imbalance between control and action . Thus , shortened
decision time can cause actions to out distance control over a nation ’s
next moves.

If it is assumed that threat and decision time equal zero, it is
possible to describe system behavior in terms of the following relation-
ship:

3y2 —3 x 2 - 6x y=un (19)

This relationship provides the followi ng two hypotheses:

HA : When uncertainty is high , military behavior and operating
procedures are abnormal and in a different direction .

HB: When uncertainty is low, military behavior and operating
procedures are abnorma l and in the same direction. (i.e.,
if x = + and y = + then un = - OR if x = - then un + - ) .

Here the same point made earlier concerning decision time is being
argued . Abnorma l relative positions of one of the two behavioral positions
signals a view of the world that is out of focus. When time is pressing
and/or knowledge is short, decision makers run the danger of losing control .
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The next step in explaining the model is allowi ng two control variables
to vary holding one at zero. This now puts the model into four dimensions.

3x2 - 3y2 
+ 6xy -dt + u n = O  (20)

3y2 - 3y2 + 6xy + un = dt

3y2 - 3x2 - 6xy + dt = un

The inclusions of the fourth control variable merely move the rela-
tionships described in the earl ier equations in the direction of uncertainty
or decision time. Due to this property of the model the purpose of each
of the control variables In the model can be labeled . That is:

threat = splitting factor
uncertainty = normal factor 1
dec i sion time = normal factor 2

The figure (7.7) defining the behavior surface in terms of four dimen-

sions provides an example of the importance of threat as a control variable
in the model . When threat is equal to zero no crisis occurs in the
behavior of the system. It is only when threat has a positi ve or negative

value that folds occur in the behavior surface. Since this is the case,

it is appropriate to call threat the splitting factor of the model .
Decision time and uncertainty are called normal factors. These latter
two variables do not split behavior . Rather the variables act as some
Initia l control on the relationships. Essentially these variables
shift the relationship away from the original point of the surface,
but do not affect the folding of the surface. (See Zeeman and Isnard ,

1972, for an explanation of norma l and splitting factors in the cusp - -

model.)

The model is described In four dimensions for two reasons. First ,
it provides further information regard i ng the relationship involved in
the model . Second, and of more importance , it provides a complete
description of the model along a single control variable axis.

_ _ _  _________________________ 
-~~~~~~:- .~~~~~~~~

. - -
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For exampl e, when decision time is defined as a function of three
var iables , we get the following two equations:

3x2 -3y 2 + 6 x y + 2 t h x - 2 t h y = d t  (21)

3x2 -3y 2 + 6xy+ un = dt (22)

The first and second equations provide a description of the behavior
surface when uncertainty and threat are equal zero respectively.

The second equation can also be expressed as a function of uncertainty :

2 23x -3y + 6xy - d t = - u n

or 3y2 - 3x2 - 6xy + dt = un.

To show that the above equation is equal to equation 19, we sub-
stitute back into equation 22.

3x2 - 3y2 + 6xy+un =dt

3x2 - 3y2 + 6xy + (3y2 - 3x2 - 6xy + dt) = dt

dt = dt

Defining uncertainty in four dimensions provides still more information
about the model . We can define uncertainty allowing decision time to
equal zero .

3y2 -3x 2 - 6 x y + 2 t h y - 2 t h x = u n  (23)

These relationships take on an added meaning when viewed as descrip-
tions of a “critical curve” which locates points where each of the control
variables can be defined as positive or negative. Rigorous definition
of these lines will provide a division of the behavior space into the
areas where each of the control variables can be considered positive or
negative .

-- - - -.- 

- - _ _ _ _
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By finding the partial deri vatives for each of the three equations
above , we can determ ine the slo pe of each of the curves:

Func tion Slo pe
dt = 3x2 - 3y2 + 6xy +Z t hx= t h y x = - y - l / 3 th a n d x = y + 1 / 3 th

dt 3x2 - 3y2 +un x = y a n d x =  - y

un = 3y2 - 3x2 - 6xy + 2th y - 2th x x = + y - 1/3 th; x = y + 1/3 th

Adding a third dimension to each of these two dimensional slices would
provides information on the variables which the equation defines. The
first set of figures provides i nformation on uncertainty , the second
set on decision time , and the third set on threat. Notice that each one
of the figures allows for an explanation of variability in the defining
variables. Unfortunately, this still does not provide information on where
the control variables take on positive or negative va l ues.

This series of equations and graphs helps delineate the
type of behavioral shifts that can be expected as conditions in the control

values shift. There are always two plot lines since the equations
represent both negative and positive va l ues for x and y. These figures
suggest that cusps in behavior space occur as the control values take on
larger (+ or -) values. The strongest single factor appears to be threat.
Under normal threat conditions , disjoint shifts in action or in C3

procedures are unfliely. Thus, the threat = 0 figures all depict simple
curvi linear relationships between x and y. But as threat is significantly
reduce d or increased , shifts in behavior become highly likely. Under
normal uncertainty and/or decision times , abrupt changes in behavior are
expected to be along the x axis (the level of military activity ) in
response to changes in threat when threat has been less than normal . Thus,
in those relations wh i ch are characterized as low threat situations , m i nor
shifts in the current l evel of threat can lead to abrupt shifts in the
level of military activity . On the other end of the threat continuum ,
minor shifts in normally high threat situations activate significant
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shifts in C3 procedures. In the US case this suggests that shifts in
the high threat area signal shifts in alert conditions of strategic
forces before it signals shifts in actual military behavior.

L. The relationships described on the preced i ng pages represent
potential situations In which the decision making system is pl aced .
The hypotheses represents the relationship between control (or situational)
variables and behavior . What this amounts to is a combination of two
previous approaches to crisis. First, there is emphasis on the internal
structure and perceived stimuli (control variables). This emphasis
corresponds to concerns from the decision making approach. Second ,
emphasis on behavior corresponds to the systemic studies as employed
by McCle lland . In the elliptic umbi lic the combination of perception
and current behavior levels epitomizes this marriage of approaches.

One way to understand this relationship between decision making
and systemic behaviora l approaches is to view the hypotheses as depicting
situati ons and potential response execution patterns of the decision
making system. The reponse behavior on the part of the nation is depen-
dent upon how it perceives , or interprets signals from the outer environ-
ment. How high is the threat? How much time do we have to act? How
certain are we about our image of what is happening? Essentially then
the answers to the questions describe “alternative ” situations in which
the crisis management system ca~ be found. The derivations tell us the
implications of variability in the environment of crisis decision making
and actions.

A flow chart was used in our description of the crisis warning signals
(Figure 7.8). It allows us to explicitly locate agency perceptions for
specific behavioral outputs. The flow chart provides a simple means of
locating expected behavior. For example , equation 15 defines a situation
where threat, decision time and uncertainty are all above normal. The
behavioral shifts in this multi —dimensional ellipse will be very different
than the case when equation 16 specifies the behavioral output.
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The second reason we used a flow chart was to emphasize that the
behavioral output was a result of a decision -making process. This

— 
process Is left undefined but we feel that perceptual indicators play
a role in the process. The black box of decision making is outlined
by the perceptions that define a situation. Perceptions provide
important information that influence particular functiona l aspects of
the decision-making process. The flow chart provides a rough mapping
of this process.

The model allows for several interesting policy referents. First ,
watch out for critical points in terms of control variables as they
signal abrupt shifts in response to crises. The empirical determination
of a critical point is defined in more detail in the next chapter .
Essentially this is an investigation into the proper measurement properties
for a real world manipulable variable. The operational definitions will
have to incorporate measurable referents of the policy maker.

Second , the derivations of the models presented here suggest that
once a crisis has been instigated , it is not an easy manner to: “go
back the way we came.” We can ex pect some res i stance to the cessa ti on
of conflict in general as a function of decision makers lack of decision
time and uncertainty about the meaning of events.

Another disquieting aspect of this model is the stress it places
upon uncontrolled behavior. As yet the assertions require empirical
testing. But the implications are clear. In situations of short
decision time and/or high uncertainty , it is quite possible for nations
to lack the comand and control alertness necessary to manage the actions
of the military .

The model also suggests that the tendency to be caught wi th an
uncontrolled need to respond militarily is greatest in low threat
periods like the present detente era. The derivations suggest that

______ -—--— —- - -—- — - — — — -.- —.~
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during high tension levels in which there is a constant state of alert
the comma nd and con trol systems are abl e to handle emergenc ies better
then during low threat periods. In the latter case, they might slip
below the minimum level of alert needed to wisely control military
activity .

Perhaps the most important aspect of this qualitative exercise is
the highlighting of the role of threat in the crisis world. Employing
perceptual variables of uncertainty , decision time and threat, the model
suggests that threat is the driving variable defining crisis behavior.
Thus , we conclu de, that other perceptual variables affect the strategy
of the way the game is played. But if the name of the game you aim to
play is crisis management, threat is the go no-go variable.

.
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Cha pter V I I I

A FEW IMPLICAT I ONS FOR CRISIS
MANAGEMENT FROM CATASTROPHE THEORY

Hal l o~ said Piglet , ‘what are you doing? ’
Hunting , said Pooh
Hunting what?
Tracking something , said Winnie-the -Pooh

mysteriously.
Tracking what? said Piglet , coming closer.
That’s just what I ask myself ,- I ask myself ,

wha t?
What do you think you ’ll answer?
I shall have to wait until I catch up with it,

said Winnie-the-Pooh.

For the political scientist , anticipating crises has been a discouraging
situation all too painfully similar to Winnie—the—Pooh’ s tracking . Our
poor analyst finds himself gathering records of who said or did what to whom ,
coding his material according to several alternative schemes and attempting
to develop indicators of yet more abstract phenomenon in the hope that
insights will be gained by amassing , recombining, and reviewing existential
experience. In the policy community , the information gathering mechanisms
of the nation are also continually collecting, sorting and evaluating indi-
cators of International intent and capability . These indicators are
usually difficult to interpret or to reach agreement on concerning their
mean i ng . Onl y when the obv ious occurs , when there are re l a ti vel y tremen dous
shifts In behavior or conditions do national actors seem to agree on what
has happened.

As we have argued already , the reason for this morass in both the
academic community and public agencies stems from the lack of a complete
(thorough) conceptualization of crises and that the reason for this con-
ceptual inadequacy is the lack of an analytic framework in which to place
the concept “crisis. ”

260
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To this point we have been attempting to develop an explicit model
for locating the concept of crisis. If it is true that the impact of
crises on behavior can be likened to a step-level function of perceived
hostility , then past efforts at tracking crises in the field have been
largely in vain.

By this we mean to suggest that most tracking is a waste of time in
a policy domain unless it is combined wi th theoretical models which
anticipate these shifts. The mere identification of shifts may be of
passing interest to academics but it is already a fact of life to a
policy analyst who wishes his friends in the academi c community would
have forewarne d hi m (Bel den , 1977).

Crises are potentially imminent when there is perception of hostility
comprised of a high degree of threat to a nation and a concomitant degree
of uncer tain ty abou t other actors ’ future moves as well as a concomitant
amount of decision time. We see perceptions (of threat, decision time ,
and uncertainty) mapping onto behavior. It is the situation (the perceived
context) which leads to crisis behavior.

Our use of catastrophe theory is an attempt to capture the essential
nature of these relationships between perception and behaviors characteristic
of crises. To empl oy the geometry of catastrophe theory we have asserted
that crises resemble step functions and that crisis dynamics are driven by
uncertainty , threat, and decision time. The descri ptive geometry of
catastrophe theory is useful for providing a resultant set of relationships
of threat and uncertainty , and decision time to behavior . It is important
to point out, however, that the substantive relationships result from the
assumptions about the spl i tting function of threat, the appropriateness of
the variables of decision time and uncertainty , and the step function-like
character of crisis situati on as interpreted by the geometry of catastrophe
theory. The “theory” is not in and of itsel f, relevant to the substantive
domain of crises. Whether the relationships are relevant or not is
dependent upon their logical acceptance and empirical examination.
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For catastrophe theory to be usefu l it must provide a heuristic value
in studying crises, it must incorporate the major definitional aspects of
crises delineated above and it must account for disparate empirical find ings
which exist in the literatures today. Eventually it must stand the test
of empirical falsification.

The Cusp Catastrophe
The catastrophe model that we will expl ore in this paper is known

as the cusp catastrophe. Elsewhere we have devel oped the implications
for it and the elliptic umbi lic (chapter VII). The cusp catastrophe
model in this chapter consists of two control parameters and a single
behavior variable. In our model the two control parameters reflect an
actor ’s perception (the degree of hostility received from the outer
environment). The two dimensions used in describing the control space
are threat and uncertainty . Threat is the splitting factor in the model ,
while uncertainty is the triggering factor. Threat is a spl i tting
factor because it is the perception which forces behavior to be bimodal .
That is, In a high threat situation it is not at all clear whether an
actor will respond in a cooperative mode in an attempt to minimize losses
or in a conflictual mode in an attempt to gain its goals through brute
force. Uncertainty is seen as a triggering dimension since it is the
degree of uncertainty in combinati on wi th threat which leads to some change
(or shift) in behavior. The behavior variable empl oyed in the model is
a dimension that measures the degree of conflict in an actor ’s response.
The dimension covers a range from cooperative behavior to conflictual
behavior . It reflects the intent of the actor under study.

Combinations of movements in the two perceptual variabl es are
ref lected in a movemen t in the behav ioral response of an actor. The
behavioral response is viewed to take pl ace on a continuum that goes on
the low end from cooperation to conflictual acts on the high end .

The relationships between each of the variables can be synthesized
onto a single three-dimensiona l graph (Figure 8.1). One of the real 

.- 1. .- - -
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assets of the Thom models is that they allow us to look at the interaction
between rela tions hip s as we l l as between var iables .

The cusp model ’s behavior and control space is defined by the function:

f(dt,th,x) = 1/4 X4 + 1/2 th X2 + un X ( 1 )

In terms of the behavior and control space:

R2 ~ R ’ ~~
. R3

The coordinate system R is a three-dimensiona l system consisting of a
control space comprised of two independent variables , threat (th) and
uncertainty (un) and a behavior space comprised of a single dependent
var iab le , behav ior ( X ) .

The model can be viewed as mapping the perceptions of an actor onto
his behavior response. This surface is defined by finding the partial
derivative of X (the behavior variable) and setting that derivative equal
to zero.

= X3 + t h X + u n = O  (2)

Plotting this derivative over a l arge number of values for each of
the variables we get the three—dimensional surface shown in Figure 8.1.

The most important aspect of the behavior surface of this cube in
Figure 8.1 is the fold found on it. This fold defines the sudden
transition in behavior. Recall that it is sudden transitions in behavior
that we argue are characteristic of crises. The question in catastrophe
theory terms becomes when does behavior stay on the bottom surface of the
fold , when does it shift to the surface and when does it remain on the
top surface of the fold. Since we are dealing with a single dimension
of behav ior , the behavior must either be on the top surface or the bottom
surface of the fold, it never stays in the cusp area.

When behavior Is in the fold area -- the cusp when we are analyzing
the control space -- it will be stable until it reaches a critical point.
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When it reaches the cri tical point , it will change or shift to the other

surface of the fold.

To determine the fold area as it is projected on the contro l space

thereby reflecting the “cusp,” we eliminate the behavior variable from

L.. equation 2.

4un3 + 27th2 .<. 0 (3)

The control space is the perceptual field we have been talking about up

to this formal development. The equation defines the crisis situation.

The equation is less than or equal to zero because we are concerned

with all of the area wi thin the fold. This control space is a two-

dimensional figure (Figure 8.2) .

In order to determine the types of behavior associated with certain

perceived situations , we have defined local sections of the catastrophe

manifold or behavior space (Figure 8.1). First , it is necessary to define
a parameter value th = • (threat). This divides the space into two local
areas: an area of gradual change in behavior and an area of catastrophic
change in behavior. Notice that in the areas covered by quadrants 1 and 2
as uncertainty moves from the left to the right (from less to more
uncertainty), behavior moves from cooperation to more and more conflictual
behavior . Therefore, in a situation of low threat (i.e. perceived threat
<

Ha : As uncer ta inty decreases , the amount of conflict
behavior of the actor decreases Laf/ ~un < 07.

In most relations between two nations there exists a limit to the
amount of cooperation or conflictual behavior found in any given situation.

LXt X ma ximum , the maximum amount of force envisioned is used by the actor.J
This point is understood to be equivalent to the efficiency criteria in
economics. The definition of efficiency in this case being the maximum
amount of conflictual output that is technol ogically capable in a given
relationship. At X minimum , the actor is as cooperative as possible given
the local situation . 
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As threat increases beyond some level (th •) the fol l owing

descriptions of behavior emerge:

Hb: For high levels of uncertainty , expect actors to be
in a conflictua l mood.

H : If uncertainty is very low , expect the actor to
C exhibit cooperative behavior .
Hd : If uncertainty places perceptions within the cusp,

either behavior is possible , depending on previous
behav ior.

Notice that hypothesis (Hd) fits well with McC lelland ’s definitions
of crises. He argues that In adversary relations , relative uncertainties
(H-rel ) of about .6 signal a crisis (McClelland , 1968). He has found ,
however, that these levels are not always appropriate. Phillips and

; Cra m (1974) have found that a U-shaped curve describes the relationship
between uncertainty and reciprocity in which reciproc i ty breaks down in
the intermediate level s of uncertainty. Catastrophe theory puts these
findings into a broader framework. It suggests that threat defines the
impact of uncertainty upon behavior . Indeed , if our arguments about
variables and the nature of crises is correct, Thom ’s cusp model indicates
that it is particular combinations of threat and uncertainty as represented
by the curves In quadrants 3 and 4, Figure 8.2, which demarcate the
perceptual thresholds for crises. These curves encompass the apparent
discrepancy discerned by McCle lland in that crises occur only in high threat
situations. They are consistent with the U—shape relationship of Phillips
and Cram since in either extreme behavior is straightforward enough.

We can summarize the implications of Figure 8.1.
A -- If threat and uncertainty are both below normal (th <

un < •) then behavior is cooperative (i.e. it rests in
quadrant 2 of Figure 8.1).

B -- If threat is greater than normal (th > 
~) and uncertaintylies in its intermediate ranges (un < un < un ) then

behavior would be of an intermediat~ mode (i.~. slightlystressful but not conflictual).
C -- If threat is below normal (th < •) and uncertainty is

high (un < unh) behavior is conflictual.
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D -- If threat and uncertainty are both norma l or less
(th < 4~

, un < •) but the joint va l ues of threat and
uncertainty ~tay outside of the curve in quadrant 3:
(th 3 4 27 un~ > 0) behavior is cooperative.

E —— If threat is normal or less but the joint score of
threat and uncertainty places the situation inside
of the angle formed by the curves in quadrants 3 and
4: (4th~ + 27 un~ ~ 0) then behavior can be eitherconflictual or cooperative.

F -- If threat remains in this range , but the joint
summation of threat and uncertainty forces the
perception to cross the line (4th~ + 27 un2 > 0),
there is a crisis.

G —- When the situation is in quadrant ~ or more to the
right of the curve (4th3 + 27 un’ > 0) is conflictual.

An equilibrium point can also be defined on the behavior surface when

~un/ath ~ 0 and ~th/3un = 0.

This equilibrium is the point defined -in the control space in which
there is no movement in the perceptions of threat or uncertainty . Equilibrium
is a state where there is no change in threat or uncertainty . Thus , an
actor Is in equilibrium when his perceptions of his environment do not
reflect any type of disturbance going on. This definition of equilibrium
says nothing about movement in the outer environment of an actor. Rather ,
it implies that there is no apparent movement on those dimensions that
reflect an actor ’s perceptions of his outer environment.

Based on the above description of the behavior surface , it is possible
to develop a set of local scenarios.

If an equilibri um point is found in quadrants 1 and 2 in the catastrophe
map, movement on the surface will be of the non-crisis type. That is , if
threat does not exceed some threshold the movement or~ the behavior surface
is seen as gradual.

It is only when movement in the threat direction exceeds th = • that
the actor risks the danger of a crisis. Further, in order to avoid crisis
behavior , threat must be kept within the following threshold:

I
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4th 3 
> un2

The point is that a nation ’s threat must be an unequivocal signal which
cannot be confused by uncertainty, if It wishes to avoid a crisis. If

L actions in the outer environment generate enou9n uncertainty such that

4th3 + 27un 2 = 0

then the joint perceptions precipitate a crisis and the original ‘acceptable ’
threat may initiate more than the actor had bargained for.

If there is a change in threat, such that threat crosses the mid -point
on the threat continuum (th < •) and meets the above criteria , the actor
woul d avoid a crisis. Graph ically, movements of all non-crisis type of
situations would look like the following (Figure 8.3). Notice that in all
these cases the trajectories avoid the crisis situation area.

In one sense this restriction of movement on the part of the actor is
too conserva tive . It is possib le for the actor to enter the cus p area
of the catastrophe map but still avoid the catastrophe jump defined as
crisis. While the first scenario is the wi sest, if a decision-maker
(decision perceiver) is r isk averse , the actor who believes in “brinkmanship ”
an d is less r i sk averse may enter the cusp area an d onl y have to meet the
following criteria:

4th3 ‘- 27un 2

The actor , given some set of behavior , will be able to maintain his
existing behavior if he does not cross the bifurcation set (both lines).
Thus , if behavior is cooperative, movement in the control space could be
allowed to vary in both uncertainty and threat as in Figure 8.4.

L ikew ise, if behavior is conflictual , the actor is certain that his
perception of the situation will not alter his response type (see Figure
8.5). In those cr ises where the situation has moved across the threshol d
in quadrant 3 (4th 3 

+ 27un 2 = 0) but not across the second threshold in
quadrant 4 (4th3 + 27un2 > 0), the actors have learned from the situation
but the crisis did not break out into war. The obvious dangers inherent
In this situation lead us to counsel prudence.
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Figure 8.5

A CONFLICT MAINTAINING DECISION ENVIRONMENT
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This type of decision rule (only meeting the bifurcation set criterion)
while mathematically sound is at the least very dangerous. If, for example ,
at time t2 an actor ’s perceptions ‘shift,’ there is a slight change in world
view due to modifications of internal policies. This type of brinkmanship
might easily lead to a crisis situation . It might also lead to movement
away from the cusp, depending upon the direction of the shift of axis
(Figure 8.6).

Given all of these types of possible situations occurring in the
control space , the follc- iing rules prevail in the cusp crisis model:

1. If an actor is risk averse, he should avoid the cusp
area of the catastrophe map.

2. If the actor is not risk averse and is sure there will
be no dramatic shift in his perception , hi s movements
on the perceptual screen can occur in any direc tion,
as long as they do not criss the bifurcation lines.

3. A crisis may occur as a shift of world view rather than
perceptual changes corresponding to actual shifts in
event streams. Therefore, gradual changes in the
perceptions of things are potentially as important as
changes in strategy when it comes to forecasting crises.

An Initial Empirical Evaluation
This demarcation process is due to the mapping aspect of the catastrophe

model. The mathematics of catastrophe is built upon the idea that the
control surface is mapped onto the behavior surface. Due to this character-
istic, movement in the control space is movement on the behavior space.

The mapping provides us with a geometrical figure as depicted in
Figure 8.1. Notice, that the cusp on the control surface corresponds to
the shift points on the behavior surface. The line running through quadrant
4 is the crisis line -- it demarcates the shift from cooperative to conflictual
behavior. The cusp line, running through quadrant 3 is a peace line. It
demarcates a sudden transition from a conflict to a cooperative situation.
This lack of symmetry in drastic transition is known as hystersis.

_ _ _  
___________________________ _ _ _
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For examp le , let us assume that there is a low threat situation. If
threat stayed low, but uncertainty went from low to high , we can deduce
from this movement that behavior w ill move from cooperative to conflictual ,
in a gradual manner (Figure 8.7).

If, however , it is a high threat situation , threat staying the same,
and uncertainty moving from a low to high level , the mapping assumption of
the model postulates that there will be a step-transition change (Figure
8.8).

If, however , there is movement ‘up and down ’ on the control surface
rather than right to left, it implies that there is a movement in threat
rather than uncertainty. If this is the case, there is little change in
the mode of behavior (Figure 8.9).

Due to these characteristics of the model , threat is designated as
a spl i tting factor, while uncertainty is designated as a normal factor.
It is probably more appropriate to call uncertainty the triggering mechanism
in this model . This is because, it is only the movement from low to high
uncertainty , that will provide the step-transition that we designate as a
crisis. But it is important to remember that this step-transition can only
occur in a high threat situation .

These characteristics allow for an infinite variety of movements which
mi ght be designated as a crisis. But these infinite movements must occur
wi thin a limited boundary of the surface. The most easily conceived
movement which can be considered a crisis is an increase in threat with
an increase in uncertainty (F igure 8.10).

As this type is depicted , it assumes that threat is below zero (some
defined threshold). This is not a necessary requirement for this type of
crisis to occur. The only requirements for this type of crisis , is that
the movement of threat crosses the threshold point to become high (as wel l
as the crisis line).

Another conceivable type of movement is a reduction in threat with an
increase in uncertainty. The threat reduction can not cross the threshold
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FIGURE 8.9

Movement on Threat Dimension

FI GURE 8. 10
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Generic Description of Crisis
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demarcating a high threat situation . In this situation the reduction in
threat Is small relati ve to the amount of threat in the system.

While this type of movement seems to go against our intuitive under-
standing of crisis , it is logically permissible in the mathematics of the
model . Further, one might make an argument, that this type of movement
is simply a member of the subset of crises that are triggered by a movement
of uncertainty in a high threat situation . That is , although there is a
reduction in threat, the reduction in threat is not enough to move it out
of the characteristic movement of behavior depicted in Figure 8.11.

For our purposes here, the control space of the cusp catastrophe
model snaps onto a single behavior dimension of a nation. The model ’s
initial assumption is that a nation’s behavioral response to its environ-
ment is dependent upon its perception of that environment.

Second , the level of threat is a spl i tting factor. That is , the degree
of threat forces a national actor to dec ide on one of two ac tions. In a
high threat situation the actor must decide to send a cooperative act or a
conflictual act. This situation is essentially different than in a low
threat situation. In a low threat situation , the type of act sent by a
nation is primarily a function of uncertainty (see Figure 8.12).

Third , in all situations the actual type of behavior that is sent by
a nation is triggered by the degree of uncertainty that is perceived by the
actor. In a high threat situation , the degree of threat may set up the
option for sudden and dramatic shifts in behavior , but the actual occurrence
of the shift is dependent on the level of uncertainty. In a low threat
situation , threat provides no shifting element, while uncertainty is still
the dominant force in deciding upon the mode of action taken by a nation .

Finally, it is assumed that an actor will follow a ‘delay rule. ’ That
is , past behavior has an important effect on the next type of behavior sent
by the actor. Actors whose last act was cooperative will most likely send
a cooperative act this time. This allows for the drastic changes in
behavior which seem to correspond to crises.

_ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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FIGURE 8.11

INTERNATIONAL CRISIS WITH REDUCTION
IN THREAT VALUE
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FIGURE 8.12

Behavior as a Function of Uncertainty
With Control for Threat
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The Data
In order to test the conceptualization of crisis as a cusp catastrophe ,

we employed a data set developed by S. Andriole and R. Young (1977). The
data set provides information on a number of indicators which allow for a
plausible test of the model . The indicators provided by the data set are :
total activity , cooperative activity , conflictua l activity as well as a
tension score of a H-rel score. These measures reflect the two-way flow
of monthly activity between the two super powers —- the US and USSR. Al ong
with these measures a behavior variable was used to define the dominant type
of activity for the time period . While this behavior measure will not allow
us to fully describe the behavior surface, it provides a rough measure of
movement on the surface. The period covered by the data was from January
1966 through December 1975.

This data contains 120 cases (12 months x 10 years). Given that our
conception of crisis is related to a dynamic —- the step-function -- we need

to look at movemen t of the variables . Due to this dynamic characteristic
we will have 119 movements to work with in our analysis.

It was decided that the H-rel and tension scores could best be used as
variables of the control surface of the model . The tension score is an
interval measure which reflects the degree of threat between the two nations.
The tension score is derived from the following algorithm.

T ~ = 
Conflict-Cooperation 

+ 1 < 50ens on Conflict+Cooperation
The algorithm provides that the higher the number of conflictual acts

in relation to the total acts , the more tension exists in the dyadic flow
of events between the two super powers. This will be our surrogate
measure for the threat variable in the cusp model .

The H-rel score is the measure borrowed from communications theory
which reflects the degree of uncertaint~y in signal s sent between two
actors. The computation of H-rel is as follows :

H-rel = 

i=Z i 1~~2~i
H max

(
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where P1 is the independent probability of occurrence of signal type i and
where there are N type of signals. H max is the maximum potential value of
uncertainty . The range of H-rel is from zero to one. A score close to
one reflects high uncertainty while one closer to zero reflects low uncertainty .
We will use this measure as an uncertainty measure in the cusp model .
Inherent in these operationalizations is the i dea that the variety of the
acts are a major way that international actors get a ‘fix ’ on their actors
env i ronment.

It is important to note that we are using monthly aggregations of the
dyadic flow of events. While this aggregation process is a normal procedure
in a good dea l of internationa l relations research , it creates a problem in
the eva l uation of catastrophe models. As has been ~ioted earlier the
catastrophe model description of step-function change in behavior is
frequently dependent on small perturbations in the control variabl es.
While the use of aggregate measures do not necessarily rule out small
movement in the control variable , it is likely to mask moves . In most
cases , the usage of aggregates is often buoyed by the ‘law of l arge numbers .’
It is argued that “the grouping of data often results in improvement of
estimates (e.g. by red ucing spuriously high degree of dispersion) L~ee E. K.
Scheuch in Merritt and Rokkan , Comparing Nations , pp . 139-140/. While this
argument is generally true, without some check for autocorrelation processe~
we may be misleading ourselves. Autocorrelated processes will violate the
independent trial assumption which the law of large numbers is based on. At
the heart of the catastrophe model is the argument that normal day-to-day
activity might just move the actor into the critical section of the surface,
and a crisis is the result. Large movements by the variables in the control
surface may not allow us to see when the international environment meets
this componen t of the catastrophe model.

While this is an important element in a test of the model at this point
in time , we are much more concerned with whether or not the model ‘misfires.
We are concerned with how well the crossing of the ‘crisis line ’ on the
control surface matches what most analysts refer to as internationa l crisis.

(
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The aggregation process does provide a strenuous testing mechanism
in this search for a valid conceptualization of crisis. We will rely
on the ‘law of large numbers ’ and assume the aggregation process has
reduced some of the spurious dispersion. 1 Given this assumption , defining
a crisis simply as a deviant case is less likely to occur by chance , and
more likely to occur due to the actual mechanism of crisis. We are
asking a preliminary test question: For each of the known crises did the
perception variables cross the threshold lines for crises? We are also
asking a comparison question: Did these thresholds get transgressed during
recognized periods of peace? In short, how bad is the Type I and Type II
errors when one applies the concepts of the control space of a cusp

• catastrophe model as operational ized here?

Central to any test of the catastrophe model is the need to identify
a point on the control surface which marks the origin. Thom and other
adherents to the approach are hasty in calling the beginning point of the
cusp (point a, in Figure 8.2) the origin since they are working with
qualitative mathematics.

Since this paper involves an empirical analysis , the point a must
be defined quantitatively. We have decided to treat the origin as the
zero point on each of the scales used to define the control surface in
order to ease the mathematical manipulation of the model .

The first transformation that came to mind , to help in this definition
of a zero point was the Z-score. The Z-score provides a standardized
scale with a zero point as well as positive and negative scores . It
provides the simplest type of number line to work with. The algorithm
for 2 scores used in the definition of the control surface is:

= 
X 1 X 

= grand mean
SD SD = standard deviation

look at the dispersion of the measures , will show there is probably
a low autocorrelation process due to the high variance in the measures .

( 

•_._. &
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The Z scores present standardized data , which on first thought might
force some subset of data points to be deviant points , thus creating a
false Image that a crisis is occurring. This problem is reduced to some
extent by using such a large data base -- 120 points. Most of these
data points reflect periods of non-crisis activity . Points that are
extremely deviant must , then, in some way be different. If simple
statistical demarcation techniques were used , we might jump on the idea
that these deviant points should be equated with crisis. The use of
the catastrophe model , however, adds another restriction to our definitional
process. The catastropha model posits that crisis is a function of two
data points and the difference between the two data points on two dimensions
—- threat and uncertainty .

To assure that the use of Z scores does not force a statisti cal
artifact which we might consider a crisis , we looked at the Pearson ’ s r
between the Z scores for tension and uncertainty (see Table 8.1). Since
our subsequent analysis is broken down into yearly sections , the
relationship between these two indicators is presented in a similar
fashion. This table reveals that there is no high correlation in any
single year.

Testing the Model
In order to access the utility of the cusp catastrophe model ’s

definition of crisis , the movement of the two control variables were
plotted over time. The contro 1 space of the model provides a way to
delineate the actual occurrences of crises. First , those trigger
points that demarcate change in behavior on the control surface are
defined . Then the critical points for the behavior surface are found
and the behavior variable from the equation is eliminated (see chapter
VII). This provides a mapping like that seen in Figure 8.2. The
cusp line Is defined by equation 3.

4th3 + 27un2 = 0 (3) 

--
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TABLE 8.

The Relationship Between Z Scores
for Tension and Uncertainty

No. of Crisis on
Year Pearson ’s r Control Surface

1966 - .13722 0

1967 .1541

1968 .0154 2

1969 - .404 0

1970 - .06248 1

1971 .7114

1972 .4133 1

1973 .4797 0

1974 .6692

1975 .6687 0
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Each of the cusp lines demarcate those values of perception which
correspond to some type of shift in behavior. If a set of events moves
from left to right in the space and crosses the line in quadrant 3 and 4,
a crisis is hypothesized to occur. If there is movement in the opposite
direction that is through quadrant 4 into quadrant 3, a shift from conflict
behavior to cooperative behavior results . Movement back and forth like
this , in quadrants 1 and 2 result in slower shifts in behavior. Figure
8.13 provides examples of each of these types of movements. Given these
characteristics, the control surface can be defined . The right line of
the ‘cusp ’ will be denoted as the ‘crisis threshold’ while the left line
will be denoted as the cooperation threshold. As the model stands , there
are two types of discontinuities: a crisis -- which is a shift in behavior
from a cooperative to a conflictual mode; and the “breaking out of peace”
-- which is a shift in behavior from a conflictual to a cooperative mode.

In Figure 8.2 there is an area defined within the ‘cus p ’ (4th 3 + 27un2

0) as the ‘delay area.’ This represents that part of the model which
follows the ‘delay rule. ’ When perceptions enter this area, the correspon-
ding behavior is in the same mode as in the previous time period . There is
no gradua l change , as in quadrants 1 and 2. This characteristic provides
the discontinuous shift in the model .

These theoretical characteristics provide an opportunity for a simple
test of the validity of the model . By using the Z scores for tension and
uncertainty over time , we can depict movement on the control surfaces. We
will want to see if the time the values of the measures cross the crisis
line , correspond with actual crises between the US-USSR.

In order to do this we will compare the time frame in which perceptions
cross the crisis line with other sources ’ definitions of crisis. We have
chosen the crises listings of Moore (1975); CACI (1976); Bleckma n and
Kaplan (1976) for comparison . These sources compiled lists of crises in
the post-World War II period which provide a broad coverage of the concept
of crisis. While there is a high degree of intersource reliability in
these three sources, each source ’s perspective allows for the inclusion of
a larger number of crises .

___________________________________________________________________________ • * .-. .. — ,— ~~~~~~~~~ •— ~~.‘ .
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The Results

The list of crises compiled from the three sources -- Bleckma n and
Kaplan , CAd , and Moore -- which meet our two additional crieria are
presented in Table 8.1. The two criteria for inclusion in the list are:
(1) the crisis had to occur within the ten-year period that the data cover

-— 1966-1975; and (2) the crisis had to involve the Soviets and the US in I
I

some way. This second criteria is not as stringent as it appears , since
involvement could have been as a third-party .

Appendix A presents year-by-year summaries of the monthly movement on
the uncertainty and tension scores. In looking through the appendix , one
is immediately struck with the discriminatory power of the model . There
is a consider~b1e amount of movement on the surface, yet a crisis only occurs
eight times in the 119 movements on the surface for the ten-year period.
The cusp catastrophe defines about six percent of the movement on the
control surface as a crisis.

In 1966 no crises are picked up by the cusp model . Table 8.2 lists
a single crisis occurring in 1966, the Rhodesian blockade. This crisis
was primarily a British—Rhodesian crisis with minimal US and Soviet involvement.
While no crisis is depicted when the Rhodesian crisis is supposed to appear ,
there is a considerable increase in the level of threat. Given the cir-
cumstances, it seems safe to argue that Rhodesia did not meet the criterion
of high threat combined with high uncertainty which is at the heart of our
definition of crisis.

In 1967 the cusp model picks up a crisis between May and June. According
to our external sources this would correspond to the Arab -Israeli crisis.
This shift is followed by movement in the conflict area of the surface. Thus ,
according to the cusp model the May-June Arab -Israeli crisis led to a
conflictual situation over an extended number of months. There was a movement
of decreasing threat with increasing uncertainty which led to the crisis. This
movement is different from the accepted notion of increasing threat and
uncertainty occurring at the same time. It highlights the interactive
relationships between threat and uncertainty . Even in periods of perceived
threat , decisIon makers must be careful. The Sino-Soviet crisis and the Cyprus
crisis were not picked up by the cusp catastrophe. Again this may be due to
the limi ted US and USSR dyadic involvement in these crises. 

- --- - -~~~~~~~ -- - .- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
,• • - -  . - 
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TABLE 8.2

CRISES IDENTIFIED AS OCCURRIN (
BETWEEN 1966 AND 1975

CRI SIS TIME FRAME

Rhodesia Blockade 4/66

Sino-Soviet 1/67 - 2/67

Arab -Israeli 5/67 - 6167

Cyprus 11/67 - 12/67

Israel-Jordan 1/68 - 3/68

Pueblo 1/68 - 2/68

Czech 7/68 - 10/68

Mid-East 2/69 - 4/69

Sino-Soviet 3/69 - 4/69

Bangladesh 11/71 - 12/71

Jordan 9/70

Mideast 10/73

Mayaguez 4/75 5/75

Vietnam Evacuation 4/75

Israel-Lebanon 12/68

Jordan-Syria 12/66

Greece 5/67

Cyprus 7/74

N = 18

r
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For the year 1968, the cusp catastrophe picks up two movements which can
be considered crises -- from January to February and from June to July. The
January-February movement may reflect either the seizure of the Pueblo or the
Israeli-Jordan crisis. Our reliance on temporal movement provides no sure
way of defining which crisis was picked up by the model . Since the movement
is one of high threat and uncertainty , we suspect that the Pueblo crisis
triggered this movement. This is because Pueblo seems to be a ‘classical
crisis ’ like the Cuban -missile crisis which conforms to the notion of crisis
as a situation described by C. Hermann. The June to July movement reflects
the beginning of Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia. It appears that
movement for the year 1968 as depicted by the cusp model has corresponded to
all the crisis movements according to our list from the other sources .

The year 1969 shows no crisis according to the cusp model while two crises
were depicted by other sources -- the Mideast crisis occurred between February
and Apri l , while the Sino-Soviet clash occurred between March and April. Both
crises depicted by the sources occur in the first-third of the year. According
to our data littl e movement occurred at this time .

The cusp model shows two crises occurring in 1970, one occurring in
January-February of that year, and the second occurring between December 1970
and January 1971. The first crisis corresponds to the Israeli-UAR crisis ,
while the second corresponds to the civil war in Cambodia. The Middle-east
crisis moves from a high threat to a low threat situation , much like its
predecessor in 1967; while Cambodia reflects the more accepted definition of
a crisis situation .

One crisis occu’s in 1971. It occurs in December of 1971 and corresponds
to the problems in Bangladesh. The year 1971 shows the largest degree of
movement of all the years , yet only one crisis is depicted. This provides
further evidence that our defini tion of crisis is NOT very dependent on our
use of Z scores.

The next two years -- 1972 and 1973 -- show no crises using the cusp model .
It failed to pick up what clearly is a major crisis -- the Mideast. In 1974
the cusp model depicts a single crisis occurring between July and August,

~k~ich corresponds to the Cyprus crisis. In 1975 a crisis is depicted between
May and June which corresponds to the Mayaguez crisis. 
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These results are promising. The cusp model seems to have a perfect
score in the elimination of false alarms . In NO circumstances depicted by
the cusp model do the other sources say a crisis does NOT occur. The model
does not fare as well on depicting all the crises in our compiled list. The
model with its usage of a mathematical construction places rather stringent
requirements on a defini tion of crisis. It does not allow simple co-variation
of threat with uncertainty. Rather , it is built on the assumptions that:
(1) there is movement in the control space; (2) that in a pre-crisis period
behavior is primarily cooperative; (3) that threat has to cross a threshold
(zero) and must become high; and (4) that uncertainties scored on a standardized
scale must be such that it meets the following requirement

Un > ~‘-4 th3
27

These are more stringent requirements than would be necessary in an
analysis which sought only to find those periods when there is high uncertainty
and high threat. It is probably due to the above characteristics that the
model might be characterized as limiting the number of false alarms . This
eliminating false alarms may have desensitized the definition to such a
degree that we may be ignoring important situations which might be considered
crises. This is clearly the case with the Mid-East crisis of 1973.

There is an important qualification to these results. Due to the use
of monthly aggregates , we do not get a time reading of the path of movement
between months . We have assumed that the movement between two months occurs
in a straight line . This clearly is an oversimplification . Only with work
in smaller increments can this assumption be tested.

Conc lus ion
Two things are apparent from this analysis. First , the cusp catastrophe

model has some validity as a model in the definition of international crisis.
The model appears to have a strong discriminating capability . Since the model
has a perfect record in not formulating any “false alarms ” it is important
to continue to develop its applicability as a research tool . This development

_________________________________________ - .
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can be on two levels. On one level , it seems we can extend the control
surface and the behavior surface. We have begun work in this direction
by dealing wi th the theoretical implications of adding another control
variable -- decision time , as well as another behav ior variabl e --
operational preparedness in our earlier theoretica l discussions.

On another l evel , it seems necessary to retest the cusp model
empirically, as wel l as test the more complex elliptic umbilic model wi th
more variables . But in order to do this , it would be necessary to use a
different data source. We would have to use a source that does not
aggregate on a temporal domain. This will allow for an empirical test
of the applicability of the perturbation assumption of the catastrophe
model . That is , that small incremental changes may lead us into sudden
transitions.

The data source envisioned for such a test will have to deal wi th
organizational perceptions. This follows from our assumption that
perceptions map onto behavior. Such a data source is available and
has been discussed at some lengths in chapters IV , V and V I.

The second important aspect of this study is that the crisis initiation
process appears to be a highly complex phenomenon. There is no clear
type of movement that demarcates a move into a crisis. Crisis occurs when
threat is increasing (the Pueblo incident) as wel l as decreasing (Arab-
Israeli crisis of 1967). These results will limi t the de~alopment of any
dynamic system perspective using the catastrophe model . There is no clear
force field which depicts movement on the surface which would provide a
characteristic function demarcating crisis as a dynamic function. This
means that there is no clear deterministic explanation about how from a
particular point in time a crisis wi ll occur. The prelimi nary data seems
to indicate that It will not be possible to define the amount of time
requiree to move from a particular point on the control surface to a crisis.
This time characteristic would have been possible only if a force field
depicting perceptual movement could be defined .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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What this implies is that we should drop down a level in our analysis.
We need a clear understanding of those organizationa l elements that make
up an actor’s perception of its outer environment. If we can find some
underlying mechan isms that expla in an actor’s perceptions of threat,
decision time , and uncertainty, we will begin to get a glimpse at the
important outer environment -- inner environment interface relationship.

The catastrophe model has moved us in two di rections. It has
provided incentives for an investi gation into the dynamics of organi-
zational perceptions. It has also shown itself to be a fairly good
model in the demarcation of crises and clearly warrants further develop-
ment and investigation.



APPENDIX A

MONTHLY MOVEMENT IN CONTROL SPACE
DEPICTING INTERNATIONA L CRISES
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Chapter IX

THE CRISES OF THE 1960’s

Introduction
In this chapter we will equate each of the thirty-six crisis situations

wi th the type of behavior reflected in the foreign policy system. There are
a number of ways this can be done. One could correlate the movement of
the perceptual variables with a behavioral continuum . Such a technique ,
however , presupposes a simplistic linear relationship between the variables A

involved . Our analysis in the earlier chapters on perception suggests
that the relationship between perceptions and behavior is more complex than
the simple linear model underlying most statistical approaches.

Given both our earlier results and our commitment to the development of
a formal model of crisis warning , the cusp catastrophe model of international
crises was examined through a simulation. Combining both the perceptual
output and the mathematics of a cusp catastrophe, a model was designed which
provides a description of the day-to-day behavior of each of the three
foreign policy agencies. This output was then compared to historical des-
criptions of the crises in order to investigate the validity of the model .

Given this approach we are able to incorporate several important
elements of the foreign policy system. First , by relying on our earl ier
data we can incorporate movement that occurs in the international environ-
ment of an actor. Second , by transforming this movement into perceptual
var iab les an agency ’s image of its environment can be discerned . Third ,
by predicting behavior of each agency via our theory, the validity of our
total approach can be evaluated .

While the catastrophe model can best be considered a forcing function
or black box model of the transformation of perceptions into behavior , it
still provides us with an explicit transformation process. It allows us
to combine those series of hypotheses about foreign policy behavior delineated
In the earlier chapters (e.g. when threat is high , and uncertai nty moves from
low to high , there will be a crisis) into a larger working model of alternative

303
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foreign policy actions. While catastrophe theory does not provide an
explicit explanation for the type of behavior formulated by the system,
when combined with our substantive axioms , it does provide an explicit
map of the state of behavior the system should be in , given specific
perceptions. The crisis perception model is an example of what happens
in the foreign policy system. Its validity can be tested empirically.

This point is at the heart of the criticism of catastrophe theory
presented by Hector Sussman and Raphael Zahler (1978). In criticizing
earlier work done by Zeeman (1978) which explained how the cusp catas-
trope model works, Sussman and Zahler argue :

What the ‘theory’ does is , at best, restate the fact
that there are Lstock-market/ crashes , not account for
it. The fact that sudden jumps occur is a part of
the assumptions , so that the theory ’s ‘account of these
jumps’ is simply, that ‘there are jumps because there
are jumps ’, which is hardly a contribution to our
understanding . (1978, pp. 133-134; italics is original)

The reason that the Zeeman piece did not help contribute to our under-
standing of stock market crashes was that it did not go beyond mere
description of a potential analogy between the catastrophe model and an
aspect of social behav ior. Zeeman ’s usage of a step-function to describe
a crash is so i ntu iti vely correct, Sussman and Zahler see it as trivial .

Yet, the Zeeman piece is definitely not worthless. It simply does
not go far enough for Sussman and Zahler. Whil e Zeeman was content with
developing a model , Sussman and Zahler require the testing of the model .
Fur ther , the testing should provide new insights which can account for
certain types of social behavior . Sussman and Zahler , then , are not
content simply wi th descriptive analysis. A mathematical model should
go beyond description and provide explanation .

Clearly Sussman and Zahier are correct. At the heart of any science
Is the need for explanation . Nevertheless , explanation is built upon
description . Without a clear understanding of phenomena our expl anations
can at best be so cumb~rsorne that they violate any attempt at approaching
a criterion of parsimony .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  —
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Internationa l crises are not like a stock—market crash. The plethora
of definitions of internationa l crisis is a clear indication of the lack
of a consensus by scholars about the facts that make-up crises. It was
our intention in earlier chapters to provide an intuitive description of
crisis using the catastrophe model. This chapter is an attempt to refine
those ideas and to place them within a larger model. Finally, we will
attempt to provide some validity to the model by comparing it with other
source accounts of crises. By placing the “trivial” output generating
function of catastrophe theory into a real social theory of crises , we
have gone far to answer Sussman and Zahler. By submitting the theory
to empirical analysis , we will have completed the transformation of an
analytic a priori statement into a synthetic aposterior world.

Research Design
In order to determine the type of behavior which each of the foreign

policy agencies might exhibit in a crisis , we devel oped a simulation using
the cusp catastrophe model . Threat and uncertainty were chosen as the
perceptual variabl es which would act as the input to the model. The
behavior variable was defined as operational preparedness. The model
assumes that the perceptual variables determine the behavior of an agency .
In statistical terms , threat and uncertainty are the exogenous variables
while the operational preparedness is the endogenous variable of the model .

As has been explained in earlier chapters the perceptual variables of
the model were developed using WEIS data and a weighting matrix which
reflected an agency ’s image. The final variable in our calculus -- the
behavior variable -- will be determined by taking the parameters for
behavior inserting them into equation one and solving for the root of the
equation .

n x 3 + thx + un (eq. #1)

In equation #1 ri is the behavior surface. x is the behavior variable.
th is the threat variable and un is the uncertainty variable. By setting
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equation one equal to zero the problem of finding a solution for the root

structure of the equation is a minimization problem.

Treating equation #1 as a root problem created a number of implications .
First, since the degree of the equation was odd , the number of
roots in the equation likewise had to be odd. This creates no problems
when one is dealing in that part of the control space where behavior is
designated by the catastrophe model as uniniodal (quadrants 1 and 2).
However, in the area of the model in which bimodal behavior is designated ,
it does create problems . Rather than having two roots that describe the
mode of behavior of the system, solving the equations provided
three roots. These three roots correspond to the three points in Figure 9.1
that make up the S-configuration of the cusp surface. We , however , are
only interested in the minima and the maxima .

As explained by Zeeman (1976) the third value is of no importance in
defining the step-function process that lies at the heart of catastrophe
theory. In order to resolve this inconsistency the behavior (x) was
assumed to follow the delay rule. As the simulation was run , each day ’s
behaviora l output was printed . On those days when multiple roots were
found as a result of the structure of the equation , all three were printed .
It was assumed in reading the output that the mode of behavior advocated
on a day with multiple roots was the behavior which most closely corres-
ponded to the previous days behavior. 1 (This fol lows Zeeman and Isnard ’ s
definition of a delay rule. 1972).

search process was used such that
x ’ = x 1 (+)

If (x~It ) - x ’t 1 ) < (x .  - x t l )  < (xk 
-

where x ’ is behavior chosen
= root one

= root two

xk 
= root three
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(root 3)
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FIGURE 9.1
ROOT STRUCTURE WITHIN THE CUSP
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The output of multiple roots provided important information
as well as the dilemma of determining the behavior advocated . The

multiple roots provided a delineation of the cusp area . One
might think of the cusp area as an early warning area. As the number
of roots changes from one to many, the system is approaching a critical
point. The cusp area reflects those high stress areas which are close
to crossing the line and designate abrupt shifts in behavior. Movement
across this area leading to shifts in behaviora l response might closely
correspond to those constructs of crisis which define it as the tense
period leading to an all-out conflict (see for example , the Standford
Studies on the 1914 crisis). Movement into this area without
such shifts in behavior correspond s to those definitions of
crisis , which view crisis as a tense short-term period which is just short
of war.1 Finally, shift may occur when there is such a relatively large
movement on the uncertainty measure that it moves from one unimodal side
of the cusp to the other unimodal side. This would adhere to any conception
of crisis which views step-functi on change as the concept primary aspect.
Terrorist activity treated as a crisis fits this category the best.

This definition of the root structure in relation to the control
surface can be seen in Figure 9.2. The transformation surface n is
mapped onto the control surface in this figure. The most important
aspect of this figure is the cusp area. The cusp area is the only area
with multiple roots. It is because of these multiple roots that we
have desi gnated the cusp area and early warning area. It is a warning
area because the potential for the development of new and alternative
action becomes available when a foreign policy actor is located in this
area . In particular , there are two important operational positions which
are permissible , but due to the del ay rule a single option is chosen . The

1Thls means , however, that these periods would not reflect severe
behaviora l change on the part of an actor.

(
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remaining part of the space contains a single root which correspond s

to the behavioral output advocated by the model .

Our choice of behavior variables for this analysis is an attempt
to analyze what Belden (1977) calls a decision stai rcase. An objective
of any intelligence and warning system is to determine where on the
staircase of preparedness the nation ought to be at any point in time .
Belden lays out a schematic (Figure 2.3) for discussing this position.
We are modifying Belden ’s position to fit more precisely what we have shown
to be the perceptual nature of crisis situations . Figure 9.3 depicts
this relationship. The shift in implications is important but quite
consistent with Belden ’s insightful commentary . First , we have replaced
time wi th the explanatory variables of the shift in preparedness.
Second , we have accounted for what appears to be dramatic shifts in the size
of the steps in the latter . In describing actual crisis , Belden varies
the size of the steps to reflect sudden shifts in the level of preparedness.
In order to reflect and describe these shifts accurately, the mathe-
matics of the cusp catastrophe were used . The actual jumps come as

one moves up the staircase of preparedness and is a function of the current
amount of threat and of shifts in the level of uncertainty . These
critica l points are dependent upon signals from the environment and
agency images of the meaning of opponent ’ s actions.

The major obstacle that had to be overcome was operationally defining
each of the variables in the model . In order for the mechanics of the
step-function to work a threshold point for threat and uncertainty had to
be specified . After much debate , it was decided that the most valid test

model would be to designate a priori the threshold point and then run
the model to see if movement occurred in the cusp.

In order to do this the first five days of each crises ’ perceptual
data were col l ected. The mean was compiled for each of the perceptions
and was designated as our zero or threshold point. Unlike the
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previous test of the catastrophe model , Z-scores were not calculated.
In thi s test of day-to-day activity it was not necessary to transform
the space In any way since we were employing indicators with theoretically
clear interpretations (see chapter II) and a standard range. Using
deviations from the mean would allow the threat and uncertainty scores
to have both positive and negative values. These values would allow
the model to produce the shifting quality of the catastrophe model .

The scale for the perceptual variables , as described earlier ,
ranged from zero to positive one. The use of the mean as a zero
point did not substantially alter the interpretation of these scales.
More importantly, the mean was compiled on data which only covered the
first five days of each data set. In almost all cases, there was
only moderate movement in the outer environment. These first few days
of the data sets did not show substantial hostile behavior . This was
important since we did not want to bias the scale either towards or away
from hostile situati ons. Rather , we felt it was necessary to try to
equate this zero point with ‘normal ’ behaviora l activity . The concept
of ‘normal’ included both moderately hostile and moderate friendly acts.

Due to this conception of ‘normal ’ we did not have to be concerned
with the development of some ideal range on a scale (see Holt , et al ,
1978). The conceptions of total placidity versus total threat, total
uncertainty and total certainty are outside our range of consideration.
While the mathematics of catastrophe assum continuous and infinite
space, our conceptualization defines a threshold and places limits
on the range of our variables. While this stretches the mathematical
assumptions involved , we viewed this study as a preliminary investi-
gation which could only falsify the model . Sophistication of technique
must await the rigors of applied mathemati cians. We were primarily
concerned wi th the implications for international relations and limited
our efforts in the development of any sophisticated measurement process.1

1The results below seem to justify this position.
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We operationalized our measures of threat and uncertainty by sub-
tracting this predetermined mean from the daily score on threat and
uncertainty provided by the crisis perception model for each crisis.
This resulted in the followi ng input as the perceptual variables in
equation are:

th’ = th — th

un ’ = un — un
where

un ’ = input into manifold equation
th’ = input into manifold equation
th = output from CPM
un = output from CPM

= mean of perception for first five
t~Th = days of all crises

Once these scores were compil ed , equation #1 was solved to determine
the number of real roots using a ‘canned ’ program available at the UOM.1

The roots were printed along wi th the data and the altered threat and
uncertainty scores. The data for each crisis are contained in a separate
appendix available upon request. The degree of operational preparedness
is designated by the roots in the minimization problem discussed in con-
nection wi th equation #1. As the scores move up in magnitude the nation ’s
preparation for war is increased .

This technique provides scores on a behavioral dimension which
reflects the amount of preparedness that each agency felt necessary
at a given point in a crisis. The complexity of the model prov ides
a great dea l of information. First , given the structure of the cusp
those situations which did and did not have an ‘early warning ’ process
could be determined . Second , the model for step-function could

1The program employed is found in the University of Maryland
statistical-mathematics package. It uses the Newton—Ralphson technique
of solving for roots of an equation.
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be examined . Third , the output information on which agency ’s behavior
reflected either an early warning process or step-functional change in
each crisis could be discerned . Finally, the degree or magnitude of
the shift for each situation in which a step-function change occurred
could be investigated .

The Results
To generate results the threat and uncertainty scores which had

been generated in the exercises explained in chapters V and VI for
each agency to the routine for generating real roots from equation # 1.
Equation #1 was derived from our theoretical arguments in chapter VII.

I. The Early Warning Process

As noted previously, the root structure of the equati on for the
behavior manifold provides a definition of early warning . The cusp
area can be thought of as a zone analogous to the red danger zone
seen so frequently used on meters. This zone corresponds to the
development of bimodal behavior . Whenever an agency ’s perceptions
force it into the cusp area of the control surface, there are two modes
of behavior which act as solutions to the equation defining behavior.
It is only through the use of the ‘delay rule ’ construct that the
behavior advocated by an agency is closely realted to its existing
behavior .

The ‘delay rule ’ might be analogous to bureaucratic inertia or
similar notions which suggest that an agency will do today, what it
did yesterday. Perhaps we might formalize the delay rule by saying
that in this model it is a decision rule. A decision rule that comes
into play when we have an option of two choices. The decision rule
would be something like “If faced with a situation in which two
al ternati ve modes of behavior are apparent, continue to go with the
alternative most like the behavior you currently advocate (i.e. stay
on the surface of the manifold you were on).

This delay rule becomes important in defining our concept of step-
function change. But it also hides the ‘early warning ’ quality of the
cusp area of the model . Early warning occurs in the catastrophe model
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when the alternative mode of behavior appears. This is when perceptions
move into the cusp area. It is when the question of shifting procedures
is first introduced but not yet accepted . We are dealing with behavioral
variables in this chapter and warning undoubtedly is related to decision
making in a very formal way. Warning occurs when there is the potential
for a large change in the mode of behavior. Warning occurs because there
is some decision rule needed to decide upon a particular action .

This idea is at the heart of the perceptual approaches to crisis.
If there is no clear warning, concern with issues like flexibility in
behavior and clea r understanding of the signals sent by another actor are
i rrelevant. Rather , concern shifts to questions about speed of mobilization
and ability to control peripheral parts of one’s defense system.

Table 9.1 presents a listing of those crises which have an early
warning process reflected in their behavior. The table simply demarcates
those situati ons that enter the cusp for at least one agency as opposed to
those situations which do not reflect entrance into the cusp. This list
does not deal wi th the step-function concept of crisis. It shows
those situations that had multi—roots behavior for some agency on a single
day versus those situations that have a single root. Situations in both
columns may still meet the requirement of a step-function change which we
have equated with crises.

Obviously, early warning is the rule rather than the exception in
these situations. This result fits rather nicely with the results of

Lentner ’s (1972) surveys regarding the amount of surprise involved in crises.

More importantly, a majority of the situations which do
not have any early warning process seem to be influenced by
State Department perceptions. That is, in a number of situations , the
maximum threat Is found in the State Department (see Table 5.7). In
particular , India-Pakistan , Rhodesia , OPEC , and Israel -Jordan 66 all have

_____ - 5 - — — - —— - -- — -—-- 5 -- — ——--— —-“5- - - - - - — 5 - - - . -~~~._. &_ - _ •-
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TABLE 9.1 -

EARLY WARNING PROCESS IN CRISIS

Situations wi th at Least Situations where no
one Agency entering Cusp Agency enters the Cusp

Early Warning Surprise
Arab-Israel i Cyprus 74 India-Pakistan
Angola Korea-US Rhodesia
Bangladesh Haiti OPEC
Cambodia 73-74 Israel -UAR Greece
Cambodia 74 Pueblo Israel-Jordan 66
Cambodia 75 Jordan-Syria Dominican Republic
Cyprus Portugal
Cuba Trinidad n = 6
Laos Korea
Saudi-PLO 72 Rhodesia-Sambia
Israel-Jordan 67 Cambodia
Jordan
Turkey-US
Hong Kong
Sino-Soviet
Lebanon- Israel
Mid-East
V ietnam
Uganda-Tanzania

n = 30

N=36 
-

.4

-J
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the State Department as the most threatened agency . Substantively, this
seems to suggest that when State is most threatened there may be no early-
warning of a potential step-function change in behavior. The State Department
with its emphasis on maintaining day-to-day operations may not consider

divergent replies to behavior sent by another actor. If one accepts
our earlier characterizations of State ’s image of the world as dealing with
precedent and threat to the status quo, then these findings , that it tends to
shift into an extreme crisis mode of operating wi thout goi ng through early
warning, are not surprising. To the State Department , shifts in threat
are combi ned with l evels of uncertainty in such a way that there is very
little delaying on the brink of a crisis. This was not a steadfast rule
in the model , however. In most cases where the State Department perceives
the maximum amount of threat , early warning does occur.

A listing of the crises in which agency(ies) entered the cusp area or
which had a step-function like change is in order. By noting the
number of agencies that show these two characteristics we can continue
our investigation of the convergence of perceptions dealt with in an
earlier chapter. This analysis determine if the med i um degree

of correlation of the agencies will continue into the behavioral aspect
of the model .

A number of crises show only a single agency moving into the early
warning area -- the cusp area -- of the model (see Table 9.2). In
Angola , Turkey-US, the Sino-Soviet situation and Hong Kong the CIA is the
only agency which enters the cusp area . Cyprus and Laos are the only
situations in which Defense is the sole agency wi th any early warning
while the Israel-Jordan situation in 1967 shows early warning only in the
the State Department.

These crises reflect substantive patterns. CIA involvement
primarily occurs in those situations where there is direct Soviet or
Chinese Involvement. The one situation which is an exception to this
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TABLE 9.2

AGENCY ENTERING EARL Y WARNIN G AREA (CUSP)

CIA State Defense Defense & State
Sino-Soviet Rhodesia-Zambia Cyprus Arab -Israel
Turkey-US Jordan-Syria Israel-Jordan Saudi-PLO
Angola — 2 Laos - 2Hong Kong n - Korea n -

n = 4  n = 4

Defense & CIA CIA & State
N. Korea-US Mid-East

n = 1 
Cyprus 74

n = 2

All Other Agencies
Cambodia
Korea
Bangladesh
Jordan
Lebanon-Israel
Cambodia 74
Cu ba
Vietnam
Pueblo
Cambodia 75
Cambodia 73-74
Uganda Tanzania
Haiti
Trinidad
Israel -UAR

n = 1 5

N= 30

(
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pattern is the Turkey-US situation. Defense early warning occurs most
frequently in areas where there is extensive previous Defense involvement.
The Mediterranean and Indo-China saw extensive Defense involvement prior
to these crises. State’s sole involvement in the early warning process
is in the Israel-Jordan situation and may reflect the diplomatic tact
taken by Jordan in the Middle-East.

A major i ty of the crises show all three of the agencies entering the
cusp area. Convergence in early warning seems to be a common pattern.
This is primarily a result of using the same event streams for each of
the agencies. While the same stimuli necessarily accounts for much of
the convergence , it does not account for all of it. Image and its
interplay are also important. This is indicated by the fact that there
are situations where only a single agency shows signs of early warning.

There is apparently a clear need for alternative images in the early
warning function of crisis management. In seven crises , only one agency
triggered an early warning drill. This demon~.trates a clear need for
conferencing of watch officers in the advent of a perceived possibility
of a crisis.

We can further classify this early warning process by looking at
which agency enters the cusp area first. This provides a temporal gauge
on which agency seems to be interested in particular geographical cr
functional areas. The classification based on this temporal distinction
is found in Table 9.3.

The Lebanon-Israel situation and the Cambodian crisis of 1973 are
the only two early warning situations in which all three agencies enter
the early warning area on the same day . Since both of these crises
occur in areas where there was conflict , these results are not surprising .
One would expect each of the agencies to be keeping close tabs on unsettled
areas like the Middle -East in 1968 and Cambodia in 1973. The difference
in timing in which agencies see a clear-cut need for crisis preparedness
suggests a clear need for converence. We have previously demonstrated
a correlation between agencies ’ perceptions of threat (chapter VI).
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TABLE 9.3
FIRST AGENCY TO ENTER THE CUSP

CIA State Defense CIA & Defense
Korea Bangladesh 

- 

Cyprus Cyprus 74
Cuba Cambodia 75 Cambodia Portugal
Jordan Rhodesia-Zambia Laos 

= 2Mid-East Cambodia 74 N. Korea-US n
Angol~a Jordan-Syria Israel -Jordan
Hong Kong Uganda-Tanzania Korea

;~~et 
Israel -liAR n = 6 State & Defense

Cambodia 73—74 — Arab -Israeli
Saudi-PLO 

— 1Trinidad n —

Haiti All Three Agencies Enter
n = 12 Cusp on Same Day

Lebanon-Israel
Pueblo

n = 2

N= 30

- —- -—-- — 5- —- - - —--~ —--•- —-—-—.— -.-S--~- -•---~ - .- -
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Here we have demonstrated that they are not always in phase when it comes
to signalling an iminent crisis. This is not altogether disappointing
since false alarms are indeed a frequent occurrence. But the opportunity
of pushing the decision time back can frequently be achieved if con-
ferencing between watch officers is studiously followed when any one of
them think they see a crisis.

Judging from a majority of situations , the results show that the
CIA is the first agency to enter the ‘early warning area’ of the catas-
trophe model . This is a reflection of the agency image built into the
model . The CIA was conceived as an agency concerned with long-term
trends which mi ght lead to disadvantageous disruptions in the internationa l
system for US interests. The CIA ’s emphasis on problems of domestic
stability enables it to forewarn of pending crises earlier than the other
agencies.

The Defense Department was the first agency to enter the early warning
area in the Cyprus, Cambodia 73-74, and Laoian situations. Again , we
mi ght credit Defense sensitivity to previous involvement. Cyprus appears
to be the abnormality in this set of situations. Yet, the extensive US
involvement in the Mediterranean probably allows this substantive argument
to stand . Each of these situations shows substantial movement on those
indicators weighted most heavily by the Defense Department. These
indicators include: current unit capacity, military readiness and the
military relations between x and y. They suggest that in situati ons
where there is military build up or a high fighting capacity , the Defense
Department is most likely to slip into an ‘early warning ’ zone.

Those situations in which the State Department is the first agency
to enter the early warning zone are characterized by the political and
military dyadic indicators . Bangladesh, Saudi-PLO, Israel-Jordan , and
Cambodia 1975 all reflect this pattern. Each show extensive movement
on pol iti cal relations between two nations as wel l as mi l itary rela tions.
The distinction between these situations and the earlier Defense
Department situation is that the military build up indicators do not
play as decisive a role.

- ~~~ I iTT TT ~ TTTT T~~~~
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Throughout the formal development of the catastrophe model we have
rel ied on the idea of a step-function change as a synonym for internationa l
cri sis. Thi s seemed reasonable as a result of both our l iterature
reviews and the mechanics of the catastrophe model .

Sussman and Zahler (‘978) raise an interesting question in their

critique of catastrophe theory. They ask when a step—function change is
actually a ‘non—trivial ’ change. In other words , when do discontinuities
m&ke substantive sense as well as topological sense? This is a serious
question when one simply investigates the qualitative mathematics
associated with the catastrophe model . Transformation of scales make
large jumps seem small and small jumps seem large . Fortunately, when
one moves out of the qualitative mathematics and determines a specific
scale for a specific test, it becomes possible to operationa lize large dis-
continuities. These operationa lizations will be idiosyncratic to the research
but if valid results ensue , it seems the characterization is worthwhile. 1

Defining a threshold point for the control surface provides an
early guide in demarcating step-function change from non-step-function
change. According to Thom ’s geometric representation of the cusp, it
is obvious that step-functional change occurs in quadrants 3 and 4
(see Figure 9.2). In these quadrants , depending on previous behavioral
scores and parameters for the equation, a slight change in perception can
trigger a modal (from negative to positive) change in behavior. In
quadrants 1 and 2 for a similar change in behavior to occur , a signi-
ficantl y larger shift -in the perceptions of an agency would be required .

Using this operationalization of a step-function change the model
does very well. In only four situations: Bangladesh , the Sino-Soviet

1We are following closely the arguments of Suppes (1967) here that
one ’s theory includes more than the analytic derivation but also all of
the procedures in his/her empirical extension and testing.
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crisis , Cambodia (1973) and Lebanon-Israel are there no jumps in behavior.
Two of these crises, Cambodia and Lebanon-Israel , fall into this category
as a resul t of inconcl usive evidence. Over the time period for these
two crises a number of the agencies enter the cusp area but never come

— out of it. In the Cambodian crisis , this happens for all three agencies ,

while in Lebanon-Israel it happens for the CIA and State Department. In
Lebanon- Israel the Defense Department enters the cusp area , but returns
on the same side of its entrance. This Indicates a warning process with
no behavioral shift. For the other agencies regarding the Cambodian
situation , the result are inconclusive since the data set ends within
the cusp area. If the length of the data set was extended , a shift
might be possible. Unfortunately,- a shift does not appear to be likely,
if we extended the time frame of the data set. This is because the time
frames cover what a number of other sources define as crisis situations .
Given the high degree of validity in a majority of the situations ,
extension of the data set would resul t in an exit on the ‘peaceful’ side
of the cusp wi thout any corresponding behavioral shift. Thus there are
two cr ises whi ch are characterized as important enough for early warning
to have picked them up but nonetheless failed to develop to the point
where radical shifts in US coverage or preparedness was required .

The other two crises which failed to show a behavioral shift are not
a result of inconclusive findings. Rather, there simply is no shift for
these crises over the time frames investigated . Substantively, there
might be good reason for this. There is no historical evidence that the
United States was directly involved in the Sino-Soviet border clash. Like-
wi se, any US involvement in Bangladesh probably would not be reflected in a
shift in behavior . This is because involvement was limi ted to things
like relief to victims .

Limited reporting of events, in the Sino-Soviet cases, plays an
important part for this lack of a shift. Movement on the surface would
probably lead to a shift if more events were coded. This might occur
simply as a result of the movement. Under—reporting might reduce the

— -- - — — _- - -  .— — — —~~~~~~~~~~~~-__m -— —--- 5 - —  — . 5-- .- - . ___ a - —— - —
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TABLE 9.4

FIRST AGENCY TO SHOW STEP-FUNCTIONAL CHANGE

CIA State Defense
Cambodia 75 Cyprus 1 LaosAngola India_Pakistan *
Mid-East Israel-Jordan Cyprus

KoreaIsrael-Jordan 1 Rhodesia-Zambia
Greece* Saudi-PLO Bangladesh

Arab-Israel iCambodia Jordan-Syria
N. Korea-US fl = 5

Cambodia 74 n = 6
Hong Kong
Tur key-US
Jordan
Dominican Republic State and Defense All Three
OPEC* Cuba PortugalRhodes-i a* V ietnamCambodia 73-74 n = l
Trinidad Uganda-Tanzania
Haiti Pueblo

Israel-liAR
n = 17 n = 5

No Shift
Lebanon- Israel
Si no-Soviet

n 2

N=36

*Quasj_crjsjs
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degree of uncertainty in the model . Given less events to code, there is
a smaller degree of competing interpretations. This reduction in the
probability of a large number of agency interpretations reduces our

- uncertainty . Furthermore, the shift aspect of the model postulates
that shift occur when uncertainty moves from low to high. The lack
of coded events probably results in the model ’s inability to make this
movement.

This explanation seems valid in both situations. In the Sino-Soviet
situation the maximum number of changes in indicators is two, while in
Bangladesh the maximum number is five . This low degree of change in the
indicators combine with low uncertainty scores to show litt le lateral
movement in these two situations . The result is the lack of any
behavioral shift.

II. Step—Function Change
The final characteristics of the model to consider is the degree of

shift in each agency ’s behavior. This shift reflects how drastic a change
is instigated by each agency. The shift is primarily a function of the
amount of threat in the system. As explained in earlier chapters ,
the degree of the shift is a function of the amount of threat. When
threat is high the shift is large, when threat is low the shift is small.
Uncertainty acts on triggering shift. The amount of uncertainty which
determines a shift can be found by eliminating the behavioral variable in
equation one (see chapter VII).

This model yields a majority of situations in which all three
foreign policy agencies showed step-function change. Step-function
change is not only a shift that results from traveling through the cusp

area of the catastrophe model , it includes movement from the third to the
fourth quadrant of the control space which crosses both bifurcation lines.

In most of the crises investigated there was considerable move-
ment in the third and fourth quadrants of the model . In most
cases behavior moved into and then withdrew from the cusp on the same

_ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  T~~~ 
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side it entered. When step-function changes occurred in the model , it

was usually a result of a change in uncertainty that moved the measure
from the third to the fourth quadrant. The most straight-forward
results would have shown all the crises entering the cusp area from

- quadrant 3, lingering wi th this area for a few days , then leaving the .
cusp wi th a step-function change in the fourth quadrant. Most crises
are more complex than this. Agencies enter and leave the cusp area,

providing a warning of danger, from quadrant 3. Then an unexpected
event will reduce the certainty of an agency ’s interpretation and a
step-function change ensures. The agencies are ‘warned ’ since they
have entered the cusp area. But this warning might be equated simply
with an increase in stress. The stress exists and then is reduced .
But, then, an unexpected move increases the stress to such a degree
that a step-function change occurs.

In most cases, this undulating process of warning, slight relief ,
and change occurs wi thin all three agencies. In a few crises the step-
function change only occurs wi thin one or two agencies.

Step-function change occurs solely in the CIA in the Hong Kong
crisis , the Cambodia (73-74) crisis , and the Dominican Republic.
State was the sole agency wi th step-function change in the Israeli-
Jordan situation . The Defense Department was the only agency that
showed step-functional change in Korea, Bangladesh , India , Pakistan and
Laos. The Cuban crisis was identified by jumps in both the State and
Defense Departments.

There were additi onal situations in which all three agencies
exhibited step-function change. There were four crises which showed
the behavioral characteristics of step-function change in preparedness
LThat is , they moved from a positive to a negative value ! but upon
investigation , the drastic shift was the result of a sudden and dramatic
shift in the uncertainty variable for the actors. While these shifts
do not merit falling under a strict definition of crisis , they should be
considered quasi-crises. This is because the transition from cooper-
ative to conflictua l behavior Is just as swift as the step-function

-—5--.—— 5- - -  —.~~ — - -
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process. The difference lies in how the change takes place. In these
quasi-crises , the resul ts are not a function of a delay rule. Rather they
result as a function of the quick increase in uncertainty . These crises
do show behavioral shifts. Thus in these crises one would expect a linea r
relation between operational preparedness and uncertainty while in the
other 30 crises there is a much more complex relationship. Operational
procedures are resistent to change, finally giving way in dramatic shifts
which do not reflect a simple one to one correpondence to uncertainty. A
threshold must be crossed which unleases a strong change. How striking
is the shift? How del ayed is it? The answer to these questions is found
in threat. The higher the threat the larger the change in uncertainty
necessary to trigger a shift in procedures.

In four cases, however , there was little threat. The situation
never real ly fell into quadrant 3 and 4, but the shift in uncertainty
was severe.~ In these cases, according to equation #1 , chapter VII ,
drastic shifts in behavior can only occur in conjunction wi th drastic
shifts in uncertainty.

The dynamics of perception result in step-function change in the
behavior of each of the agencies. We will explore some of the
characteristics of these jumps. First , the order in which the agencies
show the step-function change will be investigated. Table 9.4
presents the ordering for those crises wi th multiple agency step-
function change. There are very few instances when all of the agencies
exhibit the step-function change on the same day.

Rather , each agency seems to show a step—function change on a
different day. In a large number of cases the CIA seems to be the
first agency that undergoes the shift. In those situations when the
CIA does not show the step-function change first, it is the State
Department which shows the initial change. In no situation is the
Defense Department the first agency to react to its outer environment
by a step—function change. In fact, in some instances the Defense
Department does not show step-function change for two months after the
other agencies show the change (Jordan). In most cases, however, the
Defense Department shift in behavior is much closer to the other agencies.
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When the agencies do shift the range of the shift vari es between one
and two points . This can be compared to the quasi-crisis situations in
which behavior shows qualitative change (values go from a positive to a
negative number) but the shift Is between .2 and .56 of a point. This
result shows that the model is able to distinguish between those changes
associated with the drastic changes in uncertainty (quasi-crises) and
those changes which occur when an agency crosses the bifurcation li ne of
the cusp. 1

Several conclus ions can be drawn from this chapter. First we
have increased the level of confidence about the catastrophe forcing
function when it is placed wi thin the theoretical perspective of
chapter VII. In the 36 crises identified in other substantive writings ,

30 situations exhibited , the classic 3 root solution of the cusp catas-
trophe model . In only two of the 36 cases was a step-function in the
operational preparedness levels of the agencies not cal led for. In
the two cases which showed no response to crises, the Sino-Soviet
border clash and Bangladesh, it is questionable that shifts in
preparedness would have been picked up given the lack of reporting
in The New York Times.

Turning from theory testing to substance, the results highlight
the role of the CIA in early warning. That agency’s image creates a
clear tendency to see farther down the road than either State or Defense
Images. State Department images in early warning are more incl ined to
be surprised. They are more likely to jump from day-to-day procedures
into full fledged crisis mode. After correlating these findings with
earlier findings , it appears plausible that this tendency is due to
excessive concerns with precedence in dip lomacy and to protection of
the diplomatic status quo.

Conferencing between early warning watch officers is strongly
supported by the fact that several crises were forecast by only one

‘These shifts under Investigation are of a really large magnitude when
compared to the amount of change In uncertainty which leads to them. The
one point jump in the Israel-Jordan crisis, for example, is brought about
by a .23 change In uncertainty.
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Thus while a President can anticipate some correlation between agencies
on threat, decision time, and uncertainty estimates, he cannot expect
agreement on the underlying causes of the problem nor can he expect all
agencies to provide him wi th equally timely advanced warning . Threat
is contagious, regardless of who sees it first or whether they can all
agree to the reason for it. Thi s is the classic problem of crises
demarcation.

(



Chapter IX

TECHNICAL APPEND IX

The fol lowing is a compilation of the characteristic movement
in the control space for each of the thirty-six crises. The beginning
point of each curve is exact, movement in the space is a rough estimate
of movement in the perceptual variables for those agencies involved in
a crisis. In order to get an exact measure of these perceptions please
see the tabular read out.

The appendix delineates movement from an initial data point , on
the control surface, Into those regions that depict conflictual behavior.
It provides rough estimates of the move from cooperative to conflictual
behavior . Starting points are demarcated for each agency by arrows.
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Chapter X
THE NATURE OF THE ENVIRONMENT

The final area of investigation for our Crisis Perception Model
attempts to provide information on the nature of the environment in
which United States watch officers opera te . Two basic questions are
of concern here. One, has there consistently been a particular kind
of setting in which the US finds itself prior to crises. Two, has
this setting been changing over time? Answers to the first question
will suggest a sharper focus for early warning signals. If there has
been a shifting equilibrium in the environment of crisis initiation,
then a clear understand ing of the impl ications of various dynamics is
imperati ye.

From the perspective developed in this research , it is improper
to develop measures of the environment independent of watch officers ’

perceptions. As argued in earlier chapters, the nationa l decision
making hierarchy in foreign affairs does not receive undeciphered infor-
mation from cable traffic or The New York Times. Attempts to code
information from the environment without resort to analysts ’ images
can provide researchers with invaluable information , but this information
would rarely help in identifying governmental responses. Fortunately,
the mdel develo ped here al low us to i ntegra te s ignals and images i n pas t
crises. In the simple cusp catastrophe , a two-dimensional graph of
the control surface is enough to chart shi fts in the environment , as
seen by the agencies.

In order to investigate these findings , we continued to use the
behaviora l variable output of the Crisis Perception Model . This is
the same output as used in the preceding chapter (see Appendix to
chapter IX). The output provides both perceptual and behavioral
information . The values for threat and uncertainty are the altered
values :

367
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th th - ~h Where £h and ~n are the
- - - mean for the sum of theun - un — un first five days of all

cri ses.

These values determ i ne the exac t loca ti on withi n eac h quadran t that an
agency is in on a specified day. Our analysis is primarily concerned
with movement into each quadrant. This is because we are attempting to
determine a general rather than a specific pattern of movement.

One of the most important aspects in analyzing implicati ons of the
model is to look at where each crisis period begins. That is , in what
quadrant are the perceptual variables located on the first day of the
output. Remember that this point will be 30 days prior to the day
experts designate as the start of the crisis. Perceptions of threat
and uncertainty for this day should determi ne the nature of pre-crisis
activity in this situation. It provides a base line. If the first
day of a crisis situati on is located in quadrant 1 (see Figure 10.1),
then there is little threat and a high degree of uncertainty about the
situation. This area f~ referred to as the stress area of the surface.
If the first day of a crisis situation is located in quadrant 2, there
is low threat and high uncertainty about a situation. This area is
referred to as a peaceful area. Quadrant 3 represents those situations
when threat is high , but there is a high degree of certainty . This is
referred to as the poised area. In other words, an actor might be
poised for attack in this area. Finally, quadrant 4 represents those
situations where threat is high and uncertainty is high. This is a
confl ict area.

It should be noted that these descriptions of each of the quadrants
proivde the reader wi th a simplistic description of perceptions as they
are related to behavior. Looking at specific points on the surface will
generate much more specific information about the relation between
perceptions and behavior. It should also be noted that part of quadrant
3 and part of quadrant 4 contain the cusp. In a previous chapter,

— — - ----—.5-—— 4.5-~~~~~—_~ -- 5- - - - - _-.—~~ - --
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FIGURE 10 .1
THE MAPPING OF DOMINANT BEHAVIOR IN CUSP
AREA IS DEPEND ENT ON DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT
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this area was designated as the early warning area . Early warning was
invoked as a definition for this area because it provided a
description of the potential multiple aspects of behavior. Since we
are dealing with the specific mapping of perceptions onto behavior , this
area might better be called the ‘delay area .’ It is a delay area because
movement from the third Lfourt~7 quadrant into this area does not
correspond to a qualitative shift in behavior. The shift is delayed
until there is movement across the cusp line. This compl i cates the
description of the behavioral aspects of quadrants 3 and 4 (see
Figure 10.1).

A description of the starting point for each of the crisis situations
will help continue our description of the warning (or lack of a warning)
process that the model represents. Table 10.1 provides a listing of the
quadrant in which each crisis began. There are a number of important
things to notice from this list. First , the agency which seems to be
at odds with the two other agencies most frequently is the CIA . In a
number of cases (Dominican-Republic , Angola , Israel-Jordan 67, OPEC), the
reason for the divergence by the CIA is due to a higher degree of
certainty . This fits most conceptions of the CIA -- that of intelligence
gathering and the forecasting of long-term trends. A number of cases
show the CIA more threatened than the other agencies (Sino-Soviet , Rhodesia ,
and Cuba). This finding is more puzzling. There does not seen’ to be
a common substantive threat running through this set of crises. Cuba is
a seizure of US property situation , Rhodesia a naval blockade , and the
Sino-Soviet situation a border clash. The only element that the CIA
can be keying on in each of these situations is the emergence of hostile
forces to the US.

In the India-Pakistan crisis , the State Department has a high degree 4

of certainty , while in the Lebanon-Israel situation , the State Department
has a lower degree of threat then the other agencies . In the remaining
cr ises al l of the agenc ies are loca ted in the same quad ran t.1

1Whi le all three agencies are located in the same quadrant. they have
differing values . It was thought a necessity to divide the control surface
into quadrants for qualitative reasons. The zero points are theoretical
threshold points. The zero points define qualitative behavioral difference
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TABLE 10.1

STARTING POINT FOR CRISI S

Quadrant 2 Quadrant 1

Saudi-PLO Haiti Israel-UAR
Laos Jordan Arab -Israeli
Ind ia_Pakistan * Angola Rhodesia -Zambia
OPEC** Dominican-Re public Pueblo
Uganda-Tanzania Rhodesia Lebanon_ Israel*
Jordan-Syria Mid-East Cambodia 75
Dominican-Republic Israel—Jordan 66 Cyprus 74
Korea Israel-Jordan 67 Bangladesh
Rhodesia** Cyprus Cuba
Trinidad Greece India-Pakistan

OPEC Sino-Soviet

Quadrant 3 Quadran t 4

Turkey-US Cambodia (2) 73-74
Portugal Hong Kong

N. Korea-US
Lebanon-Israel
Cambodia 74
Cambodia
Si no_Soviet**
V ietnam
Israel _UAR*

* State Department
**CIA

(
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A majority of the situations are located in quadrant 1. Thi s

corresponds to low threat, high uncertainty situations. The behavior
advocated by agencies in this region could best be described as stressful.
Values would reflect a mild degree of conflict. The behavior associated
with this area of the model is on the same end of the continuum as the
behavior in quadrant 4 but the dynamics associated with the model do
not allow for the step—function change associated with quadrant 4.

In a majority of the situations , conflict is a normal expectation rather
than an abnormality . This is important in any discussion of an early warning
process. It seems that a majori ty of crises occur in those areas where
conflict is a normal expected activity . This finding coincides with our
earlier findings on perceptions as well as the work of Lentner (1972) on
the lack of surprise in crisis situations. Information monitoring is
probably a norma l course of action in these situations. New information
may not be necessary, but better information on existing situations is
frequently called for.

Wha t is surprising about these findings is that even those situations
which were characterized by extremely quick actions -- hostages taken , the
destruction of US property -- some degree of conflict was expected .

Since our empirical analysis of chatpers VIII and IX have demon-
strated a good deal of correspondences between our model expectations and
an empirical investigation of actual crises in the 1965-1975 period , we
will extrapolate from them here. The pre-crisis environm ent in which
the US found itself was primarily low threat , high uncertainty . This
position is a somewhat classic characterization. The US has
very little it need feel threatened about. On the other hand , anarchy
reins supreme in international affairs. Nations can do just about
anything at any moment and any nation ought to feel uncertain about the
immediate future.

in the model . In particular , the zero point for threat determines the
beginning of the cusp area. The zero point for uncertainty determines
the location of the cusp line. By looking at l ocations of perceptions
in each quadrant, we can determine the closeness to a crisis (step-
function change) and the behavioral characteristic of the agency.
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The natura l state of affairs was shattered at least thirty -six
times in ten years. A quick rev i ew of the graphs in the previous
chapter shows that crises which begin in the first quadrant take a
zig zag route to cross the crisis thresholds in the bottom two
quadrants. In all cases, however, an initial decrease in uncertainty
accompanied by increased threat are required for all crises which began
in quadrant 1. Just prior to the actual crisis , an increase in
uncertainty is necessary to trigger crises. This chain of events is
common , as we have shown in chapters V III and IX .

The few situations which have a starting point in quadrant 2
in which peaceful activity is the mode of behavior , are situations
in which there was considerable military mobilization (PLO; Laos).
These situations can be characterized as civil wars. Since these
are civil situations , it may explain the initial behavioral mode
determined by the model. That is , there are l egal reasons for
non-intervention into civil war. In addition , the political
situation did not warrant hostile expectations. This is clearly
the case in the PLO confrontation with its Arab allies (we must
remember we are dealing with a pre-oil embargo situation). There
is no apparent reason for US expectations of threat in a civil war
between actors that seem to be adversaries of the US. Situations
which are initiated from an environment at peace follow a simpler ,
more di rect route to crises, there must be an increase in threat
and a concomitant increase in uncertainty. These are the classic
crises of Hermann ’s analysis (1969).

Very few crises began in quadrant 3, the high threat, low uncer-
tainty quadrant. In this area , according to our model , behavior is
basically peaceful but with the ever present potential for conflict.
Nations enter the crisis early warning area by a small shift in uncer-
tainty. Once in the cusp, behavior is attracted by two strong forces. The
dominant force throughout quadrant 3 for situations of increasir~

(
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uncertainty is the maintenance of current procedures. There is a
reluctance to shift into a crisis mode. Earlier in chapter V II we
warned that this can create a situation in which behavior exceeds the

ability of decision makers to control . In crises which start from
quadrant 3, this is a real danger.

As the uncertainty pushes over into quadrant 4, there is an
increasing pressure between the status quo force and the shift force.
Here in this quadrant the force for change wins in a sudden ‘lurch ’
of the system. Crisis behavior is called for. Nations must shift
into crisis modes of operationalization and mobilization.

Several Middle-Eastern crises began in quadrant 4. From this
quadrant the situation is in a l ong standing quasi-peace , quasi-war
footing where the demarcation between peace and war is blurred . In
classic catastrophe theory dynamics , the slightest of changes in the
environment could result in drastic shifts in behavior. The suggestions
of our theory do indeed correspond well with reality in the Middle-East.

Given the starting points discussed above there is a particular
pattern leading to the step-function change we associate wi th crisis.
It is clear that most crises begli in quadrant 1. It is also clear
that there is a significant minority of crises from quadrant 4 which
exhibit a defini te blurring of the traditional peace and war conti nuum.

Looking at these situations which begin in quadrant 1 , a num ber
of characteristics emerge. First , most of the daily action occurs in
this quadrant. While there is some movement out of quadrant 1, a
substantial majority of daily events are located here. This occurs
prior to and fol lowing those step-function changes that we have
defined as crises.

Movement into quadrant 3 is very limited . If a crisis does move
into quadrant 3, it has always been followed by a step-function change.
In none of the situations which originate in quadrant 1 does an actor
enter quadrant 3 and leave the quadrant through quadrant 2. A path
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of this type would correspond to a reduction in threa t and a non-step
function change would occur.

In a majority of the cases, movement goes from quadrant 1 to
quadrant 3 to quadrant 4•1 The shifts in perception seem to show an
oscillating process going on. The dynamics suggest a movement from
conflict to peace to conflict. In one situation , the dynamics
traverses all four quadrants. In the Israel -Jordan crisis the Defense
Department begins in quadrant 1 and circles the surface through each of
the other quadrants. The predominant dynamics as well as the deviant
case dynamics for those crises that have a starting position in quadrant
1 can be seen in Figure 10.2.

This type of dynamic suggests a pattern of interaction in
which after a short hiatus threat is increased and uncertainty is
decreased , and a strong positive relationship emerges between threat and
uncertainty . One might note, however, that these descriptions are gener-
alizations of the trends. There are a number of crises where more
is going on than this simple flow. For example, there appears to be
univariab le oscillation in almost all of the situations under study.
That is , there is some movement from quadrant 1 to quadrant 2, back
to quadrant 1 , or from quadrant 1 to quadrant 4 and back. These
oscillatory patterns graphically look like the movement found in
Figure 10.3. The movement between quadrant 1 and quadrant 2 (A) is
of some interest. If one simply looks at the behavioral output as an
Indicator of step-function change, movement from quadrant 1 to quadrant 2
and back shows the same characteristics as that between 3 and 4
with one exception. It requires a large movement of the uncertainty
variable to get a divergent but sudden behavioral model in the one and
two case. This is a characteristic which might be as important to our
understanding of crises as the limi ted movement of uncertainty in quadrant
4 which signal step-function jumps. We might refer to the movement between
quadrant 1 and quadrant 2 as a quasi-crisis when linear functions of
behavior prevail.

~Thls dynamic only applies to those situations in this set which
showed the step—function change associated with the crossing of the
bifurcation line in quadrant 4.
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FIGURE 10.2

DEPICTION OF MOVEMENT FROM QUADRANT ONE INTO CRISIS
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Solid Line = generic movement leading to crisis.
Broken Line = approximation of Israel-Jordan movemnt.
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FIGURE 10.3

I OSCILLATORY MOVEMENT ON THE CONTROL SURFACE

(A) Behavioral Change
I

(B) Single Behavior (Confl ictual )
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Those situations which begin in quadrant 4 have a much simpler
dynamic. They simply oscillate between quadrant 4 and quadrant 3.
Again , the starting quadrant, is the quadrant that predominates. In
most daily observations an actor from this group will be located in
quadrant 4.

The only situation in this set of crises which does not fol l ow the
oscillating uncertainty pattern which is associated with the movement
between quadrant 3 and quadrant 4 is Hong Kong . Hong Kong shows
movement by both the CIA and Defense Department from quadrant 4 to
quadrant 2 back to quadrant 4. Thus, there is a quick reduction
of both threat and uncertainty followed by an equally quick increase of
threat and uncertainty in this situation.

The Saudi-PLO situation which begins in quadrant 2 follows the

dynamic associated with the OPEC situation described earl ier. The
Turkey-US situation simply follows the oscillatory dynamic of moving
from quadrant 3 to quadrant 4 associated with those dynamic
situations beginning in quadrant 4.

There are a number of implications which can be obtained from these
results. First, a review of the dynamics suggests an oscillating dynamic
in behavior. There in fact may not be a gradual build up to conflict.
Rather conflictual behavior will precede and follow peaceful behavior.
This seems to fit some earl ier studies dealing with crisis del i neation .
In par ticular , McClelland (1968, in Singer) has found that crises occur
when there is a high H-rel score. H-rel is essentially a measure of the
“variation or variety in signals. ” The higher the H-rel score the more
difficult it Is to pick the type of action sent by another actor.
McCleIland (1968) found that crisis situations show a high H-rel score
(above .700). While we do not use the H-rel measure, the dynamics of
the catastrophe model seem to indicate that this type of behavior is

_ _ _ -  
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highly likely. The dynamics suggest that there will be a mix of behavior
from conflictual to peaceful back to conflictual .

Further , the results suggest that it is the interaction of the two
variables that set-off step-function change. It is not simply
uncertainty or threat which set off crises . Rather , it is the com-
bination of the two indicators -- the increase in threat, combined with
first a decrease and then an increase in uncertainty which create a
crisis. Early-warning monitoring can not simply key on threat assessment ,
it will be necessary to consider the degree of certainty that an agency
has in interpreting its outer environment.

Up to this point we have emphasized the initial point in each crisis.
But now we need to introduce the concept of equilibrium in order to
inspect the hypothesis of a shift in stability conditions in the
US views of the environment. We will continue to emphasize the

control space (the space defi ned by threat and uncertainty in the cusp
catastrophe), but instead of dealing with initial points as defined by
the values for the day three months prior to the recognized initial day
of a crisis , we will calculate a yearly average for threat and uncertainty .

Several writters have argued that the crisis environment in which
the US finds itself is governed in part by the stability of relations
between the United States and the Soviet Union (McClelland (1968),
Wa l tz (1964), and Kissinger (1963)). This argument asserts that as the
Cold War period gave way to the detente era it affected, either positively
or negatively the stability of the system. Wa l tz argued that because
it lessened the viligence of major actors, crises were more likely to
be the accidental result of miscalculation and inattention to threat.

Kissinger argued that detente reduced the level of threat and permitted
competition between super powers to take place wi thout initiating crisis
scenarios. Our analysis of a cusp catastrophe allows both analytic and
empirical evaluation of these points.

I
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Returning to the familiar figure of the control space for the cusp
catastrophe model (Figure 10.4), we can identify hypothetical stability
points which cover the nature of the United States-Soviet Union relations
over extended periods of time . It is our contention that threat was sub-
stantially higher in the Cold War era than it is in the detente period
and that uncertainty was higher during Cold War than detente periods.
The first assertion is agreed to by both sides of the argument. The
second assertion requires more careful thinking. Proponents of stability
in the detente era clearly support the argument that uncertainty is less
in periods of detente where both sides do not expect violence. The
argument is that the scale of conflict behavior has been limi ted by the
placement of zero’s in those values for the likelihood of

violence. We contend that Waltz and those concerned over the heightened
likelihood of war in the detente era agree wi th the reduced perception of
uncertainty but argue that these perceptions are a mi rage. That is they
create undue optimism and lead to or cause violence to occur because
l eaders of countries believe that ensuing danger are not real. Figures
10.4 and 10.5 provides an equilibrium point for both conditions.

In Figure 10.4 the equilibrium points for the Cold War era ought to
be in the vicinity of the horizonta l axis dividing quadrant 1 and
4. They should demarcate norma l to slightly above (below the horizontal
line) normal threat. Uncertainty values should remain above normal in
this period . In the era of detente, this initial point has moved from
the quadrant 1 and 4 border to quadrant 2 signalling a reduction in
the perception of uncertainty over Soviet actions with a reduction in the
threat perceived from the daily flow of events .

If this placement of the homeostasis points for detente and Cold War
perception is correct, and we think both parties of the substantive
argument would agree, the dynamics in agency perceptions which lead to
crises take on very different trajectories in each period . In the Col d
War era crisis paths occur only when movement ~n perceptions takes on a C
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shape moving through quadrant 1 and 2 down 3 and across 4. In the
detente era the movement is much simpler shift from quadrant 2 to 3
and 4 (Figure 10.5).

In Cold War , crises are initiated by an initial reduction in
uncertainty , followed by increases in threat and uncertainty . This
makes considerable sense. In the Quemoy-Matsu Crisis , Eisenhower
initiated a White Paper clarifying our position in the area just prior
to the pre-crisis period . Unfortunately, what was intended as a
claryifying statement led to Chinese attempts to understand or test
the intent and the results are now history. It is clear that the
path is deliberate. Once the tradjectory begins its swing towards
quadrant 4, there is time and warning. There is also room for
misjudgment here. Eisenhower misjudged the situation in the Taiwan
Strai ts. The Berlin crises exhibits the same assertion of new rules
of competition followed by testing of reserve on both sides. Thus
miscalculation occurs perhaps but only within a much more calculated
strategy.

In the detente world , the US can slip into crises wi thout such
a drastic reversal in perceptions . Here a simpl e “slide ” into crisis
is possible. Any increase of threat could be disastrous , if it was
followed by an increase in uncertainty . We can point out two crisis
scenario’s possible in the detente era which are not present in the
Co ld War era .

The first set are the quas -crises inherent in quadrant 2 where a
sudden shift in uncertainty wi th no increase in threat can cause a shift
in behavior (either military action or operating procedures). Recall
from chapter IX that these are linear functions of uncertainty and not
step jumps of the catastrophe nature. While these quasi—crises are
not frequent (4 out of 36), and do not involve US military directly,
they are indeed characteristic of the detente period . They reflect in
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part a growing i ndependence of crises in the less developed world from
major power politics . They also signal the emergence of a class
of situations in which there is little to be gained by direct US involve-
ment. As a rule,increased monitoring of the situation and some
preparation to protect or evacuate non-combatants is considered an
appropriate response.

The second crisis set would come about due to a shift in the agencies ’
world view. If, for instance , there is a translation of the origin such
that

threat t2 
= threat t1

uncertainty t2 
= uncertainty t1 + a

there would be a shift of the origin of Figure lO.6a to the position
shown in 1O.6b. If this happens during a period of increasing threat,
crises are likely to occur quite unpredictively since precedence
suggests a solvable situation suddenly crosses thresholds that
had been quite distant before the shift in perspective . A shift in
administration could bring about shifts of this nature in perception.
Whether Brzezinski’ s replacement of Kissinger has indeed led to such
a shift in the threshold for uncertainty is difficul t to ascertain.
The possibility is reasonably easy to entertain , however.

What light can we shed on the stability -unstab ility arguments of
the detente versus Cold War eras? Several points are worth making.
Cold War crises are the result of considerable shifts and reshifts in
uncertainty . These shifts appear to be the result of col d , hard attempts
at asserting a new set of rules for conduct followed by the confusion
associated wi th tests of will. We would expect all crises to occur
in the low threat quadrants and to exhibit classic catastrophe theory
dynamics. In the detente era , if our placement of the homeostasis
positions is correct, there are several opportunities for crisis. The
most frequent and straight forward is a shift in perception toward

(V
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increased threat and uncertainty. The movement is straight forward , but ,

of course, it can follow a zig-zag path. In addition , one would expect
quasi-crises in far-off places not directly involving threats to US
positions and crises which stem from a shift in the origin of the
perceptual grid agencies used to evaluate crises. These latter
are clearly crises enacted by mistake. The straight-forward crisis
suggests that disagreements between major powers can trigger crises in
a manner which requires less of a deliberate attempt to test the will
of the opposition.

It appears that there is room for the mi scalucation argument in
detente eras. Perhaps not from inattentiveness but from shifts in the
basis of perceptions. It also appears that quasi-crises can occur in
a ~tente era which do not l ead to the direct involvement of both super
powers. Thus , there is an ounce of truth to both sides of the argument.
There is both more stability and an increased chance of accidenta l war.
Just how much of these conjectures can be based upon empirical evidence
needs to be evaluated . There does not exist a single source of data
for perceived threat and uncertainty for the whole post World-War II
period. We shall have to turn to several data collections .

It is fortunate that Charles McClelland has employed H-rel measurements
of acts for this Cold War period when he described crises from 1948 to
1963 (McClelland , 1968). It is possible to chart McC lelland ’s H-rel
measures and get a feeling for the general movement of uncertainty over
time .

One way to approximate the equilibrium point might be to look at the
yearly H-rel measures for the West over some time frame and determine a
mean. While this mean is only an approximation , it will give the
general direction of movement along the uncertainty dimension.

The H-rel measures devebped by McCle lland provide information for
the 1948-1963 periods which can be used to determi ne the equilibrium
period fci- the time span 1948-1955. This time period was chosen for two
reasons. First , the period 1948-1955 roughly corresponds to the year
Stalin or Stalin ’s i deas clearly controlled the decision making structure 

V _ _ _ _  - -~~~~~~~~~~ V —~
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of the Soviet Union (Halle , 1960). Coupled with change in the functiona l
aspects of the decision making structure of the Soviet Union came a
feel i ng in the United States of relaxed tensions. Fears by individuals
about a World War III were receding and Secretary Dulles ’ move toward
more reasonable coexistence positions were fully recognized by 1955
(Goldman , 1960). The yearly H-rel measures reported by McC lelland are
found in Table 10.2.

A shift in H—rel measures at 1955 can also be seen in the actual
McCle lland data . For example , while the mean is .803 for the period
between 1948-1953, the mean for the period 1953-1960 is .633. Further ,
the standard deviation for the first period is .097, while for the second
period it is .1800. As the standard deviation increases so does the
variation . Since this is the case, the 1948-1953 period represented by
the mean is a more stable period with very little deviation in
equilibrium. The 1953-1960 period showed a l oosening of the lock-in
effect of the equilibrium.

The empirical determination of a threat measure for the equilibrium
point is much more difficult to identify . Given the national mood
during this time period , assume that the equilibrium value for
threat , is slightly above T~. This would place the equilibrium position
in the Southeast quadrant of the control space (Figure 10.7).

Given this equilibrium positi on , a crisis is somewhat difficult to
achieve given the mathematics of the cusp model . For example , path 1
(p1 ) is not a crisis , rather it is simply an increment in the increase
of conflict of the US. Going back to the earlier partitioning of the
control surface, it should be noted that the behavior associated with the
equilibrium point is moderately aggressive . The increase in threat does
not alter the behavior response of the United States. Likewise the
moderate increase in uncertainty only results in a moderate increase
in conflict behavior.
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TABLE 10.2

McC lelland ’ s Hrel Scores

Year Hrei

1948 .927
1949 .869
1950 .764
1951 .899
1952 .792
1953 .81 2
1954 .628 V

1955 .734
1956 .540
1957 .278
1958 .540
1959 .657
1960 .782
1961 .781
1962 .829
1963 .658

S.D.

46-63 .718
48-55 .803 .097
55-63 .633 .180
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FIGURE 10.7

MOVEMENT FROM COLD WAR EQUILIBR IUM

Solid line = pCi) no shift in behavior
Dotted line = p(2) crisis

(
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In order for a crisis to occur , the US decision making perceptions
must follow a path similar to path 2 (p2) in the preceding figure.
Two things are important in this dynamic representation. First , the
end situation is identical to the end situation of path 1. Yet path
2 is defined as a crisis while path 1 is not a crisis. The reason
this is the case is due to the dynamics of the catastrophe model . The
catastrophe model follows what we have called a ‘delay rule ’ which
stated in its most simple terms says “maintain your current model of
behavior unti l it is absolutely no longer possible. ” The dynamics
of path 1 start in a conflict behavior model and movement South or
to the East implies only incrementa l change.

Second , the way to a crisis is movement first in a Westerly
direction , and then in a Southeastern direction. This implies a
substantial reduction in H-rel scores followed by an increase in both
H-rel scores and threat scores.

Looking at the monthly dynamics of H-rel scores, it is reassuring
to note that the H-rel scores seem to follow the correct pattern moving
from West to East just before a crisis. For example , in the Taiwan
Strait example, the H-rel moved from .240 to over .8 between 1954 and
1955. The Berlin Wall crisis of 1961 fol lows a similar H-rel pattern.

McCle lland’s data stopped in 1963. We have to turn to the Andriole
and Young (1977) data to identify threat and uncertainty for later
periods. The data have been used in chapter VIII previously and
provide information on both uncertainty (H—rel ) and threat (tension).
The yearly figures suggest a gradual lessening of tension over time and
a slight lessening of uncertainty . Thus , we would argue that the
equilibrium point has been traveling in the directi on we suggest. It
is shown in Table 10.3.

In the detente period the situation between the United States and
the Soviet Union has shifted . The degree of uncertainty about the acts
of the Soviet Union on the part of the United States is reduced in
comparison with the early fifties. Li kewise, there seems to be a more

(
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TABLE 10.3

TENSION AND UNCERTAINTY SCORES
AS COMPUTED FROM ANDRIOLE AND YOUNG DATA

Year Tension S.D. Uncertainy S.D.
66 56.492 20.663 .513 .138
67 48.408 19.971 .614 .120
68 55.125 13.196 .592 .143
69 35,742 14.313 .630 .070
70 45.683 16.501 .554 .124
71 47.158 26.741 .514 .191
72 34.017 18.619 .601 .114
73 24.225 10.647 .620 .078
74 17.492 10.327 .484 .131
75 28.942 19.143 .448 .189

For Ten Years
39.328 21.176 .557 .143

66-70 48.29 .5806
71-75 30.3668 .5334
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relaxed feeling towards the Soviet Union , which reduce tension
One would probably define the equilibrium point in the Northwest quadrant
of the control space (Figure 10.8).

L. The interesting aspect to this equilibrium point is that neither
path 1 or path 2 reflect a crisis event by the United States. While
the new end point is in the cusp area of the control plane due to the
delay rule , the end state is a state of coexistence.

The detente equilibrium reaches a crisis only with tremendous
increases in threat and an Increase in uncertainty . Points B and
points C represent crises from the new equilibrium position . Point B,
while having the step-function aspect of a crisis is,a mild crisis ,
while point B shows a much l arger shift in behavior mode. The
length of the movement Southeast determi nes how long the cusp in
behavior will actually be.

This movement in a Southeasterly direction provides another point.
In a paper on management employing catastrophe theory, Beer and Casti
argue that the successful manager broadens the cusp. One way to
get at this would be to alter perceptions of situations -- thus trans-
ferring the uncertainty dimensions in relation to the original scale.
But this is much like Zeno ’s paradox. Zeno’s paradox is the famous
anecedote about an arrow being shot in the air and traversing space.
How does the arrow come to a stop or an end point if on traveling thru
a continuum it must always pass through a smaller increment of space
(thus it is always moving).

By transforming a dimension and broadening the cusp, the decision
maker simply is playing an intel lectual game talking about different
levels of increments. Yet, there may be some truth to the Beer and
Casti Idea of broadening the cusp. Assuming that a decision maker is
not risk averse and is willing to play a game of some type of brinkmanship,
movement in a Southerly direction will “broaden the cusp.” This point
can be seen by comparing point B with point C. By broadening the cusp
I mean the decision maker will attempt to increase any distance in the
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uncertainty direction. In order to do this , the decision maker could
allow the threat perception to increase a great distance. This might
explain the somewhat irrational acts of some decision makers by attempting
to increase the level of threat in a situation.

We have come full circle now. There is indeed good reason to
believe our conjecture. The current era is not like the Cold War era.
The normal (equilibrium) state of affairs has shifted . This shift
charges the nature of crisis initiation considerably. It is no longer
the case that crisis initiation is such a complex -- deliberate --
process. Very simple shifts in the perception of affairs can create
crises. The Cold War requirements of crisis initiation seem to imply
tests of will , or a question of the rules of the game by their clear
cut orchestration of uncertainty. Defense Department concerns wi th
the military dimension of crisis seem to coincide with the political
impl ications of crisis. But in today’ s more subtl e crises where
initiations may not always be so complex and where crises are occurring
in far off places , are reasons which rarely threaten the ability of the
US to defend itself of the political implication of crises are quite
different and much more important. In this era, the political irupli-
cations of crises need to be considered carefully. Are conflicts
directly relevant to US interests. If they are not , what rol e in
adjudicating the crises seems prudent. When US interests are at stake
they are more likely to be distantly threatened; either economically or
political ly. But now slight - shifts in perception can trigger strong
shifts in US crisis management procedures. This calls for a careful
re-eva luation of alternative operating procedures. Are there plenty
of non-military actions open to US decision makers? Is information on
shifts in political indicators given more credence then military
Indicators? This is not the place to solve these issues but to suggest
that the crises of the l97Os-1980s demonstrate a clear shift from the
parallel i sm of military and political interests so characteristic of
the Cold War.

— - — - —-
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Chapter X I

CONCLUSIONS/EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The research reported on in this manuscript attempts to evaluate
the images employed in managing crises on the part of the major agencies
of foreign policy in the United States: the State Department, the
Defense Department, and the Centra l Intelligence Agency. The research
is based upon the belief that in order to make the early warning process
work better:

1) we must know more about the relevancy of agency images
in interpreting events and assigning estimates of threat,
the time availabl e in which to make decisions , and the
degree of uncertainty over the occurrence of imediately
preceed I ng events;

2) we must have a clear understanding of the impact of
shifts from non-crisis to crisis modes of behavior
upon the management of crises;

3) we must understand the implication of shifts in the
politi cal climate of internationa l affairs which effect
both of the above.

While we believe that this research has same rather striking policy
implications, it is important to point out that the interpretations are,
in turn, dependent upon a major new theoretical foundation. This
foundation represents a striking shift in emphasis from much of the current
crisis literature in academic circles , but it is one in which we are
highly confident.

Early warning is a continuing process as Tom Belden asserts (1977).
It is one which must take place in the face of

1) incomplete definition of goals and purposes ,
2) incomplete determination of the conditions under

which we must operate,
3) a very large number of alternative interpretations

(possibilities).

394
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In order to study these aspects of the early warning process and
to extend the warning time, our concerns must shift from charting the
external activity present in the outer environment to an attempt to
model the internal structure of information processing in the United
States. Useful model s of governmenta l information processing must go
beyond preserving input-output relationships . They must
attempt to characterize the- manner in which information is transformed
into interpretations of the environment and the recognition process

which triggers this nation ’s response to crises.

An underlying assumption made in this analysis is tha t the discrete

actions of nations are not events : rather chunks of actions are

aggregated by analysts to represent artificially defined events. This

perspective is derived from Riker who argues.

Faced with the complexity of continuous reality , humans
understand it by breaking it up into pieces. Although
a continuous reality cannot, by definition , consist of
discrete motions and actions, we imagine starts and
stops. What lies between the starts and stops we
call events. Events are motion and action separated
out of the continuous reality by the verbal position
of boundaries . So accustomed are we to separating
out events by verbal processes that we often lose sight
of the subjective character of the separation. We tend
to regard the event as an objectively differentiated
portion of reality . (1957, p. 57)

In accepting this position , we acknowl edge (as Andriole , 1975, p. 4;
and Rossa, 1977, p. 8, recognize) that events are operational tools of
the human mind which aggregate action sequences according to some mental
image in an attempt to understand the dynamics of foreign affairs. But
these images are distortions of reality -- distortions in two respects:
they are artificial aggregations of the individuals who comprise an
agency and they are idiosyncratic interpretations. Our model attempts
to identify and account for these distortions by employing a perspective
involving the mapping of perceptions onto interpretations and eventually
Onto responses.
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The adaptability characteristics of a nation are based upon per-
ceptions of the outer environment. Perceptions act as a l ink between
the outer env ironment and the compl ex of behav i oral responses of a gi ven
nation. Any definition of crisis must reflect this mapping between
behavior and perceptions. It must be capabl e, also of reflecting the
impact of changes in perception.

Essentially the argument beh ind our model is that international actors
are disturbed by the outer environment as they perceive it. This per-
ception of an outer env ironment as a disturbing mechanism is important.
The dichotomy between the inner and outer environment are best delineated
in Herbert Simon (1969). Simon argues that there are two important
modeling properties which are a result of this dichotomy :

1) given such a dichotomy we can minimize our assumptions
about the inner environment;

2) we can also look at a few characteristics of the outer
environment; not all the details are important in des-
cribing the adaptability of the system.

We argue that the charting of disturbances in the outer environment
affects movement of some kind in the actor ’s perception of the outer
environment. This is not a very earthshaking assumption . An actor ’s
i nformation sources is on the whole his main instrument for explaining
disturbances in his environment.

Further, we argue that there are three very important variables that
define an actor ’s perception of the situation. These perceptions are
the degree of threat, the degree of uncertainty and the amount of decision
time that an actor perceives as a result of disturbances in its outer
environment. These variables incorporate two ideas about crisis. First ,
their identification follows a number of previous authors ’ interest in
perceptions and their effect on behavior during crisis (Hermann, 1969;
HoistI , 1972). Second , it postulates that the degree of uncertainty

— — —- - - - — — - -- _V V ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — -,-- -—--—— - ~~V :  - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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reflects a concern with the degree of competence agencies have in their
interpretation of a signal. Uncertainty provides an important
coninunications aspect for speculation of crises. The importance of
decision time is best exemplified in the special issue of the Inter-

national Studies quarterly (1977) devoted to early warning aspects of
crises . The incorporation of these two concepts with the concept of
threat is an attempt to reflect the goal aspects of a nation acting as
a system. The question is, given certain existthg perceptions of the

outer env i ronment, if a nation wishes to avoid crises , of what types of
emergent interpretations of hostility must it be particularly careful?

It is our contention that a crisis is operationally defined by
policy makers as a shift in behavior triggered by particular combina tions
of threat, decision time, and uncertainty . We see perceptions (of
threat, decision time, and uncertainty) mapping onto behavior. It is
the situation and the perceived context which leads to crisis behavior.
But the mapping is not a simple linear mapping. We believe that simpl e
inputs of changes in perceptions l ead to radical change in behavior during
periods of crisis. If it is true that the impact of crisis on behavior
can be likened to a step-level function of perceived hostility , then ,
what most of the field has been doing empirically can not be expected to
lead to a clear understand ing of crisi s recognitii on. Rather our
position would suggest that most tracking or chartering is a waste of time in
a policy domain unless it is combined with theoretical models which
anticipate shifts of the nature we believe exist. The mere identification
of shifts may be of passing interest to academics but it is already a
fact of life to a policy analyst who wishes his friends in the academic
comunity could have forewarned him of these shifts.

What we have reported on here is the results of a three-year research
program to evaluate the utility of catastrophe theory in internationa l
relations. Much of what has been presented here is an attempt to comb i ne

(
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a series of mathematical equations with some carefully thought out
substantive definitions into a set of theoretica l derivations and to
identify empirical extensions of the impl ications. In the theoretical
derivations and empirical examinations of this research we have
developed a number of conclusions which not only demonstrate the power
of our theory but underscore the pol icy focus of our efforts. The
results can be formulated in terms of the three divisions of the intro-
duction:

-- the decision making system,
-- the shift in structure from the day to day to crises
-- the foreign affairs environment and shifts in that

env i ronment over time .

The Decision Making System
Our findings caution any President of the United States not to

rely too heavily upon a single agency in anticipating or interpreting
crises . While he can anticipate a comfortable degree of correlation
between agency interpretations of threat, decision time and uncertainty ,
he cannot expect agreement on the underlying causes of the scores on
each variable. Nor can he expect all the agencies to supply him with
equally timely i nformation . More specifically, threat appears
contagious regardless of which agency sees it first or why that agency
claims the United States has been threatened . -This is the classic
problem of crisis demarcation . Simply put, it is the “chicken little ”
problem in the American foreign pol i cy bureaucracy .

Our research into agency interpretations (chapter IV) found severa l
distinctions between the agencies analyzed . The State Department
interpretations reflect a fai rly consistent concern for traditional
and somewhat legalistic concepts including regional and world destablizing
infl uences, unsettling infl uences in alliance and related matters as well
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as politically violent issues requiring great diplomatic manipulation
and consideration. Central Intelligence Agency interpretations reflect
l ess concern for regi onal balances, remaining largely concerned with a
country ’s specific issues or interpretation. There is also evidence of
a more l ong run interest in world events with a short of balance sheet
approach to US interests; as the CIA defines them. That is , the CIA
seems to anticipate events and/or situations as either plus or minus
to overall US interests in a sort of strategic (political) chess match.
Finally, the CIA seems to share a concern with the State Department
for maint aining the status quo; a positive orientation towards maintaining
the political map.

The Defense Department interpretations refl ect a general concern
for the US strategic posture tending to interpret events as directly
effecting US interests and integrity . A large part of their concerns
centers on the far flung dispersion of US military personnel and
material interests and/or commitment and concern for our ability to
protect these assets. In another sense there is greater concern
in the Defense images for the material versus the intrinsic , than is
found in CIA or State Department interpretations. For exampl e,
conflict is more likely to be seen as threatening to US owned or controlled
assets than as destablizing to a region or as potentially threatening to
friendly leadership elites.

Analyses of how the agencies interpreted crises led to further
distinctions. The crises of the 1965-1975 period appeared to interest
the US because they impl ied a threat to US personnel or property or
because there was a confrontation between two nations in which the US
had some interests. United States interests were defined to include
concern over major power conflicts , the upsetting of the status quo ,
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or in many cases a threat to the norma l diplomatic procedures of the

current internationa l order.

By-and-large the State Department was most sensitive to changes in the
state of affairs in the international environment. These shifts were
instrumental in terms of the State Department’ s sensitivity in inter-
preting events. This agency fluctuates most frequently in response to

changes in indicators , to see more threat , less certainty and more of
a demand for quick action than either Defense or CIA. Is the State
Department image of the worl d more accurate? We believe it is if the
US is to be sensitive to the territorial integrity of others , to threats to
the peace, to the security of the sovereign states and concerned with
American citizens ’ property and economic interests abroad.

What are the other interpretations. How do they stack up in this
game of cards? Not so well we feel . If the US position is to be one
of supporting the status quo , of being sensitive to the need for quick
action now to maintain or enhance alignments in the future, then the CIA
image is appropriate . It was indeed potentially relevant to a l arge
class of crises. To some extent the CIA image is accurate. It is
sensitive to stability and the concomi tant implications of stability
for US Interests around the world. Its willingness to equate these
shifts in the status quo in many domestic situations to threats to the
United States and to call for action now to prevent such shifts gives
pause for concern, however. Finally, the Defense Department image of
many situations seems simply irrelevant in today ’s world.

The Defense Department wants to interpret crises in terms of major
power confrontations , direct military conflict wi th United States
forces, and tests of the United States fighting will. Since this is
its image, It sees little threat, uncertainty , or need for action .
Perhaps It is appropriate to let the giant sleep. We are concerned ,
however, that this image has a secondary tendency to call for military
action to protect US citizens property and economic interests and as
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such seems to play a pivita l position between the other two agencies
interpretation. In the Cold War era the Defense image was not only
appropriate it was instrumenta l in preventing the outbreak of war.
But in today ’s world where crises are quite different, we are concerned~
If our interpretation of the Defense images are correct and they are
left to stand as they are, the final administration ’s interpretation
of the implications of crises-like situations can be affected by an
image that shows little relevance to today ’s world and that calls for
quite inappropriate over reaction.

When we sought patterns in agency interpretations of threat , decision
time and uncertainty , we found additiona l interesting parallels. Threat
estimates of the three agencies appear to be highly correlated . Thus
there is a pattern in threat estimates over time which is similar across
all three agencies . The importance of this cannot be understated . As
we and others argue (McClelland , 1974), threat has Slacked an important
place in the theoretical perspectives on conflict. Our results indicate
two things . First , threat is definitely an important perceptual element
of crisis watch officers and , secondly, the basis for identifying threat
is not similar from agency to agency . This may not be as bad as it
appears at first. If the agency images are controlled by administrative
assignments then different interpretations may be due to different
assigned responsibiliti es. These different role-oriented perspectives ,
while affecting what aspects of the international arena agencies are looking
at, do not appear to affect estimates of threat.

Similar correlations between agency interpretations do not occur for
uncertainty estimates, however. Thus new information has a very different
impact on each agency. For some it is helpful in reaching decisions.
For others it is unnecessary, and yet for others it is simply confusing. An
intriguing partial correlati on was found between agencies estimates of
uncertainty however. In periods of high threat, there is a correlation
between threat and uncertainty . When events take a turn for the worse,
the agencies do coordinate their interpretations and they do see the
situation as becoming more uncertain. The President can expect large

- . - - ——- - - -—-- - — — — —‘ —- —- —-— --- - — —
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differences of opinion between agencies when situations are not threatening.
But, he should expect convergence in a crisis. This intriguing finding
also contains a warning : watch out for disagreements in estimates during
periods of intense threat. When a President most needs to know-the
reason for division it may be impossible for him to ascertain the basis
for disagreement since the basic interpretation of the causes of a crisis
are different. The ringing conclusion throughout the pattern comparisons
was that th:-eat is clearly contagious. Agencies differ in the speed
with which they perceive increased threat. But once one agency has
decided it saw a problem , other agencies climb on the bandwagon all too
frequently. As threats mount the solitification or lock-in of other
perceptions follows suit. It is impossible to gauge the accuracy of
estimates in our research. Our analysis clearly signals the need to
analyze the accuracy of such shifts in perspectives and to allow a
President to seek information about the basis for estimates each agency
provides him.

Aspects in the Shift to Crisis Preparedness
When we implant the three perceptua l variables of threat , decision

time , and uncertainty, ir~to a model of crisis warning and analyze the
American response to crises (the shift to crisis management from perception),
we find evidence to corroborate our findings on perceptions. In this
area , our findings were derived from both theoretical (chapters VII
and VIII) and empi rical analyses (chapters VI II and IX).

First , our model derived some disquieting conclusions.
The derivations hi ghlighted the common sense awareness that once a crisis
has been instigated , it is not an easy matter to go back the way we came.
We can expect some resistance to the causation of conflict in genera l as
a function of decision makers’ lack of decision time and uncertainty
about the meaning of events.

Another disquieting aspect of the model was the stress placed upon
uncontrolled behavior. In situations of short decision time that are
high in uncertainty , it is quite possible for nations to lack the conunand

______ — — - - -  — —-—— —. —- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _~~~~~•_~
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and control necessary to manage the actions of the military . The model

suggests that the tendency to be caught with an uncontrol l ed need to

respond militarily is the greatest in low threat periods of the present
detente era. Our derivations suggest that during high tension level s,

the day-to-day alertness of the comand and control system is able to
handle the emergencies but during low threat periods, control can slip
below minimum levels of alert needed to wisely control military activity .

Essentially our model is an attempt to put the output generating
function of catastrophe theory into a substantive model of crisis manage-
ment. In the process of doing that, several implications in terms of
the behaviors of nations being a function of combinations of threat and
uncertainty where generated. These can be summarized as follows :

A -- If threat and uncertainty are below
norma l (th < $, un < 0) then behavior is cooperative
(i.e. it rests in quadrant 2 of Figure 11.1).

B -- If threat is greater than normal (th > 0) and uncertainty
lies in its intermediate ranges (unL ~ un < Uflh), thenbehavior would be of an intermediate mode ~i.e. slightlystressful but not confl ictual).

C -- If threat is below normal (th < 0) and uncertainty is
hig h (un < unh), behavior is conflictual.

D -- If threat is normal or less (th < 0) and uncertainty is
normal (un < 0) but the joint values of threat and
uncQrtainty stay outside of the curve in quadrant 3:
(th3 + 27un2 > 0), behavior is cooperative.

E -- If threat is normal or less but the joint score of threat
V 

and uncertainty places the situation inside of the angle
formed by the curves in quadrants 3 and 4: (4th 3 + 27un2 < 0),
then behav ior can be either confl ictual or cooperati ve.

F -- If threat remains in this ringe , but the joint sum~tionof threat and uncertaj~nty forces the perception to crossthe line (4th3 + 27un’ > 0), there is a crisis.
G -- When the situa~1on is in quadrant 4 or more to the right of

the curve (4th~ + 27un
2 > 0), behavior is conflictual.

The early empirical tests of these shifts in crisis implications
highlighted the complexity of the crisis initiation process. There is
no clear type of movement that demarcates a move to crisis. Crises occur
when threat is increasing (the Pueblo incident) as wel l as when threat is
decreasing (Arab-Israel i crisis , 1967). The absolute level of threat is ,
of course, always above some threshold and uncertainty must be increasing .
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Empirical evidence from the test of the crisis shift model high-
lights the importance of the CIA in early warning. That agency ’s image
demonstrates a clear tendency to see further down the road than either
the State Department or Defense Department. The State Department is
most inclined to be surprised by events in the international system.
They more frequently jump from daily routines directly into new crisis
modes of operation.

The timing at which agencies become aware of a crisis differs signi-
ficantly. Our findings suggest that conferencing might be a very good
thing between watch officers. But caution is needed also. The early
agency needs to notify superiors as early as possible. The national
command authority needs several agency perspectives to assure timely
warning and a clear picture of what is the underlying cause of threat.

V If- what we suspect is true, that the underlying interpretation of threat
is a function of the relative role each agency is being asked to fill ,
then early notification of threat is one of the few opportunities higher
l evel decision makers will have in sorting out the role defined reasons
for these perceptions from their actual outer environmenta l disturbances.
When one looks at the order in which agencies exhibit the step-function
change into cri sis management, the Defense Department’s rol e in shifting
to crises becomes quite interesting . There are a few crises in which
Defense is the first agency to warn of the potentiality of a crisis. In
our analyses Defense was the early warn ing instrument i n Cyprus, Cambodia
73, and Laos. We credit Defense sensitivities in these areas to previous
invol vements and prior knowledge. In no situation however is Defense
Department the first agency to react to its outer environment by a step-
function change into crisis management.’ Thus it is the warning agency
i n only three crises, and it is never the first crisis interpretor . In
fact, in some instances, the Defense Department does not show a step-
function change for two months after the other agencies show the change
(Jordan, for Instance). We have attributed this lack of shift to crisis

1Readers are referred to chapters VII and VI II for the differences
between early warning and crises periods.
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management on the part of the Defense Department not to one of being
unprepared militarily but of being unable or unwilling to shift to
crisis unless there are clear roles for armed forces.

Shifts In the Nature of the Environment
Our analysis of the outer environment as perceived by the major

agencies involved in the foreign policies of the US suggests that in
the period 1965-1975, the majority of crises began in what we have
termed quadrant 1 the high uncertainty, low threat contingency area
(see Figure 11.2). We found this quite consistent wi th substantive
interpretations of the international system characterized by reasonably
peaceful exchanges between nations and a high level of anarchy control-
ling the relations between those nations. Our analysis also found
a number of situations of a quasi-peace, quasi-wa r nature. Thus , in

much of the Middle—East the distinction between war and peace is at
best a matter of convenience in definition. In these situations
conflict is the predominant mode of operation and whether the nations
are in a crisis or not is the result of minute shifts in uncertainty
or threat as nations or agencies perceive them. While we have been
unable to find a single perceptual audit trail preceding all crises ,
we have demarcated several oscil latory paths to crisis whi ch characterize
the 1965-1975 period. It appears quite obvious that there are con-
ditions which never exist in that period . The tracks that did exist
show several crises initiating scenarios. The three most prevalent
are the (1) non-threat crisis or quasi-crisis as we have termed it ,
the situation of a (2) continually worsening nature which we have called
the gradual slide to crisis situation in which perceptions move from
reasonably low threat, low uncertainty to progressively more threat,
more uncertainty and (3) more determined pattern of oscillation between
high uncertainty, low uncertainty and , high uncertainty again. In this
last situation , threat Increases gradually over the whole oscillatory
pattern of uncertainty (Figure 11.2).

_______________________________ -— 
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Figure 11. 2

PREDOMINANT MOVEMENTS IN CONTROL SPACE
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In looking at l onger term shifts in perception , we have found
three or four equilibrium points in the perception of the outer environ-
ment on the part of the United States. Here we suggest that from 1948
in the height of the Cold War to the current detente era we have seen a
progressive lessening of both threat and uncertainty . Today ’ s expected
behavior in the relations between the United States and the Soviet Union
is of a situation of reasonably low uncertainty and reasonably low threat.
From this position crises occurs by a concomitant increase in threat and
uncertainty . We concur that the current era is ~~ like the

Col d War era where crises were initiated with an initial reduction of
uncertainty and then a concomitant rise in threat and uncertainty . The
normal state of affairs has shifted. This shift changes the nature of
crisis initiation considerably. It is no longer the case that crisis
initiation is such a complex/del i berate process. Very simpl e shifts in
the perception of affairs can create crises today. The Cold War
requirements of crisis initiation seem to imply tests of will or a
question of the rules of the game by a clear-cut orchestration of
uncertainty. Defense Department concerns with the military dimension
of crisis seem to coincide with the political implications of crisis
during a Cold War era. But in today ’s more subtle crisis era, where
initiations may not always be so complex and more crises are occurring
in far-off places where US military preparedness is rarely threatened ,
the political implications of crises are quite different from the
military implications of crises. In this era the political implications
of crises need to be considered carefully and independently from their
military implications. Are conflicts directly relevant to US interests?
If they are, what role in adjudicating the crisis seems prudent? When US
interests are at stake , are they more likely to be distantly threatened ;
either economically or politically ? The realizations of these differences
between the detente era and the Cold War era calls for careful re-evaluation
of the alternative operating procedures for managing crises. We must
re—eva l uate the options and significantly enhance the non—military options
open to US decision makers. The crises of the 1980’s are not likely to
be crises which can be solved by simple military actions or the threat of
actions. They are likely to be low threat, slowly evolving quite uncertain
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situations. These are the kind of situations to which the United States ’

crisis management is least responsive. All of our analysis suggests the
US agencies involved in early crisis periods need to be able to control the
situation better in far-off places during periods of minor threat to US
i nteres ts.

Throughout our analysis , we have returned repeatedly to
constant themes. The FIRST IS THAT THREAT IS CONTAGIOUS. Every-
where the threat variable was analyzed , it was found to be
the single most important trigger in understanding the government shift
to crisis management modes of operation. We have also found that as
soon as one agency finds threat in a situati on , the other agencies
rapidly recognize threat. This “chicken little ” phenomenon in crisis
warning is encouraging in that it rarely happens in situations which
were not crisis. It is discouraging , howev er, when one turns to the
actual explanations given for the levels of threat estimated . These
explanations rarely converge between agencies .

The second strong concl us ion of thi s work i s THE NEED TO SHIFT THE
DEFENSE DEPARTMENT IMAGES INVOLVED IN EARLY WARNIN G. W e are not
advocating a complete change in the sensitivity of Defense to military
threats to the United States. Rather we argue that the Defense image
would be enhanced by the addition of political indicators and political
interpretations. Such an addition would significantly increase the
repertoire of Defense sensitivities. We would also argue that there
is a need to isolate elements of crisis interpretation such that Defense
can indeed perceive a situation of high poli tical importance to the United
States but of low military threat to its ability to defend itself.

Another theme i s THE NEED FOR PROCEDURES WHICH GUARANTEE CONTROL IN
THE SHIFT TO CRISIS. In crises which occur in far-off places , where the
major conflict is civil or between two minor military powers, the threat
to the US is minimum (at least in terms of short-term contingencies) . But
these situations which inherently do not concern the United States
directly, have been ripe for indi vidual agency action without coordination
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from above or without the initiation of the National Command Authority .
This problem is most pronounced in military crisis where the signals
appear most confused . An example of this sort of opportunity was
present in the Korean tree pruning crisis where we saw situations of
reasonably low threat blown out of proportion in the Defense estimates.

Another important theme running throughout our analysis has been
THE NEED FOR MULT IPLE IMAGES IN ORDER FOR THE NATIONA L COMMAND AUTHORITY
TO HAVE A MORE ACC URATE INTERPRETATI ON OF THE IMPLICATIO N OF THE SIGNALS
FROM THE OUTER ENVIRONMENT . In a large part images appear to be con-
trol led by the roles the administration is asking each agency to fulfill.
We see that interpretations are rarely consistent between agencies but
that the perception of threat appears wel l correlated . Thus , a full
understand ing of the reasons for the interpretation of threat require an
artistic mix of the interpretations being given by the agencies. Another
important reason for advocating multiple images is the clear finding from
our research that the early bird is not always the same agency. Thus
multipl e images of the type used in the 1965-1975 period have a tendency
to allow particular national security interests to trigger the crisis
alert for very different reasons.

The final set of findings speak to the importance of UNDERSTANDING
THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE DETENTE ERA AND THE COLD WAR ERA. The cri ses
of the detente era are more difficult to anticipa te, forestall , or to
interpret. Cr ises managemen t, if it is to be successful in detente,
must be more sophisticated than it was during the Cold War era. From
what we have shown in our analysis , the need for crisis management is
at least as great today as it ever has been. But the preparedness so
characteristically associated wi th the Cold War era is not appropriate
for detente.

Our analyses and our conclus ions ca l l for two programmati c adjustments
in the current state of research and policy derived impl i cations . The
first major implication is that WE MUST FOREGO CHARTING EXERCISES OF EVENTS

-~~ - - -  - - - V- -  - - -- ----
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IN THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM , AND SHIFT OUR FOCUS TO THE INTERFACE BETWEEN
DISTURBANCES IN THE OUTER ENVIRONMENT AND THE CONCOMITANT INTERPRETATION S
IN AGENCIES CHARGED WITH MONITORING THAT ENVIRONMENT. We need to under-
stand more clearly the interface between the environment and US inter-
pretations of that environment. Clearly this means we are in need of
more theory, more analysis, and more normative debate into the appropriate
images for managing a changing world. We beli eve that this debate
requires us to re-eva l uate what the role of major nations ought to be in
the future and what their concerns should be. The second implication
derived from this research is that POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC INTERPRETATIONS
OF THE ENVIRONMENT MUST PLAY A MORE IMPORTANT ROLE IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVE LOPMENT OF INFORMATIO N COLLECTION SYSTEMS IN THE FUTURE. We believ e
that the research reported on here shows that both the perceptual basis
for making decisions about threat in the international environment and
the mechanisms for shifting US foreign pol icy operations from a day-to-day
mode of operating to a crisis mode of operating require far more than the
development of multipl e computer message handling capacities. It requires
a shift in the way that information is interpreted . This shift begins
a better understanding of images held by the men and women who make up
the foreign pol icy bureaucracy.

(
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